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TITLE : 'T! History of the Afghans in India, 15 45-1631 A„ XL, wi 

especial reference to their relations with the Mughals

In this thesis, an attempt has been made to 
study-the history of the Afghans in India from 1545 to 1631 ;

especial stress has been laid on their relations with the 

Mughals as, either as rulers or as vanquished, they had 
far-reaching contact with the latter.

Chapter 1 discusses the origin of the Afghans, the 

settlement in India and.their rise to the saltanate.

Chapter II examines the nature of the Afghan 

monarchy, revealing its tribal character, the .ascendancy of tl 

chiefs and the conflict of two opposite political forces, the 

tribal independence and strong monarchy, in the saltanate.

Chapter III discusses Islam Shah"s kingship and 

administration comparing them with Sher Shahis and emphasising 

Islam Chahfs success.

Chapter IV" studies the reaction and the re:-appearanc 

of the conflict culminating in Afghan loss of Northern India.

Chapters V-.VI deal with the Afghan saltanate in 

Eastern India and its relations with the Mughals.



Chapters VII-IX study the Afghan attitude towards their 

conquerors and the Afghan policy of the Mughal emperors, 

revealing Babur and Humayun’s conciliation, Akbar’s distrust 

and Jahangir’s clemency and favours to the Afghans and also the 

rise of Afghan influence at the Mughal court. Chapter IX shows 

the decline of the Afghan position at Shah Jahan’s court 

on account of hhan Jahan Ludi's rebellion and the Afghan abort: 

attempt to recover their sovereignty„

Chapter X concludes the Afghan history in India 

by assessing the significance of Afghan rule and the place 

of the Afghan people in the general histpry of. this country.

The Bibliography contains an appreciation of the 

materials used in the thesis.



The Afghans occupy a peculiarly significant position in 

the history of Muslim rule in India. A distinct people from 

either their predecessors, the Turks, or their successors, 

the Mughals, they introduced a new element in the political 

institutions of this country. The Bur Afghan rulers in 

particular made a substantial contribution to the development 

of the political and social institutions of India, Moreover, 

unlike other conquered peoples, the Afghans maintained their 

identity throughout the period of Mughal rule in Indiaand 

hence they had a history as a political community even after 

they had lost their saltanate.to the Mughals♦

Indeed the history of Muslim rule in India remains 

incomplete without a fuller treatment of the history of the 

Afghans in this country. Practically no work has been done on 

them particularly after Sher Shah. Even hr* K* R# Qanungo’s 

monograph on Sher Shah requires revision in the light of 

modern researches. Cambridge History of India, vol. IV, which 

has devoted a few pages for the successors of Sher Shah, is 

entirely a. military chronicle ahd hence inadequate. Written 

with pre-conceived ideas and based on meagre materials, chief1 

on Elliot and D.owson's translations In the History of India as 

told by its Historians, vol<* IV and "V, it is full of
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inaccuracies and ill-founded assumptions and hence is without 

the merit of a history*

The present thesis has aimed at filling this blank in t3 

history of Muslim rule in India by giving a complete picture of 

the .Afghans in this country to 1631 and also assigning them the 

place they deserve in the history of India* An honest attempt 

has been made to exploit and utilise all kinds of materials, 

Persian, Bengali, Hindi, Sanskrit, Arabic and the accountsS' of 

foreigners, towards the fulfilment of that aim within a 

comparatively limited sphere. the scope and nature of the work 

have been discussed in the abstract.

It is my pleasant duty to express my very^sincere and

deep gratitude to my supervisor Professor p» H, Philips for the

encouragement and guidance I . received in the pre.pai*ation of

this thesis. 1 am very grateful to Dr. P. Hardy.-£.9 r his

ungrudging and constant help without which, 1 'am .afraid, the

thesis would have hardly seen the light. I thank Mr. 1. B..

Harrison for his day to day help in the initial work of this

thesis. I also thank Dr. A. L. Basham for his reading with me

some Sanskrit books. My thanks are also due to Dr. H„ P.

Tripathi, Vice-chancellor, .Sagar University, for giving me his

valuable time, during his stay in London last summer, in
*

discussing spme of the problems of the thesis. Indeed he 

illuminated the subject and immensely benefited me,
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Transliteration

In transliteration, the system of E, Steingass ( Persian 

English Dictionary, London, 193o ) has been followed,
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b ^ “ z
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ohaptuh x
The origin of the Afghans and their rise 

to the Saltanate of Delhi

In writing of the Afghans in India, one is naturally
interested in the questions, who were they, when did they come
and settle in India and how did they rise to the saltanate of
Delhi. Indeed the establishment of the A f g h a n  saltanate in
Northern India in 1451 A^ D. cannot be treated as a sudden and
unconnected event in history. Hence, an investigation into the
earlier history of the Afghans forms an essential introduction
to the present thesis.

The Afghans claim to be descended from Jewish stoclc
regarding Afgjaana, a grandson of king Saul and commander-in-chi
of the famous king Solomon, as their traditional ancestor. If
this pretension is accepted, then the Afghans must be considers
a people of the great Semitic race.

The theory of the Jewish origin of the Afghans
1propounded by the Afghan chronicler Nfmatulla in the

seventeenth century has been propagated by all the subsequent
pAfghan historians and chroniclers. According to this theory,, 

the descendants of Afghana, living in Palestine, were taken 
captive first by the Assyrian king Sargon II ( 722 B. 0, ) and

1. M., 3b-9b.
2* Khulasat ul Ansab, 15a and 29a-b ; Akhbar-i-Mahabbat, 3a anc

6a.
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then by the Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar ( 586 B. 0. ). After 
the fall of the Babylonia^ empire, the captive jews came to 
Kuhistan, the mountainous region in Afghanistan, and settled 
there. ^

This theory has appealed to some modern scholars. Belles 
Sir William Jones and others have lent their suioport to it on tli 
following grounds. Birst., they find a striking resemblance to tb 
Jews in the Afghans tall and well built body, fair complexion, 
blue eyes, brown head and especially the long nose slightly 
curved. Secondly,, the common names., Ibrahim,, Musa> ‘Ysa, Baud, 
Yusuf, Sulaiman, etc., the common title of Malik, and particular 
the existence of the Sulaiman mountain in their territory, have 
been adduced as proof of this origin by the upholders of the 
theory. Moreover, there are the similar customs and usages found 
among the Jews and Afghans, for example, the sprinkling of the 
blood of an animal over the doorposts of a house where a sick 
person resides, placing of the sins of the people upon a heifer 
in the same manner as the Biblical scapegoat, the offering up of 
sacrifices and the stoning to death of blasphemers. Lastly, thei 
tribal spirit and clannish temperament are considered to

2strengthen the theory of the Jewish origin of the Afghans.
The theory of the Semitic origin of the Afghans does

1. 'M. , 22a-b.
Bavies - The problem of the North West frontier, 42-5 ;
Haverty - Notes on Afghanistan,, J.A8B., 1875.
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not., however, stand the test of serious analysis* The resemblani 
in features cannot be considered .as providing a scientific 
criterion for grouping different peoples into one race. The 
Sumerians resemble the Aryans in features,, though they are not 
considered to have any affiliations with the Aryan people* The 
portrait- of the Kusana kings found in their coins has the same 
type of features. But they are certainly neither Afghans nor 
bemxtes.

Dr. G# 0, Davies has rightly pointed out that the use < 
Biblical names and customs is common to all Muslims and the 
Prophet himself adopted them from the Jews around him. The 
title of Malik was in general use among the Turkish nobles of 
India. The tribal spirit and clannish temperament are,, in fact, 
the general characteristics of every mountainous or Beduin 
people of the world.

Other evidence also suggests the implausibility of the 
theory. It seems unlikely that, after their captivity, the Jews 
should come to mountainous .Afghanistan instead of returning to 
their native land Palestine. What fascination did barren 
Afghanistan exercise to induce them to leave behind the fertile 
lands of Iraq and Iran ? Again, why should the Persian empire 
allow these people to enter and cross its territories ?

Judged by language, which is a most useful criterion fo

1. Davies, 42 ; Encyclopaedia of Islam, I, 149.
2. Ibid, 43*
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deciding the race of a people, the Afghans cannot be said to hav 
any affiliation with the Semites. According to Grierson, the
eminent linguist, Pashtu, the language of the Afghans, is a

1 *subgroup of the Eastern group of Iranian languages. In his
analysis of the Pashtu languagej another oriental linguist, Dr.
Muhammad Shahidulla, has shown that there is not a single word o

2the Semitic languages in Pashtu. Professors Raverty and howson 
also have found no trace of Hebrew in the language of the Afghan 
and it seems incredible that the whole race has, in course of 
time, completely changed their language without trace. Pashtu is 
an admixture of Sanskrit and Persian and this suggests the 
Indo-Iranian origin of the Afghans.

According to Pirishta, the Afghans were descended 
from certain nobles of the court of Pharaohs of Egypt and, xsfms 
refusing to accept the faith of Moses, they left Egypt and came 
to Kuhistan.^ This contradicts the original theory and weakens 
its force.

If the accounts of the origin of the Afghans show a 
strange diversity, so do accounts of the name Pa/than, which is 
also applied to the Afghans, Nirmatulla has advanced 0. fantastic

1. Grierson ~ Linguistic Survey of India, I, 493 and X , 9.
2. &  paper read in a seminar of the Pakistan Asiatic Society,

June, 1952.
3. Raverty - Hotes on Afghanistan, JASB., 1875.
4. P., I, 29.
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story that a descendant of Afghana, ‘Abdur Rashid Kais, obtained
the conferment of the title * Pa/than *, meaning the wood used as
a heel of the ship,from the Prophet in recognition of his
gallantry. Being the descendants of ^bdur Rashid Kais Pathan, th<

1Afghans are called Pathans, Birishta, on the otherhand,. says
that the people called the Afghans, living in Patna, as Patans,
Percy Sykes, however, maintains that the Pathan is a speaker of 

3Pashtu. It is a reasonable explanation that the name Pathan is : 
linguistic term and has been derived from Pashtun or Pakhtun, th 
plural forms of Pashtu. Pashtun or Pakhtun is used to denote all 
Pashtu-speaking .Afghan people.^ Hence, linguistically an Afghan 
is a Pathan.

The name Afghan first occurs as 1 Avagana ' in
5 rBhrita Sanhita in the middle of the sixth century. The name

Pathan, on the otherhand, came to be used in the sixteenth
6century by Birishta and other H historians.

The home country of the Afghans was known to the 
Indian historians as Ruh ( a Pashtu word meaning mountain ), 
which extended in length from Swat and Bijaur injNorth West 
Province to the district of Bukkur in Sind and in breadth from

1. K.,, 39a.
2 . P., If 29.
3. Sykes - History of Afghanistan, I(> 13.
4. Encyclopaedia of Islam,, I, 149.
f. Kern, H, - Varaha Mihir's Bhrita Sanhita, verse, 11,61 and
6. Briggs I- Birishta, I, 552 ; E*> I, 29 ; 16.38,

Encyclopaedia of Islam, L, 149.
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Hasan Abdal in North West Frontier Province to Kabul* Qandahar
1and Sulaiman mountains lay within the confines of Huh*

The mountainous nature of the country, with its small
widely separated areas of cultivable land,, fostered in the
Afghans a tribal and individualistic spirit. This spirit
characterises them even in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. So,, Hr. 0. 0, Davies writes* 11 The Pathan is intensel
democratic and refuses to obey even his tribal chiefs or malilcs,
unless they are great warriors or blood-thirsty^ fearless
despg)rado es. ^

The poverty of the soil made the -Afghans ready to leave
their homes. Thus we read in the history of Firishfea and others
that, in about 766 A. D., they occupied Peshawar and other place
belonging to Haja Gayapala , the ruler of the Panjab and Kashmir
-After a fruitless struggle of some months, Jayapala, who had als'
to face the rising Ghaznavid power, made peace with the .Afghans
by allowing them to settle in some places, of Lamaghan. The Afgha:
then erected a fort in the mountains off Peshawar which they
called Khaibar.

Later Subuktagin realised the importance of the fightinj
material in the Afghans and., enrolling them in his army, he
favoured them in every possible way. They continued to be

>

1* ‘Abbas,, 10.,, 5a ; T#, II, 14o ; P., I, 3o ; M., 4ob.
2. Davies, 47.
3. P., I,, 29 ; Grierson, X, 7.
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appointed as mercenaries in the army of Sultan Mahmud Ghaznavi.
Muhammad Ghuri and Qutbuddin engaged them as hirelings in the

2conquest of India* ^t is known fx*om the contemporary historian
Minhaj us Sira,;} that Sultan Nasiruddin Mahmud's noble Ulugh Khan
employed in 126o A. D* 3ooo Afghans in subduing the his: hill

3tribes of Mewat,
The Afghans came into prominence in the reign of Suitax 

Balban, who employed them as garrisons with assignments of 
lands for their maintenance to secure Delhi against the turbuler
Mewatis,^ These .Afghan colonies, in the south-west vicinity of

5Delhi,came to be known as Afghanpur. Balban also settled the
Afghans in Bhojpur, Kampil and Patiali, three principal centres

6 < of disaffection, disturbance and robbery. The fact that Alaudd:
Khilji had an Afghan amir whom Barani calls Ikhtiyaruddin Mai 

7Afghan shows that the Khilji sultans continued to employ the 
.Afghans.

The employment of the .Afghans in large numbers in the 
army of the Turkish saltanate of Delhi and the elevation of 
some of them to the amirate of the court must have brought

1* Utbi - Tarikh-i-famini, Aligarh Blliot, II, 24 and 32 ;
Grierson, X, 7.

2. M., 39b,
3. Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, 381*
4. Barani, 57.
5. Ibid, 452.
6* Ibid, 57-8, The places are in modern Barrukhabad district,xM

in U. I\
7* Ibid, 241.
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fresh streams of Afghans into India. By the time of Muhammad 
Tughluq, they became a fairly powerful community in the empire 
and this is reflected in their rebellions against the sultan in 
Multan, Guzrat and Haulatabad.

Malik Shahu Afghan killed the governor of Multan and 
seized the power of the province. Muhammad Tughluq1s approach,

ihowever, made him flee x\rith his followers to Afghanistan. The
rebellion of Shahu brought severe restrictions on the Afghans,
who thereupon rose in Daulatabad against the authority of the

2sultan and made Ismail Makh Afghan their king. Although at the
approach of the sultan they fled, yet they came back after his
return to the north. This ultimately resulted in the establishmen
of the Bahmani kingdom. The Afghans rebelled in Guzrat also.
This indicates the political importance of the Afghans in the
period of the Tughluq saltanate in India.

Biruz Tughluq seems to have greatly favoured the
Afghans.^ He gave the fief of Bihar to Malik Bir Afghan and also
appointed Malik Khitab Afghan to the government of Sambal and
Katehar ( in Buhilkhand ).

Amir Timur1s invasion of India in 1398 brought a fresh 
a of the Afghans into this country and he gave them for settlement

1* Barani, 482 ; Xahya - Mubarak Shahi, lo6-7.
2. Ibid, 258 ; . 111-2.
3. Mubarak Shahi, K. 3£. Basu*s translation, 115-6 ;

Mahdi Hasan - Muhammad Tughluq, 18o-2.
4. M., 41a. '
5* lahya - Mubarak Shahi, 133 and 135.
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Duab in the Panjab, Timur1s autobiography refers to some Afghan
chiefs in his train and the appointment of Mustafa Kabuli to th<

1government of Dipalpur,
Thus, by the end of the fourteenth century, the

Afghans had developed into a politically important community
settled in the nerve iz&k centre of Northern India, The people,
who had hitherto served as hirelings, now found political
supremacy within their grasp. In the later Tughluq period, the
■Afghans under their leader Daulat Khan Ludi, a faujdar of the 

2Duab, became the real masters of the saltanate. In 1416, Denial
Khan Ludi held Delhi against Khizr Khan and became a king in fa<
though not in name, for a few months ( 1416-17 ). After a heroi<
resistance, he had finally to surrender himself to Khizr Khan,
the first Saiyid sultan of Delhi. He died in confinement in 

3Ilisar Biruza. Daulat Khan is to be regarded as a precursor 
of the Afghan monarchy in India*

The Afghan influence rose even higher in the Baiyid 
saltanate of Delhi. Sultan Shah Ludi, entitled Islam Khan, was . 
appointed as governor of Sarhind by Mubarak 8hah.^ He was 
succeeded in that office by his nephew and son-in-law Bahlul 
Ludi, who soon rose to be the most influential figure at the

1* Malfuzat-i-Timuri, III, 42o ; M 4 1 b  ; Grierson, X, 8.
2. Xahya - Mubarak Shahi, 175 ; T,^ I, 26o. _  F-J,‘TajT.
3. Ibid., 181 ; 26 4-5 ; B., I, 292-3.
4. Ibid., 195 ; B,;, I, 317.
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Saiyid court and received the title of Khan Khanan from the 
sultan. The incompetence of ‘ALauddin cALam Shah, the factious 
spirit of the amirs and the consequent confusion in the country 
offered Bahlul an opportunity to organise &he Afghans under his 
leadership and to make a bid for the throne of Delhi. United 
under a good organiser, the Afghans succeeded in 1451 in 
obtaining the sovereignty of Northern India. They made Bahlul 
their king and realised the dream of establishing their rule 
in this country.



chapter II
The Nature of the Afghan Monarchy and 

the position of the Afghan chiefs

In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries* the Afghans of 
India remained essentially a tribal people in their nature* 
behaviour* social institutions, associations and political ideas 
So* the monarchy they established in this country represented 
their tribal peculiarities. Their quarrel-some nature, rough 
and unruly behaviour, their great attachment to their own tribe 
and tribal chiefs and their love of tribal independence 
determined the character of the monarchy.

The Afghan chiefs, secure in the allegiance of their
respective tribes* enjoyed great power and position either as
jagirdars or as courtiers of the Afghan kings. They looked upon
the king as a comrade and only as a first among equals. Some
of the Afghan kings* Ibrahim Ludi* Islam Shah and*Adil Shah,
how^p, tried to curb their power and increase the power and
position of the.king for the sake of establishing an efficient
centralised administration in the saltanate. This brought in
severe conflicts between two opposing forces - the idea of 
tribal independence held by the chiefs and the idea of strong
monarchy and centralised government adopted by the kings.
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A tribal people in nature :
According to their own historian Ni*matulla, the 

Afghans formed 345 tribes. I A few of them, the Ludls, Luhanis, 
Surs, Farmulis, Sarwanis, Niya^zis, Kakars, Karrgnls and others 
rose to political importance in India.

Although the Afghans acquired supreme power in 
Northern India* yet^ like all other tribal peoples, they were 
very quarrel-some . Ihe Afghan historian ^bbas says that. y
quarrelling, disputing and fighting were the chief characteristic
of the Afghans in the sixteenth century. 2 His evidence is
corroborated by Sher Shah’s remark that it w$s customary with
one Afghan tribe to destroy the other if the former hjtot had
four men more than the latter. 3 Sher' Shah often lamented over
the factious nature of his people and repeatedly emphasised that
they lost the saltanate to the Mughals only because of their
internal discords. 4 We accept the evidence of Sher Shah not
because he was an Afgjian but because an examination of the
causes of the fall of the Afghan saltanate in 1526 shows that 
their qudrrel-some nature prepared conditions for their great .
misfortune. The Afghans were so quarrel-some and unruly that

1. M., 2o5b,
2. kbbas, 10., I2la; BM.., 79b.
3. Ibid, 33b-34a; 23b ; M., 96b.
4. Ibid, 29b ; 2ob- 2la.
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they even fought bloody disputes in the court of Sultan Muhammad
iidil. I That they retained this nature even in the eighteenth
century is seen from an answer given to Blphinstone by, an Afghan.
11 We are content with discord, we are content with alarms, we ar<
content with blood, but we can never be content with a master.tft :

The quarrel-some nature of the Afghans was largely due
to their revengeful spirit. An & Afghan must take his revenge on
wrong-doers. This would cause blood feuds between one tribe and 
another for generations. Kven in the reign of Sher Shah, such a
blood feud was on the point of breaking out between the Surs and
the Niyazis over the death of Mubarak Khan Sur. The prudence of
Sher Shah and the timely action of A r2am Humayun Kiyazi, however}
saved the situation, 3

Some small incidents show how the Afghans nourished theii
spirit of revenge. In the reign of Islam Shah, Shu«jarat Khan, the
governor of Malwa, cut off the hands of an Afghan named^Usman foi
his misdemeanours* On his complaint, Islam Shah said to him,^1* ^
*You are an Afghan ; go and revenge yourself on him. * 4 In fact
rUsman had his revenge on Shuja/at Khan by wounding him in an
attempt on his life. In 1545 after seizing Jalal Khan Jallu and

1. T.,II, l2o-I ; B., I, 4I9-2o ; M., I63a-b ; P., I, 439.
2. fiorn, Preface, vi.
3. Abbas, 10.,, II6b-II9a ; BM., 77a-8b.
4. £., BM., Io8b ; T., II, 113 ; RahimI, I, 193.

ltsj] AS*.



his brother Khudadad, Islam Shah made them over to an Afghan, whc
had [blood feud with them, and they eventually killed them. IK-

The revengeful spirit isharasaterAxisKdtx characterised 
the Afghans even in the nineteenth century. Briggs tells us that 
Afghan revenge became proverbial in India .and it was said that a 
man was never safe from the revenge of an is. elephant, a snake 
or an Afghan. ** 2 The Writings of Dr.&^r Davies reveal# the 
prevalence of blood feudSamong them even in the twentieth century 
He says, * The tribes are perpetually at feud, tribe with tribe, 
clan with clan, and family with faihily, There is hardly a-. Pathan 
whose hand is not stained with the blood of his. hereditary enemie 
The fury of the Pathan vendetta finds its European counterpart in 
the modern Albanian blood feud* * 3 
A tribal people in behaviour and culture ;

In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the Afghans, 
in their manners and behaviour as well as culture, did not very 
much surpass the tribal stage of life* Babur wanted to conciliate 
them on political grounds* 4 He,, however, greatly disliked their 
uncouth behaviour and referred to them as a rustic people. 5 The 
Mughals felt themselves uncomfortable at Afghan court, Mirza .

1. ■$,' . B.,I, 378 ; T.,11, III.
2. Briggs - Birishta, I, 347.
3. Davies - The North West Frontier,- 49.
4. .See Chapter xi VIJ y Pp,
5* Waqi'at-i-Baburl, MS. ,466 ; B. N*, II, 34I
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Afsaruddin, a rebellious noble, fled from the court of Akbar and
took shelter with the Afghan chief Musa Khan Buladi at Patan in1

OuErat. He., however, left the Buladi court on account of the 
rough behaviour of the Afghans and joined Ghengiz Khan, another 
chief of Guzrat* I

It might be $rgued that Babur and Sikandar, who wrote at 
the time of the Mughals, could not be fair to the Afghans, the 
enemies of the Mughals* But evidence gathered from other sources 
also conveys the same idea regarding their behaviour* When we 
remember that , in spite of his long association with the refinec 
court of Khan Khanan Ab&ur Rahim, Baulat Khan Ludi, an Afghan 
noble in Mughal service, behaved very discourteously to Abul Baz] 
and Prince Daniyal,2 we are led to the belief that the Afghans 
remained unpolished in their manners and were inferior to the 
Mughals in refinement, Comparison of the behaviour of the Afghans 
and of the Mughals confirms our belief*

Two similar incidents illustrated the &bo.ve contention. 
Being disposed of Kabul by his brother Humayun, K&raran came to 
take shelter in the court of Islam <%ah. As he did not perform 
the customary salutation to their king, the Afghan chamberlain 
violently seized his neck and forced him bow down. 3 This is 
really a contrast to the descent behaviour of Babur to the

I. Mir’at S,, 338a ; B&zlulla - Mir*at S., 293* 
2* Ma^asir, II, 7-8.
3. B., I, 389-90 ; T., II, 79 . 325>
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Afghan chief Biban, who, in violation of the court etiquette, sa’ 
in his presence* Babur, however, did not impose his court agram® 
ceremonial on the rust^ic Afghan chief. I
On account of their quarrel-some spirit and uncouth behaviour, 
the Afghans, in spite of their long association with the Indians 
remained a strange people to them. The incident that occured in 
the Jam^-i- Mosque of Beihi a few days after Bhhlul Ludi's 
accession illustratedjjit. Whi}.e reading the khutba Mulla Bazil 
observed that they had an extraordinary tribe of rulers and he 
did not know if they were followers of the arch-fiend or 
arch-fiends themselves. 2 The Afghan historian ^bdulla has 
narrated this incident to show the goodness of Bahlul that he 
did not punish the preacher. We, however., see in the remark of 
Bazil an indication of the Indian Muslims* attitude towards theii 
new masters. In their eyes, the Afghans were a strange people 
and inferior to them in culture.

Being a strange people to the Indians, the Afghans 
could not enlist their sympathy and support. So, we see that 
some persons of Delhi and Agra informed Humayun of the ih. death 
of Islam Shah and of the discord of the Afghans and invited 
him to India. 3

1. Waqi^at-i-Baburi,MS.j 466 ; B # N.,II, 466*
2. D., BM., 9a ; School, lo-II. * t jiao b .viijb
3. S'.,,!, 456 ; A. N., I, 336.



A tribal people in social institutions f
The social institutions of the Afghans particularly 

marriage shows tribal basis of their society in the fifteenth an< 
sixteenth JMmfcurjcax: century India, They usually married within 
the tribe and disfavoured marriage outside the tribe. Numerous 
instances may be cited to show the prevalence of tribal marriage 
among the Afghans,. We shall, however^, illustrate the point by a 
few typical examples,

BahlUl1s father Malik Kala and Bahlul himself married 
their own cousins. I As the marriage of the Ludi Afghans took 
place within their triber so also other Afghans used to marry 
within their own tribes. Islam Shah Sur , 2 Ibrahim Khan Sur 3 
and Sikandar Ktian Sur 4 married the daughters of Nizam Khan Sur 
the younger brother of Sher Shah, Sulaiman Karrani*s daughter 
married her cousin Hansu Karrani. 3 Usman Luhani's daughter was 
married to his nephew Daud, a son of Sulairaan Luhani. 6 Wali 
Luhani married a daughter of Wali Mandukhail Luhani. 7

There are instances which show.that the Afghans 
disliked marriage outside the tribe. Mubarak Khan Sur, a nephew

1. P., I, t 317.
2. B,, I,. 416
3. Ibid, 421 ; M.;, I64a.
4. T., II, 172.
5. B*, School, 162.
6. Baharistan, I, 173*
7. Ibid. ,
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of Sher Shah, being enamoured of a beautiful daughter of Allahaad
— *** —Khan Hiyazi, proposed to marry her* The HiyazI chief, hawaiCEX^who

considered his tribe to be more aristocratic in blood, refused
the proposal of a member of the reigning Sur family. Disappointed
Mubaralc, however, tried to force him ; but this resulted in a
bloody dispute and the death of Mubarak* I

The Afghans detested marriage with non-Afghans. In 156I
on his way to Makkah, Bairam Khan halted at Patan and arranged
the betrothal of his son &bdur Rahim with a daughter of Islam
Shah. The news of this betrothal displeased the Afghans and they
killed him. 2 Other factors, such as Afghan hatred towards the
Mughals and the desire of Mubarak Khan Luhani to avenge the death
of his father in the battle of Macchiwara* also contributed to the
assassination of Bairam Khan. But, considering that the Afghan
chief Sher Khan Buladi received the fallen Mughal vakil and a
pilgrim as his guest and he afterwards connived at the murder, we
are led to believe that the betrothal was the cause of his Ksnni
connivance.

Intermarriage would in exceptional cases take place. The
Afghans, however, denied the children of such marriages the status
of a pure born Afghan, Islam Khan Ludi preferred his nephew Bahlul

#
to his son Qutb Khan to be his successor as the latter was born of

1. kbbas, 10, I16b-9b ; BM., 77a-8b.
2. B., II, 45 ; A. N., II, 131 ; Mir’at A., I, 93.
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a non-Afghan mother and would not have been acceptable to the 
Afghans *I

According to Blphinstone,, tribal marriage prevailed 
among the Afghans even in the early part of the nineteenth E&nfcsd 
century, 2
Allegiance to tribal chiefs and settlement on tribal lines :

The Afghans attached themselves to their respective
tribal chiefs and settled on tribal lines so as to form different
tribal zones in India. Islam Khan Ludi, the governor of Sarhind
under the Saiyid sultans of Belhi, had in his service l2,ooo
Afghans of his own tribe. 3 Sher Shah^ grandfather Ibrahim Khar
Sur joined the service of Mahabat Khan Sur and settled in Bajwars
in the Banjab with his family and followers. 4 Most of the
Sarwanis attached themselves to their chief A^zam Humayun Sarwant
the jagirdar of Gawnpur, and they were settled in that area* 5
We also learn that Hasan Khan Sur, the father of Sher Shah,
attached to himself his relations and kindred as his followers. 6
The Niyazi Afghans are also found attached to their chiefs, 7
In a similar way, the Barmuli, Luhani, Karrani, Kakar and other
Afghans lived under their respective chiefs in the areas, which 
they hx held in jagir..

1. I, 317 ; Afsan-i-Shahan, I4b.
2. Blphinstone - An Account of the kingdom of Oabul, I, 237,
3. B.,I, 317.
4. Abbas, 10., 5a ; BM., 4b.
5. Ibid, 2la ; I3b.
6. T.jXji^, Q7  ̂ f£> lT_ Tn0
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A picture of the Afghan settlement on tribal lines and of 
their tribal zones in India in the Ludi period ( I45I-I526 ) may 
be obtained from the accounts of Rizqulla, whose father ^a^dulla 
served Miyan Zainuddin and his sons at Agra fifty five years* His 
accounts are corroborated by those of Babur, Abbas and other 
Mughal historians* In this period, the Shahukhail Ludis of the 
family of Bahlul were generally settled in Delhi, Agra, Kalpi,
Chandwar and Lucknow* I Other branches of the Ludis, such as the

2 3Yusufkhails and the Sarangkhanis settled in Lahur and Aaunpur
respectively. Saran, Champ»ran, Oudh, Shahabad, lhanesvar and
Kanauj formed the zones of the Barmuli Afghans.  ̂The Luhanis

5colonised Ghazipur and Bihar* Gawnpur, Kara and Rtawa were the
-  6areas of the Sarwani Afghans* Ihe Burs were settled in the

7parganas of Ohaund, Sahsaram aiid Khwaspur landa in South Bihar.
Ihe battle of Panipat in 1526 caused some Afghans to settle

outside the Mughal territories. Babur, however, did not disturb
the zones of those Afghans, who submitted to his rule. He left 

8 9Oudh, Saran, and other places in the possession of the I'armulis

I and 2, W. M,, 67b,
3. Ibid,35a. $
4. Ibid, 65a ; “Abbas, 10., 5la-b ; BM., 35b.
5. B. S., IX, 523 and 527 ; Abbas, BM,, ** 6a and I7a ; T.,I, 351
6. W. M., 34b ; Abbas, BM., I5b ; B. N., II, 523.
7. Abbas, BM., 6a and I7a ; T., II, 89 and 86.
8. Ibid, 34b ; 10., 51a.
9. B, N. II, 675.
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« - I -  - 2The Sarwanis retained Kara. Babur also allowed the Luhanis and
the Burs  ̂to hold their respective areas as they promised to be 
loyal to the Mughal throne.

In the Sur Afghan period ( 1540-1556 ) also we see that the
Afghans settled on tribal lines* The Surs lived in Delhi, Chunar 
and Gwalior. 5 The Sarwanis settled in Lucknow, Kant., Gola and
lilhar. 6 Oudh and Kanauj continued to be the zone of the Barmuli 
The Hiyazis settled in the Pan^jab under their chief A rzam Humayun
Haibat Khan. 8 The Karranis got their home in Khwaspur Tanda and

9other parganas in South Bihar* The Kakars colonised Milwat, 
Nagarkot, Iwala and Dihdawal near the lammu hills> As the
Ludis had s^ik in political importance we do not get any referenc 
to their settlement in the contemporary records.

Even in the eighteenth century, the Afghans settled in 
Ruhilkhand on tribal lines* The Afghan historian Mahabat Khan 
writes that they belonged to 52 different tribes and each tribe
had a separate mahalla ( quarter ) in the city of Shahjahanpur,

IIthe early seat of their power in Ruhilkhand*

I. B.N., II, 537 ; A.N., I, Io4*
2and 3. Ibid, 659, 669, 676 ; 652 and 60.
4. Sher Shah kept his treasures at Chunar. Adil made it capital.
5. Islam Shah made Gwalior his capital.r6. Abbas, 10., Io7a-b ; BM., 7oa and 57b. The places mentioned

are in the modern district of Shahjahanpur, U. P.
7. B., 419-20 ; II, 120.
8. "Abbas, BM., 7oa ; T., II, III-2 ; B #.f I(, 38o.
9. B #, I, 42o ; T., II, I2I-2.
10. Abbas, 10., Io7a ; BM., 7oa. The places referredia to were

in the territories between Lahur and Kangra.
II. Mahabat Khan - Akhbar-i-Mahabbat, 65b ;

District Gazetteer, Shahjahanpur, XVIfix KVII, 136.
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The settlement of the Afghans on tribal lines and their
attachment to their respective tribal chiefs suggest that the 
latter , secure in the support of their own tribal peoples, coulc
exercise great authority over the si areas, which they received 
as jagirs from the king*
Position of the chiefs as jagirdars I

Bahlul Ludi ( 1451- 87 ), the founder of the Afghan
saltanate in Northern India/ parcelled out the kingdom among the 
Afghan chiefs, who had joined him in the conquest of the country 
and helped him against his enemies. When Belhi was attacked by
R/k ^ ar(li sultan Mahmud of daunpur, be invited the Afghans of

saying, ** God has given the kingdom of Belhi to the Afghans,
but the other kings wish to expel them. Gome to this country. The
name of sjaxexsintyxwillxremaHXK sovereignty will remain with me,
but the territories we have acquired and may conquer will be
shared among us as brothers. True to this word, Bahlul gave

pa jagir to every Afghan chief, who helped him. As the powerful 
Barmuli and Luhani chiefs came in large numbers and joined him 
in the conquest,he gave, them one half of the kingdom in jagirs

* 3and assigned the other half to other Afghan tribes.
Having acquired jagirs, the Afghani chiefs settled

there on tribal lines. They considered the jagirs as theirs by
right and not a favour from the king and they held possession of
them in hereditary succession. We are informed that Oudh, which
was the jagir of Miyan Kala Pahar Barmuli in the reign of Bahlul
Ludi, .passed in hereditary right to his daughter Path Malika and■ . „ -  ̂ _ 4her husband Mustafa Barmuli at the time of Ibrahim Ludi.

2. Ibid* 4b ; 4b.
5. W.M., 67b.
4. ‘Abbas, 10., 5Ia-b ; BM., 34b.
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- *'■' JThe Luhanis held their jagir in Bihar for three generations/ ** 
and. in the chieftainship Bariya Khan was succeeded by his son 
Bihar Khan and then his grandson Jalal Khan. Barid enjoyed his 
father’s jagir in Sahsaram in hereditary succession* The family 
of Daulat Khan Ludi Yusufkhall held their jagir in the Panjab fo 
thirty years. The other Afghans also maintained the same 
hereditary right in"their jagirs.

-The jagirdars enjoyed great authority over the area of 
their.jagirs. Within them, they were practically supreme. Barid,,
as the deputy of his father, made new arrangements with the

. . .  -  3soldiers, the zamindars and the subjects. The jagirdar could
also portion his jagir among his sons. We see that Hasan Khan
« -  ■■ ■ 4Sur, in his life time, assigned separate jagirs to his sons,

- 1 5Shuj a/at Khan also divided his jagir in Malwa among his sons.
The jagirdars kept troops of. their own to maintain local

peace and to help the king in times of need. During the period
of the Ludi saltanate, Jamal Khan Ludi Sarangkhani and his son
:; 6 Ahmad,' the jagirdars of Jaunpur, maintained 2o;,ooo horse,
Tatar Khan Ludi Yusufkhail, who had a jagir in the Pan jab,
commanded l5,ooo cavalry. Muhammad Khan Sur, the jagirdar of

1. M,, 96b.
2. Shahi, 89 ; B.N., I, 439-4o,
3. M., 86a.
4. Âbbas, 10., 23a ; BM,, I6b.
5. T., Ill 421 ; Rahimi^ I, 196.
6. W. M., 35a ; &bbas { BM., ,6a ) says that Ahmad maintained

12,000 horse.
7. D., School, 27.



Chaund, and Ha§an Khan Sur, the jagirdar of Sahsaram, kept I,5oo
I - -iScyjssta and 5oo horses respectively. The powerful Sarwani chiei

A^zam Humayun maintained 45,ooo cavalry and 7°o elephant in Kara!
The big jagirdars could delegate their military

authority to a number of subordinate chiefs with assignment of
jagirs and thus create their respective groups of loyal
lieutenants. In the reign of Sikandar Ludi ( 1487-1517 )$ Arzam
Humayun Sarwani made Saif Khan, haul at Khan, Ali Khan and Biruz
Khan his subordinated chiefs by conferring on them the command oj

3 ■ -6,ooo, 4(,ooo, and 6,ooo respectively. Jamal Khan Ludi also
4gave Hasan Sur the command of 5oo and a jagir in Sahsaram*

The soldiers of the jagirdars were the men of their
5tribes. They were also paid by them in fiefs. Being the men 

of their tribes and paid by them, the soldiers were naturally
attached to the chiefs and the jagirdars.
Jagirdars in the Sur period :

In the.S&r Afghan period (I54o-56 ) also, the jagir
system and the ideas of the time of the Ludis regarding the
jagir prevailed. Sher Shah restored the Afghan saltanate in 
India with the help of the Afghan chiefs and as such he had to

1. Abbas, BM., 6a and I7a i T., II, 86 and 89.
2. W. M., 34b.
3. Ibid, 35a.
4. &bbas> 10., 6b ; BM., 6a.
5. Ibid., lob ; 8b ; T., I, 335 ; D., School, 31
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satisfy them by the grant of jagirs* The evidence that may be 
gathered from the contemporary sources showathat he gave them 
jagirs.

In the reign of Sher Shahkp ( I54o-45 ), Shuja/at Khan 
Iheld Malwa in jagir. We know that at first Sher Shah assigned

the parganas of Kant, Gola and Tilhar as a jagir to fIsa Khan
Sarwani and later on the sarkar of S^mbal was added to his 
2 -area. The Karranis received Khwaspur Tanda and the Gangetic

3parganas in South Bihar as their jagir. In 1542 after IChizr 
Khan’s rebellion, Sher Shah divided Bengal in jagirs among some 
tribal chiefs. ^

The Niyazis had their jagirs in the Panjab and Multan.
The area under them was a fairly big one. They were at the same
time, however, a turbulent and ambitious people. Abbas says that
Sher Shah intended to remove them from the Panjab, but before he

5could do this he died. We, however, see that it was not fehcs 
his death but rather the dictates of prudence and 
military necessity which prevented Sher Shah from removing the 
Niyazis* The powerful Niyazi chief A rzam Humayun, who had 
distinguished himself in many a campaign of Sher Shah and in the 
conquest of Multan, ranked as one of the pillars of the restored

1. Abbas, 10., ii3ta«feXS^bBMx^xXiax30tHdx^aIl4-6b j BM., 7la and 75?
2. Ibid, Io7b ; 7?oa.
3. B., I, 42o j T „  II/I2I-2*
4. Ibid, 365 ; P., I, 425 ; ^Abbas, IQ.* 67b ; D., School, 92a,

'Abbas says that Sher Shah established in Bengal.
5. Abbas, 10., l2oa ; BM., 79a-b.
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saltanate. Pruden^ce forbade him from alienating'.^ such a
powerful chief. Moreover, the defence of the north-west frontier
against expelled vHumayun demanded that the Panjab was to be in
the hands of a powerful chief and in a tranquil state.

The jagirdars of the Sur period also kept their own
Itroops. A^zam Humayun Niyazi commanded 3o,ooo horse and Shuja/c

2Khan l2,ooo horse* We are informed that, while conferring
Sambal on rIsa Khan Sarwani, Sher Shah asked him to keep an
additional cavalry force of 5,ooo to maintain peace in the troubl

3-some Sambal area. The jagirdars also paid their soldiers 
4in fiefs.
The idea that the jagir was a family property of the

chief prevailed until the end of the Sur rule in xhrj Northern
India. In 1553, Muhammad Adil Shah held a darbar at Gwalior 
to carry out a scheme of the redistribution of jagirs. In the 
darbar he proposed the transfer of Kanauj from the Barmulis to 
the Sarbanis. Sikandar KJian Barmuli protested against the 
interference of the sultan in their jagir, which they held from 
the time of Sher Shah, This affair resulted in a bloody dispute 
in the darbar and the loss of several lives* This incident 
illustrates how the Afghan chiefs throughout the entire period 
of Afghan rule in India maintained that they held their jagirs 
by right and not by royal favour.
1.'Abbas* 10.* II6b ; BM., 77a.
2. Ibid, Ioob 65b.
3. Ibid, Io7b 7o|..
4. Ibid, Io7b and 114a ; 7oa and 75a.
5. 3E., II, I20-I ; B., I, 41-9-20 ; 3P.„ I, 439 ", B., BM., S3 l2oa,
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The hold of the Afghan chiefs on their tribes and their 
great power over their jagirs naturally limited the authority of 
the Afghan king in their localities. Indeed, it may be said that 
the chiefs established semi-independent political units within 
the kingdom.

in_the_royal succession ;
The Afghan chiefs exercised great influence in the 

political questions of their salt.anate. The significant role they 
played in the affairs of succession to the throne suggests that 
the Afghan king was really chosen by them. The reigning king 
might nominate his successor. He would, however, nominate such a 
person, who would be acceptable to the chiefs. Even then, the 
chiefs could accept or reject him and place some other relation 
of the deceased king on the throne.

Islam Khan Ludi, who for the first time united the Afghans 
under his leadership, nominated his nephew Bahlul Ludi rather tha
his son Qutb Khan to be his successor as the latter would not

I m -have been accepted by his people* This shows that the Afghan
leader had respect for the opinion of his brethren. In spite of
this, the Afghans were not unanimous in the acceptance of Bahlul*
By his tact and personality, Bahlul, however, made himself
acceptable to them. Even when he became the acknowledged Isa&fcx
leader and mHHarg monarch of the Afghans, he behaved with them ir

I. 3?., I, 517 ; Afsan-i-Shahan, 14b*
2* Ibid*
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such a way as to show that he had been a choice of his people
Tand that he held the high office at their pleasure.

The accession of Sikandar Ludi is an instance which
illustrates that the Afghan chiefs had their choice in successioi
When Bahlul Ludi died they sat in assembly to decide whom they
should place on the throne. At that time the elder prince Barbik
was at Jaunpur and the third Sikandar was in Delhi. A few of the
chiefs favoured the succession of Barbik, while others wanted to
place A rzam Humayun, the son of the eldest prince D&yazid, who
had died, on the throne. Nobody made any mention of Sikandar,

2who is said to have been nominated successor by Bahlul. Seeing
that her son*s case was going by default, Sikandar*s mother
spoke, from behind the curtain, about the qualities of her son
and presented his case to the assembled chiefs.*Isa Khan Ludi
retorted that the.throne was not for the son of a goldsmith1s 

3daughter, Khan Khanan Barmuli, one of the influential chiefs,
objected to suet harsh language towards the wife of the late
king. This caused a quarrel between the two feh chiefs. Khan
Khanan Barmuli swore that he would support the succession of
Sikandar. As he commanded the respect of the majority of the 
chiefs, they chose Sikandar for the throne and invited him
accordingly. Sikandar came in haste to Jalali and ascended

1. See
2. B#, I, 329 ; D., School, 27*
3. Ibid. Sikandar's mother was a goldsmithfs daughter, p, j

T , -3-14 ^ '
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Xthe throne.
In 1517 after the death of Sikandar, the majority of 

the chiefs favoured the succession of Ibrahim Ludi, who was 
noted for his intelligence., bravery and other praiseworthy 
qualities. Accordingly Ibrahim succ^ded to the throne. A few 
of the chiefsj however, placed his younger brother Jalal on the 
throne at Jaunpur. It was &fter much fight kh that Jalal was 
eliminated and Ibrahim became undisputed.
In_the_Sur period :

In the Sur Afghan monarchy also we see the great infiuRHi 
influence of the Afghan chiefs in succession. It was by
championing the Afghan national cause against the Mughals that

■ 3  'Sher Shah became the leader of the Af^aans* In 1539, he
defeated Humayun at Qhausa. This made him supreme in Bengal,
Bihar and territories up to the Kanauj and placed him well on
the road to Agra and Delhi. In recognition of the quality of his
leadership and his great service to the cause of the Afghans,
f : • — ’ 1Isa Khan Sarwani proposed in an assembly of the Afghan chiefs 
to make him their king. Miyan Babin Ludi and other chiefs 
unanimously consented and Sher Shah accepted the offer saying,
* The kingship is an exalted office and is not devoid of trouble 
but since the noble minds of my friends have decided to make me 
king, I agree, ,if 4 This shows that the Afghan chiefs chose
1. B., I, 329 ; T., I, 314.
2. T., I, 341-2.3. Abbas., 10.> 52b ; BM.,35b.
4. Ibid, 73a-b ; 48a.
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Sher Shah to be their king.
In I545v, the installation of Islam Shah, the second son of 

Sher Shah, in preference to his eldest son and nominated 
successor Sdil Khan, is another instance, showing the great
influence of the Afghan chiefs in succession in the Sur Afghan

I ~saltanate* The assassination of Islam Shah's son and successor
I’iruz on the third day of his accession in 1553 and the raising

fr 2of Muhammad M i l  on the throne by the chiefs cnnfirms our 
belief that the Afghan king was really the choice of the Afghan 
chiefs.

Later instances also show the great position of the
Afghan chiefs in the monarchy. Sikandar Khan Sur(> after being
elevated to the throne in 1554, addressed the chiefs in the
following words I w I regard myself as one of you ; I claim no
superiority over you. If h you think me incapable of rule let 
an abler head and a stronger arm be elected from among you a

3that I may also swear allegiance to him, * Thia indicates 
thatj even down to the end of the Sur rule^ the Afghan chiefs 
controlled the succession to the throne and that the idea that 
the king was an equal of the chiefs held sway.

1. See Ghapter IIfp. yo-i
2, See Ghapter ITst, %  ̂ - 3
3* E1*, I, 343-4 ; Khafi Khan, I, 113.
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Relations between the_king and, the chiefs :
The position of the Afghan chiefs as leader of the 

tribes and as jagirdars and their significant role in the 
important political question, such &s succession to the throne, 
suggest that the Afghan monarchy in India was really an oligarchy 
of the chiefs presided over by the monarch. The chiefs used to 
look upon the king as one of their equals and they would accord 
him the honours of a leader in war rather than of a master in 
peace. So, Dr. Tripathjr remarks that the Afghan monarchy was a

Isort of confederation of the tribes presided over by the king.
Bven in the eighteenth century, the state of Ruhilkhand

^ „ _ — established by Ali Muhammad Khan Ruhila was based on jagirs and
was really a confederacy of the Afghan chiefs with the Hawab as

2their leader. A study of the relation between Bahlul Ludi and 
the chiefs will show that the founder of the first Afghan 
monarchy in India gave the chiefs equal status with the king.

At the time of the establishment of the Afghan kingdom in 
Northern India, Bahlul promised to share the conquered territorie 
among the chiefs as brothers. The jagirs that he granted gave 
them show that he kept his promise* He even divided the royal, 
treasure among them.  ̂ Bahlul also behaved himself with the

1. Tripathi - Some Aspects of Muslim Administration, 83.
2. Rahman - The rise and fall of Ruhila Power, 13.
3. Abbas, 10., 3a-b ; BM., 3b . Babur ( Waqi^at/i-i-Baburi,389 )

says that six or seven chiefs including Tatar Khan Ludi 
occupied Hindustan and made Bahlul their king. Tatar Khan 
obtained the territories of the Panjab.

4. P.i I, 328.
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chiefs as friends and never ^avej an air of superiority over
them. Either in public or private audiences he did not sit on a
throne and sat on a carpet along with the chiefs. He addressed
them as Masnad-i-*ALi, i.e.. Your Excellencies and never issued
to them a farman savouring of command.If ii anyone of them was
displeased with him he would go to his house and placing his
sword and turban before him, he would say, * If you think me
unworthy of the office, choose someone else and gist give me some

Iother office. m Bahlul would eat in their company and would
not ride a horse better than those of the chiefs. He never
paraded of his royaJLty. Such was the founder of the Afghan
monarchy in India and his relationship with the chiefs* In fact,
Bahlul, being the first., became the traditional model of a
sultan to the Afghans in India.

We wonder why Bahlul established such a monarchy in
which the position of the chiefs was enhanced beyond measure
and the dignity of the king was greatly lowered. Indeed he had
difficulties in establishing an absolutism of the monarch. The
seifwiilad self-willed Afghan chiefs., who valued their fr tribal
independence more than anything else, would not have favoured
an institution, which would have made them servants of the king.
Secondly, the Afghan kingdom established with the helpp of the
Afghan chiefs depended on their co-operation with the king. 
-----------

X. D.f BM., 8b ; School, Xo ; W. M., 76 ; B., I, 328
2. P., I, 328.



Bahlulfs kingdom was essentially an Afghan kingdom in which the 
non-Afghan section of the people had neither any concern nor any j 
interest. In yiew of this fact, Bahlul had to fashion his 
monarchy in such a way that it might insure him the whole-hearted 
support of the chiefs at all times. Besides, as the Afghans in 
India numbered only a few laics 1 he could not have afforded to 
create divisions among them by foreing on them the institut ion 
of absolute monarchy.: Lastly, Bahlul himself was an Afghan born 
:and bred, and would not be expected to revolt against his own 
instipt and upbringing.

It cannot, however, be denied that, in his desire to 
please the Afghan-chiefs, Bahlul; lowered the position of the 
king more than ,was ness necebsary, He could net have kept on 
good terms with them without raising them up as equals. By such 
conduct as sitting at£ on a carpet with them, addressing them as 
. Masnad^i^%.ir:ahd;; askihg‘.;their forgiveness by putting off the 
turban, Bahlul unnecessarily humiliated the monarchy. As the 
• f i r s t ' k i n g  he could have given kingship more dignity 
and have handed on a better tradition for his successors. His 
act ions towards the chiefs reveal him as a n ,average tribal chief 
devoid of any p political knowledge and ideas. His conduct 
created & dangerous precedent for his successors*

I. , According to Afsan-i-Shahan (s 1*5ob. )y in the reign of Islam 
Shah Sur, the Afghans in India numbered only nine laks.
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Sikandar Ludi ( 1489- 1517 } perceived th§t the great

power of the chief© was an obstacle in the way of an efficient
administration and the stability of the kingdom. So^ he wanted
to check their power and improve the position of the king. He#
however, proceeded very cautiously. Sikandar would not sit on

Ithe throne in the presence of the great chiefs. He would also
2alight from his horse to receive them. At the same time^ he

took steps to introduce a mild control over them* He provided Joa.
inspecting and auditing the revenue asssuts accounts of the
chiefs. But he did not push this too far. Abdulla says that
Sikandar allowed them to settle their accounts with the finance
department in a manner most convenient to themselves.4 Still
they clamoured against this interference of the king in their

sun!affairs* Sikandar1s tactAability, however, silenced their 
opposition*

The conflict of ideas that originated at the time of 
Sikandar came to a head in the reign of his son and successor 
Ibrahim Ludi (1517-26 In his reign, the great power of the 
Afghan chiefs became a positive danger to the Afghan monarchy. 
They challenged his authority by installing his younger brother 
Jalal as a rival king in Jaunpur. They even ignored his orders. 
Ibrahim appointed Miyim Makhan to the chief command in place of
1. 2?., I, 329. s <3̂ .̂

2. Ibid, 331*
3. Ibid, 334-35 ; Briggs - T’irishta, I* 574.
4* B., BM., 24a.
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Miyan Husain, Famuli in the campaign against Rana Sanga of
Mewar. Miyan Husain, however-, could not tolerate it. He joined,
the Rana and helped him in defeating the forces of Miyan Makhan,'

Ibrahim felt that the kingdom could neither be made
stable nor be efficiently governed if the Afghan chiefs were
allowed to have unchecked power. He also came to the throne with
his own ideas of raising the power and dignity of the king and
of placing him as an impartial head of the kingdom. Hence we
find him proclaiming that the king had no friend or relations
and that all were servants of royalty. Firishta has introduced
the above statement to show the arrogance of Ibrahim Ludi, who
departed from the manners and practices of hid his father and 

2grandfather, We;,- however> find in it the spirit of a dutiful 
king, who wanted to be the king of all the people of the kingdom 
irrespective of race and to give them the benefits of an orderly 
and efficient government.

The ideas of Ibrahim Ludi naturally brought him into 
conflict with the ideas of the chiefs, who would not readily 
consent to part with their power and privileges. His ideas made 
them his bitter enemies. Ibrahim, however, was not daunted ; he 
proceeded boldly to crush the opposition. He nearly succeeded. 
The defeated and. humiliated chiefs,, however, in their rage,

1. L .  ̂ BM., 56a ; Shahi, 76-9.
2. I* • 1 , 3 47. t/ <'* . vs ^  > m i

j >i\ a~t̂  pji ■> JV*
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forgot their common interests as AAfghans^y inviting Babur to 
India, they caused the.destruction of the Afghan monarchy at the 
battle of Panipat in 1526,

Ibrahim Ludi vasi? no doubt, intelligent and able and 
was inspired by a sound idea of introducing an efficient 
administration in the kingdom* There were* however* defects in 
his method of attaining that object* He was uncompromingsing in 
principle and hasty in action. He did not allow for the 
prejudices of the Afghan chiefs. The chiefs were also uHaaoopr . 
uncompromising in their ideas* So, the inevitable result of the 
conflict of two uncompromising ideas was to confound them both.
In Sher Shah1s reign j._

In Sher Shah Sur?s Afghan saltanate also, we see that 
the tribal associations of the Afghans, their ideas regarding 
the-jagirs and the great position of the chiefs as jagirdars and 
courtiers continued to exist* * Being favoured by circumtances* 
Sher Shah, however, established a comparatively strong monarchy 
to that of Bahlul Ludi.

Sher Shah’s was a restored Afghan saltanate* After fifteer 
years of misfortune,, his leadership restored sovereigntyaf M of 
Northern India to the Afghans* Naturally they looked upon him as 
their great saviour and reposed confidence in his intelligence 
and wisdom, ' His love and care for them endeared him all the 
more to them. BadaunI says that Sher Shah would not give the

1, See, p., 24-6.
2. Abbas, 10.,, 72b ; B&.* 48a.
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jhead of a soldier even for a kingdom. So when in the battle
of Jodhpur a few Afghan soldiers were killed Sher Shah said,
I have last sold the empire of the whole of Hindustan for a
handful of bajra ( a kind of grain ), Abbas writes that
Sher Shah gave the Afghans jagirs or stipends in such a scale
that everyone of them whether in India or Huh became a man of 

3substance.
Moreover, the brilliant victories and conquests of 

Sher Shah held the Afghans spell-bound and they brought fresh 
fortune to them. The conquests also diverted their attention 
from the internal affairs to the theatres of war and the wealth 
of new territories. Being thus diverted, the Afghans did not 
realise how much power was. being quietly engrossed by the 
monarchy*

favourable circumstances as well as his prudence and
sagacity enabled Sher Shah (in ̂ Establishing a stronger monarchy
than that of Bahlul, This is seen in some of his measures. A few

-  4of his coins mention him as Khalifatuzzamani i*e,, fchKE&Ixpfe 
the caliph of the age, showing that Sher Shah did not own even 
theoretical allegiance to the caliph of Islam, In view of the. 
fall of the caliphate in 151? at the hands of the Ottoman sultan

1, B,, I* 368.
2. Abbas, 10., looa ; M,, l4ob.
3.Ibid, II3b 74b.
4, Wright - The Coinage and Metrology of the Sultans of Delhi,

II, Io9. Coins AB. 1257- *281,
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Salim, the institution of caliphate had lost its significance,
So, the assumption of the title of caliph by Sher Shah did not 
mean much from the point of view of the relationship of a Muslim 
king with the caliphate. It, however, contained some implications 
regarding his relations with his people. The assumption of the 
title of Khalifatuzzaman meant that Sher Shah wanted to be more 
than an Afghan king in the tradition of Bahlul Ludi.

We notice in Sher Shah’s scheme of dividing the empire 
into sarkars and in the introduction of revenue reforms and 
branding regulations a tendency towards centralised administration 
under the direct control of the king, Sher Shah, however, acted 
very cautiously and made concessions where necessary. He granted 
jagirs to the chiefs and allowed them to maintain forces. He left
A fzam Humayun Hiyazi in the Banjab and Multan though he would

1have liked to remove him from such a big area, Sher Shah also
exempted Ismail Hhan from the fexaA branding system as the latter

2did not like that his horses should be branded.
This shows that Sher Shah did not push far his* idea of 

centralisation and he made allowance for the sentiments and 
prejudices of the Afghan chiefs. So > there was no occasion for 
his conflict wk with them. His son and successor Islam Shah, 
however, carried his ideas of centralisation too far and hence 
his reign witnessed a bitter conflict of the two opposing forces.

I. See p., 25.
Ikhbas; 10,, 84b ; BM., ,55b. - '



CHAPTER III 
Islam Shah Sur and his Monarchy

952 H./ 1545 A.D. - 96o H./ 1555 A.D.

The reign of Islam Shah Sur is a remarkably momentous 
period of Afghan rule in India. It saw an astounding victory of 
the monarch over the chiefs and the realisation of the ideas of 
Ibrahim Ludi as well as the perfection of the principles and the 
institutions of .Sher Shah. It inaugurated in the Afghan saltanate 
a monarchy that was reminiscent of the absolutism of the great
Turkish sultans* ^klauddin Khilji and Muhammad bin Tughluq* and
the precursor of the splendfcJb':^ royalty and an efficient
administrative system of the illustrious Mughal Bmperor Akbar.
Indeed, in the history of ideas and institutions of Muslim rule,
Islam Shjlh;, the successor of the Afghan king Sher Shah, stands
as a i connecting link between the Turks and the Mughals in India.
Accession and fratricidal^war ;

On May 23* 1545* Sher Shah died in the camp at Kalinjar,
-leaving behind him two sons and both of them were absent. The
elder *Adil Khan was at Ranthambhor and the younger lalal Khan
was at Rewa, 2oo miles and 5o miles away respectively from
Kalinjar. Succession to the throne was imperative. Before his

Xdeath j Sher Shah had nominated Adil Khan as his successor.
The Afghan chiefs* however, attached little importance to their 
great leader*s will and wanted to make their own choice*
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‘isa Khan Hu j jab, Jamal Khan, Sheikh Muhammad Gukbar 
and other chiefs present sat in council to decide who should

fr. isucceed, Ni^matulla gives a detailed account of their discussions 
The accounts of Nixamuddin, Badaunl, Firishta and Abdulla

I'substantially agree with that of Nirmatulla, * *Isa Khan Hujjab* 
who held the, important post of Tambuldar of Sher Shall and was in 
great confidence of that monarch,^" championed the cause of 
Jalal, At first ha made the other chiefs agree that they should 
not take away the throne from the family of Sher Shah, Then this 
shrewd partisan of Jalal made a comparative estimate of the two 
princes showing the incompetence of the elder and the competence 
of the younger as an administrator and soldier.

According torIsa Khanj Sher Shah often lamented that 
none of his sons was fit for the throne ; the elder was given to 
luxury and amusements and the younger was impetuous and xindicfcx: 
vindictive. He, however, appreciated the war like qualities of
ialal. This judgement of Sher Shah quoted by one of his chief
supporters could not fail to weaken the cause of ‘Adil*

Secondly,fIsa Khan pointed to the respective careers of 
the two princes in the reign of their father, *Mil had no 
distinguished service to his credit. Being ease-loving and lazy;, 
he would prove himself a failure as a ruler, Jalal had

1. M,, 137b-8b ; T#, II,, I07 ; 43o ; D., BM,, Io2b,
2, Hi^matulla ( 14-ob ■)- says that the office of the Tambuldar or 

the betel leaf bearer was the highest in the Afghan saltanate
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distinguished himself as a soldier and he had excellently
7Vmanaged every business entrusted to him by the late king* By

this illustration ̂ Isa Khan wanted to convince that Jalal would be
' ' > a better choice for the throne* thirdly, he emphasised that the

vacant throne should immediately be filled so that the peace and
integrity of the empire could be maintained. %±11 was far off,
Jalal near, fourthly,*Isa Khan produced a precedent to show that
only those present could qualify for the throne. After the death
of Bahlul, his son Sikandar was chosen for the throne by the
chiefs in preference to his elder brother Barbik because he was
near at hand. Lastly, he made the assembled chiefs understand
that Jalal, a man of passionate temper, would never be reconciled
to the succession of his brother and that, if *Adil was given the
throne* serious troubles might follow. So the peace and welfare
of the empire demanded that lalal should be placed on the throne.

& lalal distinguished himself in his father*s conquest of 
Bengal. ( *Abbas, BM., 23b ; B., IV, 259-6o ). He also 
successfully checked the advance of Humayur^t Garhi and 

cp^ured some.camels and horses of the Mughals in an engagement. 
This enabled Sher. Shah to remove the treasures of Gaur to Bohtas* 
( Abbas, 42b ; 10., 64a-b ). Jalal also
commanded the Afghan right in the battle of Kahauj in l24o.
( ’Abbas, 10., 76b ; BM., 5ob ). Hirmatulla ( l4oa ) says that the 
early name of Jalal was &bdur Rashid. His services and exploits 
under.his father earned him the name of Jalil.
I":. M,# 128b ; Born, 142-4.
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These eloquent arguments decided the Afghan chiefs in
f

favour of Jalal. Hi^matulla mentions that they gaa gave a letter
to Mahmud to carry to his father Sdil informing him of the death
of Sher Shah and asking him to come to Kalinjar. The letter was,
however, a contrivance of the chiefs to remove the son of tfAdil
from the camp* They sent another letter by courier to Jalal
informing him of the death of his father and of their decision to

iplace him on the throne. Jalal hastened to Kalin jar and,
although he was secretly glad at the offer of the throne, he
insincerely hesitated saying that his father had noma^ed his
elder brother* *Tsa Khan and other chiefs;,' however, emphasised
that they had unanimously decided for his succession and that the
interest of the empire demanded his acceptance. Being thus
r8xassHK8d:fx£^^x£hKxe^£®rxaHdpt&s:sumiiigxfchaDCH3«jrexH£xislamx$hah£ 

r e-assured, Jalal accepted the offer and, on May 28, 1545 (15
Rabi^I, 952 ), assuming the name of Islam Shah, he ascended the
throne of the saltanate in the fort of Kalinjar.

After his accession Islam Shah wanted to secure his pasitiB
position against his elder brother by creating a group of strong
supporters of his throne. He rewarded Isa Khan Hujjab with the

1. M., 128b-9a ; Born, 144 ; I, 43o ; B., BM.,f Io2b.
2. Ibid, I4oa ‘ 145 ; ' 43o B.,I, 275 ; T., II,Io7.

Most of the contemporary histories mention Islam Shah as Salim 
Shah or Islem Shah* His coins , ( Wright - The Ooins and theM 
Metrology of the Sultans of Belhi, 226-7 }> however, bear the 
title of Jalal ud dunia wa din ‘Abul Muzaffar Islam Shah,
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important and confidential office of Tambuldar and raised his
Ibrother and son to higher posts in the saltanate, Islam Shah

promoted 6,000 soldiers, who followed him when he was a prince,
2making privates officers and officers nobles. He also satisfied

the army1 by a grant of one month's pay as present and one month's
. 3pay in advance.

The installation of Islam Shah on the throne bewildered Khwas
C •— ■ —Khan, Isa Khan Niyazi and other supporters of M i l  who had been .

? aviy at the time. Considering that his accession had become a
fait accompli and that he had strengthened his position, they, 
however, thought it wise to accept him as their king. Khwas Khan 
came from Mewat and met Islam Shah at Kara on his way to Agra. 
When Islam. Shah received the allegiance of Khwas Khan, he
exclaimed that* he had become king from the time Khwas Khan had

4 ’joined him. In fact, the adhesion of Khwas Khan, the most
distinguished general of Sher Shah and previously a strong
supporter of Sdil,secured the position of Islam Shah on the
throne.

Even after Khwas Khan had accepted him as king, Islam Shah
felt himself insecure on the thrdne, thinking that his brother
might at any time create troubles for him. So, he determined to 
get rid of him. He wanted to attain his object by means of

I.. M., I4ob ; Born, 146.
2. -D., BM.., Io3b. ' '
3. Ibid, Io2b-3a ; W. M., 57a.
4. Io7 ; I, 375 ; M ti,
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‘Adissimulation. After his x accesspptn he feigned loyalty to his
brother and wrote to him from Kalinjar that he had accepted the
responsibility of government and army military command so that
troubles might not arise.He invited his brother to come and
assume the reins of government, On his arrival at Agra,Islam Shah
sent him another letter assuring him of safety. Sdil, however,
referred the question of his coming to Khwas Khan, Isa Khan
Hiyazi, Qutb Khan Naib and Jalal Khan Iallu. Islam Shah sent
these four chiefs to re-assure him of safety by a solemn compact.
Acting on their advice, Sdil came from Ranthambhor to Sikri.
To receive his brother Islam Shah left Agra and the two brothers
met at Shingarpur.^

Islam Shah received Sdil with every mark of cordiality.
The two brothers mourned their father's death together and then
they set out for Agra. But while outwardly pretending cordiality,
Islam Shah planned to kill his brother. He had given secret
orders to his followers not to allow more than two or three of

2 /■-his brother's attendants to enter the fort, Adil's men, five 
to six thousand in number, however, forced their way in, Binding 
that his plgn had failed, Islam Shah treated his brother with 
outward deference. He said to him that he had so long taken care 
of the leaderless Afghans and now he made them over to him. He

1. B., I, 375 ; T „  II, Io7 ; B., B M „  Io4a ; Shahi, 297.
2. Ibid, 375-6 Io8 ; B,, School, 135 ; 297 ;

B „  I, 43o.
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placed his brother on the throne ^nd showed himself submissive to 
Ihim, Even in these proceedings Isl&m Shah planned the death of 

*■_Mil, He had previously placed some brave m and trustworthy young 
men behind the throne so that they might in an opportune moment

2 f"kill him. Mil, however, feeling that his brother was not 
sincere in the profession of loyalty to him, rase from the throne 
and placing Jalal on it, saluted him and swore allegiance to him, 
Islam Shah gave Biyana in jagir to him, Leaving his son Mahmud at 
court, *Adil accompanied Khwas Khan and *Isa Khan Niyazi to his 
jagir. ^

After Sdil had recognised him king, Islam Shah had aisjsar&Hk
apparently no cause for fear on his brother's account. He, however

1could not feel himself secure on the throne so long|his brother
4 r-lived. Ni^matulla says that Islam Shah feared that Adil would

neverHaocsK fail to seize an opportunity to make a bid for the
throne and,in view of the unruly character <and rebellious spirit
of the Afghans, there would be ample occasion for such an
opportunity. He thought that, while his brother lived, he would
not be able to set his hand to any important affair of the
saltanate. Islam Shah intended introducing administrative
measures, which would go against the interests of the Afghan
chiefs. In such a case, rM i l  might rally them against his throne.

1. B., I, 375-6 ; T,, II, Io8 ; P., I, 43o ; D., School* 135 ;
2. M.f I45a ; Dorn, 151. Shahx, 297.
3, As in foot note I above.
4, M., I45b J Born, 152.
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Besides,, the frontier .o'problems,,' particularly the defence of the 
north-west of the saltanate against Humayuny would call forth his 
vigilance* While he wâ ls thus engaged* his brother might create 
serious trouble h for him* The affair o'f Humayun and Kamran was a 
warning* Kamran had caused the defeat gnd expulsion of his brother 
from India by fostering revolbg* M i l  must therefore be removed*

Mi l and his supporters had sworft allegiance to Islam Shaih 
and had given him no cause to suspect their loyalty* But* it canno 
be said that Mil* who was the elder and was nominated successor 
by his father and had the support of some great chiefs, would 
reconcile himself to the rule of his younger brother and would not 
have made an attempt to assert his rights in an opportune moment. 
The previous history of the Afghans produced instances of this 
nature* Barbik gave enormous trouble to Sikandar Budi, although 
the latter was the nominated successor of his father and was EhaxK 
chosen for the throne by the Afghan chiefs* Soy we cannot brush 
aside the putative political necessity* which impelled Islam Shah 
to remove his brother from his side* He saw the danger
from his brother and thought it prudent to eliminate it before it 
was ripe*

Morally, Islam Shahfs conduct towards his elder brother is 
indefensible. It revealed him as an unscrupulous man, who felt no 
qualm of conscience at breaking a solemn compact in order to

I. M*y I45b ; Born, 152



achieve his ends * It also frightened the Afghan chiefs and, in its 
immediate effect, convulsed the saltanate in a fratricidal war*

Only two months after the compact^ Islam Shah sent one of 
his confidential agents*Ghazi Khan Mahalli* to bring his brother 
in chains to Agra. Being frightened, fld.il fled to the protection 
of Khwas I^an in MewatKhwas --Khan was enraged at the breach of 
the aggreement. He arrested Ghazi Khan and incited Isa Khan Niyazi 
Qutb Khan* Jal.al Khan lallu and other chiefs against Islam Shah, 
They assured him of fighting in favour of *Adil, Qutb Khan Haib 
wrote hin^o come with-Sail and their forces near Agra a little 
before day-bfeak so that, without shame or loss of reputation, 
he and other chiefs might desert Islam Shah and join Mil.

With a large arn^, ^il^ Khwas Kfean- and'̂ ls'a- Khan Niyazi 
marched towards Agra* But, as in the night of Bhab-i-barat Khwas 
Khan said his prayers in the company of .Sheikh" Salim ChisAti at 
Sikri, they, however, reached the outskirts of Agra gi break-fast, 
time. Bo, Qutb Khan and his associates could not desert Islam 
Shah, ^ St ill;, Bar Khan Luhani* *Alam Khan, Miyahay Barmazid Gur- 
and a few others went over to the side of Mil.

Apprehending desertion by his forces oh the battle-field, 
Islam Shah was very/perturbed* Isa Khan, however, infused
1. T.; II, I08-9 ; B.y I* 316-1 \ B., BM..,\ Io4b ; M., I45b* ;

The Afghans consider:desertion at night as honourable. InyI5 25 
when & a m  IQban ludi came to fight his nephew*- Ibrahim Ludi, the 
Afghan; chiefs assured him of deserting the king if he 
approached Belhi before day-break*, T*y 11  ̂ 5‘. ;

2. T., II, Io9 ; B#, I,,576-7 ; B., BM.* Io5a*
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confidence in him by saying that his devoted band of followers, 
s and the Niyazis*would remain loyal to him and that*

I, no Afghan would desert him on the battle-field.
Thus encouraged, Islam- Shah prepared for battle. On October 23,
I545| Sha'ban 15, 952 }> wa fierce fight took place near Agra, ;
Mil's forces were defeated and routed, ^dil fled to Patna and
ho reference of him is found afterwards.

Khwas Khan andfIsa Kh&n Niyazi fled towards ^ewat. Islam
Shqh's forees defeated them again at Biruzpur and drove them to
the shelter of the Baja of the Kumaun hills* Islam Shgh appointee
Qutb Khan Kaib to fight them. Posting himself in the outskirts
of the Kumaun hills, Qutb Khan constantly raided, plundered and

2devastated the country.
Afghan chiefs ;

The victory over his brother made Islam Shah an 
uncontested ruler, Kext, he devoted himself to the overthrow of 
the powerful Afghan chiefs, ^Abdulla says that Islam Shah became 
suspicious of his father's chiefs and took measures to remove

3 „ ” _ „ •them. Badauni also writes that Islam Shah set himself to
exterminate the adherents of *Adil and he swept them one by one
v 4from the board of the world like so many chess pieces.

The contemporary evidences show that Islam Shah followed
1. P. I, 431 ; T., II,Ho ; M., 148b. ‘
2. T.* II, H o  ; B.*'I, 378 ; B,, BM. ̂ Io5b ; Shahi, 24o-I.
3. t)., BM., Io5b.
4. T, 378.

the Barmuli
in his face
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a policy of ruthlessly exterminating the Afghan chiefs. We might 
well ask, what were the reasons which made him deal with them so 
severely# It was hot merely because a few of them were favourably 
disposed to &dil that Islam Shah suspected them and. exterminated :; 
them# In the battle with his brother* some of the chiefs deserted" 
him and a. few of them, though they did not desert* were guilty of 
conspiring against him. Hence, it was hot unnatural for him to 
suspect them# Moreover, Islam Shah^ who cherished the idea of 
establishing a strong centralised monarchy in the saltanate §nd 
of raising the dignity of the king, found a serious obstacle in 
the great chiefs of his father's time# So, his method of dealing 
with the opposition was -- extermination#

Islam Shah's first victim was Jalal Khan Jallu, one of 
the chief at conspirators and supporters of ̂ Sdil, and his brother 
Khudadad# By invitihg them one day to his camp at Kara Khatampur,
he arrested them §nd made them over to an Afghan, who had|bloodI«^

X -with them and eventually killed them# The fate of lalal Khan
frightened Qutb Khan, another chief conspirator, and he fled to 
the protection of A^zam Humayun Haibat Khan in the Pan jab. The 
Niyazi chief, however, delivered him in chains to Islam Shah.
Islam Shah imprisoned him with 14 others, including Shahbaz Khan 
Siyaxx hSSSff Luhani, rAdilf s son .Mahmud, Shams Khan Niyazi,Zain 
Khan Niyazi and Barmazid Gur in a cell at Gwalior. According

1. T„, 11^:111 ; B r> I[f 378 ; M.^,X55b-6a .
2. Ibidy ' 378-9 ' I5,6a ; D., BM., Io5b-6a ;

■ v . «JhahÎ  241-2.
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to contemporary evidence, the Gwalior prisoners were afterwards
burht to death with gunpowder. As Kamal Khan covered himself with

Isome wet quilts supplied by his wife, he escaped death,
Islam Shah thought of exterminating Shuja^at Khan Sur and 

Axx A raam Humayun Hiyazi, the powerful chiefs who governed Malwa* 
and the Panjab respectively. He summoned them to Gwalior, The 
former came, but the latter made excuses. As Islam Shah wanted to 
seize them simultaneously, he allowed Shujarat Khan to return to 
Malwa, H© then marched to punish A*zam Humayun and when he 
reached Agra Shuja/at Khan again came and paid his respects to 
him, Concealing his real intentions, Islam Shah treated him with 
favour and allowed him to go back to his jagir.

Again in 1547 ( 954 H# ), Shuja/at Khan came to visit the 
king at Gwalior, Partly because of his submission and partly 
because of his favourite companion Haulat Khan Bjiyala, the 
adopted son of Shujarat Khan, Islam.Shah could not openly destroy 
him. He, however, instigated an Afghan named^Usman, whose hands 
had been cut off by Shuja^at Khan for his misdemeanour, to take 
revenge. One dayrBsman made an attempt on him and wounded him. 
Suspecting Islam Shah, Shuja fled to Malwa and, as Islam Shqh 
pursued him, he took shelter in Banswara* Islam Shah posted^Isa 
Khan Sur with a large force at Ujjain and then returned, t: ^

1, D., BM,, 114b ; B., i, 379,
2, Ibid, Io6b,
3, Ibid, ; B., I, 379-80 ; T., II, III.
4,. Ibid, Iloa ; . 385-4 ; H3-- ; W, M,, 75b,

Hjrmatulla (M#,I58a )sgys rIsa ĵ ian Hujjab.
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l»ater on Daulat Khanrs intercession obtained pardon for Shuja
1and he received the charge of Sarangpur and Raisin, Thus Islam 

Shah broke his power, though he did not exterminate him,
Islam Shah could not tolerate the powerful Niyazi chief, 

A rzam Humayun, in the possession of the Ran jab and Motel: Multan, 
a fairly big area §nd an important part of his saltanate, Sher 
Shah had also wanted to remove him ; but he was cautious in giving 
effect to his idea and he died before he could set his hands to 
it, Islam Shah, however, was bold in the execution of his 
ideas. So, when he felt that the Niyazis stood as a great 
obstacle on the way of his administrative ideal he proceeded 
boldly to remove them, A rzam Humayun had disobeyed his summons. 
His brother Sa^id &han Hiyazi also fled from his court,If Badauni 
is to be believed* then it can be said that the Niyazis even 
defied the authority of Islam Shah in the Panjab by reading the 
khutba in A^zaai Humayun1 s name, All these furnished Islam Shah 
with a good cas^us belli If or a strong measure against themu\

j JIn 1546 Isl&m Shah marched against the Niyazis , A zam 
Humayun made an alliance with Khwas Khan and ̂ Isa Khan Niyazi and 
their combined forces faced Islam Shah near the town of Ambala,
On the night preceding the battle, the alliance* however, broke 
down on the question of succession to the throne, Devoted to the

I, A. N „  II, 89 and HI, 42o ; D,, BM,, Iloa ; M., I67a.
2,iotwa Idem, 25-6,
3, B, I, 379-8o ; Sh&hi, 242.
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family of Sher Shah, Khwas Khan wanted the saltanate for rAdil ; 
but the Niyazis declared that they were fighting to have the

Xthrone for themselves, Khwas Khan thought of desertion. The
Afghan historians write that he secretly informed Islam Shah
that, though he haA joined the Niyazis,, he would not fight
against the family of his; great benefactor Sher Shah, However,
ixlamx&feah in December* 1546, Islam Shah'engaged the rebels near
Ambala, At the time of the battle, Khwas Khan and ‘Isa Khan Niyazi
left the field. The Niyazis, however, fought courageously, but

3they were defeated $;and routed.
Islam Shah pursued the Niyazis as far as the fort of 

Rohtas and they fled to Dinkot near Ruh, His general Rai Husain 
Jilwani defeated Khwas IQian and rIsa Khan Niyazi and they took 
shelter in the, Kumaun hills, khan Leaving Shams Khan Luharii as 
governor of Lahur and Khwaja Wais Sarwani in charge of Rohtas 
and to fight the Niyazis, Islam Shah returned to his capital 
Gwalior,^ In tid an engagement, the Niyazis,-jUpweyer, defeated 
Wais Sarwani and advanced to Sarhind* ^n the approach of a larger 
army, they retreated and, in 1548, they were again defeated in
Mauja Sambla near Mankot. Leaving a number of women and children

_ - 5captive, the Niyazis fled to the Gh^kkar country near Kashmir.

I* B., I, 38q-I ; T., II, III ; Shahi, 243-4.
2. D., BM., Io7a ; Shahi, 243-4*
3. B#, I, 381-2 ; T., II, 112 ; Shahi, * 243-4.
4. Ibid, 113 ; D., BM., Hob ; P., I, 434.

Dinkot is in H.W. P. Province .
5.Ibid, 385-6 ; 113 - Hob ; 434.
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B&dauni and Ni^matulla say that,# once a week two years^
Islam Shah exposed the Niyazi females in the Common Hall of
Audience and the heralds and the chamberlains proclaimed aloud

IasxrshBis the names of the Niyazi chiefs as rebels. This shows
the vindictiveness and ruthlessness of Islam Shah in dealing with
the opposition* Badauni informs us that this conduct of Islam

2Shah annoyed many Afghans. He;> however^ cared very little for 
their sentiments. He wanted them to learn that a similar fate 
would befall other rebels.

The Niyazis*, however^ in alliance with the Gakkars$ whose 
chief Sultan Adam Gakkaijwas friendly to Humayun, created such 
serious trouble in the borders of the Pan jab that* in 1549,
Islam Shah advanced in person to deal with them and he succeeded
in driving them from their territories and obtaining the

-  3submission of the zamindars of the Siwalik hills. About this
time Islam Shah constructed five forts in Mankot as & gre^t

4defensive measure against the Gakkars ^nd Humayun,
The Niyazis had a tragic end. Being pursued, they entered

the hills of Kashmir and sought the protection of its king Mirza
Haidar. ‘Abdullsj, writes that some Kashmiri chiefs wanted to afciiixi
utilise them in expelling their king and, having failed to
I, B,,* I, 386 ; M#, I58a.
2* Ibid,
3. W.M., 75b ; B,, I, 386-7 ; B,* BM., IIoa~lIa.

£.e.e_ f. Si .
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have their help in their design, they informed him that the
-  -  ^ --------Niyazis intehded on the occupation of Kashmir* Being enraged,

___
Mirza Haidar ordered his forces to attack them. The Niyazis and
their women* however, fought bravely and died.Mirza Haidar sent
the heads of A/zam Humayun and other Niyazi chiefs to Islam Shah
at Ban. The Mughal historians say that* being friendly to
Islam Shah, Mirza Haidar treacherously attacked the Niyazis and 

Z  Tkilled them. might be that Mirza Haidar, who was previously a 
noble of Humayun and hg.d left him in 15 4o in his bad days after 
the battle of Kanauj* feared Humayun*s invasion of Kashmir and 
hence wanted to be on friendly terms with his enemy. It was* 
however* a great gain to Islam Shah. The turbulent Niyazi tribe 
was destroyed and he was saved from the trouble of an ambitious 
people insf the of his saltanate.

Relations with^Kamr^^^d^frontier^golicy I
When in 1551, Islam Shah was fighting against the h Niyazis 

Mirza Kamran, being dispossessed of Kabul by his brother 
Humayun* came to seek his help. Isllm Shah sent his confidential 
$gent Hemu to escort him to his court at Mankot. The contemporary 
historians state that Islam Shah treated kamf Kamran very 
discourteously. Badauni says that Islam Shah gave orders to his 
Master of the Ceremonies, Sarmast Khan, to direct Kamran to

1. D., BM.*; Il2b-3a.
2. T., II, 113 J B #tf 388.
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perform salutations like an ordinary servant. As Kamran made an 
ordinary salutation by slightly bending down his head (kurnish)* 
Sarmast IChan seized him $ by thsxhaaai the neck and made him 
bow down* Besides,, Islam Shah ignored Kamran and placed him 
under surveillance in the camp, Kamran^ however, managed to

Iescape and he took shelter with the Ghakkar chief Sultan Adam, 
‘Abdulla says that, though Islam Shah did not want to

help Kamran, yet he treated him with honour ; the latter,
2however, fled from the court. This evidence seems unacceptable 

If Islam Shah behaved courteously towards Kamran, then why 
should he flee from his court and take shelter with the Gakkar 
chief whom he knew to be friendly with Humayun ?

It might be argued that Islam Shah blundered in not 
helping Kamran against his brother. By utilising Kamran he could 
have dispossessed Humayun of Kabul and averted the catastrophe, 
which fell to his dynasty after his death. Isl|m Shah ought to 
have realised that Humayun would never be reconciled to the loss 
of his empire and would sooner or latter make an attempt for the
recovery of his throne. There was little possibility of his
attempting a restoration during the time of Sher Shah when 
Humayun was a wanderer and a refugee in Persia, The possibility 
of such an attempt arose from the moment Humayun obtained a
foothold in Kabul, which gave Hstmayan the exiled Mughal king a

1. B., lr 389-90 ; T, II, 79and 114 ; A,H. I, 325 ; K *  I59a.
2. D.(* BM., II3a-b.
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recruiting ground and a rallying centre. By helping Kamran 
Islam Shah could have destroyed this foothold of Humayun, He 
could either occupy Kabul or place Kamran there as his protege^ 
This would have removed a great danger to Afghan rule in India.

It was, however, difficult for Islam Shah to prosecute 
a warlike policy agadnst Humayun. Such a policy might have 
drawn against him the Shah of Persia as the latter had been 
friendly to Humayun and had helped him in conquering Kabul from 
Kamran. Besides, in view of the internal troubles in the empire, 
Islam Shah could not have taken the risk of a distant expedition. 
Moreover, the Gakkars, whose territory he had recently devastated 
being friendly to Humayun, would certainly have created farxhimx 
troubles for him in the event of a war against the Mughals in 
Kabul. So, the expedition might have ended in disaster.

Considering the relations of Kamran with his brother, 
Islam Shah could not also have relied on him. Kamran1s rebellions 
against Humayun, in spite of his favours, his desertion of his 
brother in the battle of Kanauj and his subsequent hostility

Itowards him revealed him §.s a man treacherous and ambitious,
Islam Shah thought that, by following a vigorous 

defensive policy in the north-west frontier area, he would be 
in a better position to ward off the possibility of Humayun*s 
invasion. So, he completed the building of the fort of Rohtas

I, Banerjee - Humayun, I, 224*
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which was begun by his father. He also built in Mankot five sir&H
strong fortresses, which were named Shergarh, Islamgarh, Kxruzgauc
" 'XFiruzgarh, Rssh Rashidgarh and Mangarh. Rizqulla and ‘Abdulla

say that the building of those fortd astonished those who saw
them. They compared Islam Shgh*s performances with the work done

2by genii by the order of the Prophet Solomon,
Islam Shah garrisoned the frontier forts. He also built

opposite Humayun*s Bin Panah and on the bank of the Jumna a
3strong fort known as Islamgarh. As a part of his defensive 

measures, Islam Shah posted 2o,ooo cavalry in the sarkar of 
Sambal and 5,ooo horse in every important sarkar of Northern 
India. ̂

The defence of the north-west frontier area was one of 
the factors which made Islam Sh§h remove the turbulent Niyazis 
from the Panjab. Hi^Ldea was to clear the frontier territories 
of all disturbing elements and to keep it sc in a proper defensive 
condition. He also kept his army and arms and arnunitions always 
in a state of preparedness and himself kept a vigilant eye 
on the frontier.

Thus Islam Shah succeeded in warding off any possibility 
pjaxsihi o f Humayun * s invas ion dur ing his own re ign. In 15 5 2 
Humayun advanced from Kabul to conquer Kashmir, Having crossed

1. W.M.; 75b ; B,, BM.,. Ilia ; B „  I, 386.-7.
2. Ibid,
3. Shahi, 252 ; Manucci - Storia, I, 184 and 3o6.
4. B., I, 384,
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the Indus, he arrived at Bhanb&r, on the Sutlej, near the Kashmir 
border. Only a few days back, Islam Shah had gone from the Pan jab 
to Delhi and was suffering from a sore in his throat. M&twtkh 
Notwithstanding, at the news of Humayun*s approach, he hastened 
to the frontier.^ This frightened Humayun*s nobles into ratas 
retreating towards K^bul}^, After this Humayun did not dare 
approach the Indian frontier so long as Islam Shah lived. <> The 
success of Islam Shah in.checking Humayun justifies his Kabul 
policy.

On the eastern .frontier of the saltanate also Islam Shah 
kept his vigilant watch. During his reign,; the kings of Arakan 
and Tripura who had always struggled for the possession of 
Chittagong area with the rulers of Bengal kept their hands from 
it. He had, however, to face a dangerous rebellion of a pretender 
named Sulaiman Khan in-Eastern Bengal aboutl 1546-48 A,D,

A Ax ABais Rajput named Kalidas entered the service of 
Mahmud III, the last feyid Saiyid sultan of Bengal, and soon 
rose to the position of his diwan. For his munificence to the 
Brahmins, Kalidas earned the name of Gazdani, Afterwards he 
became a Muslim and was named Sulaiman Khan. Sulaiman Khan 
married a daughter of Mahmud III. In 1538,,the fall of the 
Saiyid saltanate obliged him to retreat to Bhati, i.e., the

I. B,., î  412-3 ; T#, II, 79 and 129 ; D., BM.., Il3b-II4a.
-2,„ A. N,, III, 432 ; N.K.. Bhattasali -. Isa Khan, B.P.Pi,

. J uly-De c emb e r, 1929*
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territory comprising eastern Sylhet and Tippera and western
Dacca and Hymensingh districts.

When Islam Shah was fighting the Niyazis, Sulaiman
rebelled in Eastern Bengal with the object of restoring the
Saiyid saltanate. Islam Shah sent an army under Taj Khah Karrani

and Bariya Khan. In two, battles Sulaiman was defeated and in the
last he was killed. His sons cI;sg, and Musa were captured and

Isold as slaves to the merchants of Turan, The fall of 
Sulaiman saved the saltanate of Islam Shah 
xfcangersx in the east from a very serious danger.

I. A. N#, III, 432 N.K. Bhattasali - Isa Khan, B.P.P.^
JUly-Becember, 1929.



Isl^m Shahjs Administration :

Islam Shah inherited from his father a large empire extending
Ifrom the Banjab and Sind to Chittagong and Sylhet in Bengal*

He did not make any new territorial acquisitions* His activities 
show that he was more interested in the introduction of an 
efficient centralised administration than in the expansion of the 
empire* It was the desire of Islam Sh§h to make his mark as an 
administrator rather than as a conqueror. He aimed at giving 
stability to the saltanate and raising the dignity of the king* 
His works prove that he succeeded in realising his aim*
General policy ;

On the evidence of Rizqulla gnd ‘Abdulla^ who wrote that 
Islam Shah reversed some of the measures and regulations of his

pfather, modern historians have stigmatised him as a narrow
minded ruler, devoid of the imperial outlook and the great

*2
political qualities of his father. In tm.it fact, the Persian 
historians, who wrote Imgn long ter Islam Shah1s reign, failed 
to see his works and measures in perspective* A dispassionate 
study,' however, reveals Islam Shah as one of the great kings of 
medieval India who struggled throughout his reign for the

I* My Paper - Chittagong under the Pathan Hule in Bengal,
JASB# f I95 2̂  Pp.

2. W. M., 74b ;; BM^  i02b.

3* Cambridge History of India, IV, 63*
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realisation of his administrative ideals and who worked with 
untiring energy for the good of the empire and the people. He 
sincerely followed his father §nd even went further than could 
he expected in promoting those institutions which worked for the 
interest of the empire and the people.

In one of his speeches after accession, Islam Shah 
declared that he intended to conserve his father*s institutions

I • . • . .and promote the public welfare. We shall see that he was as 
good as his word. He changed only those policies and institutions 
of Sher Shah which could not contribute any real benefit to the 
empire /Abdulla, on whose evidence the modern historians have

? - . ’ j * ■ *denounced Islam Shah, says that, after accession, he, inquiring
into the ordinances of his father, left some as they were and

2changed others to suit his own ideas.
It was only in his father*s policy of expanding the empire 

that Islam Shah made a conspicuous change, Sher Shah could b1 not 
subjugate the whole of Rajputana. He also wanted to conquer the 
Shi ite saltanates of the Deccan* But death cut short his 
carter. Master of an efficient army and himself a good warrior, 
Islam Shah could have followed his father in the conquest of new 
territories. He* however, departed from his father*s policy in 
this respect., Islam Shah stopped campaigns against the Rajputs

1, M## l4oa ; Dprn, 145,
2, D,, BM. , Io2b.
3, ^Abbas* 10., 98a. =
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and other wars of conquest. His idea was to place the existing 
empire on a sound footing and he devoted his whole energy to 
attain that object,

Islam Shah adopted his father*s policy of advancing the 
Indian element, particularly the Hindus, in government service.
His idea was to place them as counterpoise to the Afghan 
element at court. His policy regarding the Hindus was a definite 
improvement on that of Sh«xxSkah his father. In the reign of 
Sher Shah,; though there were two Hindus, Barmazid Gur, a Hindu of

Iunknown origin, and Todar Mai in government service, they did 
not have any place of importance at court. In the reign of islam 
Shah, however, we see the rise of Hindu influence in the person 
of Hemu, who, commencing his career as an overseer of the market, 
rose, to the position of his gri?#!confiden^ial agent. 2 Indeed, 
Hemu*s elevation to the supreme position of commander-in-chief 
and vazir in the reign of Muhammad *Adil Shah was due to the policy 
of Islam Shah. Islam Sha,h retained the services of lodar Mai. His 
revenue department was manned by the Hindus. So, one day, Shah 
Muhammad Farmuli, an intimate friend and noble of Islam Shah, 
spoke to him in jest that he saw in a dream that dust fell upon 
the head of the Afghan soldiers, the gold went to the houses of 
the Hindu clerks gnd the papers remained in the rayal treasury.^

1. M#, I29a.
2. B., I, 389.  ̂ ,
3* Ibid, 3 8 7 . ^ 4 ^ * * '
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The general policy of Islam Shah towards the Hindus was more
liberal than that of his father, From the appointment of two
Hindus in government service and some arrangement for food and
temporary residence for the Hindus in sarais Dr, Q^nungo has
concluded that Sher Shah followed a liberal policy towards the
Hindus, But, in his enthusiasm for his hero, he seems to hav.e
ignored some historical facts, Sher Shah's wars on Maldeo of
Jodhpur and other Bajput states were dictated by his desire to
launch a crusade against the non-Musiims* *Abbas writes that his
chiefs advised him to lead an expedition against the Shi^ite
saltanates of the Deccan and to root out schism of that country,
Sher Shah appreciated their advice $nd said that he would first
cleanse the country of Jodhpur, Nagor and Ajmir from the jehh
contamination of the unbelievers and then he would go to the 

XDeccan, He killed Puran Mal> the Baja of Baisin, his family 
and adherents and 4,000 Bajputs of note, though he had given 
them the promise of safety, in the belief that one can break 
his pledge to ah unbeliever and kill him. These show that 
Sher Shah was not so liberal towards the Hindus as he It- is 
supposed.

The reign of Islam Shah is not marred by any religious 
animosity towards the Hindus, He did not undertake any war

1. Abbas, 10., 98a-b ; B., I, 367.
2, Ibid, 96b 366 ; T#, II, Io4 '; Bahimi, I, 628,



against them to earn religious merit* Islam Shgh executed Kirat
' ■ ■ - ISingh and 7o of his companions after his accession not because

they were Hindus but because they caused^he death of his father.
He also imprisoned,Barman id Our tea because the latter had
deserted him in the battle with his brother and rejoined him

2after his victory.
, Like i&lauddin Khilji, Islam Shah took the bold step of

liberating the state from the influence of the^ulema. Though
Sher Shah is claimed to be a liberal monarch, he was under the
influence of the/ulema and theologians who used to accompany him
even in the battle-field* On a fatwa ( religious verdict )o£ of
the rulema, he broke his promise to Buran Mai and killed him and
his men. * It was at their advice that he waged Jihad (religious
war ) against Maldeo. In the War against Kirat Singh of
Kalinjar, one of therulema, Sheikh Nizam, advised Sher Shah,
m There is nothing equal to a Jihad against the infidels. If you
are slain you become a Shahid ( martyr ) ; if you live you
become a Qhazi ( religious warrior )." Inspired by this advice,

'6Sher Shah rushed into the battle* ibi explosion of the gunpov/der 
seriously wounded him gnd he died in the camp. Sher Shah had &

1. H., BM#, Io3a.
2. M#, I5la. ■ '
3. ^bbas, 'IO., 96b ; T#, II,. Io5-6.
4. Ibid, V 96b Io4 ; B*/ I, 366*
5. Ibid,; 97b-8b*

j '

6. Ibid, Iola-b^ ____ ____
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so much respect for a theologian* Sheikh Badh* that he always
Iassisted him in putting on his shoes by placing them before him.

This shows how great was the influence of the*ulema over this
great Afghan king,

Islam Shah associated with the *ulema* But they had little*
influence over him. Several times he ignored the advice of 
Makhdum ul Mulk Mulla ‘Abdulla Sultanpuri and other theologians 
who gave fatwa that the Mahdavi teacher Sheikh ‘Alai was a heretic 
and should be executed. It was only when he found that the 
Mahdavi teachers were going against the interest of his state 
that he ordered them to be stripped, Islam Shah was so bold in 
his defiance of the theologians that he issued general regulations 
political* civil and religious caring little whether they were

r x .
contrary to religion or not. Hid His only concern was the good 
of the state and he issued regulations accordingly. 
Centralisation^:

Islam Shah adopted his father's ideal of establishing 
an efficient centralised administration in the saltanate. The 
only difference between the father and the son in this respect 
was that the former acted slowly and cautiously making allowance 
for the prejudices of the Afghan chiefs while the latter worked 
openly and boldly. The father made concessions where necessary, i

I# D.j BM,* II5b.
2, -Idem*. See- fy,
5. B,y I# 584-5.

. ' ■ ________________________________________________________________________________________________________c r ^  ■> -f V
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To the son* however* there was no compromise to the ideal and no 
half-heartedness in the execution of a policy.

The king stood for centralising the administration and 
opposed to him were the great Afghan Ehi chiefs * who wanted 

to keep their tribal independence. They would not readily consent 
to part with their powers and privileges and submit themselves 
entirely to him. In such a case, the conflict between the two 
opposing forces, was bound to be a severe one. It* however* goes 
to the credit of Islam Shah that he fought fearlessly against 
this strong opposition and succeeded in overthrowing it. The only 
objection that can be raised against him is that he was often 
unscrupulous in his methods* He perfidiously removed many of his 
opponents and ruthlessly exterminated those whom he considered 
dangerous to the state,

The bold and ruthless policy.of Islam Shah prepared 
the ground for the reception of a centralised administration.
The hitherto undaunted and turbulent Afghan chiefs began to fear 
and obey him. He could then introduce various measures which 
brought them down from the position of equals to that of servants 
of the king*

Islam Shah resinned the jagirs of the Afghan chiefs and 
made them stipendiaries. According to Badauni. and Abdulla, he 
abolished all the jagirs in the provinces and brought the entire

' ' ' Tcountry under the direct control of the royal exchequer. It

I. B.* I* * BM,*. io3a. ; *i M ►
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seems that our historians speak of the ideal which Islam Shah 
wanted to attain* We, however, see that the Barmulis and the
Ilarranis held Kanauj and South Bihar respectively in jagir downi

- X . Lto the end of the Sur rule. Though we cannot agree, with Badauni
and Abdulla in their general statement* still it suggests that :

. ■Islam Shah abolished many of the jagirs and* as he ruled only 8
years, he could not bring the entire country under the exchequer,
In fact* no system could be perfected in a JsigHsmgiE single 
reign* particularly if a short xEXgn one* $hkx In spite of his
great popularity and other advantages* Sher Shah did not set his
hand to the abolition of jagirs* while his son* with all his
disadvantages^ took a substantial step in the abolition of this
pernicious system. This proves that Islam Shah made a, more
definite advance than Sher Shah in attaining the ideal of
centralised administration in the saltanate.

Islam Shah broke the power of the chiefs by taking away
many of their privileges. He seized their elephants leaving them

2only wretched female ones for carrying baggage. He forbade 
them the use of the red tent which he reserved as a royal 
privilege. Badauni says that Islam Shah did not even allow 
the chiefs to keep dancing girls in the AkhAras forcing them to 
part with them.^ in this regulation of Islam Shah* we see the

I. T.* II, 120.
- 4. Blf« I ,  384. (
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spirit of ̂ Alauddin Khilji, who restricted the social gatherings 
and convivial parties of the nobles so that they might not easilj 
be tempted to conspire together against him* Isleim Shah probably 
thought that the Akharas* the meeting place of the Afghan chiefs,, 
served as centres of conspiracy against him, and therefore Elsxeci 
closed them. His desire to cleanse the Afghan social life of 
corruption might also have actuated him to close the Akharas* 
Islam Shpi had an eye to the morals of society* The fact that 
that he wanted to appoint the great Mahdavi teacher Sheikh Alai 
as muhtasib ( censor of the morals )of the empire suggests it*

Islam Shah kept the pay of the chiefs and soldiers in
2ars*1
2 Hisarfears* Mss idea in doing this was to lessen the wealth of

the Afghans so that they might be entirely subservient to him* 
The Afghan chiefs could not reconcile themselves to 

the loss of their power and privileges. But they dared not 
openly rebel against him Islam Shah* They, however,, plotted to 
murder him and place his cousin and brother-in-law, Mubariz, on 
the throne* They engaged men for this purpose and in 155I 
and 1552  ̂ made several attempts on his life. Their attempts, 
however, failed and the plots were discovered.^ These 
conpiracies made Islam Shah more ruthless in his policy towards 
the chiefs. He wanted to execute Mubariz. The entreaties of his

1. Pp.
2. W. M., 75b ; B*, I, 412 BM., Ilia.
3* Ibid, 74b~6b ; D*, BM., IIla-2b ; B., I, 4Io,
4. B., BM.,, Il4a-b ; B ., I, 413 : T,!f II, II4-5.



wife Bibi Bai, however, saved the life of her brother*
As a legislator Islam Shah was not inferior to his

father* His regulations withdrawing the privileges of the
Afghan chiefs, abolishing the jagir system and organising the
army and his enactments regulating the conduct of the local
officers in relation to the state and the people show that he
was one of the great legislators of t(ĥ  medieval Indian history,
In his legislative work, Islam Shah was actuated by the idea of
developing an orderly centralised state, which was to work for
the good of the people*

The Hukmnamas, which Islam Shah issued to all the aar
sarkars of his empire, speak for him as a great legislator*
They contained comprehensive instructions on all important
affairs religious,, political and civil in 80 sheets of paper.
They were intended to regulate the life of the soldiers,, the
subjects,, the merchants and other classes of people. The
Hukmnamas were a sort of manual of instructions to be followed
by the local officers in their dealings with the people* The
officers read them ir̂ the public meeting and thus gave them

2adequate publicity in the localities* Indeed in the Hukmnamas 
of Islam Shah, we see his desire to systematise, codify and 
rationalise the local laws &hd at the same time to provide the

1. D., BM., II4a-b ; B,, I, 413 ; 1*, H ,  114-5.
2. B., I, 384-5. ̂  c f c J j ^
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local officers with a manual of instructions regulating their
conduct in relation to the state and the people.

Islam Shah was keenly alive to the necessity of an
efficient array as an indispensable instrument of a centralised
administration. So, he greatly improved the military organisation
he inherited from his father. His experiences under his father
helped him in organising his array into a disciplined force under
his direct control. Islam Shah divided his array into several
dixixa divisions beginning from 5o to X2ppoo and introduced the

Isystem of mansab in the army. He placed each division under a
noble, who was paid, according to his mansab,, in stipend from the
royal treasury instead of in jagir. This made the Afghan chiefs

2stipendiaries and official nobles of ths the king. Islam Shah
also introduced the system of paying the soldiers in cash

4and strictly enforced the branding regulations.
In order to keep watch over the conduct of the s&rdars

and the nobles, Islam Shah, % like his father, appointed one
Persian news-writer and one Hindi news-writer to accompany every
force of 5,ooo troops. He also attached three eunuchs to bxe
every division of the army. The news-writers and eunuchs were to
report. Exsry to the king everything about the army to which they

5were attached. Islam Shah also appointed one Persian raunsif
1. W. M#, 74b ; B., BM., Io3a#
2. D., BM#> 103a.
3. B., I, 38<|. *
4. Ibid, 384.
5. W. M,, 74b ; D., BM., Io3a.



and one Hindustani munsif to each diyis ion. Aa in the days of Sher 
Shah; they examined^ ̂ e^birands) in,the'army,"v Islam Shah gave 
particular attention to providing the army with arms and amunitiohs. 
He maintained ah efficient artillery. His guns, were so big that ; 
they had to be pulled by two thousand men* A staff of engineers ; 
.accompanied every division of .the army. ^Abdulla says thkat when 
Islam Shah was proceeding against Humayun he had 150,000 wood- 
cutters and l5o,:,p6b dig men to dig ditches. This, might have been 
an exaggerated number ; but it gives an idea that the engineering 
department of Islam - Shah. was well manned.

It was due to his efficient army organisation that Islam 
Shah could maintain the solidarity of his empire in the face of 
the oppositionof the turbulent Afghan chiefs and also
frightenHimayun back to Kabul when in 1552 he advanced towards 
Kashmir.;

SasSc&m Por the sake of local administrative efficiency^ 
Islam- Shah retained the former pargaha divisions as well as the 
atauckaK sarkar divisions introduced by his father in the saltanate. 
He, however^ made the local officers more responsible for the 
maintenance of local peace. In the time of Shar Shah^ the muqaddam 
( the village head man } was held responsible for any crime in the

I« W. M.;, 49a. /
‘2m: '114a,! ■
; 3.- Ibid. ... • v'
4. A. .N;, I, 196. Abul Pazl says that Sher Shah divided India

into 47 divisions.
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locality and he was to produce the culprit to the shiqdar* Islam
Shah, on the otherhand, made the shiqdar accountable for crime in
his jurisdiction and he was to make good the loss on account of
theft or robbery. The author of Afsan-i-Shahan says that a horse

of a mail was stolen and he lodged a complaint to the shiqdar.
On shiqdar1 s fai/lure to find out the thiefj the man complained to
Islam Shah. Islam Shah ordered the shiqdar to pay the price of the
horse to the man. In holding the shiqdar liable for the crime,,
Islam Shall was guided by the idea that the people paid baj ( tax )
to the government and hence they were entitled to have peace and 

Iprotection. Such an idea made the government officers more
active,, vigilant and dutiful than before.

Islam Shah maintained extensive governorships in the
empire. He found provincial divisions useful for an efficient
centralised administration. Shar Shahfs ideal was to govern in
smaller units like the sarkars. So he divided Behgal into a few

2parts and gave them as jagirs to the tribal chiefs. He appointed 
Qazi Bazilat as an amin or trusty to act as an umpire in the 
conflict of the chiefs* Islam Shah, however, reversed this 
arrangement and appointed a governor in Bengal. Sher Shah wanted

remove the Niyazis he left it undisturbed* Islam Shah removed the

I. Mfsan-i-Shahan,' 13lb.

to divide the jpanjab into smaller units ; but as he could not

Sher Shah introduced ;
3. B..f I, 432 ; T., II 124 ; Riyazy 148 

2. %bbas, 10., Io8b. ; BM., 57a ; T.,; IT, Io2.
Sher Shah introduced ; in Bengal.
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Niyazis and then he could have carried out his father*s intention*
I 'He, however, appointed Shams Khan as governor of the province.

Similarly we find that he appointed ̂ Isa Khan Sur as governor of
2 -  • -  Malwa* This shows that Islam Shah favoured the idea of

administration in&- larger ma units than did his father. iMssct
Indeed Islam Shah was more practical than his father. It is gafsxi ■
possible for the king to have direct control over the governor
rather than on numerous chiefs of a province. They could best be
controlled through the governor. Experiences showed the soundness .
of Islam Shahfs idea. So, later we find that Emperor i&bar favoured
the idea of administration in provincial units.

To have direct control over the various localities of the
empire and to keep himself informed of the conduct of the nobles
and officers, Islam Shah extended the espionage and the dak chauki
I postal system of his fatherfs time. He improved both these
centralising institutions. Hirmatulla says that, in order to
ensure regularity of despatch, the dak chauki establishment
delivered everyday a turban of Sonargaon and a handful of fresh

\

rice from Bengal to Islam Shah wherever he might be*^ Two horsemen
and some footmen were posted in every sarai ; they carried the

5despatch from one sarai to another till it reached the king.

I. B*, I*. 383 ; T., II, 112-3.
2* W. M#J 75b ; B., BM,, Iloa ; T., II, 113.
3. Shahi, 25o.
4. Tarikh-i-Khan-i-Jahani, IQ,, Io2a.
5. B., BM., Io3a.
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Islam -ShahjHg-. ..Royalty :

By breaking the power of the Afghani chiefs,, Islam Shah 
made himself absolute in the empire. He also gave a spectacular 
form to the royalty. His idea behind this was certainly to raise 
kingship to a position of dignity and honour and §lso to impress 
the Afghans with the might and majesty of the great office*
Indeed in his royalty, we see the reappearance of the days of

i
the great Turkish sultans whose pomp and magnificence inspired 
so greats awe that ambassadors and tributaries were known to

Ifaint when ushered into the august grsxra presence of the sultan. 
Following his £adthw father Islam Shah took the title

2 mof Khalifat ul M i l  as his coins evidence. The assumption of 
this title did not mean much from the point of view of a Muslim 
king in relation to the Caliphate in view of the fact that the 
real Caliphate had ceased to exist from 1517 if not from 1258.
The title, however, is significant in analysing Islam Shah's 
relations to the Afghans. It indicates that he meant to be more 
than an Afghan king in the tradition of Bahlul Ludi.

Islam Shah made his court splendid by surrounding 
himself with dignitaries and great ceremonial, A Tambuldar 
would always wait on him with betel leafa. He was a great noble

V-and always enjoyed the status of a vazir. According to Hixmafcuii*

1. Barani, 3o~2. X*. ^  .
2. Wright - The Coinage and Metrology of the Sultanate of Delhi,

coins as AE 1428- 31.
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Ui'matulla, the office of Tambuldar obtained from the time of
Sher Shah and it was considered to be one of g gpcac great

X £confidence and importance in the empire* Isa Khan Hujjab held 
this office^to^ioth Sher Shah and Islam Shah.

Another great place at the court of Isl&m Shah was that 
of Barbik or the Master of Ceremonies.* The Barbik., also known as 
amir-i-hajib at the time of the Turkish saltanate, acted as a 
court usher. Sarmast Khan held this office. There were also 
ha jibs or ma'rufs ( chamberlains ) in Islam Shah's court. Under 
the general direction of the Barbik, these chamberlains supervised
all the great functions of the court and the palace. They

3 ^introduced visitors to the king. There were naqibs or heralds
at court who would announce the names of persons;, who came to
visit the king. ^

These court officials and court ceremonies greatly raised
the prestige of kingship. The Afghan chiefs, who looked upon
their king as their equal,, felt at the time of Islam Shah that
they had a master to be respected and obeyed. We obtain an idea
of their respect and obedience to him from the writings of
Badauni. Badauni gives an account, how the Afghan nobles of&
5,000., Io,ooo, and 2o,ooo received the Hukmnamas of Islam Shah.
On Bri&ay, they would pitch a lofty tent supported by & Sgslssx
8 polesjin their sarkars and place the slippers of Islam Shah
1. M., I4ob ; B,, I, 4oo.
2. B., I, 389.
3. Ibid, 386.
4. Ibid.



together with a quiver in front of the throne* The sardar, the 
munsifa and the amin followed by others in order of rank and all 
with bowed heads and marks of respect would take their seats.
The dab ir would then come and read aloud the Hukmnamas in the 
assembly. If anyone contravened them, the dabir ( secretary ^ 
would report to the king and he. was punished together with his

Ifamily and relations.
The above incident appears im incredible. Badauni,

however, says that in 1546 he himself witnessed such an incident.
at Bajwara in the sarkar. of Biana where he accompanied his
maternal grandfather. In such a case, we cannot ignore his
evidence. It might be that he exaggerated in saying that the
nobles placed the slippers of Islam Shah ems. as a symbol of his
authority and paid their respects to them. His evidence, however,' *
gives an idea of the character of. Islam Shah1 s. rule. It shows
that., in his reign, the authority of the king over the chiefs
became a real force and the Afghan chiefs learnt to respect and
obey him. Indeed in it, we see the reminiscence of the saltanate
of Muhammad bin Tughluq when, in the absence of the sultan, the
vazirs and others saluted the throne on entering the Hall of
Audience with so deep an obeisance that the head almost reached

2the ground and the backs of their fingers touched the ground*

1. Badjauni, 1, 564-5 • V w - r f * 1)' cf <y
2. Ibn Batuta - Tubfat un nuzzar, II, 9ft.

^  V try* fjJrj

— J&*.
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The success of Islam Shah in establishing an st efficient
centralised administration and raising the dignity of the king
proves that, as a ruler, he was not inferior to his illustrious
father, rather, in some respects, he was superior to him. Indeed
he possessed idK ideas and also the requisite qualities for
translating them xHfca into practice. His boldness, untiring

Ienergy and supreme self-confidence accounted for fes his success,
in his great administrative enterprise,. Even Abul 3?azl.t who

2brands him as g tyrant, appreciates his qualities saying.that
had he been a servant of Emperor Akbqr and entrusted with the wma
work of guarding the frontiers of the empire he would have

3earned great renown. In fact, the way he crushed the turbulent 
Afghan chiefs and tamed them to respect his throne and he 
guarded the frontiers and presold the integrity of his vast 
empire illustrates the qualities of his character. So Abul Eqzl 
could, say that Islam Shah surpassed even his father in wxEkaatn 
wickedness.^

1. W. M# 76b ; D,, BM.; II6b.
2. A. N,, I, 557. ‘
5. Ibid, ‘ 559.
4. Ibid, 196.
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Mahdayism^and^Islam^Shah :..ilaSdlSx ~ ' ~r’~ ” " ~
Islam Shah's reign witnessed a religious movement

known as Matidavism. Although primarily a religious movement,
Mahdavism had also great political, social and cultural
significance in the history of sixteenth century India. Islam
Shah*s relations with it throw some light on his administrative
policy as well as his attitude towards the new social forces and
hence it forms an important part of the study of his reign.
However, it will be. useful to have an idea ofMahdavism before
we enter into a discussion of Islam Shah1s relations with it,

-  : iMahdi means a divinely guided one. Mahdism is connected 
with the Shi^ite idea of the reappearance of the hidden Imam for 
the establishment of an ideal state of affairs in the world. It 
is the equivalent in Islam of the Christian conception of the 
coming of a messiah. In India the Shiite idea was influenced by 
the Aryan conception of the appearance of a deliverer after a 
cycle of one thousand^: years. In course of time, the Shi^ite aut 
and Aryan ideas mingled together to form a common belief of the 
Indian Muslims that the Mahdi would come to the world after a 
thousand years to restore the wilting faith of Islam to its 
prestine freshness. According to a saying of the Prophet Muhammad, 
the latter days of Islam would be marked by a general decadence 
in political power and in morals which, on reaching its climax,

I. Encyclopaedia of Islam, III; III.
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would be followed by the appearance of Mahdi, the lord of the
times. Christ wbuld also appear and after all men had been led

_ ■' Xthrough him to Islam, the day of judgement would commence*
Towards the close of the first millennium of Islam, the

Mahdavite ideas assumed peculiar importance and the learned , 
weverywhere contemplated the question till at last the movement 

assumed a definite form through the teaching of Mir Saiyid 
Muhammad ( 1445-15o4 )> a son of Mir Saiyid Khan of Jaunpur. A

Ti. —at descendant of. the Prophet and a great saint of the time, Mir
Saiyid Muhammad^ who saw in the fall of Jaunpur a decadence of

• . _ 2  political power, claimed to be a Mahdi* He gained many adherents,
but the persecution of -the'ulema forced him to flee from Jaunpur
to tec Guzrat and thence to make a pilgrimage to Makkah, He,
however, died at Earrah in Bfeluchistan on his way back to India.■
According to Mir1 at-i-Sikandari, Saiyid Muhammad was killed by

4the enemies of his ideas* ■ . _
Saiyid Muhammad, the Mahdi, died, but his ideas survived 

in his disciple Miyan Abdulla, a Niyazi Afghan, and Sheikh Alai, 
a son of a Bengali holy man Sheikh Hasan, resident of Biana.
Their learning and ‘Alai's persuasive eloquence.in particular, 
attracted many persons to their ideas* Abandoning their homes,

1. Blochmann - A’in, I, iii ; Titus - Indian Islam, Io6-7.
2. Jarret and Sarkar - A1 in. III, 415̂  ; B ., I; i 519 ;

Blochmann - A5 in, I, iii-iv.
5* B,, I, 519.
4. Mir7 at S.* IIla-2b ; Eazlulla - Mir1 at, 9o-1.
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they gave themselves entirely to devotion and prayer. They held 
daily xsikxgoui religious meetings and said the five times prayers . 
in congregation. They also divided among themselves equally food 
or anything they received from others. Wherever they went they

Iappeared armed to the teeth* The Mahdavis interferred in local
affairs inspecting the bazars and removing forcibly all articles
forbidden in religion. They would warn anyone whom they found
doing anything contrary to the Holy law. If they found him doing
the same thing again they would punish him and even kill him.
The local officers* many of them being Mahdavis* connived at or •

2those who did not approve of their conduct were afrg,id of them.
Mahdavism was essentially a revivalist movement in Islam

and the Mahdavis were much more than reformers as they wanted to
bring back the ideal days of the Prophet and the Pious Qaliphs.
They enjoined strict observance of the rites of religion and the
injunctions of the Qur'an and of the Prophet, According to their
doctrine* a man is to be judged a Muslim^ by his deeds - prayer
five times a day in congregation, fasting, observance of lawful
and avoidanse of prohibited things. A man, who was not punctiliou;
in the performance of the formal rites of the faith, was to be
punished,' even by death.Khwas Khan became a dfcis’edisciple of
Sheikh JMai. Hut when he was asked to prohibit all forbidden

3things he gave up his association with Mahdavism,

1. T.., II, II5-6 : B., I, 4oo ; E.y I, 436.
2. Ibid, 116 4oI 436.
3. Ibid ; D.jb, BM., 115a.



The Mahdavi teachers'assumed to themselves the authority 
to issue authoritative orders and prohibitions controlling the

IMuslim society. The persons disobeying their orders and 
prohibitions could be put to death by them without any TJ&tmg. 
reference to the ordinary court of law* The Mahdavis also took to 
themselves the work of the censor of the morals and the power 
of the qazi, as we dt see from their activities in the localities. 

The Mahdavis believed in community of property and did not 
favour the idea of private property. They maintained as their 
ideal the life of i&u Bakr and^Umar who did not possess any 
private property. The community of property was* however* a new 
idea in Islam and a departure from.the teaching of the prophet, 
who allowed private property.

The most striking feature of the Mahdavi.movement was 
its militancy. The Mahdavis went armed'and enforced their ideas 
on the people caring little for the existing government.

The orthodox^ulema denounced the Mahdavis as heretics. 
First* the Mahdi idea originated in Shi^ite faith which the Shhrxj 
Sunnis abhorred* Secondly* by putting too much stress on the 
performance of the.formal rites* the Mahdavis rejected the works 
and teachings of the Four Imams. Thirdly* they departed from the 
teaching of the. Prophet by their belief in community of property. 
Lastly* they challenged the position of the orthodox ‘ulema in

I. B.* I* 67
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Muslim society and at court. They arrogated to themselves the 
authority to issue authoritative decrees and to control the 
religious* moral and social life of Muslims. The orthodox 'ulema 
had hitherto enjoyed this authority. Hence in the rise of the 
Mahdavis* they saw a great threat to their pretensions not only 
as the religious leaders of society but also as the confidants of 
kings. It was^ therefore* partly to preserve Sunni Islam and 
partly to maintain their positipn in Muslim society and at the 
royal courts that the‘'ulema were determined on exterminating the 
Mahdavis. Makhdum ul Mulk Mulla Abdulla Sul^anpuri* the xadax 
sadr-i-sudur in the Sur court* led the opposition against kimthem.

Islam Shah seems to have sympathy for the revivalist 
Mahdavi movement. He too wanted to reform society and in partiisalf 
particular to remove the influence of the'ulema from the Muslim 
community and from the ruling circles. In common opposition to the 
ascendancy the rulema* Islam Shah and the Mahdavis met on 
common ground.

The activities of the Mahdavis were brought to the notice 
of Islam Shah after his accession and he summoned the Mahdavi 
teacher Sheikh ‘Alai to Agra. In audience,* Shaikh Alai made only 
the ordinary salutation permitted by the Islamic rules and this 
offended Islam Shah, The'ulema led by Mulla Abdulla Suitahpuri

f ■gave a fatwa declaring Alai as; a heretic^ and condemning him to 
death, Islam Shah* however* ignored the fatwa and offered ̂ Alai
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Ithe office of muhtasib ( the censor of morals ) of the empire#
This shows that, notwithstanding 5klaifs offensive behaviour,, he
appreciated his reforming zeal and wanted to make him an ally to
h his own idea of reform* l̂ai., however., could not be tempted by

2the offer of an official position*
When the appeal of the orthodox *ulema had failed on 

religious*, they xxishK switched their arguments to political 
grounds alleging the danger to the empire from Plaits messianic 
claims* About this time Bihar Khan Sarwani, the governor of 
Hindia;, accepted Mahdavi doctrine with all his men* Mulla Abdulla 
Sultanpuri reported the incident to Islam Shah emphasising that 
the Mahdavis would create disturbance in the empire and that, by 
claiming to be a Mahdi, &lai in effect desired to rule the wp 
world* This time also Islam Shah ignored the advice rfita 
of the'ulema*

One incident, however^, favoured the orthodox rulema against 
the Mahdavis* In 1559, Islam Shah was proceeding to suppress the 
rebel Niyazis of the l^anjab. When he arrived in the neighbourhood 
of Biana, Mulla Abdulla Sult.anpuri drew his attention to Sheikh 

Abdulla Niyazi, who roamed about in the hills of Biana with
three to four hundred men and was known to have^Lnfluence over

_ ■- a the MS Niyazis.

I and 2. T.#. II,,' 117 J S'.* I* 437 ; B., I,' 4o2 ; B.* BM.i 11-5a 
3. Ibid, , 4o3 H 5b.

' — ■)’ i4. Ibid, ; Blochmann - A in, I, viii ; Ill, 45-6..
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The activities of the Mahdavis;, such as their going armed 
everywhere and their defiance of local officers* had made Islam 
Shah suspect them as an enemy to the state. Still he tolerated 
them with the idea that they met him on a common ground* i.e.* 
the overthrow of the orthodox ‘ulema. But when he perceived the 
association of the militant Mahdavis with the rebel Niyazis* he 
was convinced that the Mahdavis were a threat to his empire. So* 
he ordered the Mahdavi teacher Abdulla $£ Niyazi to be whipped. 
Though 'Abdulla Niyazi was whipped mercilessly* he survived death

Iand recanting Mahdavism he lived life like a holy man in Sarhind. 
Sheikh ̂ lai was similarly whipped*- He, however* died at the 
third lash ( I55o ) * 2

Badauni holds the orthodox Mulla*Abdulla Sultanpuri 
to be responsible for the death of Sheikh Alai# And indeed this 
Mulla*to insure his position at court and society*had impressed 
upon Islam Sh§h the necessity of executing Sheikh‘Alai* When his 
appeal failed on religious* he switched his argument to political 
grounds. Once Islam Shah perceived the association of the 
Mahdavis with the rebel Niyazis., he was convinced and, for 
reasons of state* he ordered the Mahdavi teachers to be punished.

The death of SCLai was a triumph for the orthodox ‘alema in 
the country. They hunted and persecuted the Mahdavis. This 
continued some years even after Akbar1̂  accession. So bitter was

1. T#,' II, 117 ; BM.* 115b ; B,#y III* 45-6 ; Blochmann -
2. Ibid, 118 ; II6a ; I, 437. in* I’ Ti±1*
3. B., I, 408.•



'their persecution that AbulfeS Nazi's father, Sheikh Mubarak, had
had to' flee from place to place as he was suspected to be a Mahdi

C Ion account of his association with Sheikh !&lai.
The intolerance of therulema, however, reacted against 

themselves. Emperor Akbar began to hate them. By his superior 
learning, Abul 3?azl also beat them in religious debates and 
helped the Emperor in overthrowing their ascendancy at court. 
Thus, the intellectual legacy left by the Mahdavis,who were 
vastly learned men of the time., led to the fall of orthodoxy at
court and ushered in a period of rationalism and liberalism in

* • .

the history of ikkbar's reign in India.
The £ revivalist movement of Mahdavism did not die out 

even after bitter persecution. It revived again towards the close 
of Akbar!s reign in the person of Saiyid Ahmad of Sarhind who is 
known as the Mujaddid-i-Alfi Sani or the revivalist of a thousand 
years. Indeed the Mahdi tradition lingered in the nineteenth 
century when it was revived by Saiyid Ahmad of Bareilly.

I. B., Ill, 72 ; Blochmann - A1 in, I, viii~x.
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Islam Shah1s benevolent works and his patronage to learning : 
Islam Shah maintained the benevolent institutions of 

his father. Sher Shah built sarais at a distance of two kos ; 
Islam Shah, however, built between every two another sarai and 
provided them with every comfort necessary for travellers both 
Muslims and Hindus, Every sarai had;a dwelling place, wells, x

A mosque was attached to every sarai and an imam, a muazzin and 
a servant were appointed to it, Sher Shah had built I,7oo sarais ;

Iin the reign of Islam Shah, the number rose to 3,4oo. Islam Shah 
also arranged for the distribution of §lms for the poor from 
every sarai instead of from the royal camp which was the practice 
in his father’s time. He also provided that indigent travellers
and mendicants should be supplied with all their needs from the

— . 2 sarais.
Islam Shah maintained the charitable institutions^ the 

grants to religious and educational foundations as well as the 
gardens of his father’s time. Abul Bazl's accusation that Islam 
Shah and his father made lavish grants of lands confirms it.^

In his patronage to learning, Islam Shah surpassed his 
father. And indeed this gave a great stimulus to literary 
activities and the. development of the Persian language and poetry 
in particular, Sher Shah read a little Persian taught to the
1. W. M., 74a-b ; B., I, 384 P., 455 ; T „  II, II?.
2. D „  BM., Io3a.
3. B., I, 384.
4. A *1 in. I. pqfi.

e&T and kitchens containing cooked ada and uncooked food.
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beginners in the g Persian schools in India* XLthough he axx&Kistfce
associated with some‘ulema and theologians, this cannot entitle
him to be regarded as a patron of learning* Islam Shah was a good
poet, who competed with great poets of the time in composing

Ielegant verses and was highly esteemed by the learned* The poets 
and the learned were his constant companions. Badauni says that
Mir Saiyid Ni'ma known by his poetical name as Rusuli, who was an

2'incomparable learned man of the age, was his constant companion*
r 3Sheikh Abdul Hai, a vastly learned man and a poet, and Shah

Muhammad Barmuli, a man renowned for his wit and humour, were the
favourite companions of Islam Shah.^

Islam Shah took great interest in discussions with the
learned & and the poets. Near his own residence, he provided
beautifully furnished pavilions, where the learned and the poets
like Mir Saiyid Ni^ma^ Shah Muhammad Barmuli, Haiti, Saifi and
Sur Das met and recited poetry and debated literary and phiiiax
philosophical questions* Islam Shah would often join them in
their discussions. He pleaded that they should not rise to greet

5him when he entered*
One incident illustrates Islam Shah's love and respect 

for learning and the learned. The author of Afsan-i-Shahan, Kabir. 
Says that Islam Shah and Mull a Abdulla Sultanpuri were once
1. B*, I, 416.
2. Ibid, 415.
3. Ibid, 4Io.
4. Ibid, 387.
5. Ibid, 416 ; Afsan-i-Shahan, I5 4a-b.
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passing through a defile when they saw an enraged elephant
rushing towards them, Abdulla wanted to proceed, but Islam Shah
would not let him. He said, m QJ Bmperor let me step forward* fo:r
if you are killed, the whole empire will fall into disorder. "
Islam Shah said, M ” Master, you do not realise that there are
nine laks of Afghans to replace me ; but if you perish, another

Ilike you may not be born in India for ages. n
Badauni also says that Islam Shah had great respect for

iT ~  -the learning of Mulla Abdulla Sultanpuri, though he knew that the 
Mulla was not sincerely devoted to him and favoured the 
restoration of Humayun. One day Islam Shah said to his nobles 
that Babur had five sons and all had left India except one and 
that was Mulla Abdulla Sultanpuri. On being asked why he kept 
the Mulla at court, he replied that he could not find a better

p _one than him, * And indeed this Mulla was one of the vastly
learned men of the time and unrivalled especially in the kxTOlsd
toa knowledge of the Quran, Hadis,* scholastic theology and all 
those branches of learning which depend on memory. He was the 
author of Ismat-i-Ambiya and Shama^li nabi, the best two of his 
compositions* Humayun gave him the title of Makhdum ul Mulk and 
Sheikh ul Islam*^

Under the patronage of Islam Shah, Hindi literature also

1. Afs&n-i-Shahan, l5ob.
2. B., I, 416,
3. £ #, III, 7o.
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made a considerable progress* The stimulus it received from Malik 
Muhammad Jaisl* a great Hindi poet of the time of Sher Shah, 
continued throughout the reign of Islam Shah. The well-known Hindi
poet and musician Siir pas^ who later on became the court musician

o  ■ - ' ■" ■ 'of Akbar* flourished under the patronage of Islam Shah*. Shah
Muhammad Barmuli was also a gifted poet in. Hindi* Mirza Kamran
said that he could gain international fame if he wrote in Persian*
Islam_Shah as

As a man Islam Shah was imperious* vindictive and ruthless 
He could brdok no opposition to his will and ruthlessly crushed 
his opponents* His extermination of the Afghan nobles.proves it*
His dealings with his brother‘Adil .Khan and his adherents reveal 
him as a man perfidious * . cruel and,unscrupulous* Islam Shah broke 
the solemn compact he made with his brother and ruined him. £§ In 
1552* he also gave a promise of safety to Kjhwas Khan and had him 
treacherously put to death by Taj Khan Karrani*^

Although, he was a terror to the Afghans* Islam Shah was 
not without the finer sentiments of a man. He had but one wife 
BibI Bai and he was devited to her* She seems to have some xnfk 
influence on him as we find in the, case of Mubariz Khan. Islam Shai 
Shah felt the necessity of executing him as he considered him a 
danger to the throne of his son and heir Biruz* He* however*

I* Shirref - Malik Muhammad Jaisifs Padmavati* 9-14.
2. Blochmann - A? in, I, 612.
3. Afsan-i-Shahan, I46a-b.
4.B.,■ I,- 4o9-Io ; P.> Ij 435 ; Shhhi, 25o-4. .
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could not execute him as Bibi Bai did not consent to it.
.According to orthodox Badauni, Islam Shah was a good

IMuslim* who never missed his prayers or touched any intoxicants. 
Islam Shahfs place in history ;

Islam Shah occupies a very significant position in
medieval Indian history. In him we see the fruition of the ideas

, • - ' tv ■ 'of Sher Shah and also of the iniption of many of the institutions
and., principles which passed as a precious legacy to his Mughal
successors,

Islam Shah made a definite contribution to the system 
of strong monarchy and centralised administration. By assuming 
the title of Khalifat ul*Adil and surrounding himself with 
dignitaries and great ceremonials* he gave spectacular form to 
royalty and greatly raised the dignity and majesty of kingship. 
Indeed his work encouraged Akbar to propound, the theory of 
1 divine right of kingship 1 revealed in the writings of Abul 
Bazl* who says* " Royalty is a light emanating from God and a;; 
ray from the sun. * In connection with the pardon of Baud, 
Akbar said, w By virtue of our being the shadow of God* we 
receive little §nd give much. Our forgiveness has no relish for 
vengeance. n Bollowing Islam Shah Akbar took the title of 
Khalifat ul Ilahi and elevated royalty to an unique position.

1. B.;, I* 416.
2. Blochmann « A1 in, I, iii ; Ibn Hasan, 59.
3. A. N.* Ill* 97.
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His reduction of the dignity of the Mughal chiefs to a position 
of official nobility was but a continuation of the policy and 
work of Islam Shah.

In Islam Shah*s system of administration in bigger units* 
we find the beginning of Akbarls subah administration. To him is 
also due the credit for the introduction of the mansabdari system 
which received systematic shape in Akbar*s reign. Indeed Islam 
Shah*s was the first attempt at the codification of the local 
laws regulating the lives of the individuals and officers. His 
Hukmnamas are the precursor of the*dastur-i-‘amal* ( the 
manuals of instruction ) of Mughal times.

In the introduction of liberal, ideas in Islam* Islam Shah 
took a remarkable step in liberating the state from the influence 
of the orthodox‘ulema and in tolerating the heretical Mahdavi 
ideas. Indeed his activities ifi this respect prepared the way 
for the rationep.ism of AktearSs Akbar*s reign. Also Islam Shah's 
liberal policy towards the non-Muslim elements of India*s 
population encouraged his great Mughal successor to advance 
further in promoting the cause of Hindu-Muslim unity.

In Islam Shah*s patronage to the learned and his interest 
in philosophical discussions with them, we see the dawn of the 
intellectual renaissance that took place in the reign of Akbar. ,



CHAPTER XV
Muhammad Xdil Shah and 

the Afghan loss of Northern India

The death of energetic Islam Shah and the minority of his
successor Firuz gave the Afghan chiefs an opportunity to reassert
their position in the saltanate. The attempt of weak M i l  Sh|hi£
Kas to follow Islam Shah* however* revived the conflict between the
king and the chiefs culminating in the dissolution of the saltanate
and the Afghan loss of sovereignty in Northern India*
Murder of Firuz.

Gn October 3o* 1553* on the death of Islam Shah, his son
Firuz* a boy of twelve* was placed on the throne at Gwalior by the
supporters of the late king, Taj Khan Karranl, to whom the dying
king had entrusted the guardianship of his minor son* became his 

- Ivazir. But the disaffection* which Islam Shah1s strong monarchy 
and centralised government had created among the. Afghan chiefs*
proved too strong for the boy king and his guardian minister and

2 *- -on the third day of his accession* Firuz was killed by his 
maternal uncle Mubariz Khan Sur, the son of Sher Shahfs younger 
brother Nizam Khan ^nr* who had the support of Pahar Khan Sarwani,

I* Sh&hi* 272-4.
2* B., I, 416 ; T,, II, 118 ; F, * I,, 438.

All the contemporary historians,-exeept Ahmad Yadgar,' say that 
Firuz was killed-within a few days of his accession, the 
general, statement being 3 days.
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Ibrahim Khan Sur*' Shamshir Khan,; the younger brother of Khwas
IKhan* and other disaffected Afghan chiefs.

In his life time Islam. Shah had foreseen that such a s&laniifc} 
calamity might happen to his successor and he wanted to ensure 
his safety by executing Mubariz* who formed the centre of the 
conspiracy of the Afghan chiefs against him. His wife Bibi Bai* 
however, prevented him from executing her brother*' saying that he 
was given to music and pleasures and was not interested in the 
throne. Islam Shah was disgusted and remarked that she would live 
to see the consequences of her folly. Badauni writes that the 
prophecy of Islam Shah came true and* in spite of all her antxsa 
entreaties* Mubariz murdered her son in her very presence. ^
With the consent of the chiefs* Mubariz then ascended the throne 
and assumed the title of Sultan Muhammad Mil.
^dilfs accession, a triumph__for the chiefs :

The murder of Firuz and the accession of M i l  to the throne 
was a victdry for the Afghan chiefs and a defeat for the idea of 
strong monarchy and centralised government. It was the reassertion 
of their former power and position in the saltanate. Islam.Shah's 
strong monarchy and centralised administration had taken away 
from them their powers and privileges and had made them 
subservient to the throne. The self-willed Afghan chiefs could

1. W. M.* 76b.
2. B.* I* 416.
3. Ibid* 417 ; F.* I* 438 ; T.* II* 119 ; M.* 162a ;

:Wright - The coins and metrology of the Sultans of Delhi*366.



not submit.themselves to such a humiliating j?ositioh. They plotted 
§nd- wsqpt conspired against Islam Shah*but they failed ; the iron 
hand of the autocrat was too strong for them. In the death of 
Islam Shah*: however* they obtained an opportunity to recover their 
former power |tnd position,

■ 1
Even though Firuz was a boy* the 4fghan chiefs could not 

accept his accession* because they thought that* being the son of 
an autocratic ruler* he would carry on the ideas and traditions 
of his father. Bent on uprooting the idea of strong monarchy, they 
supported ̂ Mil in murdering Firuzi Thinking that , as he was given 
to, musie and pleasures#v>Mil vwould^not be inclined towards the 
establishment of a strong monarchy, the J^ghan chiefs chose him 
for the throne. Moreover,* Firuz was nominated for the throne by
his father* The chiefs* who had always their choice xt in the
affairs of succession* could hot accept the enthronement of Firuz, 
as it meant their surrender of ah important privilege to the 
king. So, they supportedJidil .in obtaining the throne*

Sultan Muhammad Sdil began his reign by conferring 
favours and important offices on his supporters* he appointed 
35 Shamshir Khan and Haul at Khan, a new Muslim^and a protege'of
the Luhanis.* as vazir and vakil respectively* He also gave high

'" ■ I '' 'position to Pahar Khan Sarwani Ibrahim Khan Sir, . He ..restored
Shuja/at Khan, who had been in the bad graces of Islam Bhah>
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to Malwa. Hemu became his trusted confidant and supervisor of his
Ximportant affairs, civil and military,

‘Sdil wanted to gain popularity by the lavish grant of
money*. Following the example of Muhammad Tughluq for whom he had a
great admiration| he opened the royal treasure for the people and

pscattered money among them*
r—4dil^deceives_the chiefs ;

. ' C-The Afghan chiefs had raised Adil to the throne 
thinking that, being accustomed to a life of singing and dancing
and of the pleasures of the harem, he would care very little for
administration and that this would ensure their ascendancy in the 
saltanate. Indeed Mi l  was a musician and a great master of the 
art of music in that age* Miyan Tansen, the great musician of 
Akbar1s court, and Baz Bahadur* the king of Malwa and a gifted 
musician, were his disciples* MilVs musical performances took 
the musicians of the time by surprise. He was such a master 
musician that he could play with Pakhwaz, a kind of musical drum 
of the size of a man, both with hand and foot.^ Under his
instruction, $ Hhagat boy, who was named Mujahid Khan, became &n

5 ' 'excellent musician of the time. Indeed M i l  gave a great stimulus
to*lje medieval Indian music,

1. W, M,|. 77a ] I,, 389. and 418 * M.;# I62b,
2. T., II, 119 ; B., I, 418 ; P.;t I, 439 j Shahi, 272.

B ,t I* 416,
4-5, Ibid, 435 ; Ranking, I, 557?

CO  ■ - *  /I ' * \ r '  ^

■ j . 7 ̂  » . - . : _____
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The musician king, however, soon deceived the Afghan chiefs* As
soon as he felt himself secure on the throne he adopted Islam
Shah’s policy of strengthening the monarchy and ruining them. He
followed his autocrat|predecessor in enlisting the support of the
Indian section of the people. <Adil raised Hemu to the vazirate
and made him his uncontrolled agent in all the affairs of

Iadministration* He also appointed the Bhagat boy Mu j ah id Khan as
Oa commander of 10*000, a&Adil’s idea was to curb the power of the 

Afghan chiefs with the help of this new group of official 
supporters.

*Adil followed Islam Shah’s policy of strengthening the
monarchy* but he did not possess the competence of that monarch.
Badauni rightly says that "Idil was by no means fitted for the
conduct of important affairs of civil and military administration.
Indeed there &re instances which prove his incompetence. His
cowardly flight from his dqrbar at Gwalior to the harem for fear
of an Afghan chief shows how incompetent he was for carrying

4through his idea of a strong monarchy. His pathetic appeal to
Hemu for help in 1555 when Muhammad Khan Sur of Bengal faced him5in the battle of Chapparghata nncasa reveals his lack of energy 
and fighting quality which were so essential for an Afghan king,

1. W, M., 78a ; B., I, 427 ; M.* 162b,
2* B,*. I* 435. '
5. Ibid, 418*
4. Ibid, 42o ; T*, II* 121 ; F** I* 459 ; M,* I65b*
5'. Idea, See. f. |03
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On account of his incompetence;! M i l  proved himself quite 
incapable of following the policy of energetic 5kg Islam Shah* By 
his policy he raised the forces of fierce opposition and rebellion* 
but he failed to suppress them* This caused the dissolution of the 
Afghan saltanate and paved the way for the loss of Afghan 
sovereignty in Northern India*
Rebellions of the chiefs :

‘Idil had scarcely reigned a month when the .Afghan chiefs 
rebelled in &!££ different parts of the saltanate and there arose

Ia number of rival claimants for the throne. Most of the santam 
contemporary historians are of opinion that %lilrs murder of 
Firuz and usurpation of the throne* his elevation of low-born 
Hindu Hemu to the supreme position in the saltanate* the 
repugnance of the Afghan chiefs to obey a Hindu and Hemu’s 
insolent behaviour towards the Afghans caused the rebellion of 
the chiefs against/Adil.

Indeed Firuz*s murder enraged the partisans of the 
family of Islam Shah* The raising of Hemu to the supreme position 
could riot have failed to cause dissatisfaction among the proud 
Afghan chiefs* But the evidence that Hemu behaved insolently 
towards the .Afghans is not borne out by facts. Our historians
seem to have expressed a common idea of the Muslims of the time
regarding the elevation of a Hindu to the atHis££epSxia position

1. T., II* 119 ; B., I, 418. \
2. W* M#* 78a ; B*,/ I* 418 ; F** I* 439 ;. M.* 162b. >
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In a Muslim saltanate. In fact* Hemu took much care of the Afghans; 
He would often invite the Mghaxr$ soldiers to dine at his table 
and ask them to eat to their satisfaction.*

Sdil’s policy of establishing a xkm strong monarchy and 
ruining the chiefs was the principal cause of the rebellions in 
the saltanate, :The rebellions were: really the signs of the 
reappearance of the conflict of two opposite forces ~ the idea of
strong monarchy and; the idea of tribal independence of the
vAfghans-,"'

Aiming at an extent ion of royal authority* Sdil wanted 
to redistribute the jagirs of the saltanate. In a darbar at 
Gwalior* he gave an order transferring the sarkar of Kariauj* a 
jagir of Muhamniad Khan Farmuli* to Bar mast KhanSarbani.
Muhammad*s son 8ikahdar Khan Far mull, however* protested against
the interference of the king in their jagir. This led to a
quarrel in the darbar and it ended in a bloody dispute in which 
several lives were lost and a few were wounded. The contemporary 
historians say that* in. the midst of the bloody scene, ,f M i l  got

;■ S'-up and r&n to the harem, Sikandar rushed after him, but M i l  
bolted the door from inside and With great difficulty escaped.
This affair went on for an hour or two. n The courage pf 
Ibrahim Khan - Sur-: ĵ id ' the ' death of 8ikand.gr Khan Farmuli* however* 
saved M i l ’s position at that time.

K  W.M.* 78a B,* I#- 4X3-4 J  M4  II6a,
2. T.* II* 120-1 ; B #* I*. 419-20 } F.* I* 439 M.* I63a-b,



The above incident reflects the nature of the Afghan 
monarchy §nd the idea of the Afghan chiefs regarding their jagirs. 
They considered the jafeirs as theirs by right and c^sjfavoured 
king$s interference in their affairs. In trying to interfere in 
their jurisdiction, Adil alienated them from his rule,

Like Islam Shah* "Adil wanted to destroy the Afghan chiefs. 
He put to death Haul at Khan Niyaz i and Firuz Khan Kakar and
imprisoned Nasib Khan Sarwani, Ismail Khan* Allahdad Khan Miyana

X *7 rand Nizam Khan Shahukhail. M i l ’s design on Taj Khan Karrani
failed as that clever chief escaped from Gwalior on the eve of

pthe Gwalior darbar. He also intended to ruin his sister’s husband
Ibrahim Khan Sur* who* however* managed to flee to his father

- - 3Ghazi Khan Sur* governor of Biana and Hindaun.
Hissolution^of^Afghan^saltanate and civil^wars :

Dissatisfied with Sdil* s activities'* the self-willed
Afghan chiefs rose against his authority, Nirmatulla and/Abdulla
give us an idea of the state of affairs saying* From country to
country* from town to town* all was in a stale of rebellion,
Taj Khan Karrani rebelled and established^ himself in South Bihar.
Muhammad Khan Sur* the. governor of Bengal* declared independence
and prepared to make a bid for the sovereignty of Northern India.
Ibrahim Khan Sur and Ahmad Khan Sur* a nephew of Sher Shah*
1. Shahi* 291.'
2. T-4 II* 121-2 ; B.* I, 4I9-2o ; M.* I63b-4a ; Ff> I* 44o.
3. Shahi* 291 ; T.,, II 122 J B.* .1, 421 I64a-b.
4. M,, I62b . y  a..; 120b. ' ^
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rebelled and stood forth as rival claimants for the Afghan throne. 
The Afghan chiefs joined those sides which suited their interests

% *p ^best. In 1555 when Adil.was fighting the rebels and pretenders*
Baz Bahadur* the son of Shuja/at Khan Sur* succeeded his father

Iand installed himself as a sovereign in Malwa.
By nature and temperament* CAdil was incapable of dealing

with saltanate-wide rebellions. He* however*, found in Hemu a
competent general. Even Abul Fazl expresses high appreciation for
the courage and capability of Hemu. On account of bodily deformity
Hemu could not ride a horse and he was always carried about in
a haudah ( sinduq-i-fil ). His valour and daring* however* won

3great victories and he performed great things. Be Laet also says 
that Hemu was an energetic soldier*^ Indeed it was Hemu’s 
generalship thg,t saved the saltanate of *Adil from a collapse ;
c -M i l ’s cause against rebels §nd rivals and even against the
Mughals prospered as long as this competent general lived.

At first* v£&dil defeated Taj Khan Karrani at 
Ohappramau* 4o kos from Agra and 3o kos from Kanauj. The defeated
Karrani chief* however* joined by his brothers and other Afghans*

5  r-established himself in South Bihar. Adil and Hemu confronted 
them on the bank of the Ganges. One day Hemu proposed to his

1. T#i> III,. 421-2 ; S'.* II, 537-8 ; M.t 167§.-b.
2. A. N. , I, 34o.
3. Ibid, 338.
4. Be Laet, I4o—I.
5. Tv, II, I21-2 J P., I, 44o j M., I63b-4a.
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master that if he would give him a halqa of elephants ( one 
hundred elephants )*. he would cross the river and destroy the 
Karrani rebels. *&dil complied with his request. Grossing the 
river* Hemu fought a desperate battle and dispersed the Karranis. 
As Adil,required his services in dealing with troubles in northern 
part of the saltanate* Hemu could not crush the power of the 
Karranis in South Bihar.

About this time* the pretender Ibrahim Khan Sur had
C'- r  —  -  2defeated Adil* s general Isa TQian Niyazi in a battle near Kalpi

and occupied Delhi* Agra and the neighbouring territories.
Leaving the Karranis* rAdil and Hemu hastened to the Jumna. Finding
a vast army with*Adil? Ibrahim,played a trick on him, He sent an
envoy to /Adil proposing that if he would send to him Kai Husain
Jilwani* Bihar khan Sarwani and some other Afghan chiefs upon
whose assurances of protection he could depend* he would come
personally to make his submission to him, "Adil sent his great
nobles to him. Ibrahim* however* won them all over to his side
and prepared to fight. This defection of the chiefs greatly
weakened "Adil and he returned in a helpless state to Ghunar*
which he had made his capital. Ibrahim Khan Bur assumed the
title of Ibrahim Shah and had his name entered in the khutba 

3and on coins.

1, I.* 1 %  121-2/; 5 4  I* 44o ; M,* 163b-4a,
2, Ibid* 121 ; B,? I* 421-2 ; I64a-b.
3, Ibid* 122 ^ Wright - The coins

and metrology of the, Sultans of Delhi* 378.
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.Another pretender Ahmad Khan Sur had declared himself 
as am an independent ruler, in the Panjab. He assumed the title of
Sikandar Shah and entertaining hopes of still, further increase of

' Ipower, he; advanced towards Delhi and Agra.
The rival pretenders competed with one another in winning

over the Afghan chiefs* Ibrahim Khan Sur gave velvet tents/
. . ' __ 2 standards and kettle-drums to 2oo .Afghan chiefs# He gave everyone,

who came with ten or fifteen horsemen, a banner and a jagir.
Badauni says that Ibrahim showed great favour to Haji Khan Suitani,
the powerful chief of Alwar* He bestowed on him a lofty spacious
tent covered on the outside with saqirlat ( siqlat ; silken stuff
brocaded with gold ) of Portugal and on the inside with a Prankish
velvet. Besides// he lavished upon Haji Khan magnificent carpets

3and vessels of gold and silver and all other requirements. In 
this way., Ibrahim raised an army of 80,000 men* He then advanced 
to meet the forces of Sikandar Khan Sur.

1The two armies met at Par rah* Io kos from Agra* The 
army of Sikandar numbered only Io,ooo. Brightened at the great 
superiority of the enemy.,, he made overtures s£ for peace in the 
following termsB:.; w The country from Delhi to the east should 
belong to Ibrahim ; the ^anjab* Multan and other north-western

I. T., 11/ 122-3 ; B., I;, 421-2 ; p.;, I, 441 ; M.;, 164b ; ahahiy 
Shahi/ 3oo-I * Wight - The coins'and metrology of the Sultans

4  of Delhi, 379 ; coins dated, 962H.
2# T., II, 123 J B*(, I., 423. ,
3. B;/ I, 423*
4. ibid,, 422 ; T*;, II 123.
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territories were to be under Sikandar. It was also stipulated 
that if Ibrahim took possession of Mil's treasury, he should give

Ia share of the same to Sikandar and his chiefs*
Proud of his great army, Ibrahim turned down Sikandar1s 

peace proposals and arranged his forces in battle array* In the 
latyter part of 1554, a fierce battle took place at Parrah and, in 
spite of numerical inferiority, Sikandar obtained a decisive

i
victory over his rival* He occupied Agra and Delhi and pursued
Ibrahim from Sambal to Dtawa* About this time,,, he received the

-  -  2 news of Humayunrs occupation of Lahur.
Ibrahim Khan Sur collected a fresh army and advanced

towards K^lpi. About this time, ‘Adil sent his vazir and commander-
ih-cliie? Hemu from Ghunar with a large army and 5oo elephants to
recover Delhi and Agra* When Hemu reached Kalpi he resolved first
to dispose of Ibrahim Khan Sur. In a battle he slrMdefeated Ibrahim
and pursued him to Biana. Again in a battle in the outskirts of
Biana* Hemu defeated him* As Ibrahim took shelter in the fort of

3' Biana* he besieged it and the siege continued three months.
When Hemu was in Biana;* Muhammad Khan Sur of Bengal 

captured Jaunpur and made for Kalpi and Agra. Prightened at the
c~sight of vast enemy forces,, Adil sent an urgent summons to Hemu,

w At all costs come to me at once as I am confronted by a powerful
enemy.  ̂Hemu abandoned the siege of Biana. As he proceeded
I. -I, 423-4, .
^ifeMisIbid, 427 ; I*, II, 124*
S. Ibid, 43o ; • 123 ; P., I, 4*41-2.

£ 4. Ibid, 43o-I 124 ; M., I65b*
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towards Kalpi, Ibrahim followed him and at Mandagar, 6 kod from
Agra, attacked his rear* Hemu, however, defeated him and drove him
away. Ibrahim fled to the shelter of Haji Khan of Alwar ; but being

' Irefused by him, he took the road to Patna.
.After his victory over Ibrahim,' Hemu resumed his march 

and joined Adil at Ghappargha&a, 15 kos from Kalpi and 15 from
2 <rr  . . .Agra. Here M i l  and Muhammad IQian Bur were facing one another 

with the Jumna between them* HemuJs arrival, however, turned the 
scale. In a battle in December, 1555, Hemu defeated and killed

__ 3 'Muhammad Khan Sur*
HumayunJs restoration ;

When *Adil was engaged in dealing with Ibrahim Khan Sur
-  -  . 4and Muhammad Khan SuiV Humayun occupied Delhi and Agra* After

5 - -1552, Humayun dared not invade India as long as Islam Shah lived.
The news of the death of that energetic Afghan king, the feeble
rule of‘Adil and the internal discord among the .Afghans encouraged
him to make an attempt for the recovery of his throne. Abul Pazl,
Pirishta and De Laet write that Humayun received from some persons
of & Delhi and Agra letters informing him of the death of Islam
Shah and the civil wars of the Afghans.^
I# t.s Hy, 124 I B*,; I, 430-1.; I65b*
2* Ibid,’ 432 ; P., I, 442.
3. Ibid.
4* P*, 1$ 443*̂ 2.
5. Idem, 57-8.
6. A. N., I, 336 ; P., I,, 456 ; De laet, 139.
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On November 12, ,1554, Humayun marched from Kabul to invade 
India. Engrossed in civil wars/ the Afghans had neglected the 
defence of the north-west frontier. Bo, Humayun crossed the Indus 
unopposed; and made a swift attack on the fort of Rohtas, Tatar 
Khan Kasi, Sikandar Khan Sur*s governor of the Panjab, fled without 
any resistance. On February , 24,# 1555:, after a little fight, the

-■ ‘ iAfghans $ left Bahur to the ; Mughals. Prom Dipalpur also the
Afghan generals, \Shahbaz Khan and Nasir Khan, took to flight in

2.great panic and confusion. ■ ■
;When Sikandar Khan Sur was pursuing Ibrahim Khan Sur in

■ • * 3.Btawa, he heard of HumaS*un*s occupation of the Pan jab. He sent
3 0 , 0 0 0  cavalry under Tatar Khan Kasi, Haibat Khan and.Nasir Khan
against the Mughals, On May 12, 1555:, they fought at Machiwara a .

_ _ . ■ * _ „ abattle against Humayun1s general Bairam Khan. Badauni .says that
being harassed by the Mughal, fire/ the Afghans took shelter at
night in a neighbouring,village* A fire broke out in the village
and the Afghans were clearly seen by the Mughal soldiers, whereas
they could not see the Mughals. Nizamuddin writes, n In the glare
of the fire, the enemy presented a fine target for Mughal shafts

_ 5and being unable to endure them longer, they took to flight, w

I and 2, P., I, 457 J T#/ ii,t 8o-I Banerji - Humayun, II, 232,
3. B,, -1,- 46o •; T#, II,. 81.^ "
4. Stewart*s Jauhar, 1X4 J P*,' 1, 457 ; Banerji,

Humayun, II, 235.
3, B,, I, 460 j T,, II, 82 P,/ I,. 4577. Pirishta says that

says that it winter night and Afghans kindled the fire.
But being the month of May, it dannot be a winter season.
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At the news of the Machiwara disaster, Sikandar Khan Sur 
advanced to the Banjab with a force of 80,000 cavalry and a strong 
force of artillery &nd elephants. On June 22.,# 1555 ( Sharban 2*

I962 he fought a fierce battle with the Mughals near Barhind, 
Although the Afghans were four times as numerous as the Mughals, 
yet they were completely defeated. Badauni says that they behaved 
1k with due bravery and valour, but they could not contend against 
their fate. Defeated Sikandar fled to the Siwalik hills.2 On July
2o# 1555 (Ramzan 1/ 962 }, after fifteen years of exile, Humayun

3 .re-entered his capital Delhi, He then occupied Agra and the
adjoining territories. His general Haidar Muhammad Khan Atka
invested Biana, Being in a straitened condition, Ibrahim Khan
Sur*s father Ghazi Khan Bur surrendered. He was, however, executed
by the Mughal general.^

Humayun did not long survive his restoration. He died on
January 28, 1556 ( 15 RabirI, 963 ), On Pebruary 14, 1556 ( 2 Babir
IX*. 963 Akbar* who was in the Bah jab with his guardian Bairam

- 5Khan,, was crowned at Kalanur.
Hemu ^ecovg:rs Agra and Delhi :

After his victory over Muhammad Khan Bur at Chapparghata
in December* 1555* Sdil intended to send Hemu to repel the Mughalsf 

  A—   — --- ---------------------------------
88 and 82 ; 46o ; Banerji - Humayun* II, 233-4,

2.B.* i:# 461 ; i,/ 11/82.
3. T,^ II# 83.
4. B.v/ 462-3.
5. T.^ If* 83 and 85 ; Banerji - Humayun* II<f 256 and 259.
6. D.:» I/i. 433: _______ _________ _ ____________   .
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He came to Ghunar to raise a strong force capable of fighting the 
formidable ra enemy. He was soon informed of the death of Humayun, 
The news of Humayun?s death and the accession of a boy on the 
throne induced ̂ Mil to send Hemu with a force of 5o*ooo horse and 
5ob elephants towards Agra and Delhi, But he himself could not 
leave Ghunar on accouni| of the factions which prevailed among

, ihis people.
It seems that, Adi %dil could not send Herau against 

the Mughals immediately after the death of Humayun, The flight of 
the Mughal generis "and governors from % r a  and other places at 
the approach of Hemu. and his consequent speedy conquest of 
Mughal possessions suggest that Hemu?s march from Ghunar to Delhi 
could at most have taken two months* According to Abul Pazl* Hemu 
fought and defeated Tardi Beg and also occupied Delhi on the same 
day# 1% October 70$- 1556 Zilhaj 2* 963 }/1^ Had Hemu advancec 
immediately after the death of Humayun,, he would have occupied 
Delhi six to seven months earlier than he, actually did.

Moreover^ at his accession Akbar inherited all the 
territories recovered by his father^ for even after his garsnatiar 
coronation at Kalanur* he stayed several months in the Panjab 
fighting against Sikandar Khan Bur, Had Hemu occupied any Mughal 
territory Akbar and Bairam Khan would not have neglected to come 
to the capital Delhi,

1, Shahi, 343-5o ; 165b ; P.;* 1$ 442-3 ; De laet^ I4o-I,
2, A, N.i; II* 29.
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Purthermore* in view of his greatly reduced forces on 
account of constant warfare against the rebels and also of the 
xrsHfeh strength of the enemy,* who had defeated Sikandar in several 
battles* Adil could not have sent his army immediately after 
Humayun?s death. The raising and equipping of an army must have 
taken him some’months,

Bgdauni and Hizamuddi^s writings also reveal the ra,pid 
march of Blemu to Delhi, These Mughal historians say that when 
Hemu approached Agra* Sikandar Khan Hzbeg* the governor of Agra

T -
and Kalpi,,* fled towards Delhi, ^Abdulla Khan Uzbeg* Haidar Khan 
Muhammad and others left Btawa* Biana and other places and 
hastened to Delhi.^‘All %ull Khan Zaman* who had been in Sambal* 
received letters from Agra* Btawa and other places informing him 
of the approach of Hemu and asking him to proceed to Delhi.^

As Hemu drew near to Delhi* Tardi Beg, Abdulla Khan 
Uzbeg* Sikandar Khan Uzbeg and other Mughal generals arranged 
their forces outside Delhi. On October 7* 1556 ( Zilhaj 2* 963 }>. 
Hemu enganlged them near Tughluqabad in the environs of Delhi, The 
sight of the large force under the distinguished general Hemu 
seems to have damped down the fighting spirit of the Mughals. So* 
Abul Pazl writes* n Many of the brave mem from motives of.prudence 
and some out of cowardice were not willing to fight. Some brave

1. T.*, II* 129 ; B #> II* 13.
2. Ibid* 129.
3. II 13.
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Imen were^ however* determined to fight and die. ’•
In the first phase of the battle* Hemuls left fell back

before the afckaak fierce attack of the Mughal right. Hemu* however*
made a violent attack with his elephants on the Mughal centre
whose commander T&rdI Beg* being unable to stand* took to flight.
Hizamuddin says that* by his artifice and tactics* Hemu prevailed

2over Tardi Beg and made him flee, Victorious Hemu obtained
35enormous booty* I*ooo horses and I6o elephants and occupied Delhi.

Some modern historians think that* after his occupation
of Delhi* Hemu made no pretence of restoring his mxd master. He

etook upon himself sove^ign power by assuming the title of Raja
Bikramjit ( a Persian form of Bikramaditya } Bikramaditya was an
illustrious king of ancient India, f and strucking coins bearing 

| mhis title. These historians have baeed their view on the evidence 
of the contemporary Persian historians, The Mughal historians say 
that* vaunting too much of his ashh Achievements* Hemu assumed 
the title of Raja Bikramjjt and asked the Afghans to salute him 
as Hemu Shah. Ahmad Vadgar writes* ” Having obtained possession 
of so many things appertaining to royalty* Hemu began to entertain 
sen ambitious ideas. He distributed all the spoils* set with the 
exception of elephants* among the Afghans and won them over to

1. A. N.* II* 129-30.
2. T.* II* 129-31.
3. Shahi* 151-3.'
4. Cambridge History $ of India* IV* 72 ;

Advanced History of India* 446.
5. T.* II* 131 ; B.* II* 15 ; P.* I* 464 ; Ban Dorn* 176.
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himself. With their concurrence* he raid, raised the imperial 
canopy over himself and ordered coin to be struck in his name. ;“!V -v 

.We cannot accept the. evidence of the contemporary 
Persian historians^ because we have not found any numismatic 
evidence showing .Hemurs assumption of the insignia of sovereign 
power. Besides* the title. Bikramjit^ which is considered to have 
been assumed by Heimi* was”! in reality fact^ conferred on him by 
M i l  in 1553* We know on the evidence of Abdulla that 2c3.il gave ,
Hemu this title after the latter had obtained d brilliant victory

pover the.Karrani rebelsi
Moreover^ we cannot believe that the proud and self- 

willed Afghan chiefs would have consented to Hemufs assumption of 
sovereignty and to saluting him as Hemu Shah. Had Hemu assumed 
sovereign power* he, would not have been able to command a large ; 
army of the Mfghans in the battle of Panipat. BVen Ahmad Yadgar’s 
statement shows that Hemu remained loyal to Sail. , ihis; .Afghan 
historian has quoted Hemurs letter to‘M i l  after his occupation of
Delhi to illustrate the deceitfulness of the former to the lattery 
But in fact^ this' letter SxpKussaxs expresses Hemurs loyalty and 
subservience to Mil. ^hmad Yadgar says thatj in order to console 
Sdil* Hemu wrote to him* ” Your slave by the royal fortune routed 
the Mughal army^ which was as firm as the iron wall. I hear that 
Humayun;*s son commands a numerous force and is advancing' against

X. -Shahi *, 352-3.
2. D., BM.* I2lb



Delhi, X’br this reason* I: have: kept the horses and elephants to
fight,the formidable enemy. "I '^il was comforted by these

' ■ -2 ! " ' ■ - deceitful assertions.
Battle of ganipat•*

On the news\of Hemu* s occupation ofDelhi^Akbar and 
Bairam Khan left .Gulbadan1 s husband Khwaja Khi-zr to deal with
Sikandar ..Khan Bur and they; hurried from Jalandar towards Delhi. .
At Barhind the defeated furdi Beg and other Mu^aal nobles
presented themselves before Akbar, Here Bairam Khan* who had the
general direction of affairs(|S executed Tafdi Beg. Ostensibly*
Tardi Beg was executed for what ^airam Khan considered i f
as ,his flight in a cowardly fashion from Delhi. This step was <•
taken, as a warning to cowardly generals. Birishta is of opinion
that such an action was a necessity. He writes.* w I understood
from the best informed men of the times that had Tardi Beg not
been executed by way of example.* such was the condition of the
Mughal army and the general feeling of those foreigners that the. -.. ... . .. ...... .. . ; w 3 ■' “• ■
old scene of Shen Shah would have been acted again.

But the real cause of the execution of Tardi Beg by 
Bairam Khan was the power and the influence of the former* who 
became almost a rival to the latter. There was also, a long-̂
standing quarrel between t$e two,. This was aggravated by the
sectarian bitterness between Sunni Tardi Beg and 8hira Bairam. ;

I and 2. Shahi* 352^3.
3. I*. 464.
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The flight of Tardi Beg from Delhi gave Bairam Khan simply a 
pretext to remove his rival in the name of imperial necessity.

After the execution of Tardi Beg,, Bairam Khan, made 
preparations for the x& recovery of Delhi and Agra, He sent in 
advance All Quli Khan $ 2aman with a force of lo^ooo and, himself 
and his royal ward with the rest of the army followed them,

Hemu prepared to, meet, the Mughals,. To check the advance 
of the enemy he sent in advance his. park of artillery. In an
engagement with, the Mughal advance guard* it was defeated and

I _ .dispersed, ;The,news of this disaster distressed Hemu and
disheartened his men, Hemu* however* encouraged them.by giving an
elephant to every chiefs and promising increased pay as well as
rewards-to the officers and soldiers,, With, 3or,ooo cavalry and more
than I*,5oo elephants,,* he then, came to Panipat and met the Mughal
advance guard,* which according to AbuL Bazl^ numbered L*opo souls

Aof whom only 5^ooo were men of battle;. On Thursday* November 5*
1556 \ ( Muharram ■'•2<l. 964- ) * the contending forces advanced to fight

- ' 5in the following.battle array,
Right 

I Shadi Khan

Centre

Hemu

left 

‘ Ramya

Left centre
;; 5ibdulla Khan;; T All Quli Khan ;

** • 8
;; Uzb.eg ;; _____ _ ____ j« * *

Right-

1. A, N.,* II, 55-6 T,» II,? 131 ; P.* 1/ 463.
2. Ibid,* . 35-6,
3, ibid* 5o B• i Ilj, ; 16 : 3jK. T



A Mughal assault shook Hemu’s wings and his commander of the
right* .Shadi Khan Kakar* fell in the field. With his fierce
war elephants:*. Hemu*;, however*, made a desperate charge and shook
the Mughal left. He then fell on the centre under ^li Qull Khan
Zaman. The Mughals,however* received Hemu with showers of arrows.
An arrow pierced his eye and came out at the back of his head.
Seeing Hemu thus mortally wounded* , his men dispersed in panic.

As Hemu^.s elephant was making off towards the , jungle, a
Mughal officer* Shah Ciuli Khan* fell in with the elephant and

Idiscovered Hemu lying wounded in the haudah. He then drove the
elephant to Akbar and.Bairam Khan who had just arrived at Panipat

2 -and received the news of victory. Abul & Pazl # says that 
Bairam KM Khan asked Akbar’ to slay Hemu and earn the merit of a
■ Ghazi 1 ( religious warrior ). As Akbar did not care to kill a

3fallen enemy,* Bairam himself slew Hemu.

Continued from page* II2.
4. A. NY, II* 37.
5. Ibid* - ;  T,f II* 131 ; P.* I* 465 ; B.* II* 16.

1. T.* II* I3I-2 ; A. N.* II* 49 J P.* I* 465. Abul Pazl and
and Pirishta say that HerinYs own driver* for fear of his life, 
betrayed his master to Shah Q*uli Khan.

2. A. N., II, 39.
3* Ibid* 41-2 ; T.* II, 132. Jahangir writes ( Rogers - Tuzult- 

/ i~Jahangiri* I* 4o } that Akbar said that* in his boyhood* he 
had drawn and killed the picture of Hemu and hence he 
declined to kill a killed man.
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Abul Bazl greatly appreciates the genius of Hemu and 
regrets that Bairam K*?an unwisely killed him. He says that
Hemu was sen a most kxjk excellent servant possessed of a lofty
spirit and if he could be induced to serve Bmperor Akbar^ he would

1have performed great things.
mThe death of Hemu was a great calamity to M&boh Mil. It 

was Hemu's energy and generalship which had so long praxaoc 
preserved his position against his enemies. In Hemu^s deaths the 
musician king lost his strength and spirit and became as helpless 
as a boy without a guardian. 
lhe_Afghan loss of^Northern India .*

The battle of Panipat had dispossessed the Afghans of 
the territories from the Panjab to Agra ; but still they held a 
large part of India. The Siwalik hills of the Panjab remained 
under Sikandar Khan Sur. Rukn Khan Luhani-*, an amir of Add *Adil*

o — _ *3 c’-held Sambal, Haji Khan governed Alw&r and Mewat. Adil retained 
control of the territories from Lucknow fca and Gwalior to the 
borders of Bengal.Baz Bahadur and Bahadur Khan Sur ruled Malwa 
and Bengal respectively. Thus the territories under the Afghans 
were twice as extensive as the empire of Akbar and the united 
action of the Afghans might have retrieved the situation even 
after the disaster of Panipat.

I# A, IIj») 42.
2. Ibid^ 56.
5. Ibid.
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But on account of their factions, the Afghans could not see
the long-term interest of the Indian Afghans* They continued to
fight one another and thus they prepared their own grave. A few
Afghan chiefs fought individually against the Mughals and fell.,
while others remained passive spectators expecting to profit by
the fall of the chiefs of their own race.

When Adil’s general Hemu was fighting at Panipat Bahadur
Khan Bur of Bengal seized the opportunity to stab him in the back*
He occupied Bihar and advanced to revenge the death of his father.
In April, 1557, Sdil fought against him at Pathpur, 4 miles west

Iof Surajgarh, and kiik±&dt was killed. It was Akbar *s good fortune 
that his Afghan enemies were fighting and killing themselves and 
thus paving the way for his supremacy in Northern India. So Abul 
Pazl writes., I admire the wonderous fortune which occured to the 
empire from the mutual contention of the enemies. They fought one

i . 2another and showed themselves auxuliaries of eternal dominion. *
\J

Sikandar Khan Bur fought against the Mughals in the
Siwalik hills of the Pan jab and in March-, 1557, he obtained a
victory over Khwaja Khizr. At this news, Akbar and Bairam Khan

3advanced to deal with him. Sikandar retreated to his stronghold 
in the Siwalik hills, which Abul Pazl mentions as a refuge of the 
disaffected and headstrong spirits of India. As Akbar won over the

I,. I, 433 ; P., I, 443 ; Bacca university History of Bengal,
II, I8o.

2. A. N #J II# 58.
3. T#., II, 133 ; B#, II, IB.
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local zamindars, Sikandar was obliged to take shelter in the 
impregnable fortress BtfHankatj: of Mankot built by Islam Shall. * The 
Miighals closely besieged the fort and prevented egress -and ingress

■ 2 1' - * i ’ 1to it; Shortage of provisions forced Sikandar to open negotiations 
for peace and on July 25i 1557 ( Ffemzah 27, 964 ), he surrendered 
on Akbar*s promise of a jagir to him in Bengal* As a surety for 
his loyalty to the Bmperor, he gave his son ^Abduf Rahman Sur and 
confidential agent Ghazi Khan Tanuf1 to the service of the Mughal 
empire i ̂ ' ' ' • ’f

Haji Khany who joined Ibrahim Khan Bur in the battle of 
Parrah and deserted him after his defeat, joined Hemu in the 
battle of Panipat; After the battle, he retired to Alwar. With his 
men and goods$ the father of Hemu took shelter with him* Akbar sent 
an army under Pir Muhammad Khan Sarwani to Alwar* ® j i  Khan fled to 
Ajmir and Alwar including Mewat fell into the hands of the Mughal s. 
HemU*s father fell a; captive to them; Haji Khan fought the Raja of

AAjmir and occupied his t ix territory* At the approach of the
Mu^hais, hey|i however^ fled to Giizrat and joined the Afghan chiefs

.5of that country4 -

in 1557, Khan Zaman defeated and drove away Rukn ittian 
Luhani from Sambal. Another Afghan Chief falal Khan Sur,'in

1. I., II,~I33 ; B., II, 18 ; A. II, 47-51.
2. A. N., II, 58,
3. Ibid, 59 ; T „  II, 134-5 ; s., I, 466,
4; Ibidi 45-6. ’<
5* 3., Il, 32 and 45 ; Mir’at A,, I, 9o-I,
6, A, N. II, 56 ; Be Laet, 142.
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alliance with Hasan Khan Sa&Bachoti* one of the great zamindars of
India# fought against Khan Zaman near Lucknow* He was* however*

Ibeaten by the Mughal general. As a result of these defeats* the 
Afghans lost to the Mughals the territories from Sambal to Lucknow, 

Ibrahim Khan Sur# who had issued from his refuge in
f- „ pPatha after the death of Adil* took possession of Oaunpur. In 

.1558* Khan Zaman advanced to conquer Jaunpur. Being unable to 
stand the assault of the Mughal general* Ibrahim Khan 3ur fled to 
jtae Orissa* Khan Zaman occupied Jaunpur. In the same year* Bahadur 
Khan of Bengal advanced towards Jaunpur with 3o to. 4o thousand
horse to drive the Mughals from Northern India. Khan Zaman/

• • 3however* drove him back to Bengali
The Afghan chiefs continued their isolated efforts to 

recover Northern India. Xhe partisans of *Adil placed his son 
Sher Khan ( called Sher Shah II } on the throne at Ohunar and in 
156I* with a large force of 2o*ooo cavalry* 5o*ooo infantry and 
5oo elephants* they proceeded to recover Jaunpur. In an engagement 
near Jaunpur* the Afghans defeated Khan $. ZamanVs forces, 9£hik 
Ihinking th^t they had won the victory/the .Afghan soldiefs turned 
to plunder. Khan Zaman took the opportunity to make a swift attack 
am on them. This unexpected attack made the Afghaniflee in great 
confusion and panic, Thus the Afghans* through their cupidity and

1. A, N.* II., 56 ; B #> II* 25 J Be le£* 142.
2. Ibid* 82i
5. B.* II* 48 ; Be Laet* 142. .
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Iindiscipline.;, lost a victory, -After this defeat., Sher Shah II 
took to the life of a recluse, ^

Peeling that the Afghan fortune wWs irretrievably l&aikruined 
mincdx and it was impossible for him to. continue possession of 
Ghunar* Pattu Khan Masnad-i-i&li* a noble of fMil, willingly
surrendered the fort to the Mughal general Asaf Khan and entered

3the service of Akbar.
When the nobles of rAdil had placed his son Sher Shah II oh 

the throne at Chunar* the supporters of the family of Islam Shah 
chose his son Awaz Khan as their king at Kohtas, They took 
advantage of Khan Zaman*s preoccupation with Sher Sh^h II to 
seize some Mughal territories. Then in 1561, after Sher Shah II1s 
defeat* they advanced towards Jaunpur with a large army. In an 
engagement at Andhiari* the Afghans beat a detachment of Khan 
Zaman and then they gsocd gave themselves to plunder. Abul Pazl
says that an accident saved the position of the Mughals. An
unruly elephant of Khan Zaman* s brother Bahadur Khan fell into 
the hands of the Afghans* Gome Afghan soldiers unchained the 
elephant and tried to ride it. The elephant fed became violent 
and created confusion among them. The Afghans* who were busy in 
plunder^ mistook the confusion ŝuangxkfeHin to be their defeat and 
took to their heelsf ¥ With a small force* Khan Zaman obtained a

1. B.£ II* 48 ; A. N.* II, *38-9 ; T.* II, 154 • D.i BM,, 126a.
2. A. N.* II, 49 ; B.,, Bin.* I26a.
5. Ibid* I49-5o ; B., II* 65 ; T.* II* I7o.
4. Ibid* 22o.
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Idecisive victory over them. _
Awaz Khan1 s was the. lsust attempt of the Afghans to 

recover their lost territories. After this.*, they ceased to 
launch any systematic offensive against the Mughals and they gave 
their attention mainly to preserving what, they still held in 
India , Akbar,, however# was not inclined to allow themj|retain 
possession of their [territories. His conquest of Malwa illustrates 
this fact.
The -Afghan loss of Malwa I

Baz Bahadur.i/ the king of Malwa* had given no immediate 
cause for offense to Akbar, 7̂hen his fellow chiefs were, fighting 
the Mughals, he remained unconcerned at. the fate of his race. If 
he rejoiced at the downfall of his Afgh& rivals or hoped by 
standing aloof to avoid their fate^ he was disillusioned, because 
Akbar would never tolerate the existence of an Afghan kingdom by 
the side of his empire. Indeed Akhssc .Akbar invaded Malwa in l56o.

According to the contemporary Persian historians, the 
misgovernment of Baz Bahadur was the cause of Akbar*s invasion of 
Mglwa. Ihey say that Baz Bahadur was so much immersed in pleasure
music and women & that he could not distinguish between day and

2x
night. **' Indeed Baz Bahadur was a great musician. He gathered 
round himself nine hundred singers, musicians,, songstresses and, 
dancing girls of whom Hupamati excelled others in beauty and wit.

1. 3.,: II,; 24-5.
2. A. Ili' I34%6 ; 1.* II.,; 151 ; M., I68a ; Ma? Ssir, 1 , 3#%..
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He was ad&pk adept in various kinds of Hindi tunes and in the 
composition of Hindi love songs. During his reign* music reached 
its perfection.^" Being thus given |jLn^usic* Baz Bahadur neglected 
the g&x&government of the country. & £  His indifference to 
government caused suffering to his people and i&kbar thought it his

pduty to. deliver them from the evils of mx&gs&r misgovernment.
It may..* however* be pointed out that the misgovernment of

Baz Bahadur did not in any way injure the interests of the Mughal
empire. So* the question of misgovernment was simply an excuse to
justify the conquest of the country, fhe fact is that J^kbar could
not reconcile himself to leaving the-J&fghans in the possession of
the fertile country of Malvfa^ which enjoyed great strategic
importance for subjecting Rajputana* Guzrat* Gondwana and also for
an expansion in the Deccan.

JSkbarJs first preparations for an attack upon Malwa*
made in 1559* were abortive for the rebellion of Bairam Khan made.
it necessary to recall the army under Bahadur IQian* the brother of 

- 3Khan Zaman. In 1561 after Bairam*s fall* &kbar renewed his attgmp:
attempt*, sending a large army under M h a m  Khan and Pir Muhammad 
iv,* A - -Sprwani. Baz Bahadur was so given to pleasure that he did not act 

untill the Mughals hgd arrived within three miles of his capital

1. I»i., I68a-b ; 1'., II, 538. .
2. Ibid, I68a } A. N.,' II# 134-6 ; 1.., II, 151 j Ma1 aslr,; I, 388.
3. A. II, 9o ; B*, II, 29.
4. Ibid, 135 ; M., I68a.
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Sarangpur, Nirmatulla says that it was only then* yielding to
urgency* that he left the room of his. beauties and took the field,

1 IThe Mughals* however* defeated him and occupied Malwa#
Baz Bahadur wandered in the jungles of Malwa and

Khandesh. Pir Muhammad Khan Shirwani again defeated him at Awan ■
2in Bijagarh. Ba,z Bahadur took shelter with Mirak Mubarak Shah* 

the ruler of Khandesh, In 1562* he advanced towards Malwa with a 
large army of Khandesh and in an engagemeht on the bank, of the
Narbada.* he defeated Pir Muhammad* who* in his flight* was drowned

3 > -in the river, At his approach* Qiya Khan and other Mughal
generals left Malwa, Baz Bahadur recovered his khs: throne,^

Baz Bahadur had scarcely time to draw breath before
Akbar sent Abdulla Khan ITzbeg to Malwa, As , res.ist^iee to the
mighty Mughal force was beyond his power* Baz Bahadur left the

5country without a fight,
Baz Bahadur first took shelter with Baharji* the

zamindar of Baglana* and thence he went to Biizrat seeking help of
the Buladi Afghan chiefs of P a t a n .  ̂Being disappointed* he went
to Ahmadnagar. 4s he failed to obtain help of the Nizam ul Mulk*

7he went, to Rana Bratap Bingh of Me war*
ft** w m  M M  M  rnrnmtw M  M m  M i  m  i H W h O M t  M M  mm mm I m  mmfmm m m  * m  —  m * ■**-. «** mmp i— . *-* mm M s  * n  mm M *  mm mm mm <*-. m *  «

1. M.* I68a ; 4* W.j H i  136 ; P.* II* 538.
2. A. H,* II* 166'; Ma! asir* I* 39o.
3. Padauni ( II* 51 } says n-. He went by water to fire. "
4. 4  N.* II* 167-8-; M a ^ i r ^  i* 39b ; P.* 1* 541.
5. Ibid, -
6* Mir1 at S.* 333a and 345b Pazlulla - Mxra Mir? at S.* 295, 299.
7. 4, N.* II* 358 ; T,* III* 423-4 .
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Abul J’azl says that Akbar felt pity for the musician 
ex^king of Malwa and in 1571 induced him to come to the court 
with a promise of favour. Pie made him a court musician and gave 
him a mansab of 1*000 which was later on raised to 2* 000.

I^dia *
It is surprising that the Afghans;*, who* had te&n long . 

been settle^d in India and had the vast resources of the country 
at’their disposal# should have suffered defeat after defeat and 
lost the sovereignty to a-#o^e4gn-»p#©ple»lrifee the Mughals. What 
were the causes of .such an unexpected event ?

Sher Shah would often say 1;to his people* n The Afghans 
are not inferior to the Mughals in valour and courage ; but they 
lost the sovereignty of Hindustan on account of their discord and 
dissension* u Of course* Sher Shah,s statement refer® to the 
loss of Afghan sovereignty in 1526. This analysis of the cause* 
however* applies equally well to the loss of sovereignty in 1556. 
The primary cause of the national disaster on both the occasions 
remained the same* the factious spirit* discord and dissension of 
the Afghans. In translating Birishta* Alexander Dow maintains the 
same view. On the eve of both the occasions* there had been 
factious fight! and civil war among the Afghans and this prevented 
them from presenting an united front to the enemy.

1. A. N.* II* 358 ; I.* Ill, 423-4 ; M. * I68a-b j.Ma'asir* I*
/ - - . ’39o-I.

2. Abbas* BM.* 2ob.
3. Bow - Birishta*. II*. 113.
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faction was inherent in the nature of the Afghans and their
loss of sovereignty in 1526 and IXXk again in 1556, owing to that
spirit* proves that the empire was not for such a tribal people.

It is generally believed that Islam Shgh’s autocracy
engendered faction of the Afghans and prepared conditions for the
fall of the Afghan saltanate, In fact* Islam Bhah wanted to ds&fcrc
destroy the idea of the tribal independence of the .Afghans and
consolidate the saltanate, Had he lived longer and been succeeded
by $ strong and energetic ruler like himself* the -Afghan salt stoat«
would have emerged consolidated and stronger. But he had a very «
short reigns and was succeeded first by a minor and then by a
weakling. It was really the incapacity of M l i  *Mil that
frustrated the labours of Islam Shah and caused the fall of the
Afghan K^Xk saltanate in Horthern India,

The Afghan army* which, was.the pride of Sher Shah and the
prop ofvIslam .Shah* lost its morale at the time.of ̂ Adil, They
behaved like a mob :£ on the field of battle and caring more for
spoils* they would often give themselves to plunder
before they had actually won the victory. On several occasions*
the Afghans failed to clinch their victory on account of this

Isort of behaviour in the battle. Though Badauni says that ten,
2Mughals could meet thousand of the Afghans* we consider that the 

Mughals won victory not because of their superiority in courage*

1, Idem* 117*8.
2, B., I* 459.
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but because of the indiscipline of the Afghans.
According to the contemporary historians* Hemu's

elevation to supreme position in the saltanate and his usui*pation
of sovereign power were responsible for the fall of the .Afghan
saltanate, Badauni and Ni^matulla say that the Afghans \*ere so
much dissatisfied with Hemu that they prayed- for his f^Ll and
even welcomed a vicissitude against themselves in the battle of 

IPanipat. We have discussed before that Hemu was neither insolent
-  2towards the Afghans.nor did he usurp the sovereign power. to

h&xs digisuKSEdxfegf ®re tos i t  tomuxwa® H g fto s r ixssatont: tow ards to g

Afghan® Shw The raising of a Hindu to supreme position in the
saltanate was itself enough to dissatisfy the Afghans. Hemu*

3however* sought to satisfy them by his care for them. He also
4 mgave them rexmrds. The success of Hemu .in various campaigns 

against the rebels and Mughals showithat* in spite of his being a 
Hindu* he inspired the confidence of the Afghan soldiers. The faoc 
tone fact that he was able to command 3o*ooo horsemen in the 
battle of Panipat bears out that he still had the. confidence of 
the Afghans,

The defeat of the Afghans at Panipat was not due to the 
dissatisfaction of the. Afghans with Hemur;S leadership. It was 
rather the absence of his leadership which dispirited them. As an
1. B.:f II* 15 ; M.* I66a.
2. Idem, Io9-Io.
3. Idem, 97-8.
4» Idem* 112*
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arrow disabled him* the leaderless Afghans dispersed in panic
from the battle-field.

In spite of their long association with India* the Afghan; 
^enlist thefailed to ̂ support and the sympathy of the subject people. The

fact that several inhabitants of Delhi and Agra informed Humayun
of Islam Shahfs death and of the dissension of the Afghans and
invited him to India*** expresses the feeling of dissatisfaction
of the subject people towards the ruling Afghans and their
-admiration for the expelled Mughals. It shows that^She Indian
section of the population* they remained a strange people in the
middle of the sixteenth century ad as they had been in the

-  -  2beginning of the reign of Bahlul Ludi,
The civil wars of the Afghans did great harm to the 

people at large. Prom 1553 to 1556* there was continuous fighting 
from the Panjab to Bengal, This must have caused great injury to 
agriculture* trade and industry. Badauni says that in 1555 a 
great famine raged in the territories from Delhi to Agrao: and 
Biana. People died in their thousands and men ate man. The' 
damage to corn-fields and famine could not have failed to 
aggravate the discontent of the people against the Afghan regime..sT*
In the circumstances* they did everything in their power to 
undermine such a rule.

1. A. N.;* I, 336 P.* I* 456 ; Be Laet* 139.
2. Idem* 16,
3. B.* -I/43o.
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As the two important regions* Kabul-Panjab and Bengal* 
remained outside* the Afghan saltanate of Northern India lost the 
sources of its strength, The province of Kabul and the north-west/
frontier area were the recruiting ground of the Afghans. As Kabul 
was in the. hands of Humayun and the Gakkars in the frontier were 
friendly to him* the Afghan chiefs experienced great difficulty 
in recruiting fresh soldiers. Humayuhjs conquest of the Pen jab in 
1555 completely severed the Afghan-land from the Afg_hans of India.

Bengal was another source of strength to the Afghan 
saltanate* Its wealth and resources helped the establishment of 
the Bur Afghan saltanane, So* Sher Shah and Islam Shah maintained 
their strong hold on Bengal. With ̂ Miljs accession* however* it 
became independent under Muhammad KhSn Sur. Though it remained 
under an Afghan chief* it proved a source of trouble arid weakness 
to the saltanate of Northern India* because Muhammad Khan Sur and 
his suceessoi* Bahadur Khan Sur contested the.sovereignty of 
Northern India with ̂ i l .  This also lessened the strength of the 
Afghans and paved the way for&ta the loss of their hegemony in 
Northern India.



CHAPTER V 
IJ*he -Afghan Saltanate in Eastern India 
and its relations with the Mughals .

Even after the loss of Northern India# the Afghans possessed
Eastern India#-which#in his- great political wisdom* Sher Shah mad*
had made his early .seat of power and the stronghold of the Afghans
Akbar was# however# determined on expelling them from it. But he
could not do. so until the powerful Afghan ruler Sulaira§n Karrani
hgd died in 1572*

The infiltration of the Afghans into Bengal began if in the
fifteenth century when they came as mercenaries of its independent
sultans* The Habshi sultan Muzaffar Shah ( 1491-94 } had a few»■ • '► <> 3 ■ *

-  I -thousand Afghan soldiers in his army. There r were some Afghan
2 - 3officers and. a body of Afghan soldiers in the service of

*Alauddin Husain Shah.( I498-I517 )# the founder of the Saiyid
dynasty in Bengal* The battle of Panipat in 1526 made a few
Afghans# including Ibrahim Ludi*s brother Mahmud Ludi and some
members of his family# flee to Bengal. The feiy&Sxiyid &Eii± ssltan
Saiyid sultan Nasrat Bhah ( 15.17-32 ). gave parganas and towns for
their maintenance and married a daughter of Ibrahim Ludi.^ Thus
the afcfgtak Afghans obtained shelter in Bengal, which was destined
to be their seat of power and home from 1539 to 1576. Ihe

1. Riyaz, I28.
2. Ibid* 133.
3. Ib id,,. 134.
4. Shall!, 99 ; I7., 11, 587.



conciliatory policy of Babur and Humayun left the Luhani and Bur
IiUTghans undisturbed in Bihar.

Sher Shah1s sal^anate^in^Bastern^India :
A wise and a far-sighted politician! Sher Shah saw the

importance of Bengal sn£ and decided to make ifê  with its pese 
proverbial, wealth as a support and equally proverbial bad climate
as a. barrier?l the citadel of the last .Afghan power in India.
Indeed Bengal was fabulously rich. Ibn Batuta* who visited Bengal
in 1346j spoke in glowing terms of the general prosperity of the 

2country. In his Memoirs,! Babur also wrote* 11 To amass treasure.*
the h Bengalis regard as a glorious distinction and it is
considered as a disgraceful fault in a ruler to spend and consume
the treasure of his predecessors. M  ̂The writings of the Mughal
historians also disclose that in the sixteenth century # Bengal

4possessed enormous riches.
Besides its wealthy Bengal slso possessed a notoriously 

bad climate on account of its swamps and marshes. Hence,# Ibn 
Batuta says *. the men coming from Khurasan called it 1 duzakh-i- 
purni^mat 1 or the hell of all good things.  ̂ Owing to its bad 
climate^ the MughaJ. officers did not want to .serve in Bengal. In 
1538! Humayun wanted to appoint one of his nobles# Zahid Beg*

I* £#6Si! Pp.
2* Ibn Batuta - luhfah-i-Nuzzar,]!^ (79-

Translated in N. K. Bhattasali's Goins and Chronology of the 
independent sultans of Bengal# 135.

3. ft. ft Waqirat~i~Baburl! 483-4 ; B. II,# 483.
4. B#f, II# 269.
5. Same as in 2,
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its governor, Zahid Beg s§ad;l w What I could Xour Majesty find no
Iother place to kill me than in Bengal, w Bven the Mughal 

soldiers grumbled at going to Bengal, So# Akbar increased by loo
p, c, and 5a p* c, respectively the pay of the soldiers serving

2in Bengal and Bihar .
The bad climate together with the hundreds of streams, 

which glide over the. wateri-logged soil# not only discouraged the 
soldiers of Northern India from coming to Bengal, but also xffaxdssc 
afforded a great dag defence to the country, They had always 
helped Bengal in throwing off the yoke of the saltanate of Delhi 
and asserting its independence. Hence* Barani writes t-Sbeacfc that
shrewd and well-informed men gave Bengal the name of Bulghakpur*

3 -i.e.,# the city of strife, Abul Bazl also expresses the same 
idea regarding Bengal* He writes# The country of Bengal is a 
land where* owing to the climateVs favouring the base* the dust
of dissension is always rising. So* in old writings it was called

- - « 4Bulghak Khana ± or the house of strife.
Realising the importance of Bengal for its wealth and

its climate* Sher Shah# from the beginning of his career* made
repeated attempts to conquer it and in 1538 succeeded in ixeimpy
occupying its capital Gaur. The vast wealth he obtained in Gaur
greatly strengthened his position against Humayun and enabled

1. JauharV 3o and A., N.,, I, 157. y
2. A. H., Ill, 293. “
3. Barani*. 82, % ^ o ' f c j L  > olb'3
4. A. N. Ill, 183. ^ JUk, ^  j> y i  J
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him in 1539 to defeat the Mughals at Chaus a, Nirmatulla says, that, 
for want of adequate transport* Sher Shah could not carry the 
kfx treasures of Gaur to Rohtas until lalp̂ L Khan m sent him the 
elephants* horses , and camels which he had captured from the

That Sher Shah was,keenly alive to the importance of 
Bengal is proved by the fact that in 1338 when Humayun advanced 
towards Bihar,; he offered to# surrender Bihar and pay him ten lak

Humayun wanted to give him some places in Bihar and Jaunpur. But:

Thren after he had occupied the throne of Delhi,* Shwc . 
Sher Sh^h attached the same importance to Bengal and maintained 
his hold tight on that country. In 1542 when Khizr Khan Turk shs:

Saiyid sultan Mahmud III and sitting on the SukTuki (raised, 
platform } in the manner of the kings,* he left his urgent work of 
completing the contruction of the fort of Rohtas in the Panjab 
and hastened.towards Bengal. He imprisoned the rebelliously 
inclined governor and divided Bengal into several parts giving 
them to tribal chiefs as jagirs* To exercise a general s&p&Exisiisr 
supervision over the chiefs and to settle the disputes that

Mughals by a surprise attack on them at Garhi I

2of. rupees as tribute if he was left in possession of Bengal,

- ' 3on no account did Sher Shah consent to part -with Bengal*

showed signs of rebellion by marrying a daughter of the last

1. M. II4a* •
2, ^bas* 10,* : 59a J Born* III 
3«  ̂auhar* 2^  ^ t p \



might arise between them* Sher Shah appointed Qazi Bazilat, a mail
well-known for his learning and honesty,' as the am in ( trusty }

1of the country. Indeed Sher Shah* s vigilance maintained his hold
on the xyhple of Bengal extending to the hills of Assam in the

2north-east and Chittagong in the south-east.
Isjam Shah also attached kfea g great importance to the 

possession of Bengal. In following the policy of centralising the
saltanate,' he appointed one of his relations and a very capable

- 3man* Iviuhammad iUian Cur, as governor of the province. In 1546-48,
Islam Shah took prompt action in suppressing Culaiman Khan, who

4aimed at the restoration of the Saiyid saltanate in Bengal, 
Independent Sur^salJ.anate in *

In' 1553* on the murder of Islam .Shah* s son and
- _  c -successor Biruz and the accession of Adil, Muhammad Khan Cur* who 

was the supporter of the ousted family* declared himself as a 
sovereign ruler of Bengal and* assuming the title of Cha^Tsuddin 
Muhammad Chah Ghazi* he struck coins in his own name. .Seated on 
the throne* Muhammad Chah turned his eyes e h to Northern India
and prepared to make a bid for the saltanate of Delhi.

With his eyes riveted to the north, Muhammad Shah 
neglected the east and in 1553 the Arakanese king Meng Beng

1. "Abbas, 10., 87b ; BM,* 57a 5 T., II, Io2.
2. My Article - Chittagong under the Pathan Buie in Bengal,

JASB., 1952, 23-5.3. B., I, 432 ; T.* SI* 124 JlBiyaz* 148.
4. Idem, 58-9.
5. B#> I, 43o ; T „  11, 124 ; Riyaz* *48 ; Wright - Catalogue of

the coins of the Indian Museum, II, I80



- I- ■ -seized the opportunity to occupy Chittagong, / Thxx This renewed* 
after the lapse- of a century and a half* the tripartite struggle
among the rulers of Bengal* Tripura and Arakan for the possession

2 '- ' ' ■■ ■ ■ ■ ’ . .  - : of Chittagong, Meng Beng could not long retain his; hold on the
port. In 1554 Bxya Bijoyi]fianikya# the powerful king of Tripura
( I 540-7I }* dispossessed him of it, Tripurats hold oh Chittagong,
|! however* lasted only a few months, Rajmal&j the .family chronicle
of the kings of Tripura*/ records its, capture by .the Afghan

- ■ *3* '■ 4
general Mubarak Khan,: The Arakah coin of Muhammad Khan Sur also
shows thŝ t f n 1554 he not only recovered Chittagong but also 
occupied Arakan. ̂ The forces of Bij'oy man iky a- fought eIght months 
without success to recapture Chittagong. Digging1 holes under the 
walls of the fort at night* they* however*; entered the fort and 
defeated the .Afghans in a surprise attack. They occupied 
Chittagong and;, taking the Af^ian general Mubarak Khan a captive 
to Hangamati* they slaughtered him as a sacrifice to their 
fourtien gods, J^gaged with M i l  in the north* Muhammad IQian/Sur 
could not arrange for the recoyery of .Chittagong.

Aiming at the throne of Delhi* Muhammad Khan Sur had 
entered into a sharp rivalry with <Mil, In I555 he occupied 
Bihar and launpur and then advanced towards Agra, In December
1, P^yaye - History of Burma* 79-8o,
2, My Article - Chittagong under the Pathan Hule in* Bengal*

.JASB,* 1952* 25-7,
3, Hajmalai II*, 46-7*. v'\' '
4, lanepoole -Catalogue of the Indian coins* 56;

Wright - ^Catalogue of the coins of the Indian Museum* II* I805, Rajmala* IIy 47*. . . ■ \vV."



he fought a battle with M i l 1 s general Hemu ;at Chapparghata*
IId kos from Agra>: but was defeated and killed*

The chiefs of Muhammad Khan Sur retreated to a village
named Jhusi* opposite to Allahabad* and raised his son Khizr Khan
to the throne, Khizr ^ a n  assumed the title of Ghiyasuddin Bahadur

-  - 2 'Shah, He then proceeded to recover Bengal* which was in the
meantime occupied 'by2d.il, Bahadur Shah fought a battle with
‘Adil1 s governor^ f Bengal* Shahbaz Khan* near Gaur. He defeated and
killed him and entered his capital Gaur,

Bahadur Shah raised a large army and in 1557 advanced to
revenge the death of his father. The rebel Taj I^an Karrani and
his brothers joined h i m . I n  April* 1557 in a battle at Bathpur,
A four miles west, of Surajgarh* their combined forces defeated
and killed Adil,. .As a result of this victory* the.whole of Bihar
passed into the hands of Bahadur Shah.. Leaving Taj Khan Karrani in
charge of Bihar* he returned to Gaur.^

Master of Bengal and Bihar* Bahadur Shah resolved to .
expel the Mughals from.Northern India and to recover the lost
sovereignty of the Afghans. In 1558 he advanced towards $ Jaunpur
with 3o*ooo, horse.. In an engagement near Jaunpur* he routed th® an

1. Idem* To4
2. B,* I* 433 ; Riyaz* 149; Wright - Catalogue of the coins of

the Indian Museum* II* 181.
.3, Riyaz* I5o,
4. R. T,* 697a.
5. B.* I* 433 ;'R. T,* 697a.
6. R. T#> 697a.
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army of Khan Zaman, the Mu^aleviceroy of the eastern provinces.
thinking that they had won the" victory.*, the Afghan soldiers gave
themselves to plunder * While they were thus engaged,, Khan Zaman
made a surprise attack on them and dispersed them. Many of the
Afghans were killed and captured and their baggage fell into the

Ihands of the Mughals,
This defeat made Bahadur Shah wiser. He understood that

the Mughals had consolidated their position in Northern India and
it was sheer waste of energy and rssnNE^r ©sources to try to drive

them from it. Henceforth Bahadur Shah kept himself within
his own territorial limits and maintained good relations with the
Mughal viceroy at Jaunpur.

‘ Bahadur Shah died in 1560 and was succeeded by his
brother Jalhluddin Sur, who assumed the title of Ghiyasuddin .Abul 

-  -  2Muzaffar Jalal Bhah. It appears from a Mosque inscription near. 
Sherpur Murcha in Bogra district  ̂that in 1553 ir^he reign of his 
father, Jalal installed himself as an independent ruler in eastern 
Bengal. He,, however.,; submitted to his father and was nominated 
second in succession.

Jalal Shah fo!3„owed a very pacific foreign policy. In 
his relations with the Mughalsi;( he avoided provoking them. Sq  ̂ he 
remained a passive spectator of the campaigns of the Afghans of 
Ohunar and Hohtas for the recovery of Northern India.
1. B../ 11/ 25,
2. Hiyaa/ I5o j Wright - Catalogue of coins in Indian Museum, II,
3. JASB./ 1875,. 275, Inscription is dated 96o H. 131.



■ I ‘-vJalal Shah died in 1563 / and was succeeded by his son| ..
whose name, ‘ ’ , .however| has not. been mentioned by the contemporary historians.

After a reign of seven, months and nine days,,' he fell a victim to a
usurperr who assumed the title of Ghiyasuddin. Ghiyasuddinrsigned
one year and eleven days. In 1564 he was killed by Taj .Khanv$.‘ the

— . p  'founder of the Karrani saltanate in Bengal.

The Karrani^Afghans/ who had remained obscure in the Ludi 
saltanate^ rose to great political '^importance in the period of the 
S\Ir rule under,their chiefs Taj Khan karrani and;Sulaiman Khan 
Karrani. Taj Khan^s father Jamal Khan played no significant role
in the history of the .Afghans^ because we do not find any reference

' ■ * • 1 ' 3to him except in an inscriptibn which mentions him as his son.
Worthy s sons of an obscure father^ Taj Khan and Sulaiman Khan^
werd,/hov/evefj, destined to political greatness.

We first see Taj Khan and Buiaiman Khan in 154o fighting ,
as generals-of Sher Shah at the battle of Kanauj.^ In recognition
of their • services/ Sher Shah gave them jagirs in Khwaspur Tanda and

■ , ' . ■. .. • 5 ' -.V̂ X'rc-; • 'other places on the bank of the Ganges in,South Bihar, ~ He
especially favoured. -Taj'. Khan for his intelligence and: ;jK3aaa courage

1, Wright'■*«- Catalogue of coinsin Indian\$ujsfeu^/. 11/ 181,
./'V ,The cbin is dated 9To H,' • -

2, .Riyaz/'i52, ■ -■ ‘
3/ JBORS. y"IV/ 188 j Bpigraphia IndovMpslemiba/ I933-4/ 7-8.
■ 4, ^bbSs/ 1, - XVI _ "381. , 164. ■ ■’ ■: ’ V '
5v 153 SteWart;, ‘̂ /History ;of Bengeil^ 147..
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_ Iand made him a's h o t. constant companion of his son Jalal,,, who;, 
after his death in 1545;, ascended the throne under the title of 
Islam Shah.

In the reign of .Islam,Shah, Taj Khan became one of his
principal nobles and confidential agents* He rendered very valuable
and -A ioy&l, service to his x’oyal master* In 1548/ Taj Khan defeated and
killed the dangerous pretender Sulaiman Khan of Bhati and thus
saved the eastern part of.Islam Shah’s saltanate. He also got
Islam Shah rid of Khwas Khan by treacherously murdering him. The
contemporary historians condemn Taj Khari for his base ingratitude
to his benefactor Khwas Khan, because he owed his preferment to

- - 3that great general of Sher Shah., In fact, Taj IQian took to
unscrupulous methods in order to please Islam Shah.

At the time of his death, Islam Shah left his minor
son Biruz to the care of Taj Khan  ̂and when Bfruz ascended the
throne Taj Khan became his..v.azir and the absolute authority in the
saltanate. The jealousy of the other Afghan chiefs, however,
caused the dismissal of Taj Khan from that high office. After his
dismissal, it was easy for Ail^Adil to kill the boy king Biruz

5and to obtain the saltanate.
On account of laj Khan's afcka® attachment to the

1. R. T,, 696b.
2. Idem* 58-9. :
3. II.at; ±83: % I'.* I* 435} :'B. j. I* 4o9.
4. R. 696b'; ĥahi;* 272-4.
5. Ibid. '
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family of Islam Shah, Adil could not trust him and wanted to ruin 
ruin him. One dgy someone made an attempt on Taj Khan’s life at 
Gwalior. Taj Khan suspected that the attempt on his life had been 
made at the instigation of rAdil, He also saw the rise of the

. • . C-f act ions among the Afghan^ chiefs of Adil* Bo, he thought it wise'J (

to retire from his court, which he termed as the $ house of strife,
c- .. _In 1553 on the eve of Adil’s Gwalior durbar,. Taj Khan escaped from

IGwalior and took the road to Bengal,
— C ~

Qn the news of Taj Khan’s flight,; M i l  detached a 
large force in pursuit of him and himself followed it. At. 
Qhappramau, forty kos from Agra and thirty kos from Kanauj, Taj

c-Khan fought against the forces of Mil. Befeat.ed, he fled towards 
Ghunar. On the way-* he won over a few revenue collectors of crown 
lands and seized the treasure and loo elephants belonging to the
king. He then joined his brothers Sulaiman, Iliyas and^Imad in

2 ' in South Bihar. A large number of Afghans entered his service
3and he became absolute in South Bihar.

CAdil and Hemu advanced to suppress the Karrani rebels.
A C~-In 1554 in a battle near the Ganges, Hemu defeated them* As Adil 

had to divert his energies to•suppress the pretender Ibrahim Khan 
Sur, the Karranis, however, remained master of South Bihar,

Taj Khan had also to M fight against Muhammad Khan Sur*

I and 2* T.>‘II, I21-2 j B#> I, 42o ; M., I68b.
3, M 4  168b.
4. R* 697a.
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the ruler of Bengal* who could not tolerate the independent
existence of the Karranis in South Bihar* Being placed between two
powerful enemies* S&il in the north and Muhammad Khan Sur in the
east* he felt himself insecure in his possessions* So* he made

Ipeace with the new saltanate in Bengal and helped it against 
*Adil. In 1557/ the Karranis joined Bahadur Shah in the battle of

' r-Surajgai’h, in which M i l  was :£ defeated and killed* .After the
battle* Bahadur Shah left Taj Khan in charge of the newly acquired

2province of Bihar. An inscription dated 1559 refers to Bahadur 
Shah #s the overlord of Taj Khan. It also mentions Taj Khan bearing 
the title of Masnad-i-i&Li.''* Sxigx It suggests that Taj lOian 
received the title from Bahadur Shah and recognised his vassalage 
at least upto the year 1559.

Towards the close of Bahadur Shah*s reign* Taj Khafofn 
showed, signs of insubordination and hence he was recalled to Gaur* 
The Karrani chief* however,, ignored the summons of his overlord 
and*contracting friendship with the Mughal viceroy Khan 2aman* 
strengthened his position and sent his brother Bulaiman Karrani 
with an army to invade Bengal. Bahadur Shah raised a large force 
to fight the Karranis. He* however* fell ill and died.^ His

1. A. 14., II* 325. Abul Bazl says that Taj Khan and his brothers
were sometimes at strife and sometimes m  on friendly 
relations with the Sur sultans of Bengal.

2. R. I*, 697a.
3. JBQRS.* IV* .188 ; Bpigraphia Indo-Mosleraica> 1935-4* 7-8,
4. R. X*, 697a,
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brother Jalal Shah averted the Karrani invasion and maintained
- Ifriendly relations;with Taj Khan Karrani.

The civil strife that began after the death of Jalal 
Shah in 15 f 3 and the troubles caused by Jhe usurpation of &:k±yaxsw. 
Ghiyasuddin III gave Taj Khan an opportunity to makdlkbid tte. • 
a bid for the throne of Bengal• In 1564, he defeated and killed. 
Ghiyasuddin and occupied Gaur. This introduced the Karrani 
saltanate in Bengal, and Bihar.

negations with the Mughals :
Taj Khan Karrani maintained friendly relations with Khan 

2>aman# the Mughal viceroy at Jauhpur. Indeed he was a shrewd' 
politician. He realised that if he was to maintain his position in 
Bihar and conquer Bengal* he must have good relations with the 
Mughal power* Akbar was bent on conquering Bihar and Bengal* B&hadm: 
Bahadur Shah also was not inclined to tolerate the independent 
attitude of Taj Khan in Bihar. So* Taj Khan was-between two fires 
and it stands to his credit that*, by his diplomacy* he not only 
preserved his position but also acquired the throne of Bengal.

Considering an alliance with the Karranis of Bihar to be 
useful to him* Ilian Zamah* who thought of rebelling against the 
Iimperoi\,, responded to Taj Khan;fs gesture of friendship* As a mark

3of his friendship* Taj Khan made occasional presents to the viceroy.

1. Ar II* 525.
2. H. T.* 697a.
5. A* N.* II* 325 ; Biyat, Xooa.



'Jn 1559y he- sent Khan Aaman the present of sonie elephants and
pieces of some muslin ( Bengali fine cloth }#

In 1562 v/hen .ikfear reappointed banian to the ■.:
viceroyalty of Jaunpur* in a farman he promised toVassign to him/’-̂ 1
the country of Bengal if the latter could conquer it from the K
Afghans* Baya&id Biyat says that Khan Aaman could easily conquer■ “ ' V ’’ . W  -""T‘ ■ ■' . . . .  • , . ^

......... ■■■■ . / . , * '  ■ .  . ■ ■■ ■ ■. .. pBenga^. and really: he conquered.it> but he gave it to Taj Khan.
In fact,' in view of the enmity between the Bur Afghans • ’and the 
Karrani .'Af^ans' and the civil strif e at Ge o u v  it would not have 
been difficult for the Veteran I^u^bal general Khan 2aman to : 
conquer Bihar apd Bengal* But he .did hot wish foh the expansion J \ 
of Akbar’s empire He was planning; to rebel against thê  I%)erbr ! 
and to establish an;h; indepedent kingdom at in launpur. In his 
contemplated scheme^ Khan ^aman. counted on the Karrahis and hence 
he,strengthehed his friendship with Taj Khan* Bolt is probable 
that he helped laj; Khan in conquering Bengal from the Bur Afghans". 

Taj î han Karrani could not long ehjoy his newly-
acquired position in Bengali- -In 1565 a few months after his

‘ ■ ■ ■ ■ - • , 3 ' *■ ■ •. -conquest of Bengal, he died.;: All the contemporary historians
have appreciated^his abillty,learning and wisdom*  ̂ Badauni
mentions him as the; wisest and;the most learned man of the Afghan

.* ? V * , toU-abj 1/2* Ibid^ * • •  *; /
■5. A* H., II, 125 ;; H*. T-;, 697a. , 1
;;4. H* T## 696b. . -v‘/" -
5. B*, I, 4o9. v  - /.;■ /  4 ; - >
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Sulaiman Karrani ;
In 1565 after the death of Taj Khan,,, his brother

Sulaiman Karrani succeeded to the saltanate of Bengal and Bihar,
The accession of Sulaiman Karrani ushered in a brilliant period
of Karrani rule in Bengal and Bihar, An able* tactful and wise

*
ruler, Sulaiman gav© vigour to the Afghan saltanate and made it 
a strong power in Eastern India. Indeed it was the strength of 
his saltanate, which, at least for a generation, saved the pisxitdbs 
position of the Afghans in the face of the' opposition of Akbar 
and also made a new home in Orissa#

Time and circumstance favoured Sulaiman in building 
a powerful saltanate# This was a time when the various branches 
of the Sur family which had fought each other and made 
unsuccessful attempts for the recovery of Northern India had 
died down# The extinction of the Sur family had £ left Sulaiman 
without a rival for the leadership of the Afghans* The 
dispossessed and bewildered Afghans flocked to his refuge and

pleadership and strengthened his position in Eastern India. So, 
Abul Eazl says that the brainless Afghans gathered round 
Sulaiman and he acquired strange power. He also possessed a 
large army and immense riches,^ He. had a force off 3*6op#relephants

1. A. N, | 11/. 325 ; B. 697a#
2, E.^BM.,, 126a j School* 162.
a. A. N,, llr, 525.
4# Ibid.



4o*ooo cavalry * 14*000 infantry andv,2o*ooo pieces of scannon andi"x/' ' . ■ i
several hundred war-boats. The writings of'B©iha©t also I
expresses that/Sulaiman was a very powerful ruler of Eastern 
India. -

Sulaiman Karrani was a just and pious ruler, A Mosque! 
inscription found in the town of Bihar calls him a second Solomon 
in justice and piety. The contemporary historians also praise 
him for these qualities. They say that he strictly observed the 
rules of Islam in his personal and public life.^ Sulaiman used 
to s§y his prayers every night in the company of 15b sheiks and 
^ulema and he discussed with them religious matters till morning 
when* after performing the morning prayer* he would attend to 
state affairs. Badauni says that the news of Sulaiman^ 
association with the sheikhs andrulema inspired Emperor Akbar
to build ancIbadatkhana ( house of worship ) for the discussion

5of religious and philosophical matters with the learned.
Though an orthodox Muslim* Sulaiman Karrani folio\ired 

the previous sultans of Bengal in their liberal policy towards 
the Hindus, In order to win over the Hindus* he appointed them 
to highe^ppsts in the government. In his reign*

1. Stewart - Histox^y of Bengal* 152.
2* Be Baet* 14.
3. Blochmann « History and Geography of Bengal* JASB,* 1875, 3o3.
4. H* T.v 697a ; 17ob ; B** 11., 2GQ-1.
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Ramananda Guha and his sons Bhabananda* Gunananda and Sibananda
1held important offices in the government* Bhabananda and 

Crunananda rose even to the position of his ministers and 
Sibananda to that of the headship of the revenue department. 
Bhabananda*s son Srihari became the most intimate companion of
Bulaiman Karrani*s son Baud* In the reign of Baud.* Srihari rose

- 3to the vazirate and obtained the lofty title of Bikramaditya.
Conquest of Orissa :

The conquest of Orissa is one of the important events
of Sulaiman Karrani*s rule* Sulaiman was induced to undertake
a military expedition against Orissa because its king Mukunda
Harichandana maintained a hostile attitude towards him* The Raja
had given shelter to Ibrahim Khan Sur and Sulaiman feared that
he might create trouble for him. ̂ In fact* i&kbar wanted to ufeiki
utilise Ibrahim Khan Sur to destroy Sulaiman*s power in '-Eastern
India*; He drew the Raja, into an alliance and induced him to
undertake a military expedition to Bengal* if Sulaiman Karrani

5 -helped the rebel viceroy Khan Zaman. In view of Ibrahim Khan 
Sur*s presence in Orissa and the alliance of the Raja with the 
Bmperor* Sulaiman Karrani could not feel himself secure in his 
possessions so long Orissa remained outside his dominions. So*

1* ate Fratapaditya Ch^ritra* 4-9*
2. S. C* Mitra -■ lessore-Khulner Itihasha* 11* 13.
3. Pratapaditya Gharitra,* 4-9.
4. H*^ II* 354-5.
5. Ibid* 25S.
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to secure his position in Eastern India* he thought it necessary
to remove a source of danger by the conquest of Orissa. Sulaiman
also felt that , in view of the wealth and resources of Orissa*
its acquisition would greatly strengthen him against -Akbar.

Sulaiman chose a/very suitable time to invade Orissa.
In 1567 when Ikbar was busy in the conquest of Ghitor* he sent
an army to Orissa under his son Bayazid./ Sikandar. Uzbeg* a
deserter from the court, of Akbar,/ and Kala Pahar/ a converted 

1Muslim, After a fierce fight* the .Afghans occupied the whole of 
Orissa including Puri. Enormous spoil including gold came into 
their possession. Ni^matulla says that every ilfghaji* who took 
part in the campaign* obtained as booty one or two gold images. 
Kali. Pahar destroyed the temple of Jagannath in Puri which 
contained 7oo idols made of gold* the biggest of which weighed
5o mans,^ Sulaiman appointed his vazir Ludi and Qatlu Luhani

- . " 3as governors of Orissa and-Puri respectively*
Relations with^Koch^Bihar *

Immediately after the conquest of Orissa/ Sulaiman
had to fight a defensive battle with the neighbouring kingdom
of. Koch Bihar, Proud of his conquest of Kamtapur* in 1568 Raja
Biswa Singh invaded Bengal. Sulaiman, however* defeated the Koch

1., A, N. * HI,-/ 61o. Kal§ Pahar * s early name was Raju ( A. N. * ill
2. M., l7oa. . _ HI* t o  22.
2. 3., II, 174.
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army and captured its general Prince Gukladhwaja*
In retaliation,, Sulaiman sent his general Kala Pahar 

to invade Koch Bihar. fhe -Afghan army overran the country as far 
as Tezpui* upifek the Brahmaputra. Ihey demolished the temples of 
Kamakhya* Hajo and other places and returned. Sulaiman Karrani1s 
idea was to vindicate Jiis strength. ,3o, he did not annex the Koch 
territories. Moreover., as a gesture of friendship to the Koch king 
he released the Koch Prince from captivity. In this friendly 
move towards Koch Bihar, Sulaiman Karrani was actuated by his 
desix'e to secure the northern frontier of his territory in the 
event of a Mughal invasion of Bihar and Bengal.

In his relations with the Mughal empire, Sulaiman 
Karrani showed great political wisdom and sagacity. In this field,
, his policy had threefold features. In order to placate the 
powerful Mughal Bmperor Ikbar, he made ahib&tward show of
submission to him by making occasional presents and having his

2 -name entered in the khutba and coins. Secondly, Sulaiman followed
the footsteps of his elder brother in maintaining friendly 
relations with the Mughal viceroy of the eastern provinces.
1. Gait l- History of Ass aim, 54. Salim ( Riyaz* 155 ) says that

the Afghan army besieged Koch capital, but the s news of the 
rebellion in Orissa made Sulaiman withdraw the siege. Atml 
Pazl ( A. N. Ill, 717 ) says that the Koch king did not pay 
his respects to the ruler of Bengal. Go, Sulaiman made war 
upon him, but he returned after failure.

2. A, N.y III., 19-2o and 69 , B „  II, 173-4 ; T,, II, 281
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Indeed, the maintenance of friendship with the Mughal viceroy on 
the border of Bihar formed the cardinal principle in the foreign 
policy of the Karrani ruler* lastly, while maintaining a position 
of outward submission to Bmperor Akbar, Sulaiman Karrani also 
pursued a policy of watchful opportunism in seizing every 
opportunity to cause embarrassment to the Bmperor.

The contemporary historians say that Sulaiman Karrani
made presents to Akbar and read the khutba and struck coins in

I cBmperor1̂  name. The Afghan historians Hi^matulla and ̂ Abdulla*
however, say that Sulaiman Karrani established sovereign power in

2 'Bengal and Bihar. We cannot accept the view of the Afghan 
historians because Sulaiman Karrani did not issue any coins. The 
right of coinage was regarded as an essential insignia of siaxsrisig 
sovereign power. Though Sulaiman Karrani ruled for eight years 
( 1565-72 ), we have not yet found any of his coins, while we have 
a good number of coins of his son Baud, who ruled only four years* 

Besides,, Sulaiman did not assume the title of Shah or 
Sultan as Baud did after him* He took upon himself the title of• * "A*
* Hazrat-i-AXi * or His Bxalted Highness. Both the Mughal and the
/ ' 3Afghan historians agree on this point. The title of
Hazrat-i-iU,i does not indicate that Sulaiman claimed sovereign
power. This was a title first assumed by Sher Shah in 1555 when,

1. A. N * / III/ 19-2o and 69 ; R* T., 697a ; B ./ II, 173-4 ;
T., II, 281.

2. M./ 17oa ; B., BM./ 126a.
5. Ibid, ; B., IIif 163.
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after his victory over the combined forces, of the Bengali sultan 
Mahmud III and the Luhani ruler Jalal Khan at Surajgarh, he 
became the master of Bihar, ^ Though he became supreme in Bihar 
and assumed the title of Haarat-i-Ali, Sher Shah did not have 
his name entered in the lchutba and coins and he continued to 
recognise the de jure sovereignty of Humajtun, It was only in 1539 
after the battle of Chausa that he assumed the title of Shah and 
claimed for himself sovereign power by str^Ling coins and 
reading the fchutba-. in his own name, Sulaiman Karranifs assumption

r . -of Ha^rat-i-Ali title suggests that he was a de facto ruler of 
Bengal just as Sher Shah had been in the period, 1535-1539,

Moreover, the Afghan historians wrote long after 
Sulaiman Karrani had died. Being of the same race, they were 
carried away by their sentiment for their ruler and wrote that 
he rose to sovereign.power, .Also there is no reason to disbelieve 
the evidence of the contemporary Mughal historians, particularly 
of Badauni, who had nothing but praise for Sulaiman Karrani, We 
see that the Mughal historians have informed us that Bayazid and 
Baud assumed the.insignia of royalty, Had their father Sulaiman 
Karrani assumed sovereign power they would have mentioned it.

There are other considerations which favour the 
evidence of the Mughal historians, Sulaiman was a shrewd and

1. ‘Abbas, 10., 72BC; BM., 47a.
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prudent ruler. He §.imed at preserving and strengthening his
position without giving offence to the powerful Mughal limperor.
His assumption of de jure sovereignty would have thrown a direct
challenge to him, Akbar(, who already greatly distrusted the
Afghans and who also aimed at installing himself as paramount
ruler over the whole of India, could not have tolerated
Sulaiman*s open assumption of royalty. So, Sulaiman had to be
very cautious in his relations with the Mughal empire. Ihough he
xtfas de facto ruler in Bengal and Bihar, he wanted to placate the
Bmperor by owning lip homage to him. Abul Bazl saw through the
policy of Sulaiman and called him a hypocrite, who, to secure

1his position, made an outward show of submission. In fact,, 
Sulaiman*s hypocrisy was his statesmanship. It saved his position 
as well as the home of the Afghans in Bengal and Bihar, It also 
enabled him to acquire Orissa and to strengthen his position. 

Besides, it would have been difficult for Sulaiman 
Karrani to maintain friendship with the Mughal viceroys Khan 
!2aman and IQian Khan an, if he had assumed the insignia of 
sovereign power. Akbar could not have allowed his viceroys to 
contract friendship with his open enemies.

own power, Akbar had to be satisfied for the time being with 

1. A. N#i III, 19-2o and 69,;

Borced to a.ccept some practical limitations to his
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Sulaiman Karrani1 s show of submission,, Indeed, from the very
beginning of his reign, he wanted to expel the Afghans from
Bihar and Bengal. In 1557 when Sikandar Khan Sur surrendered
Mankot, Akbar resolved to clear Bengal of the Afghans* ^ Again,
in 1565 itfhen he reappointed Khan Zaman to the viceroyalty of
Jaunpur, he assured him in a, farman that he would confer on him

2the government of Bengal if he could conquer it, But Khan
2aman never showed any eagerness to conquer Bihar and Bengal from
his friendly Afgian rulers. Besides, to the great embarrassment
of Akbar, the viceroy showed signs of rebellion and in 1565 he
actually rose against the Bmperor. In 1567, Mir3a Hakim, Akbar*s
brother, also rebelled against the Bmperor in Kabul adding to his
difficulties and inability to grapple with the Bengal problem.

Moreover, Sulaiman Karrani was a powerful ruler. He
3had a large army and immense riches. With his other troubles 

in the empire;, Akbar could not have risked an expedition e.gainst 
him. So, he had'to be satisfied with Sulaiman1 s lip service.

Himself a wise and prudent man, Sulaiman obtained the 
devoted services of a very wise vazlr whom Abul Bazl calls as 
the re/tional spirit of the Afghans.  ̂Ludi had served faj Khan 
as his vazir } Sulaiman retained the services of this

1 1. B.., II, 18-9.
2* Biyat,. looa.
3. Idem, 141-2.
4. A. H., II, 326 and III., 2o,
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distinguished minister. Under the advice of Ludi* Sulaiman 
always maintained good relations with the Mughalt viceroy on the 
western border of his territory by means of friendly 
communications and rich presents. & It served Sulaiman twofold 
purposes. First* it secured his position against the impending 
Mughal invasion and afforded him an opportunity to conquer 
Grissa. Also it gave him an opportunity to cause embarrassment 
to Akbar.

In 1565.5 Khan Zaman rebelled in Jaunpur much to 
Akbar1 s embarrassment. The Bmperor feared that as Sulaiman was 
friendly with the powerful viceroy> he might help him in his 
rebellion. ^ To prevent Sulaiman from helping Khan Slaraan* he 
sent Haji Muhammad Sistani as an envoy to him. The Afghans 
however* seized him near the fort of Rohtas and sent him to 
Khan 2aman. Akbar also sent another diplomatic mission led by 
Hasan Khan IQiazanchi and Mahapattar^ a man unrivalled in the art 
of Indian music and poetry, to the Raja of Orissa to 
him that if Sulaiman helped the rebel viceroy* he was to invade 
Bihar and Bengal. The Raja received the envoys with honour and 
formed an alliance with the Bmperor, He agreed to put forth 
Ibrahim Khan Sur* who was a refuge at his court-* as a rival 
claimant for the throne of Bengal and. Bihar and to fight for

1, A. H.* Il.t 255.
2. Ibid* 253-4 ; T,* II* 183-4 ; B #* II, 76.

nrsuade
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him against Sulaiman. ^
Suleiman Karrani* however* helped Khan Zamanby sending

him an army under his generals Kala Pahar and Sulaiman Marital I. 2
He also took advantage of Akbar1s embarrassing situation to make

3an attempt to conquer the fort of Rohtas from the Afghan chief 
Path Khan Batnl* who had seized it in 1561, Akbar* 'who had come 
to Jaunpur to deal with.Khan Zaman, sent a force under Qull j IChan 
towards .Rohtas* At this Sulaiman withdrew from the siege. Being 
relieved of the danger* Hasan Khan Batni* however* forgot his 
promise to surrender the fort to the, Bmperor and he made 
preparations for its defence. So* the Mughal general had to 
return disappointed. ^

Sulaiman continued to give help to Khan Zaman. Through 
the efforts of Khan Khanan Mm&m Khan* Khan Zaman was reconciled 

to the Bmperor. Again in 1567* Khan Zamah rebelled in favour of 
Mirza Hakim and at Jaunpur he read the Khutba in his name. In an , 
engageraentwlk with the imperial forces* he was* however* killed.

Khan Zampir had built a fort named Zamaniya near 
Benares. At the time of his death* one of his followers named 
Asadulla held the fort. Feeling that he would not be able to
1. T.* II* 183 •; A. H.* II* 253-4.
2. A. N,* II* 258.
3. Ibid* 253 ; B#* II* 77-8, Abul Fazl says that the fort of
Rohtas*, one of the stongest forts in India* was. more than 5 kos in
length and breadth and one kos In height and it had cultivable
land and water inside,
4. T#f II* 185 ; A. Nj* II* 253 ; B.* II, 77-8.
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maintain his hold on it;, -Asadulla proposed to surrender Zamaniya 
to Sulaiman Karrani* Being aware of this/ IQaan Khanan Mundim 
Khan, who succeeded Khan Zaman ̂ to)the viceroyalty of the eastern 
provinces, conciliated him. .As the fort passed into the hands of 
the imperial officers,, - Sulaimanarray had to retreat from before 
the fort. ^

At the death of Khan Zaman, Sulaiman Karrani lost a
very valuable friend in the Mughal empire. At the advice of Ludi,
he^ however-, decided to make friends with Khan Khanan Mun^im
Khan. In 1567 Sulaiman sent presents and friendly messages to
him. Mun^im Khan responded to this gesture of friendship. To
cement their friendship-, Ludi arranged for a meeting between
Sulaiman and Mun^ira Khan, With his folloifers and officers,,
Mun^ira Khan set off for Patna, Ludi and Bayazid came to receive
him, When Munrim Khan was 5 or 6 kos from .kgrsc Patna, Sulaiman
himself came to receive him and embraced him. Birst Mun^im Khan
gave a feast to .Sulaiman in his camp. Hext day Sulaiman gave
him a feast. He made suitable presents to him and to the
Bmperor, Sulaiman also entered the name of the Bmperor in the

2khutba and coins*
A few Afghans suggested to Sulaiman the seizure of 

Munfiim Khan. They argued that it would cause confusion among the
» mi**** Ml IMto tv*,

1. A. N..jj II, 325 J Biyat, 9ob
2. Ibid, 325-6.
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Mughals and enable them to occupy Mughal territories. Sulaiman 
send Ludi, ho\̂ reverr did not accept their suggestion. Bearing that 
the unruly Afghans might injure Mun^im Khan, they arranged for

Ihis safe return to his place.
Secure in the friendship of Mun^im Khan, Sulaiman

Itarrani seized the opportunity created by iUcbar?s preoccupation
in the conquest of Ohitor to invade Orissa and in 1566 he 

•2 —conquered it.’ Sulaiman maintained the friendship with Mun*im 
Khan as long as he lived.

Thus Sulaiman Karrani.Is prudence and sagacity saved for 
the Afghans their home in Eastern India which Sher Shah*s 
far-sighted political wisdom had built for them. Much against his 
inclination, Akbar had to be satisfied with his outward show of 
submission. Sulaiman* s method of kindly treating the self-willed 
Afghan chiefs kept .the solidarity of the .Afghans and the Mughal 
Bmperor found no scope to realise his imperialistic designs on 
Bengal and Bihar,

Indeed the Afghan dominion in Eastern India prospered 
and preserved its integrity as long as Sulaiman Karrani lived.
His death in 1572 was* however,' a calamity for the Afghans, 
because his mantle fell into• the hands of his imprudent sons,

I. A. N./ II* 326-7,
2» Ibid, 324 and 326.
3. A. N.* III, 2o ; I)., School, 162 ; BM.* 126a.
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who, discarding the prudent and sound policy of their father, 
introduced dissension among the Afghans and caused the ruin of 
the Afghan salt&nate in Eastern India*



■ CHAPTER VI
Baud Karrani and his relations with".Akbar :
•- the fall of the Afghan .Saltanate in Eastern India

In 1572 after the death of Sulaiman Karrani, his eldest 
son Bayazid Karrani; succeeded him in his possessions, in Bengal* 
Bihar and Orissa, An ambitious youth* Bayazid departed from his 
father rs policy, of an outward submission to Akbar and introduced 
the khutba in his own name. He also discarded his father is wise 
method of treating the Afghan chiefs and tried his best to ruin- 
them. Naturally the Afghan chiefs were disgusted with his '  ̂

behaviour and plotted against him, Underhe. leadership -.of ;
Qatlu Luhani,?the Luhani Afghans ©spoused the cause of Hansu/: 
Sulaiman Karrani,1 s brother *Imad Karrani* s son and h|s son- in^law, 
and within a. few days of his accession* they put Bayazid. to 
death,
Baud andJLudi ;

The murder of Bayazid ushered in a period of bitter 
factious fight among the Afghans ; the interested chiefs set up 
three.rival candidates for the throne. The Luhanis had raised ; 
Hansu and Ludi* who.held the. supreme authority in the state, / . 
installed Sulaiman KarraniVs youngest son Baud Karrani on the

!*■ A, N.* Ill* 2o *■ Bi/ School. 162 J BM,/ 126&/v, • ‘
2* Ibid. ' ; ’ ■ ' ' '
3, Ibid and M./ 17ob ; B.* II/. 174 ; Briggs - Birishta, V,: 355 *
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throne* In Bihar* Gujar Karrani placed a son of Bayazid as a rival
■ ’ 1 ‘ *for the saltanate*

Baud and ludi fought against Hansu and killed him*
Being hard pressed. * the luhanis submitted to Baud, Then Ludi
proceeded from the capital Tanda to deal with Gujar Karrani in
Bihar, About this time* under the instruction of .Akbar* Khan
IQianan Munrim Khan advanced from Ohunar to invade the Afghan
territories* At the approach of a large army under Ludi, Gujar
Karrani became frightened and he negotiated with Mun‘im Khan to
surrender Bihar and enter the Mughal service* if the Bmperor

f-would grant him Gorakpur* Hajipur and Bihar for a year and a fief
. . _  'V._____

in Bengal next year, Munrim IQian accepted Gujar Karrani/s
proposal, Seeing in this transaction the ruin of the Afghans*
ludi* however* exerted himself to reconcile Gujar to the rule of
Baud and* after prolonged negotiations* he succeeded in winning
him over, ludi and Gujar then marched together to check the

2advance of the Mughals.
Thus Ludi1 s ability and wisdom secured Baud1.s. position,

JLbul Bazl regrets that Munf im Khan lost a good opportunity of
creating discord among the Afghans and of enlisting Gujar
Karrani/s services for striking a decisive blow at them in
Bastern India, ^

1, A* N,.|. Ill* 2o ; B,* II* 174 ; Tf, II*. 295 ; B,* School* 162 ;
W Jf, 1 2 6 b .

2* Ibid*
3* A, K,, 111* 21,
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bnder Ludi|s direction* Baud!s cause was prospering even
against the Mughals* because he had successfully checked Mun^im
Khan/s invading forces and was also advancing for the conquest of
launpur. It was at this time that* listening to the evil counsels
of Qatlu, Srihari and Gujar*' who were envious of thd ascendancy
of ludi* Baud distrusted him and worked for his oxm ruin. His evil
counsellors made him understand that Ludi, who had been an old
servant of Taj Khan Karrani and had also affianced his daughtei^
to ‘his son Yusuf* would soon set him aside in favour of his
son-in-law. Believing their allegations* Baud put Yusuf to death
and planned to destroy Ludi. Goaded to despair* Ludi stopped
fighting against the Mughals and made peace with Mun^im Khan

1sending suitable presents to the Bmperor.
Ludi then turned towards Baud, who, in great panic,' 

retreated from Munghyr to Bengal, In order to keep the Afghans 
by his side, Baud distributed h his father!s treasures among 
them. About this time* Kala, Bahar and Jalal Khan Sadhuri left 
Ludi. This obliged Ludi to retreat to the fort of Rohtas* Baud
came to Hajipur and sent a force against him. Bedaring himself

- - > _ 2as a servant of the Bmperor, Ludi sought the help of Mun ira Khan,
Mun*im Khan sent an array to help him and* expecting easily to 
conquer Bengal and Bihar* he himself moved forward.

1. A. N ., III* 22-3 ; B., .11, 174- ; B., BM., 127a.
2. Ibid* ‘ ; T.* II* 282.
3. A, N., III, 7o-l.
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ivhen Lgjnd saw that Ludi had contracted an alliance with 
the Mughals >under the advice of Qatlu, Srihari and Gujar-, he had 
recourse to wiles* He sent a message to Ludi spying.,. w You are 
in the place of my father ; if, on account of your love for his 
family, you have been offended with me, you have done your duty 
and I am not displeased with you. In every undertaking, I seek 
your assistance* .At this time when the imperial forces have come 
against me, 1 wish that you, who have always shown excellent 
goodwill, would be prepared to fight the enemy. I make over to 
you the army., the park of artillery and the treasure.”/"
Patriotic Ludi, to whom the cause of the Afgjians was perhaps

2 - dearer than his life, was reconciled to Laud. He then marched
against the Mughals and effectively checked Mun^im Khan!s forces

3on the bank of the Son. To avert any further invasion of the 
Mughals, Ludi proposed peace to Mun^im Khan agreeing to pay to 
the Emperor a tribute of two lak.d. of rupees in cash and one lak 
of rupees in stuffs. In recollection of the old friendship with
Sulaiman Karrani and Ludi, Munrim Khan made peace with the

- 4■Afghans and turned back*
Although Ludi*s vigour and wisdom had averted the Mughal 

danger to his saltanate., Laud could not appreciate his services.

1. A. III, 71-2 J T., II, 282 * P., BM.., 127a.
2* A* N*, III, 7o*
3. Ibid, 72*
4* I*, II, 282 ; B., II, 174-5.
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At the instigation of his evil counsellors, he, however, planned
to ruin him. Qn the pretext of consulting him on an urgent matter
of state% Laud sent for Ludi and when he came, he imprisoned him

1 -and handed him over to Srihai’i. Ludi felt certain that he would 
be executed. Still he gave his last advice to the misguided 
young ruler. Ludi advised him’not to rely too much on the peace 
he had made with the Mu§haLs, but to launch a vigorous campaign 
against them, because they would never let an opportunity of. 
conquering Bengal and Bihai? slip by* Under the tuition of Qatlu 
and Srihari, whom he appointed to the office of vakil and vazir
respectively in place of Ludi, Baud, however, ignored the advice

- - 3and caused Ludi to be put to death.
By putting Ludi to death* Baud had committed a great

political blunder. The Afghan historian Abdulla says that Ludi
was the pillar of Baudfs saltanate and by executing him. Baud
destroyed his saltanate nth  his own hands.^ Badauni also writes
that, by this senseless action, Baud struck his own foot with his

5own axe and uprooted the plant of his prosperity. Even Abul Eazl 
appreciates Ludi*s wisdom, sound judgement and his toa feodm 
devotion and services to the cause of his people. He says,
” Ludi was far-seeing in stratagems and had g vigox*ous mind for

1 and 2. Ta, II, 282 ; B., II, 174-5 and 181 ; D., BM., 127b. 
3. T., 283 ; B*, BM., 127b.
4. B., BM., 127b.

5. B., Ili 175. _ J, X :  ̂
'g&y ou)uUAj\
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plans* He was the rational spirit of the eastern provinces and 
was devoted in promoting the cause of the .Afghans* 11

indeed it was ludir s wisdom^&nd ability that had 
maintained the solidarity of the i^fghans and saved the Afghan 
saltanate in Hast era India against the Mughal s. His death*, 
however^, removed a great obstacle on the way to the Mughal 
conquest of Bihar and Bengal. Hence Abul Bazl exults in saying 
that it was the good fortune of the Bmperor that his enemies 
themselves accomplished a work* which the imperial servants

2could not themselves effect in spite of their best efforts*
Lhdi/s execution produced a great dissension among the
3 r-Afghans. It also induced Mun im Khan to advance instantly for 

the conquest of Bihar and Bengal. ^
Baudi.s^relations with Akbar X

Master of a large dominion consisting of Bengal
jr

i including Chittagong)* Bihar and Orissa* of a numerous army
6and vast wealth* Baud did not think himself in any way inferior

to Bmperor Akbar* He assumed the title of Bads hah and rd read
7 -the khutba and struck coins in his own name. Baud even vied

1. BY* III* 70,
2* Ibid,
3. Ibid* 73 ; B * * BM.* 127b.
4* B#a. II* 175 ; 1.* II* 283*
3* My Article - Chittagong undef the Pathan Rule in Bengal*

IASB#> 193 2, 28-3o.
6. Idem* 141-2.
7. 1.* II* 281-2 J M#:* 171a ; D#JP BM.* 126a ; ( continued }



.with the Mughal. -I&peror in ties. He confer red/the title of
Khan Khah^n on Ismail Siluhdur and Khah lahan on another Afghan / 
chief* who was governor of Orissa and was known by his title. v 
He gave Sriharl and Janakiballaythe title of Bikramaditya. and 
Bas^nta Hai respectively. Gujahdfarrani received from him the/:

- • "r • ' • ■' V- ■ . - / .'■* *■ - * i ' . 'title of Hukn ud daula or the pillar of the' states;
The Mughal historians inform lis that Baud^s departure

from the policy of his father and his open assumption of
sovereign rights enraged. 3Smperor Akbar ahd caused the Mughal
invasion of the Karrani dominion in 1572* Evidences* however*
show that Akbar|s invasion of Bihar.and. Bengal; was entirely and;ig
act of aggression and Baud£s assumption.of sovereignty was
simply a pretext for .war.

The' writings of Abul1 Bazl best illustrate the
imperialistic- idea of his royal faster*’-'He*. w r i t ; According.
to the ascetic sages and, politicians* the pea,ce of the'mortals
is bound with one rule| one ruler* one guide* one' aim and one

‘3 - • ■1 - .. ' ■ . ■ ■thought, !f Abul Bazl also explains Akbar1s motive for the
conquest of Bihgr and Bengal saying* lusticelioving rulers
should not be satisfied with.the countries they are in possession,

( continuation of the previous page ) / / A -/■•/
7* Catalogue of the Provincial coin Cabinet* Assam, 177*

/ > "■ - _ _ ‘ Op'inb AR 1-P*
I. A, N.v IlX*;lo8 ; B.* II, 181 and 195 •; T.* II., 2S2-3 ahd 3o5.
.2/ I,* .ii*. 281-2, ■ '
3, A, H#* III*_;;;4»̂ -- ✓ ■ *, » . / . u - f ». • "T “ »• ; ^ *
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upon
but should set his hearts in conquering other countries and 
regard this as a choice form of worship. Hence the Bmperor is 
continually engaged in the conquest of other countries. !*•
The above statements of the court historian reveal that Akbar 
wp.s determined upon the conquest of Bihar and Bengal in order to 
realise his ideal of establishing one rule throughout the whole 
of India.

Brora. the very beginning of his reign* Akbar was
bent on the conquest of Bihar and Bengal in order to destroy the
stronghold of the Afghans* whom he greatly distrusted. In view
of the strength and resources of Sulaiman Karrani and also his
own troubles In the empire* he* however*, could not realise his
object. But that he was anxious to do so is revealed in the
writings of the contemporary Mughal historians. Bven in 1557
when Sikandar Khan Sur surrendered Mankot* Akbar issued a farman
giving him a temporary in Jaunpur and promising him a^jagir
in Bengal as soon as Khan Zaman would conquer it from the 

-  2.Afghans. Again in 1563 when appointing Khan Zaman a second time
to the viceroyalty of Jaunpur* Akbar promised him Bengal if he

3could conquer that country from the Afghans.
Indeed Akbar waited for a favourable opportunity to 

destroy the Afghan power in Hastern India. The death of the

1. A. N., III* 86-7. jt <J->

2. B., II* 18-9.
3. Biyat* looa.
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powerful ruler Sulaiman Karrani gave him the much looked for 
opportunity and the writings of Abul Bazl disclose this 
important fact. This court historian gives .Akbar *s reaction at 
the nev/s of Sulaiman Karrani*s death. He says that \fhen the
|p,%^ror was proceeding to the Guzrat campaign* the news of

Sulaiman Karrani*s death reached him and a few of the officers
suggested to him the postponement of Guzrat campaign and an
advance to the conquest of Bihar and Bengal. The Bmperor*
however* said that it was good that the news of Sulaiman*s
death had come during his march to Guzrat* for had it come
while he was in the capital he would certainly have addressed

1himself to the conquest of Bengal, However*, feeling certain
that* §s Sulaiman Karrani was dead* the imperial servants would
easily conquer the Afghan territories* he sent a farman to
Mun^im Khan ordering him to advance immediately to conquer

2Bihar and Bengal*
The above facts show that Akbar only waited for an 

opportunity to conquer Bihar and Bengal from the Afghans and he 
would have invaded Eastern India after the death of Sulaiman 
Karrani even if Baud, had not assumed the insignia of royalty* 

So* in 1572 after the death of Sulaiman Karrani* 
Mun^im Khan advanced to invade Bihar. .About this time/ Baud and

1. A. N.* Ill* 4. -
2 , Ibid ; B.* 1 1* 174.
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Ludi were proceeding against Gujar . K&rrani. We h&ve discussed
before how Ludi reconciled Gujar to Laud and their combined

1 -  -forces, inarched to check the Mughal, advance. Ludi, however,
thought it wise to ward off the Mughal invasion by peaceful
means. He offered two lak^ of rupees and other valuables as a
present to the Mughal viceroy. Friendship with Sulaiman and Ludi,
troubles of a campaign in an old age and valuable presents
induced Mun^im Khan to make pea.ce with the .Afghans and to return 

2to Jaunpur. #
Ludi understood that[? though Mun^im Khan had made 

peace with the ilfghans,, Lmperor i&bar would never be satisfied 
until Bihar and Bengal had been annexed to his empire. So, he 
tried to strengthen the ikfghan position and create troubles f.^gfor 
the Mughals* .&bout this time, Mun^im lUian was busy in dealing 
with the rebellion of Sulaiman* Uzbegls son Yusuf Muhammad in 
Gorakhpur. Ludi seized the opportunity to advance towards

3Jaunpur and occupy the fort of Zamaniya. lifter tealing defeating 
Yusuf Muhammad, Mun^im Khan proceeded to meet Ludi. Yusuf 
Muhammad joined Ludi and./ being re-infprced by a contingent of 
the Afghan army, he advanced across the Ganges against the
imperial forces. Hasan Khan/ Baja Gajpati and other Mughal

■ - 4generals, however, defeated him.

1 . idem., 156.
2. A. H./ III; 2o.
5* Ibid, 21 *-2 ; 1. , II, 281-2 ; BM. / School., 1 6 2  ; Biyat, 9ob.
4. A* W., Ill, 22.
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Ludi and Mun^im Khan confronted each other near Ghazipur. 
Ludi,*s strategy placed the Mughal forces in a very precarious 
position and this is revealed in the writings of Abul lazl, who 
says, u The generals were in a strange position ; to fight was 
not advisable smd it was difficult to retreat. !? In despair,
Mun^iiu Khan made proposals for peace. Ludi, however, did not

1 - agree. It was ^t this time when Baud*s cause was prospering
against the Mughals that he planned to destroy Ludi and forced
him to the shelter of the .Mughals, Thus his senseless action
spoiled the sure, chance of a victory over the Mughals. 8 0 , Abul

■ * 2 Fazl writes that Mun^im Khan escaped from a great danger.
We have seen that the wiles of Baud reconciled Ludi to ;

him and Ludi successfully checked the Mughal advance on the bank
of the Son, He then concluded a peace with the Mughal viceroy in
order to ward off any further Mughal invasion. Shortly after

3this| Baud, however, put him to death.
L°ss_of Jihar and^Bengal *

Ludi* s death induced Mun^im Khan to invade Bihar. 
Grossing the Son, he advanced within the striking distance of 
3?atria. Though i&ud had a large army, yet he retreated to Patna 
and shut himself up in the f o r t I n  early November, 1575,

1. A. N #JP III, 2 2 .
2 . Ibid, 7 o,
5. Idem, 159*
4., I.* IIj 284 ; B., II, 175 ; K  N., Ill, 82 ; D #i BM., 127b.
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Mun^im besieged Patna, and sent Majnun Khan Qaqshal and other
Mughal officers to break the dam of the Punpun rive rip which falls
into the Ganges ten miles east of Patna* Sulaiman Mankgli and
Babui Mankali, the Afghan chiefs who guarded the dam* were si
surprised in a, night attack and being ashamed of their negligence
they went off to Ghoraghat in Bengal*

The siege of Patna* however* did not make much
progress* Well guarded by the Ganges, the fort defied the

Mughal forces until August, 1574 when Akbarfs presence entirely
changed the situation. The Umperor discerned that the fort
depended for its provisions on the town of Hajipur and that the
capture of that town was an essential preliminary to the conquest
of Patna* Accordingly he sent an well equipped force supported

2by war-boats to capture Hajlpur* After a fierce resistance, the
3Mughal general Khan .Ham occupied the town.

The fall of Hajipur broke the spirit of Afghan 
resistance to the Mughals* The Afghan chiefs, particularly Qatlu 
Luhani* advised the evacuation of Patna, As Baud could not be 
pursuaded to leave the fort* at night on August lo* 1574, Qatlu 
administered a narcotic to him and carried him senseless by a 
boat to the capital Tanda,^ Baudfs favourite minister Srihari

1 . A* N*, III, 85*
2* Ibid,* 82-3 and 96 ; T.? II* 29o-l,
3* Ibid, loo ; 291-2 ; B, * II* 181 ; M # f 171a-b .
4. M m  171a-b ; DiudI, BM, / 127a ; B„, II* 181,
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placed his master/s treasures in a boat and followed him to 
1 1Bengal* Gujar Karrani evacuated the fort with the army and 

elephants. The night was very dark. The rivers were swollen and 
the country around was flooded, Kizamuddin compares it with to

V/tJVw „the Bomasjlsy night. Baud*s army suffered terribly in the
evacuation, A large number of them were drowned in the ditch
i*ound the fort. A few were trampled to death by the frightened
elephants. The Punpun bridge gave way under the weight of the
flying multitudes and a large number of soldiers and elephants

2were drowned in the river,
Basily occupying the evacuated fort of Patna,* the 

Mughals pursued the Afghans, Being overtaken, Gujar fled leaving 
behind a large number of elephants, which fell into the hands of 
the Mughals. Thifcking that Mun^im Khan and other. generals would 
without difficulty occupy the rest of Bihar and Bengal,, on 
August 24,. 1574 Akbar left for the capital. By the September of 
the same year*, the Mughals captured from the Afghans Surajgarh,
Munghyr, Bhagalpur, Golgong and other places practically without

3any opposition.
Baud* however.* decided to check the Mughal advance 

into Bengal at the narrow pass of Teliagarhi, which was one of

1. T.,, II, 292-3,
2. Ibid* 293 ; A. N., III, loo-l ; B,* II, 181-2.
3. A, N., Ill, lol-3 and Io7-8 ; B. / II.-, 182.
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1the three thoroughfares from Northern India to Bengal.
Starting from Patna* the Teliagarhi route passes via Bhagalpur, A
Colgong and along the southern bank of the Ganges having in the
south steep hills extending southwards for about eighty miles
up to the northern boundary of the Birbhum district. Between the
vast expanse of the Ganges in the north and the steep hills and
rugged regions to the south,' the route narrows down at
Teliagarhi. Prom the earliest times* Teliagarhi was known as the
1 Gateway to Bengal 1 and a fort was constructed in the place

2completely blocking the route. It was in this strategic paxxtisa
position that Baud wanted to check the Mughals. He, however*
made no adequate arrangement for the defence of the pass. He
only left a small detachment of his army under the command of

3his Kk^n Khanan Ismail Bil&hdar,
Mun^irn Khan found it very difficult to advance by the 

pass of Teliagarhi, He, however* won-over some local zamindars* 
who showed him a secret path by which a division of the Mughal 
army advanced to make a surprise attack on the Afghan rear. The 
plan succeeded well and, being attacked simultaneously in front 
and-rbjar* Ismail Silahd.ar found it impossible to fight against

1. Jharkhand route, Tirhut route and Teliagarhi route.
Bhatfeasgli - Bengal chiefs* struggle, BPP.* 1928,

2. A, N,, III* lo8.
3. Ibid ; I:,* II* 297.



the enemy with his -small forces and retreated. The Mughals 
occupied Teliagarhi without a fight. So, Abul Eazl exults in 
saying that by Divine aid the imperial army toolc possession of a 
place that could hardly have been oceux^ied by fighting. ***

The fall of Teliagarhi left Bengal open to the 
Mughals. In great panicy Baud left his capital Tanda and K n t  
went to Satgaon. On September . 21, 1574* Mun^im lOian took pa&sssKXE 
possession of Tanda and sent several detachment of his forces, 
against the Afghans in different places of Bengal. One division 
under Muahmmad Q,uli Khan Barlas pursued Baud to Satgaon and
another under Majnun lOaan Qaqshal and Bab a Khan Qaqshal a.dvanced •

3 1- - „ _ta Ghoraghat* where Kala Pahar* Babui Mankali and Sulaiman
Mankali had taken shelter. M third division under Murad Khan was
sent to occupy Eathabad and Balcla and a fourth under I *timad Khan
to acquire Sonargaon. ^

1. A. N #* III, lo8 ; T.* II, 297.
2. Ibid*; 298.
3. Grhoraghat stands otfi the west bank of the Karatoya and on the
western boundary of the Bangpur district and is included in the
Dinajpur district. It is 28 miles north of Bogra town and 18 miles 
east of Hijli, an E. B. R, station. .According to Buc&andn, .in the 
deys Of itspposperity Ghoraghat town extended lo miles in length
and 2 miles in breadth. In 181a 18o8* he found the ruins of some 
mosques and the dargah of Ismail Ghazi, a captain of Barbik Shah.

Martin - Eastern India* II,* 679-82 ;
Bamont.* G# H. - Notes on Ismail Ghazi/ JASB#;, 1874 ;
Bhattasali* N, K. - Bengal chiefs1 struggle, BPP..* 1928.
4. A. N.? ill, 118-9 J T• * II,* 298.
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In Ghoraghat, Ivala Pahar and the Mankalis fought a 
sharp engagement with Majriun Khan Qaqshal and were defeated, 
Sulaiman Mankali died in the fight and ICalst Pahar and Babui 
Mankali fled towards Koch Bihar leaving their dependants and 
families prisoners in the hands of the Mughals, Majnun Khan 
Qaqshal occupied Ghoraghat and married his son to the daughter 
of Sulaiman Mankali. ^

At the approach of the Mughal general Muhammad Quli
Khan Barlas* Baud retreated from Satgaon to Orissa. About this

' . ■ 2 time,* his minister Srihari escaped to lessore with his treasures.
Baud entrenched himself ;l3at Debra Kesai ( 15 miles ea,st of the
Midnapur town }* to fight the Mughals. But when Muhammad Quli
Khan Barlas re-inforeed by Todar Mai advanced from Mandaran to
Kulia ( 23 miles north-east of Midnapur town }* he fell back on
Garh Haripur ( 11 miles south-east of Danton station on the B. N.
a. h  3

In the meantime/ Baud!s cousin lunaid Karranl,a son 
ofrImad Karrani, was causing great trouble to the Mughals, At the 
time of Sulaiman Karrani, Junaid fled from his uncle and took 
shelter in the court of Akbar, Thoggh Akbar favoured him with :a 
fief in Hind&un* he later on‘left the imperial service and/ 
joining his fellow Afghans in Guzrat* he fought against the

1, A, N.;l III* 119 ; II* 3o2-3,
2. Ibid* 12o.
30 Ibid* 121 ; 3o4; Sarkar* J. N,, - Battle of
lukaroi,* BPP.̂ . 1935 ; Rennel - Bengal Atlasi sheet* 7.
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1Mughals, After the Mughal conquest of Guzrat in 1573* Junaid*
however* went to Jharkhand and with a b§nd of warriors he
plundered the Mughal possessions in Bihar, "

Junaid also wanted to join Baud at Bin Kesai. As feud
Baud could not trust his adventurous and ambitious cousin* they
could not unite their forces against the Mughals, Junaid* however*
continued his plundering and devastating incursions against the
Mughals with success. It was an the advance of a superior army
under Todar Mai that he retreated to the jungles of Jharkhand,

3But he remained a menace to the Mughalsa in Bihar.
In 1575,*] Mun*im î han and Baja Todar Mai took up the 

plan of a vigorous campaign against Baud. Todar Mai advanced
j

from Mandaran and Mun^im Khan joined him at Gheto. Leaving his 
family at Katak* Baud encamped himself at Garh Harlpur^ He

He also barricaded at strategic points the regular road from

advance. With the help of the local people* he* however* 
discovered an obscure circuitous route and by it arrived at 
Najaura t 11 miles east of the Banton railway station ). Baud 
advanced to check them and on March 3* 1575* confronted

fortied his camp by digging trenches

Midnapur to Garh Haripur. Munrim Khan found it very difficult to

1, A, N. * II* 284 and III* 119 ; B.(> I* 193.
2* Ibid III* 119-2o j
3. Ibid.
4, Ibid* 121-2 ; T. * II* 3o4.

J T.* II* 3o3-4



the enemy on the plains of Tukaroi. ( 9 miles east of Danton and 
3 miles west of Ha jura } The contending parties arranged their
respective forces in the following battle array.

1 *”Baud 1 a, t .£ .. Ismail
H. Ibikandar

— L,

1 Gujar
: Van

Van]. Alam 3 
J Qiys. 5^dn 1 Iltimsh

1. Todar Mai I : Mun^im Khan I*G
, Bhaham™Khan'’l

I— -— -— ; — ™. «»» — ~ — « — J— L V . J
FI

Baud placed a line of huge tuskers in front of his 
forces and* covering them with hide and hanging a number of 
Yaktails from their heads and tusks, he made them terrible to 
behold* As according to the astrologers^ who accompanied the army, 
the planets were not favourable, Munrim Khan.did not want to 
fight on that day. The Af^an van under Gujar, however* pr&isx 
precipitated the battle with^ -a furious charge of his elephants.
Pie threw the Mughal van into confusion and killed its leader 
Alum khan. He even swept away the Mughal iltimsh and the centre.
In spite of his best efforts,, Munrim Khan failed to keep his 
soldiers in the.field. The Afghan tide swept him also five miles

1, A. H*, XII, 121-2 ; T#i II* 3o4~5 ;
Garkar, J. N, « Battle of Tukaroi, BPP.* 1935
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away from the front. Pursuing him h§lf a, mile* the Afghan van ; 
turned to plunder his camp and pack of;. animals ; V

The ilfghah lovefor. plunder before the battle was 
actually- won ruined their victory as: it.'had done in other 
battles, When the Afghan: van was engaged in picking up the;spoils, 
Qiya,Khan'and other Mughal generals reformed their broken.ranks :„ 
2sx and fell on them. Pierced in the brain by an arrow* Gujar fell 
dead* The death of their general caused confusion in the Afghan ■ 
van and* in great panic* they dispersed,=

: When Gujar and his, van were pushing forward,' the other 
three Afghan.divisions remained spectators. The Afghan, right 
under Orissa* s,, governor ‘Khan 1 ahan,!; s brother Bikandar .advanced ■

; to meet the, Mughal left,' but it fled .without opining, to blows.
• When BaUd* s centre.Confronted the Mughal left r the news of 
GujarJ s death reached it. and the . dispersed .‘Mughal divisions'

; returned, to the field. About this time* the Mughal right drove : 
away the Afghan left A All these unnex*ved Baud* s centre and the . 
•Afghans fl ed in utter cohf us ion. The Mughals pbrdued and 
slaughtered the iif^iahs and captured a large number of them, : 

:-':;.Nextr|day.. Mun^im.Khair vented his; wrath by making eighty .minarets 
. reaphing to the skies* with the heads of the Afghan prisoners,.

. 1 and 2. A. M. Ill* 123-7 ; T., II, 305-6• ; ; B,*; il* 193-6 ;
Barkah* Battle of Tukaroi^ BPP.* 1935.,
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Being defeated in the battle of Tukaroi* Baud fled to 
the fort of K§tak, Khan Jahan encouraged him to fight the Mughals 
again* Accordingly he prepared for another contest* But the 
Mughal generals were determined not to allow him any breathing 
space and* following their victory j they advanced to besiege the 
fort of Kg/bak, As the preparations for a battle were hot complete,* 
Baud thought, it wise to make proposals for peace* In view of the 
strong position of the Afghans in the fort.*, the war-worn 
octogenarian Mughal general Mun^im Khan and other Mughal officers*., 
with the exception of Todar Mel, considered settlement as an 
advantage. After an exchange of messages* an interview was 
arranged between Baud and Mun'ira Khan in the Mughal camp. On 
.April 12* 1575,* accompanied by his chiefs* Baud went to the camp 
of Muntfim Khan. ^

Munrim Khan received Baud with due honour and cordiality 
and entertained him and his chiefs in a distinguished manner* 
Amidst festivities a treaty was concluded* Baud was to hold 
Orissa as a vassal of Bmperor Akhar. He made presents of noted 
elephants and valuable articles to the court. Abul Bazl s^ys that* 
as a mark of his submission to the Bnaperor* Baud turned his face 
towards the.Mughal * capital and prostrated himself.,As a surety 
for his allegiance*; he made over his bx*other,t!s son Sheikh Muhammad

mm •»* MM |M mm W* mm wmt mm «m ^  mm nm «n tmst m  «n M  mm mrnmmm-mmmmrn mm mm *—  mm **** mm mw u» «  m«u.

1 . A. N, III, 129-3o ; I,, II* 3oS-9 ; B,,' II* 195-6.



to the court> On, behalf ;of the, Bmperor1# Mun^im Khan conferred on 
Baud a splendid khil^at$ a sword and a jewelled belt*: "

The battle of Tukaroi and the treaty of Katak 
registered the transfer of the sovereignty of Bengal and Bihar 
from the .Afghans to the Mugha3,s. The Afghans in general* however* 
did not accept the treaty and loss of territories. They continued 
to resist the. Mughals in different places of Bihar and Bengal.
The Afghan chiefs maintained' their hold on Rohtas* Ghaund and, 
Sahssram, Prom his stronghold in Jharkhand* Junaid K or rani-
raided South Bihar, Kala Pahar* Babui Mankali and Jalaluddln Sur

= ~ ' - o 'drove gway MujnuiTKhan Qaqshal .from Ghoraghat. They also
expelled the Mughals from Qaur and recovered the whole of North
Bengal. They even pursued the Mughals to Tanda* ^he timely,
arrival of Mun^im Kjian* however* saved the situation and the
capital. Relieving Tanda* he hastened to Gaur and recaptured it*
He then sent Majnun ivhan ta with a large army to Ghoraghat,
After a fierce fight.* Majnun Khan recovered Ghoraghat* The .
Afghans* however* continued to give trouble to the Mughals in
North Bengal as well as in South Bihar.

Thinking that jsfe® residence in Gaur would enable him.
to: deal effectively with the Afghan disturbances in North
Bengali- and also* being attracted by the magnificent buildings

1 and 2. ,A.-K.* Ill* 13o-l ; II* 19.5-5 J; II*. 3o9-lo.
3. Ibid* ■ 131 .* /,216^8 ; , 317.



of the old. capital of Bengal* in August* 1575,* Mun^im Khan 
shifted his headquarters from Tanda to Gaur* The transfer of 
capitalp however* pî ovecfe a blunder. It was on account of its 
notoriously bad climate that only a few years ago Sulaiman , 
Karrani had shifted the capital from Gaur to Tanda* Mun^ im Khan 
ignored this f-act and suffered terribly* because within a month
a.great plague broke out in the city. In his Memoirs,* Bayazid 

an attendant of Mun^im Khan* has left us im. a graphic 
account of this.plague. People died in such large numbers that 
cremation or burial became impossible. It.was only when twelve 
of his. distinguished generals had died that Mun^im Khan ordered 
his men back to Tanda* But he could not enter Tanda, In the 
outskirts of Tanda * he was taken ill and on October 25;* 1575

• lat the age of over eighty, he died,

*  *

Munrim IChan*s death encour&ged: Baud to make a bid 
for the recovery of Bengal and Bihar, He swiftly fell on the 
Mughal general Mazr Bahadur* defeated and killed him and occupied 
BhadraLc, At his approach* the Mughals fled away from Jaleswar 
and Tanda, Baud rsisanfekisd re-entered his , capital and easily 
recovered Teliagarhi from the panic-striken Mughals, rIsa Khan* 
the zamindar of Bhati, drove: away the Mughals from hastern Bengal

1, A. M.jj III, 16o-i ; B*, II* 216-8 ; Biyat, 147a*
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Panic and confusion prevailed among the Mughals everywhere and
1leaving Bengal, they proceeded towards Northern India*

Akb&r sent Bairam IQianjs sister!s son Husain Quli 
Khan entitled Khan Jahan as governor of Bengal and Raja Todar 
Mai as his assistant in command. On November 15, 1375, they mst 
left Agra and near Bhagalpur they met the Mughal officers and 
soldiers fleeing from Bengal to Northern India* With great 
difficulty, Khan Jahan and Todar Mai pursuaded them to turn 
towards Bengal* At Teliagarhi their advance was opposed by 3,ooo 
Afghans under Ayaz Khaskhail * In a fierce engagement., the 
Afghans were, however, beaten and Teliagarhi again passed into 
the hands of the Mughals* Khan Jahan advanced towards Tanda • 
Baud;,, however;, blocked his passage at a narrow plaise, situated 
between the Ganges on the north-west and the hills on the 
south-east., in Rajmahal* In this Rajmahal pass, he had fort led 
his position.and held up the Mughals from Becember 1573 to June 
1576. 4

In spite of his best efforts., Khan Jahan cou3.d not 
- make his way through the pass , though in a skirmish fendfe he

1. A. N., III, 161-2 ; BAi II, 218 ; T. # II, 319-2o.
2* Ibid, 162 ; 227 ; 321.
3* Rajmahal was previously called Akmahal or advance place, 
because while proceeding to Bihar, the sultans of Gaur used it 
as an advance station* Man Singh hamed it Akbarmahal and later 
on it came to be known as RsA^ahal.

Bhattasali, N. K. - Bengal chiefss struggle, BPP., 1928,
4. 'A. N., III, 162-3 ;and 179 ; T.? iif 3?:|̂
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-■ I ■ ■' ‘ ■' • ' ■' ' ‘ ' ,1 ' .. . !‘killed Baud!s Khan Khangjn Ismail Bil^hdar, , On.the otherhand, ,

:his. position became daily weaker. The rains, the interception of
the supply of his provisions bŷ  the, Af^ans in Bihar and the .
difficulties of ;the; place \in»ierved the Mughal soldiers; Besides, .

. the Sunni' Mughals V d id no t I ike t o fight unde r; a Pe r s fan Shife,-* ‘A
® a n  J^ahv Moreover, the iifghans were daily increasing in
number and Baud 'had diploraatically caused,the desertion from.
Mughal service - of Raja GaApati* the .zamihdar of Patna and Hajipur,
and induced him to create trouble for the’ Mughals ih Bihar and
Ghazipur, ^ :

Being in a pfeCarious'position, I^an' Jahari .sent urgent .
. representations to the/;^iperor' for'-fpod and iW-inf or cements. ,

V despatched-.boa^-ibada-. of food from Agfa and oi’deped , ■
Muzaffar Khan to' advance imramlimedlately from Bihar ,to. the ■
as s istance of Khan iahin * On July- io, , 15
Muzaffar ^ a n  joined the Mughal forces at . Rajmahal , Khan Jahan
arranged his. forces in battle array and, on July 12, 1576 
( 15 Rabi* II, 984. d fierce battle took place between the. 
Mughals am and :Afghans in the field of Rajmah&l, ^

Badauni says . that* in his great, presumption and pride, 
Baud .left his hiding, place land offered battle to the Mughals ,

; 1* A. Nv* III, 162-3 ; 168 and; 176 ; \lVr II, 321-2*
2, Ibid, 168-9.; and 178-9 ; B ^  II, 237, ' ;

13. lb id, ito' I80.' ' - 238..; II,. 3 241.
'.A«- Ibid,
3. B,, II, 238, 'A A. / A ;
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Xt is; surprising that Baud should have left his strategically 
: strong position in the harrow pass* , where he had held. up the 
Mughals for seven months, and come down into; the plain to fight 
an open battle with the enemy. Xhe Mughal historians write that 
Junaidls joining with Baud emboldened him to leave his forti^d^

1 • ’ v  1 ■ • ■ •position. In his Pratapaditya Oharit-ra^
R̂ mraiŜ asUjj however, mentions that the treachery of Baud1 s fa 
favourite minister Sx’ihari Bikraroaditya v̂ as the cense of his 
leaving the narrow pass and fighting a battle in the plain,

Hararam Basu writes that Srihari Bikuamaditya and his 
brother Basanta R&i gave the state papers and others secrets to th 
the Mughal generals, who assured them of their possession in 
Jessore* Xhe news of the defection;of Srihari greatly upset
Baud and he left his hiding place in the hills to meet the ..

. pMughals on the plains,
Although written in a fanciful style and more than 

two centuries after the event had taken place,, the gccount of 
Pratapaditya-Oharitra seems to have contained facts. Its evidence
of Baud’s favour to Srihari and Basanta. Rai and their flight to

' - • ' \ ■ 3Jessore with the treasures of their master is ssrsfccx
.corroborated from the writings of the contemporary historians. ^

1. B„, II, 238 ; T „  II? 324.
2. Ramram Basu —  Prat apaditya Gharitra, 32-8.
3 * Ibid, 12 and 52-4, v
4, idem, 159§ 166-7 and 1To.
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Moreover^ Badauni* s writings also substantiallylagree with 
Ramr am Basu1 is account * - furthermore,.'the:" fact that, after the 
conquest of Bengal, the Murals,, though they occupied the 
territories of ,fathabad and Bakla^ spared Brihar.i*s. lessore 
shows that he must have rendered valuable services to them* 
Indeed the defection and faithlessness of his confidant Srihari 
greatly itfeakened Baud and he suspected that some other of his 
chiefs might play,the same game with him, So, he considered it 
prudent to risk; an open engagement with the Mughal,s rather "than 
allowing his strength, to be dwindled by defection. , , -

Baud, however, arranged his forces in battle array.
In the field ofR&jmahal, the ..Afghans and Mughals confronted • '..

;" ■ 1 ‘ • ’ ' ■ 9each other in the- following;battle array6
n

«|* I ̂  »*» «w m w  w* n-H* t̂ i *w*» **«* MM **fv ^

Kala Pahar .Baud
B a n i" t1 7** i ' t i ’ 4 ̂ 7 • T T

i Junaid

' :: Khan
"'BatJ3 and™l 
ariCiSa§an t

Todar > Mai

jjl Shaham IOian i VcVan

CL.

I small arid I 
Qiya Khan ~

":Khan lahan

Iltimsh
R-,

| Muzaffar Khan 11

1. Idem, 178* '
2. A, 18o ; ■ , II, 238 ; T.;f II, 324.
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Unfortunately for Baud his best general Juneld Karfani
had had his knee smashed as a result of the fall of a Mughal

• . . . 1cannon in the previous night , when he was sleeping on a charpel.
This disheartened theAfghans. Junaid, however, led his forces
in the battle. In the first encounter, the Afghan right shook the
Mughal left* The Mughal fire,, however, wounded Kala Pahar and he
fled from the & field. His flight and the pressure of the Mughal
left caused confusion in the Afghan right. In a fierce engagement
with the Mughal. right, Junaid was' killed, and the ilfghan left wasw
routed from the field, .An attack of the Mughal van and Iltimsh
killed Khan Jahan and the .Afghan van dispersed,. Aft ex* this,/ the
.Afghan centre gave way without a fight. Baud fled for his life.
His horse, however, got entangled in a marsh and he was brought,
a daptive before the Mughal commander Khan Jahan,

Khan Jahan rebuked Baud for, having broken the ti’eaty
of Katak, Baud replied with composure that the treaty was with
Mun^im Khan and that the time had come for the; conclusion of a
new one. Badauni writes that^ pisr parched with thirst. Baud .
asked for water- and some wicked soldiei*s# filling his slipper
with water, offered it to-.him, Kh^n Jahan, however, offered him
a "drink from his own private canteen. He also wanted to spare .,
the life of.a young: and hand s ome pr inc e iJt Baud * but all the ■ Mughal

t*** mm mm •#* mm*
1. A. M.V, III, 181 ; B'ij II, 238 ; I'., II, 324.
2. Ibid, 181-2 ; 238 ; 325.=
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officers advised for his execution. To severe Baud,1 s head from his 
body they to ole two strokes at the neck ? but they failed* At the 
third s;tr oke ,t .however, they succeeded *. ‘ Khan J ahan s ent Baud1 s. he ad 
to the ^peror by the hands, of Saiyid kbdulla IChan, 1 The battle' 
of Rajraahsp/c3„osed the last chapter of .Afghan rule in Eastern 
India*

Ni*maluila says that the Afghans 1 lost their saltanate 
iii Eastern India, on account of Qatlu Euhani,*s baseness.
According to this Afghan historian, on the eve of the battle of 
KajmahaX Qatlu formed a treasonable connection; with Khan lahan.
On condition that some parganas of Orissa were .given to him, he 
promised to take such a position in the battle as to render

„  3Baud,1 s def eat unayoidab3.e.
The .Mughal historians inform us that in the battle of

Hajmahal Qatlu Luhani end Baud* s Kh’sn lahan commanded the Afghan
van* They mention that Khan lahan was killed/indthe Afghan, van
dispersed ; but they do. not refer to the activities of Qatlu in
the battle. The silence of the Mughal historians in a way agrees
with the evidence of Hi^matulla that Qatlu deserted Baud in the
battle-field. Moreover, Ei^matulla says that, as a reward for his
treachery, Qatlu received from Khan Jahah the territory of Orissa.
Indeed, after the battle of Ralmahal, Qatlu is found in possession
••1. A. K. , Ill, 182 ; B,, II, 238 ; T., II, 325 .
; 2..' M.,.\172a. • ' ; '
3. Ibid, 172b. . -
4; Ibid. • •
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of Qrissa. How could he have possessed it^ if he did not receive, 
it as a reward for hie defection 2 Had it not been conferred on 
him for his valuable services'* Emperor Akbar could not have 
consented to leave Orissa in the possession of the turbulent 
Afghans.

Again> after the battle of Rajmahal* the Mughals 
occupied the Afghan possessions.in Bengal and Bihar, ¥hat did 
refrain them from occupying Orissa 2 Even for some years after 
1576 > Orissa remained undisturbed by the Mughals,; It was only In 
1583 wheny at the time of the Bihar-Bengal rebellion of the
Mughal officers^ Qatlu proved disloyal1 to the Emperor that a

■ 1 force, was. sent against him,
Thus,/ on account of Akbar*s determination to expel 

the turbulent Afghans from their stronghold in Eastern India* 
Baud's foolishness In killing his wise and able minister Ludi> 
the desertion of his favourite minister Srihari Bikramaditya and 
the treachery of his counsellor Qatlu luhani* the Afghans lost 
their home .and:saltanate in Bengal and Bihar which was built by 
the genious of Sher Shah; and preserved by the. it wisdom and ahilit; 
ability of Sulaiman Karrani.

1 See Ghapter VI If p 197,



CHAPTER ¥11
The position of the Afghans under the Mughdls 
down to the end of the reign of Alibar

In the sixteenth century/f the general attitude of the 
Afghans towards the Mughals was one of hostility. This was 
because the self-willed Afghan chiefs^ fresh from the enjoyment 
of privileges and accustomed to a life of turbulence and feud, 
could neither reconcile themselves to the loss of sovereignty 
nor submit easily as a peaceful population of the Mughal empire, 
Babur and Humayun sought to \?in them over by following a 
conciliatory policy, This policy contributed* however* to the 
expulsion of the Mughals from India in 1540,

In the reign of Akbar ( 1556-1605 )■* the relation 
between the.-Afghans and Mughals may be summed up as one of 
hostility and distrust. With a few exception* the Afghans as a 
body remained hostile to Akbar until they lost Bihar and Bengal 
in 15766 After that*with the exception of a few* they reconciled 
themselves to Mughal rule. Akbar.however* could not forget 
their past conduct to his father and to himself and* throughout 
his reign*, he followed a policy of distrust towards them* though 
many of them served him with loyalty and gave their toil and 
blood for his empire.
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Babur and the Afghans X '

Under Babur ( 1526-3o ), and Humayun ( 153o~4o )* the
Mughals lived to win over the Afghans to acceptance of their
rule in Northern India. In his Memoirs,* Babur claims that he
showed the Afghan nobles greater kindness and favour than they

1 -could claim by right. Abul Eazl1 s Akba.rnama supports Babur1 s 
contention. He says*, after the conquest of India;*; Babur treated 
everyone great or small with kindness and even the mother* 
children* dependents and relations of Ibrahim Ludi received his

pfavours in the form of jagirsf* allowances and pensions, *
_ — _ _ 3Badauni's view also agrees with that of Babur and Abul Eazl.

We shall see that Babur did really follow a conciliatory 
policy towards the Afghans, In this policy, he was indeed 
guided by the need to stabilise his newly acquired empire. But 
whatever might have been his motive* it has to be said that* 
considering the standardsrf of the time and the treatment 
normally meted out by the victor to the vanquished^ Babur was 
remarkably humane and generous to the Afghans,

The first step in Baburfs policy* taken even before 
his conquest of India* was his marriage with an Afghan lady 
named Bibi Mubarika* the daughter of an Xusufzai chief Malik

1. Waqi*at-i~Baburi, 527 ; B. H.* II* 527.
2. A. II,; 98-9,
3* By* I, 337.
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_ _ . 1Shah Mansur. In 1526 after the conquest of the Panjab* he 
appointed cAlauddin ̂ Alam Khan Ludi, the uncle of Ibrahim Ludi* 
and Dilawar Khan Ludi* a son of Paul.at Khan Ludi* as governors

pof Pipalpur and Sultanpur respectively. * He even helped the
3former in his attempt to obtain the throne of Delhi. It was 

only when Alam Khan had proved his utter incompetence as an 
organiser and general* that Babur decided to fight for the throne 
of Delhi for himself. Babur especially favoured Dilawar Khan Ludi 
whom* in 1526 after the battle of Panipat* he honoured with the 
title of Khan Khanan, the highest title in the Indian Muslim 
court. ^

Amcsng the examples of BaburT s favours to the Afghans 
was the conferment upon the mother of Ibrahim Ludi of a pargana

5worth seven laks of double dams . equivalent to rupees thirtyfive 
thousands a year. He also favoured the Afghan chiefs* who 
submitted to his rule* with jagirs* money and suitable posts
in the imprial service. Biruz Khan Sarangkhani received a jagir

\  6 In Jaunpur and one crore fortysix laks and fj.ve thousands rupees.
_ ' — - 7Bayazid Barmuli obtained the gmasrmsnfc government of Oudh and

1, Waqirat^*i-Baburl*' 379 B; M;,; I* 375.
2. B. N6* I * 442-3 ; Cambridge History of India* III# 11 *
j?, B , H. * 1* 444.
4. V/aqi ̂ at-x-Baburi* 572 ; B„ 14,* II* 567 ; Tuz.*' 42.

Ibid* 478 ‘ 478 19 ; A.N.* I* 98
6. Ib i d * 527 527 £ I.*; II, 19.
lo Bayazid was brother of Mustafa Barmuli* - the husband of Bath
Malika* the daughter of Miyan Muhammad Barmuli called Kala Pahar* 
a noble of the Ludi sultans.

^Ibbas* 10,* 51a-b ; BM.* 34b.



a orore of rupees. Babur also gave Mahmud IQian Luhani the
1government of Ghasipur and ninety thousand’rupees. He appointed

— - °Shah Muhammad Barmuli as governor of 3aran.
Babur favoured Bath Khan Sarwani with Kara* the title

• 3 ' - 4of Khan lahan and one crore sixty lak rupees* Biban Shahukhail*
-1. r 5 „ ~ - 6Maiikdad Karrani and Xahya Luhani were admitted into the

imperial service. Nizam Khan Miyana and his brother Adam Khan,
Tatar Khan Sarangkhani of Gwalior* Muhammad Zaitun and other

7 -chiefs received royal favours* Babur had also been generous to
the Luhani and Sur ,Afghans. The Luhani chief Jalal Khan was left
undisturbed in Bihar on his promise to be loyal to the Mughal

8 —throne and pay tribute to the imperial treasury* Sher Khan Sur
9also retained his possessions in Sahsaram. Babur admitted about 

eight thousand tuhanis to the imperial service.
Burthermore* Babur was lenient towards rebel Afghans.

He did not treat harshly Ibrahim Ludi6s mother, who* In spite of

1. Waqi rat-i-BaburI, 527, 53o and 55o ; B. N.y II* 527* 53o and 
544 ; A,Ntt- II*. lo2 and lo4.

2. B. N,, II, 675.
3* Waqi ̂ at-i-Baburi, 537 ; B. N* * 537*
4. Ibid* ' 446 j 464 and 466,
5. Ibid* 478 ; 54o.
6. Ibid* 682-3 ; 676.
7. B. Ne* II* 539-4o ; A, N.* I* lo4-5.
8. ¥aqirat-i-Baburi, 682-3 ; B* N.* II* 676.
9. Ibid, 658-9 \ 652 J Abbas* *

loo Ibid* 683 ; 676,
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his favours^, made an attempt on his life by having a cook poison
1 -  -his food. Biban Shahulchail broke the court etiquette by sitting 

in the royal presence while all the great nobles Mir Khalifa,,
Bui tan Junaid Bari as, illauddin Alam Khan Lull, Dilawar Khan Ludi
and others used to stand in the presence of the Braperor0 Although 
disgusted;, Babur did not enforce his court etiquette on the rustyc. 
.Afghan chief. This shows his eagerness to conciliate the 
Afghans.

Badauni writes,, ?? The amirs of Indian notwithstanding 
his t Babur\s } conciliating behaviour and effortsIto improve 
their fortunes, did not yield obedience to him and behaved like 
unruly savages0  ̂ We might not agree with Badauni that Babur

t vwanted to improve the fortunes of the Afghan chiefs, but it cannot 
be denied that Babur accorded them generous treatment„ The Afghan 
chiefs;, who had tasted the privileges of power;, could not, however 
remain content with the favours bestowed oh them by the Mughal 
Bmperor. They yearned for the full privileges of sovereignty and 
desexited Mughal service*

Biban, Bayazid and Bath. Khan Sarwani deserted

1. Waqi$fat-i“-Baburi, 542 ■ B,, N.,. II, 5 42 ; A. N*, J, lo4.
2* Ibid, 466 * 466.
3., B„, I, 337.
4. Waqi^t-i-Baburi, 528 ; B, N0i, II, 468.
5and 6. Ibidy 658-9 ; 652 and 589a

Bath Khan Barwani deserted because Babur did not confer on
him his father's title of A* zam Humayun. As the name of Babur's
son was Humayun he could not make Bath Khan greater Humayun.

N #(l 11, 537.



Babur1 s
from Bfeur-s service. Biban and Bayazid formed a confederacy with 
Mahmud Ludi, the brother of Ibrahim Audi, with the intention of
driving out the Mughals from India, On March 12, 15 28, they

-  1fought an unsuccessful battle against Babur near the Ghogra.
Sher Khan Sur was also obliged to join them in this battle.

A few of the Afghan chiefs had gone to Bengal and they 
incited the Bengali Icing Nusrat Shah against Babur.  ̂The
Afghans also joined Bana Sanga of Mewar and fought against the 
Mughals in the battle of Khanwa,^
Humayun and_the_Afghans :

Humayun faithfully followed the Afghan policy of his
father. In his reign, Dilawar Khan Khan Khanan rose to the p&si&iia
position of a minister. Of all the Afghan chiefs it was Dilawar
Khan,, who remained sincerely attached to Humayun and even advised
him not to trust too much his fellow -Afghan chiefs. In 1536, he
said to Humayun, n it is not wise to neglect Sher Khan ^ur, for
he is rebelliously inclined and well understands all matters

5 - -pertaining to government. w Humayun,, however, neglected Sher 
Khan and marched against him only when he had gained strength 
and besieged Gaur.:Though Dilawar Khan advised him to advance

1. Waqi^at~i-Baburi, 658-9 ; B. , II(, 652.
2. Ibid.
3* 3T., II, 587 ; Shahi, 99.
4. Waqi^at-i-Babur1, 569 ; B# N.,- 562 ; A. N.v I.,, lo6 ;

Abbas, IV, 346-7
5. ibbas., 10. i 53b ; BM.., 36a-b.



1immediately to Gaur, he wasted in the siege and occupation of 
Ohunar six months and thus gave time to Sher Khan to capture 
Gaur and strengthen his power with the wealth of Bengal.

On his return march from Gaur in 1539, Humayun sent in 
advance Dilawar Khan to Munghyr. Sher Khan*s general Khwas Khan

pmade a surprise attack on him at Munghyr and took him prisoner. 
Sher Khan allotted his captive a daily allowance of half a ser

3of unground barley and executed him after the battle of Chausa.
The Luhanis and Surs of Bihar received generous

treatment from Humayun, Humayun could have exterminated Sher
Khan, a petty chief of Sahsaram in 1532 , and thus have averted
the greatest calamity of his life. He,, however, left him in
undisturbed possession of his estatesjas he promised to be loyal
to his throne apd also sent as a security his third son Qutb
Khan and his vakil Isa Khan with 5oo retainers to his service, ^
It was a great political blunder by Humayun that he trusted.the
ambitious Afghan chief Sher Khan, who, only a few days previously 
had joined the confederacy of Biban, Bayazid and Mahmud Ludi

5and fought against him in the battle of Dauroh in 1531.

1. ibbas, 10., 54b-55a ; BM.,f 37a.
2. Ibid, BM,, 42b ; Jauhar, 31 ; Tuz,, 42.
3. Ibid, 49a-b ; 10., 75a.
4. Ibid, 34a ; dauhar, 6 ; A. M,., 1, 123-4. Abul 3?azl mentions

the name of Qutb Khan as .^bdur Hashid.
5. Abbas, BM.„ 32b ; E, IV, 348-9.
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Humayun was deceived by the show of allegiance by the crafty
Afghan chief. In 1535 when Humayun was fighting against Bahadur

1Shah of Guzrat, Qutb Khan fled from his service.
A few of the Afghan chiefs who had deserted Mughal 

service joined Bahadur Shah of Guzrat and incited him against 
Humayun. Bahadur Shah sent Tatar Khan Ludi, the son of ALauddin

- - P m ”  -Alam Khan Ludi, with 4o,ooo horse to fight the Mughals. Tatar
Khan captured Biana. Humayun's brothers,, Hindal and Askari,
however, recovered it and defeated and killed him in a battle at

3 e - ~ c~Mandrael near Biana in 1534. Alauddin Alam Khan and his Afghan
followers also fought for Bahadur Shah against the Mughals.
Humayun defeated them and captured fAlam Khan along with others
in the fort of Mandu in lune, 1535. He was, however, hamstrung

4and released.
1. *Abbas, 10., 73a ; BM,;, ,49b ; A. H., I, 123-4. After the battle
of Ghausa, Sher Shah sent Qutb Khan to Chanderi to create
^disturbancesfof Humayun. In an engagement at Mandrael,’Qutb Khar l'-was, however, killed.
2. Considering Alam Khan dangerous due to £is pretensions, Babur 
confined him in Qila £afar in Badakhshan. A1am Khan, however, 
escaped with the help of some Afghan traders and came to the 
court of Bahadur Shah. A. H., I, 129 ; Brskine - History of India

_ U S  II, 41.
3. 1., Ill, 267-8 ; Abu Turab - larikh-i-Guzrat, 5'.
4. A, N., I, 134 ; Abu Turabv, 19. In the reign of Mahmud Shah III
( 1538-53 ), Alam Khan became for a time the vazir and an absolut
authority in Guzrat. ( T.v, HI, :237~8 ; Abu Turab, 43 ).* His 
absolutism disgusted the sultan and the amirs Saiyid Mubarak Khan 
and I^timad K* , the Habshi chief, Their combined forces made . 
him lease Guzrai and take shelter,' in Malwa, where Sher Shah gave 
him a jagir in 1542* After Sher Shid^s death, he had to leave 
Malwa and come back to Guzrat. Saiyid Mubarak gave him a jagir in 
Ohampanir. Alarn K. plotted against his benefactor and, being 
defeated , joined the Buladi Afghans at Batan. They occupied Kari 
a possession of itimad K., who, however, later on defeated them
and Killed Slam K. T; Ill, 237-8 S,, 271, 275-6, 279 ;
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In 1537 after the death of Bahadur Shah , some of the 
Afghan chiefs went from Guzrat to Bihar and joined Sher Khan. 1 
Strengthened by their adhesion, Sher Khan could indulge in his 
vision of the restoration of Afghan sovereignty in1 India. In 15 4o 
his vision was realised at the battle of Kanauj ; Humayun was 
expelled from India and Afghan rule was restored in the country.

The restoration of Afghan sovereignty in India was made 
possible by the conciliatory policy of Babur and Humayun towards 
the Afghans. This policy saved them from being ruined and 
homeless* It also gave them an opportunity to regain strength 
and resources* Indeed the Afghans under Sher Shah could conquer 
Gaur and strengthen themselves with the wealth of Bengal only 
because Babur and Humayun had left them in the possession of 
Bihar, Had they been dispossessed of Bihar it would have been 
extremely difficult for these homeless people to obtain a 
foothold and a rallying centre in order to make a bid for the 
restoration of their lost sovereignty in India.
-Akbar and the Afghans J

The Afghans lost the sovereignty of India to Humayun 
in 1555 and finally to Akbar in 1556* Prudence required their 
acceptance of Mughal rule. The proud Afghan chiefs,, however,, 
instead &f submitting peacefully to the Mughal rule, remained at 
bottom hostile and created troubles throughout the reign of 
Akbar ( 1556~l6o5 ).
1. Ikbbas* IG(|.j 5ob ; BM*;, 34b*
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In the period from 1336 to 1361, the. Afghans made several
attempts to recover their sovereignty. In 1558 , the Afghan
e:x~pretender Ibrahim Khan Sur came out of his refuge in Orissa
and advanced to occupy daunpur. ^ The Mughal commander All Quli
Khan Zaman, however, forced him to retire to Orissa* Bahadur Shah
of Bengal also fought against Khan Zaman near Jaunpur,. but he was

2beaten back to his own country. In 1561, the Afghans under
Sher Shah II, the son of sultan ̂ Adil, made another attempt to
recover their territories, but they failed due to their own

3Indiscipline and the superior generalship of Khan Zaman. The 
last attempt at a systematic campaign of the Afghans under Awaz 
Khan, a son of Islam Shah, in 1561 for the recovery of their lost 
position also failed at Andhiabari on the bank of the Son. ^

After these failures^, the Afghans seem to have ■ realised 
that the recovery of their power was an impossible task and they 
retreated to their possessions in Bihar and Bengal. A few 
adventurous chiefs wenttto Guzrat and joined their fellow.chiefs 
at Patan* The retreat of. the Afghans from the Mughal occupied 
territories did not, however, mean the end of their hostility 
towards the Mughals* Of course they did not launch any more 
systematic campaigns against the Mughals(, but they did not cease

1. A* N., II, 82.
,2. B., II, 25.
3. Ibid* 48 ; A. K., II, 138-9 ; T., II, 154 ; B.., BM., 126a.
4. A. N.;, II, 22o ; B,/II, 24-5.
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to make trouble for Emperor Akbar whenever they saw the iappsarfoanxt;
opportunity. Indeed any enemy of the Mughal Emperor was a friend
of the -Afghans.

In 1564 when Khan Zaman rebelled in Jaunpur, the
Afghans helped him. Awaz Khan joined him and only deserted to the
Mughal forces in 1565 when he found the position of Khan Zaman

1 -hopeless in the extreme. Sulaiman Karrani, the ruler of Eegnal 
and Bihar* contracted a friendship with the rebel Mughal viceroy
and helped him by sending an army under his generals Hasan Khan

- - »  - _ - 2  Batni, Sulaiman Mankali and Kala Pahar.
The -Afghans also joined Bana Pratap of Mewar, the

bitterest enemy of Akbar, and fought against the Mughal forces
in the battle of Haldighat in 1576. Our historian Badauni himself
was a soldier in this battle and his evidence that the Afghans
fought in the side of the Rajputs cannot be disbelieved. He says
that an Afghan chief named Hakim Khan Bur led a division of

3Pratap*s army at Haldighat.
Haji Khah and other Afghan chiefs,, who, after the

1. A. N., II* 266.
2. Op. Git,, 151 and A, N.* II, 2 258.
3. B., II, 231 and 233.
4. Haji K, at first joined Ptimad K. of Guzrat who gave him jagir 

in Kari. In a battle between Ttimad K, and Sher K. Fuladi, he
with his forces stood aside out of sympathy for his fellow

Afghans. Being defeated, Pfcimad K, wanted to seize Haji K. , who
however, fled and joined the Fuladi Afghans, in 1561.
Mir’at A., I, 9o-l ; Mir’at > 279~8o, 286^ 291 ; T. , Ill, 246-7
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loss of sovereignty in Northern India, took shelter in Guzrat
remained the uncompromising enemy,of the Mughals# So great was
their hatred of the Mughal s that they killed Bair sun Khan,, the
fallen minister of Akbar, who had halted awhile at Patan on his
way to Makkah in 1561. *** It was the Afghans under the leadership
of Sher Khan Fuladi, \*ho had installed himself as the virtual
ruler of Guzrat having the puppet sultan Muzaffar Shah III in 

2his control, who in practice resisted Akbar*s conquest of
Guzrat in 1572 when I*timad Khan and other Guzrati nobles had

3submitted to the Mughals.
After Akbar*s conquest of Guzrat, the Afghans did not

submit to him. They tefk left the country. Sher Khan Fuladi
took shelter in Surat and his son Muhammad Khan in the mountains• ■ ■ —
of Idar. In January, 1573 when the Bmperor was dealing with the 
rebellious Mirzas at Surat Sher Khan Fuladi, Junaid Karrani, 
another Afghan adventurous warrior who fled from Mughal service^ 
sjsxx and other Afghans came out of their refuge and created 
serious disturbance in Patan. Then with a large army they 
advanced to capture the fort of Patan. They reduced the Mughal 
commandant of the fort to great straits. The timely arrival of 
the Mughal general Khan A rzam Mirza *Aziz Koka from Ahmadabad 
and of the Bmperor from Surat saved the situation. The Afghans

1* A. N., ii, 131 ; B., II, 45 ; Mir at A., I, 93.
2< T., HI, 258-9 ; Mir1 at 3o3-4. Sikandar was present at the

time of the Guzrat campaign.
3. A. 'N.s, III, 5-7 ; Abu Turab. Abu Turab acted as the envoy of 

Irtimad Khan to Akbar. ( 54-5fc).
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were defeated. Sher Khan fled to Junag'arh and his son with other

No sooner had Akbar returned to Pathpur Sikri than the 
Afghans came back to Guzrat and, in collaboration with the Mirzas, 
captured some places and besieged Ahmadabad. Badauni says that

of the plan depended on their capture of Ahmadabad. Their vigorous

personally marched to Guzrat and arrived near Ahma&abad in nine 
days covering a distance of six hundred miles. The enemy was 
surprised and beaten in a battle near Ahmadabad on September 2,

Guzrat seemed to be free from any further Afghan trouble* Trouble, 
however, arose in 1582 when Muzaffar Shah managed to escape from 
the custody of the Mughal officers. He collected an army . With 
his Afghan followers, Sher Khan Buladi came out of the obscure 
corners where he had been spending his days in misfortune and

Akbar returned to capital

Sher IOian Buladi and the Mirzas made a plan that some of them 
would go to Northern India to incite rebellion against the 
Bmperor and Sher Khan Puladi would besiege Patan. The execution

attack placed the Mughals in a str^bened condition. In despair,
^  3Khan A 6zam prayed for the help of the Bmperor, Akb&r, however.

1573 4

After this defeat, the Afghans were dispersed and

1. A©- N.t, III, 26.
2. B., II, 147-8.
3. A. N., III, 41 ; B,* I!„ 164-5 ; Abu Turab, 59.
4. Ibid, 53 and 57 ; B #, II, 167-8.
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assumed command of an army. He advanced to take possession of
1 -Patan from the Mughal officers. Our historian Nizamuddint,

who; served under Mirza S&dur Hahim, the Mughal governor of 
Guzrat, routed Sher Khan Puladi .and sent him flying back to

2 — _ <r -Ahmadabad. Mirza Abdur Hahim defeated the rebels in a hotly
contested battle at Sakreo, three kos from Ahmadabad,on December
31,, 1583. Sher Khan Pul ad i and his Afghans fled towards Baglana
and thence to the Deccan, while Muzaffar B Shah took shelter in

3 -Kathiawar. Thus the Afghans of Guzrat fought against the
Mughals to the last and left the country instead of submitting
themselves to their rule.

In 1576 at the battle of Hajmahal, the Afghans lost
their strongholds in Bihar and Bengal. Bven after this,* a section
of them remained the uncompromising foes of Akbar. They retreated
to Orissa and frequently raided the Mughal territories in Bengal
and Bihar. At the time of the Bihar-Bengal rebellion and the
rebellion of .Akbar1s brother Mirza Hakim  ̂ in 1579-1581, the
Afghans under the leadership of f §atlu Luhani took the opportunity
to fish in troubled waters and seize some Mughal territories in

5Bihar and Bengal. The rebellion was,, however, suppressed by

1. T.,, II,, 373 ; K  N.„ III, 412-3 ; B#, II, 329.
2. Ibid, 373-4.
3. Ibid, 375-6 ; A. N., III, 424. Nizamuddin fought in the

battle of jSarkej*
4. The Afghans of Afghanistan supported Haikim as he championed 
the cause of orthodox of Islam against Akbar whom they 
considered heretical. A. N,, III, 335-7, 36o.
5. A. N., III, 32o- 1 and 398-9.



the Mughal generals and the Afgghans had to fall back on their
strongholds in Orissa.

The .Afghans could not long hold Orissa ; in 1592;, it
fell into the hands of the Mughal general Raja Man Singh, Jtan

The loss of Orissa made the Afghans homeless wanderers.
Bven then, a large number of them did not accept Mughal rule but
dispersed themselves in Bengal. They took service under the
Bara Bhuyans ( twelve great zamindars who had installed
themselves as independent rulers in their respective territories
after the fall of the Karrani saltanate in 1576.

Qatlu.Luhani1s son Sulaiman Khan Luhani and his foliowers
entered the service of Baja Kedar Rai of Bhusna. In 1596t, he died

1 -  „fighting Raja Man Singh. Khwaja Kamal and Khwaja Carnal, two
brothers of Sulaiman Khan Luhani, joined the service of Raja

2Pratapaditya of lessore* and sfee strengthened his position
c _ r - -against the Mughals, Isa Khan Masnad-i-Ali, the powerful zamindar

of Bhati and the leader of the Bara Bhuyans in their struggle
against -Akbar, made KhwajaCUsman.» another brother of Bulaiman

-  -  -  . 3Luhani7 his ally by the grant of territories in Bukainagar xh in
Mym^nsig eastern Mymensingh and western Sylhet districts.

c _ cUsman and his -Afghans, in alliance with Isa Khan, and, after his 
death , with his sons Musa and Baud challenged the authority of

1. A. III, 711.
2. Baharistan, I, 126-7 , 13o and 135-6.
3. -A. I\T.j III, 632 ; Baharistan, I, llo.



1Akbar in Eastern Bengal. In spite of his best efforts, Akbar 
failed to subdue them and Bengal , though it was n&mi&l nominally 
conquered in 1576, remained in fact unconquered until his death 
in 16o5.

"kfre Afghans :

Akbar thoroughly disliked the Afghans as a body. In 
view of their past conduct to Babur and Humayun and their 
hostility towards his own rule, his distrust of them was but 
natural. Akbar could not certainly forget that h the Afghans 
had deserted Humayun and caused his expulsion from India.

Moreover, Akbar had seen from personal experience 
that the turbulent Afghan chiefs did not feel comfortable at 
the Mughal court, because a few of them who, being forced by 
circumstances* joined his service, proved &esertAs after a few

f —  - .» —days. Abdur Rahman Khan Bur, the son of Sikandar Khan Bur, and
Ghazi Khan Tanuri entered Mughal service at the time of the

~ 2surrender of Mankot by Sikandar Khan Bur in ^uly, 1557. In
156o when Bairam Khan rebelled, they left service and created
trouble in Sambal. Buffering defeat in an engagement, they fled
and took shelter with Raja Ram Ghand of Panna. Ihe Mughal
general Asaf Khan, however, defeated them in a fight and killed

- 3many of the Afghans including Ghazi Khan lanuri.

1. A, N., III, 8o9 ; Baharistan, I, 141-2.
iktdy 2. A. H., II, 59 ; 1., II, 13$-5 ; Briggs - P., II, 19o.'

3. Ibid, 98, 148 and 183.
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Junaid Karrani, the son of Sulaiman Karrguails brother
c Imad Karrani, was another deserter from Mughal service. In 1566,
he fled from his unclefs court and took refuge with Akbar,
According to Abu1 Fazl, the Emperor bestowed princely favours on
him and granted him a jagir in Hind&un ; but Junaid deserted the
Mughal service and went to Guzrat, ^ In view of Akbar*s distrust
of the Afghans, Abul fazl might be exaggerating when he said
that Junaid received princely favours from the Emperor ; but
undoubtedly he was admitted to the imperial service and he
deserted it only after a few days, Junaid joined his fellow
Afghans in Guzrat and, in 1572-3,, fought against the Mughalw
invaders. After Akbar*s occupation of Guzrat, he went to Bihar

2and caused enormous trouble for the Mughals, Junaid afterwards
joined his cousin Baud Karrani and was killed in the battle of

3Rajmahal in 1576.
Mahmud Khan Bur, ̂  a son of Sikandar Khan Sur, and

5 c> ■ -Husain, a son of Adil Shah, also left the service of Akbar in
1572 and 1574 respectively. The desertion of these -Afghan chiefs,,
in spite of his favours, naturally caused Akbar1s distrust of
the Afghans.

1. A. N,, II, 284 • Abul lazl says that Junaid fled owing to a
groundless apprehension.

2. A. N., III, 119 ; B., I., 193 ; 1,, II, 3o4 ; Mir’at S. 339a
™ and 341a.

3. Op. Git.,, 17o-l and-a.. N.^181-2.
4. Ibid,,- 181 and A. N., III-, 16.
5* .&* N,, ^BI* lo2. Husain was later oh captured and executed

by Munrim Khan.
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This distrust is revealed in lAkbar's conduct towards
some of the iUTghan chiefs. In 1557 when Sikandar Khan Sur
surrendered the fort of Mankot,, he was promised Jaunpur in jagir,
though the territory was yet to be conquered. ^ In 1558,
Jaunpur^was,, however, conquered ; but it was conferred on Khan
2aman and the .Mgjaaxi chief was sent with a small force to conquer

2Bengal from his fellow -Afghans and. to obtain his jagir there. 
Badauni says that in Bengal many accidents befell Sikandar IQian 
Sur and that such a position was created that he attached himself 
again to his friends and died shortly afterwards.

Baz Bahadur, the ex-king of Malwa,, who was induced to 
join the Mughal courts also did not receive any better treatment, 
i&lthough nominally he was given a mansab of l,ooo, raised later 
on to 2,,ooo,, yet actually he was confined in the fort of iigra

A _ -until his death* Ihe Mughal historians, except Badauni^, are ’ 
silent about Baz Bahadur's fate after he was admitted to court, 
fhey simply mention him as a talented musician and a mansabdar 
of 2,ooo and do not refer to his confinement. It is probable 
that &bul 3?azl and Kizamuddin did not refer to Baz Bahadur's

1. Op. Cit., 116 and B., II, 18-9.
2 and 3. Ibid.
4. Op. Cit., 122 and B., II,, 51-2. Badauni says that Baz Bahadur 

obtained release from confinement, but he could not escape 
his death.
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confinement as it would have injured the reputation of their 
master. Writing his book in secret,, Badauni., however, stated 
what he saw with his own eyes*

The reaction of Akbar to the news of the death of a fj
petty Afghan officer,, Daulat Khan Ludi at Ahmadnagar in I60I, i
expresses his distrust of the .Afghans* The Emperor is said to
have remarked, This day Sher Khan. Bur has departed from the "1

1 ’ '  ̂world. " This indicates the distrust with which Akbar still ̂
regarded the Afghans even at a time when his empire had reachedj

!
the zenith of its prosperity and they had ceased to be a I

|
political factor in India.

Certain economic measures of Akbar show his distrust di 
of the .Afghans. Badauni says that,, as the .Sadar-i~Sudur 
( Minister in charge of Ecclesiastical affairs and 'Endowments } 
of the Emperor from 1556 to 1561 A. D., Sheikh Gadai cancelled 
madad-i-ma^Esh lands and took away the legacy of the Khansadas. 2 
Bvidently by the Khanzadas,, Badauni meant the .Afghans, because 
in his history we find him often mentioning them as Khans or 
Khanzadas and the Mughals as Mirzas, Chaghtais and .ftizilbashis.
Moreover, the .Afghans had preceded -Akbar and also Abul Tazl

_ yaccused Sher Shah and Islam S^ah for their lavish grant of lands.*
So, it is reasonable to conclude that this land measure of Akbar

1 . Ma'asir, II, 6.
2. B., 11^ 29.
3. 5* is* I, 296.
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affected the Afghans living in his empire.
Bui’ther evidence from A1 in-i-Akbari not only clears 

whatever doubt we might have had about our conclusion from 
Badaunifs statement, but also proves that Akbar was determined 
to ruin the well-to-do Afghan families of his empire, Abul Bazl 
writes that, in 1562-63 ( 971 H, ), Emperor Akbar appointed 
Sheikh *Abdun Nahi as the Sadar-i-Sudur of the empire. He then 
took away all the land grants ( suyurghal ). from the Afghans and 
chaudhuries and referred the case of the others to the Sheikh, 
who inquired into and certified their grants, ^ Indeed this 
incident reveals Akbar*s distrust of the Afghans, He resumed 
outright the lands of the Afghans, while he gave the other 
classes of landholders the benefit of inquiry and confirmation. 
The motive which actuated Akbar in the resumption of all Afghan 
lands was certainly to them break their economic affluence
and to weaken them so that they might not create any trouble 
in the empire.

.Akbar* s distrust towards the Af^aans, In 1579, some Afghans came 
from their country and settled in the Panjab, On a report that 
they oppressed the people of the locality, Akbar ordered Sa^id 
Khan, the subadar of the Panjab, to have them settled in batches

Another incident, though small in itself, expresses
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in different*?, places so that they might neither be able to
1 moppress the people nor become vagabonds, rhe idea in thus

scattering the Afghans over the province was, no doubt, to
prevent them from causing any mischief locally.

Akbarfs distrust of the Afghans is reflected in the
writings of his secretary and court historian Abul Bazl, who
often mentioned them with the epithets of JlK blaclc fated n,
ft black faced Tt, ** brainless %  *! turbulent u, * vagabonds u,

2 "and " wicked 11. In making such remarks, Abul BazA, who., 
recorded the deeds and thoughts of his royal master, simply 
gave expression to the feeling of Akbar towards the Afghans,

A large number of Afghans entered the Mughal army, 
particularly after the loss of Bengal and Bihar in 1576*
Although they served with devotion and valour, Akbar did not 
entrust them with any important post in his government. Malik

3 ~ <r -Mustafa, a brother of Baz Bahadur, Bath Khan Masnad-i-Ali,
»*

Hasan Khan Batni, Haji Khan, the brother of Khwas Khan, Salim
r _ ~  ̂ - 5 _ „Khan Kakar, Babui Mankali, Saiyid Khan Karrani., Shahbaz Khan

- - - - ~ „ 7Niyaz1, Ibrahim Khan Kakar, Ibrahim Khan Miyana, Muhammad Khan
- ~ 8  -  9 „  ,  _ „  -Niyazl, Habibulla., Bath- Khan Sur,, Daulat Khan Ludi(,

1. A. N., Ill, 247.
2. Ibid, II;, 253,, 325 and III,, 4.
3. T.,, Ill, 42o.
4. A* N. Ill, 24.
5. Ibid, 14 ; II(< 448.
6 and 7. Ibid̂ , 427 $nd 623.
8* Ibid, 6o8-9 ; 1,(, II, 452.
9. M. r - k*, V., 67, He was the father of historian Ni^matulla.
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— — X — — — -"i *" — ~ cPath Khan Ludi, Bahadur Khan Qurdar, Salim Khan Luhani,, Isa
Khan Maswani, Sultan Sur, Allahadad Kjmn Luhani, Ulugh Khan
Luhani,,* Nasir Khan Miyana, Manu Khan Luhani, Taj Khan Luhani,

2Sher Khan and others joined Akbar*s army and rendered him good 
service in different campaigns of the empire. None of them, 
however, attained any post of dignity and honour in the imperial 
service.

While -Akbar was very free in his appointments of the 
Turks, Persians and even Hindus to responsible posts, he seems 
to have behaved very differently towards the -Afghans. There were 
7 vakils ( Principal Ministers ), lo vazirs ( Ministers of 
Finance ), 15 bakhshis ( Paymasters of the .Army ) and 8 s#adars'
( Ministers in charge of Ecclesiastical affairs and Endowments )

„ ,,, 3 but not one of them was an -Afghan,in the reign of .Akbar,, -
The .Afghans were not appointed to ̂ governorship or to any other
subordinate office in the provincial administration. .Although
they took part in many of Akbar*s campaigns and distinguished
themselves, yet they were never entrusted with a major army
command.

Moreover* .Akbar did not give any of the larger 
mansabs to the Afghans* .A study of the list of the mansabdars 
given in the A8 ..A*in reveals this fact. ^

1. A. N,, H I  , 8o7 •
2. Ibid, 65o.
3. A*in, 1, 232 ; Blochmann, 527-8.
4. Ibid., 223-32 ; 535-8.
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Man sab Total No* of* Mansabdars No* of Afghan
—  --       Mansabdars

5.000 3o ( excepting the princes ) None
4.500 2 None
4^000 9 None
3.500 2 None
5.000 17 None
2.500 8 None
2.000 27 2
1.500 7 None
l,25o 1 None
looo 31 4
9oo 38 None
8oo 2 None
7oo 25 None

.600 4 . None
5oo 46 None
SlSha:
4oo 18 1
35o 19 None
3oo 33 1
250 12 None
2oo 81 1

412 9
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The table shows that of the total number of 412
mansabdars only 9 Afghans received mansabs, and those too but

. L 1 lowly ones. Baz Bahadur, the musician and the ex-king of Malwa,
w&rs; the receipient of the mansab of 2(,ooo. Another Afghan

— ~ 2 named Baulat Khan Ludi received this rank. Battu Khan Masnad-i-
c - 3 — 4 - . ~ 5 . - 6All, Hasan Khan Batni, Babui Mankali, and Salim Khan Kakar,
were mansabdars of l,ooo. Hahmat Khan and,8hah.Muhammad., the sons

7 8of Battu Khan, and Bahadur Khan Qurdar obtained the mansab
of 3oo, 25o and 4oo respectively. Hasan Khan Miyana, the father
of Bahlul Khan Miyana, who rose to the mansab of l,5oo in the
reign of Jahangir, has been mentioned as a raansabdar, but his

9actual command has not been given in the A 1 in.
Most of the above mentioned Afghan chiefs, however, 

rendered distinguished service to Akbar*s empire. Tattu Khan 
Masnad-i~*Ali, a noble of sultan -Adil Shah, joined Mughal service
in 1561 after the failure of Sher Shah II*s attempt to recover

' IL. cthe lost sovereignty, surrendering the fort of Chunar to Akbar.

1. A* in, I, 225.
2. A. H., Ill, 785 ; T,, II, 588-9o.
5* Badauni ( II., 77 ) mentions him as a mansabdar of 2,ooo, but 
Nizamuddin ( II, 44o ) says that Battu died a mansabdar of l,ooo. 
The evidence of Nizamuddin, who was a bakhshi, seems more reliable
4. Blochmann - A*in, 1, 476.
5. A* in, I,, 227 ; Blochmann, I, 475 ; T. , II , 44o,
6. Ibid, 225 ; 448.
7.&ndxgx Ibid, 229 ; Blochmann, I,, 528.
8. . Ibid,, 228 ; T#, II(, 456.
9. Blochmann - A* in,'I, 569.
10. A. N., II, 149-50 ; T#,. II, 170 ; B., II, 63.
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A valnj^nt soldier, Pattu Khan fought the enemies of the Bmperor 
in many a campaign* He took part in suppressing the rebel viceroy

-  • r- 1Khan Zaman in 1565 and the disturbances in the Panjab caused
— ■ -  —  2 by the advance of ambitious Mirza Hakim from Kabul,

H§,san Khan Batni, one of the iifghan chiefs of
Sulaiman Karrani, left the service of Baud Karrani before the
fall of Ilajipur to iikbar in 1574, The capture of Hajipur and
and Patna from Baud was mostly due to his valuable suggestion.
When the Mughals had failed to capture the strong fort of Patna,
Hasan l̂ han Batni suggested the destruction of the Punpun bridge
and the siege of Hajipur, the supply centre to Patn§, as the

3necessary preliminary, Pollowing his suggestions, the Mughals 
captured H§.jipur and the fall of the town broke the resistance 
of the Afghans of Baud, They evacuated Patna and the Bmperor 
easily occupied the fort,

Babui Mankali was another noble of Baud Karrani who 
entered the service of iAkbar after the fall of the Karrani a&3c 
saltanate in 1576, He took a good part part in the suppression 
of the Bihar-Bengal rebellion and in subduing the chiefs of 
Bengal, ^

Baulat K^an Ludi was another .iAfghan,. who served

1. H,, II, 257.
2. Ibid* 37o ; III, 167 ; B., II, 156,

3* Ibid, 325 ; HI, 82-3.
4, ,A. N,, III, 314 and 4oo-l.
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valiently the cause of Mughal expansion. His ancestors., the
relations of haul at Khan Ludi and bilawar Khan Khan Khanan7

^ ^Umar ■ ^ -served the Ludi and Sur sultans and his father Khan Ludi,
after the -battle of Panipat in 1556, fled to Guzrat and took
service under Sher Khan Puladi at Patan, Umar Khan fought
against the Mughals in Guzrat in 1572-75 and was killed and his
son baulat Khan Ludi ±±&£ with fled along with other Afghans to
Surat, Abu Turab, the author of Tarikh-i-Guzrat, invited him to
■Ahmadabad and introduced him to the Mughal subadar, Khan Arzam
Mirza %z±z Koka, who appointed the brave young -Afghan in his
army in 1575. 2

Khan il^zam greatly appreciated the courage and fighting
qualities of baulat Khan Ludi and made a present of him to Mirza
*Abdur Rahim, the son of Bairam Khan, at h the time of his ( Khan
A rzam ) sister’s marriage with him. At that, time,, he said to
ikbdur Rahim that if he wished to rise high and to obtain his
father’s title of Khan Khanan, he should keep baulat Khan with

3him and rear him,
Mirza Slbdur Rahim had a great admiration for baulat 

Khan Ludi and chose him for his companion. In his Memoirs,, 
lahangir says that *Abdur Rahim regarded baulat IOian as his own

4brother or even hundred times more than his brother, baulat
1, Tuz,, 42-* 3 ; Imamuddin - Khan Jahan’s Ancestors,

Islamic Culture, XXXIII^ Wo, 3.
2, Ibid and MaVsir, II, 5,
3, Ibid,
4, Tuz.., 43,
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Khan had so much influence with his master that Badauni has
— . Imentioned him as his vakil ( deputy ), • '

Indeed most of the victories of ikbdur Bahim were due
2 c -  to Baulat Khan1 s valour and manliness. In 1583^ .Abdur Bahim,

then governor of Guzrat, was faced with the formidable rebellion
of the renegade Guzrati sultan Muzaffar Shah III* who had

Icollected 4o,ooo horse against! Mughal force numbering■ f\
only lo^ooo. The Bmperor had sent instructions to him not to
engage the rebels until the re-inforcements from Guzr&t had
arrived, Baulat Khan, however, said to ^bdur Bahim at that time,
t? Then you will have ipqdta; partners ; if you want to be IOian
Khanan, you must win victory alone, §£ It is better to be killed
than to live with an obscure name* Thus encouraged,, Abdur
Bahim instantly engaged the enemy at Saxkej, 3 kos from
•Ahmadabad. Baulat Khan fought with undaunted courage and
defeated the rebels. This victory won rilbdur Bahim from .Akbar
the title of Khan Khanan and the mansab of 5,o q o. ^

Baulat Khan also played a heroic part in ‘kbdur Bahim*s
5conquest of Ihatta in 1593, His part in the conquest of 

.Ahmadnagar in 16oo was no less distinguished. In recognition of

1. B., II, 367.
2, fuz., 43 ; Hahimi, III, 1628.
3, Ma*asir, I, 694-5,
4. I., II, 376 ; B., II, 336.
5* Ma*asir, II,' 5 ; Bahimi* III, 1628.
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his courage and service, .kbdur Rahim gave him the zgHd ranlc of
1l,ooo in his own contigfent.

Prince Baniyal had great admiration for Baulat Khan for
his valour and courage, At his request, *kbdur Rahim, who was his
( Prince*s) father-in-law* transferred the service of Baulat
Khan to the Prince in 16oo. Baniya^ gave him the rank of 2ooo,
Baulat Khan, however, did not live long to enjoy his new mansab,

2for in 16ol he died of colic in Ahmadnagar,
The authors of Rahimi and Ma*asir mention Baulat Khan

3as one of the bravest men of the age* Indeed the victory of 
Barkej and the conquest of Thatta and Ahmadnagar were largely 
due to his valour. Still Akbar distrusted him as an Afghan, and 
this is reflected in the remark he made when he received the 
news of his death, ^

Baulat Khan Ludi left several sons behind him of whom 
Pir Khan was destined to be the most influential noble in the 
court of Jahangir, with the title and name of IQian Jahan Ludi.

1* Ma*asii\, II, 5 ; Rahimi, HI, 1628.
2. A, N*, III, 785 ; Ma'asir, II, 5-6.
3. Rahimi, III, 1628-9 ; Ma’asir., II, 6.
4. Op, Cit., 2o2.



CHAPTER VIII
Jahangirfs policy to the .Afghans and 
their, position in his court ( 16o5-27 )

The relationship between the.Afghans and Akbar was one 
of hostility and distrust. Jahangir, however, followed a 
conciliatory policy towards the Afghans and favoured them with 
suitable posts in the imperial service and an honoured position; 
at court, The .Afghans responded to this treatment with loyalty 
and devotion on the battle-field and in the council-chamber.
Thus there.dawned a new phase in Afghan-Mughal relations in 
India.

The Afghan historian Nifmatullats, writings reveal this 
important fact. He says, n In the year lo21 H. ( 1612. A. D. '),

3 _the Afghans lost their rule In India ' and Emperor Jahangir, 

pardoning them their previous.faults, attached them to himself 
by the bonds of bounty. He gave so much attention to them that 
they gave up their hostile attitude and bound themselves in 
submission and attachment to him even at the saci’ifice of their 
lives. By their distinguished service, they raised themselves to 
the rank of great nobles and became worthy of being admitted to 
the Emperor*s company. They aspired after imperial favour and 
exalted, rank and they were exalted by the conferment of 
illustrious titles. -M
1. The -Afghans had lost their rule in Northern India in 1556 and 
in Eastern India in 1576. It was only in Sylhet that a few Afghans 
under tfsman Luhani resisted Mughal rule till 1612.
2. M.-, 172b. ; ^
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New,Afghan^policy with_Jahangii^s accession ;

In fact, however, the new phase in Afghan-Mughal 
relations began, not in 1612 as Mi^matulla alleged, but in 16o5, 
at the very beginning of the reign of Jahangir* In this respect, 
in 1612 the -Afghan chief *Usman Luhani died fighting the battles 
of a bygone period* Jahangir had already been willing to make

C  -  - -  -  -  1peace with Usman Luhani by offering him a command of 5,ooo,
Jahangir sought the support of the .Afghans fx’om the very 

beginning of his reign just because he could not rely on many of 
the nobles of his father:1 s time and felt the need of having a 
strong body of his supporters* Khan A rzam Mirza *Aziz Kuka, at 
the head of a section of Mughal nobles, and Raja Man Singh, the 
chief of the Rajput nobles, had, in the last days of Bmperor 
Akbar, tried to push aside his succession and place his son 
Kliusrau on the throne. Their intrigues made him feel so insecure 
that he dared not visit his dying father* The support of the 
Barha Saiyids led by Saiyid khan Barha and Murtaza Khan, however, 
foiled their intrigues and Jahangir succeeded his father without 
further hindrance from them. But Jahangir1s faith in many of the 
nobles of his father!s time was wsak^nad naturally weakened and 
he felt the need of creating a group of nobles on whom he could 
confidently x*ely, kor this he began to look towards the -Afghans.

1. Baharistan, I, 1-74-5*
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Besides, born in the freer atmosphere of his father’s
court, Jahangir felj^^able to go further than his father in

/ ^  /conciliating ^l^wisher and the vanquished foes of his empire.
He conciliated the Rajputs of Udaipur whom Akbar failed to 
conquer. The favour he showed to Rana Amar Singh and his Karan 
Singh, after the conquest of his country in 1614, speaks of his 
conciliatory policy towards the vanquished.

When Karan Singh accompanied Prince Khurram to court, 
Jahangir honoured him by giving him a place in front of the 
right hand of the circle as well as a robe of honour and a 
jewelled sword. In his Memoirs, Jahangir writes, v As it was 
necessary to win the heart of Karan, I everyday showed him some 
fresh favour. On the second day of his attendance, I gave him a 
gski jewelled dagger and on the next a special Iraqi horse with 
a jewelled saddle. . . . Nurjahan Begam gave him a rich dress 
of honour, a jewelled sword, a horse, a saddle and an elephant.
After this I, presented him witha a rosary of pearls of great

1 - value. ” The same spirit of conciliation governed Jahangir’s
policy towards the Afghans.

Moreover, Jahangir realised that the Afghans were a
race of good fighters and if they could be won over, they might
render valuable service in his account. Already while he was a
prince, a number of Afghans served him with distinction. An

1. Tuz*, 135-6 ; R,, II, 17.
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Afghan chief named Ruknuddin earned from him the name of
- 1 - -Sher Khan for his valour. Another Afghan chief named Ibrahim

Khan Kakar performed meritorious service, a few days after the 
accession of Jahangir, in dealing with some rebelliously inclined 
Rajputs. Abhay Ram, Bijoy Rani and Shyam Ram , the grandsons of 
Bhagwan Das, the paternal uncle and adopted father of Raja. Man 
Singh, tried to flee from Agra so that they might join the Rana 
of Udaipur. Ihey were, however, placed in the custody of Ibrahim 
Khan Kakar and Katim Manltali, the son of Babui Mankali. when 
Ibrahima- and Hatim wanted to disarm these Rajputs they attacked 
them and wounded Ibrahim. Ibrahim, however, managed to kill them.
Impressed Jahangir rewarded heroic Ibrahim with the title of

- - 2 Dilawar Khan and gave him advancement in the Imperial service.
A comparison of the position of the Afghans in the court

of Akbar and of Jahangir in the. priad period, 16o5-12, shows
that Jahangir, from the very beginning of his reign, followed a

3conciliatory policy towards the Afghans.

1 * luz., 7 ; R., i, 17.
2. Ibid, 12-5 ; Ma1 ft-sir, II, 9.
3. 2 o 5 ~ 7 A l t .
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In the reign of Jahangir 
  _______

Subadars 2
Baujdars 2
Independent campaign 
commanders 2
Mengabdars ;
5 . 0 0 0  l '

3,.5oo 1
2.000 1

In the reign of Akbar
„ _ i _ i 2 5 6 _ - _ 1 6 o 5 _ 2_____

None
None

None

None

1, ooo 1

2 ( but one of them 
Baz Bahadur of Malwa was
in prison )
4

There was also a good number of Afghan officers in the
army whose mansab cannot be ascertained. Their mention in
Jahangir's Memoirs and other contemporary works, however, suggest

1suggests that they held suitable mansabs in the army. Hatim,
- _ - _ - _ “ 2 c - - " 3the son of Babui Mankali, Bayazid Mankali, Ali Î ftan Niyazi,

Shahbaz Khan Ludi, ̂  Bayazid ivhan Pani, Jahin Khan Pani and 
Sher Khan Tarin were some of the Afghan officers whose actual 
rank as mansabdar has not been mentioned in the contemporary 
histories.

1. Tuz., 12; R«, I, 29.
2. Ibid,, 8o ; 166.
3. Ibid, 88 ;
4. Ibid, 147 ; Iqbalnama, lo4.
5. Baharistan, I, 74-5.
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In the year of his accession, Jahangir appointed Dilawar
Khan Itakar as governor of Lahur and raised his mansab to l,5oo

1 Phorse* He promoted Sher Khan to the mansab of 3,, 5fc>o ~ and gave
3 -him the charge of Peshawar and Khaibar Pass. In 161o, Jahangir 

elevated Ghaznin Khan Jaluri to the rank of 2,ooo personal and
47oo horse. J^angli Khan held the mansab of l,5oo personal and

58oo horse in the early years of the reign of Jahangir. In 16o7,,
Jahangir appointed Mubarak IQian Sarwani to the Paujdarship of
Hisar and two years after he increased his mansab to looo p&rs&Ha:

6personal and 3oo horse. Taj Khan Afghan, whose mansab is not
_ 7known, served the empire of Jahangir &£ as governor of Thatta.

Moreover, Jahangir showed special favour to Pir Khan
Ludi, the son of Daulat Khan Ludi, In 16o6, he gave him the si
rank of 3,,ooo personal and l,5oo horse and conferred on h& him
the title of Salabat Khan. He also presented him with a

8 ~standard and drums and called him farzand ( son ). Jahangir
always referred to him as ** my son M and looked upon him as no
less than his own sons. In 16o7;, he gave him the title of
Khan Jahim and ordered that., in all the farmans and imrre'&pim&igH&e
correspondences, his name should be written by the new title.
    — ■— *-- : c s i s p
1. Tuz., 23 and 27 ; Iqbalnama, 7 ; Ma'asir, II, 9.
2. Ibid, 7.
3. Ibid, 49 and 6o.
4. Ibid, 85.
5. Ibid, 146.
6. Ib id, 55 and 76.
7. Ibid, 131.
8. ibid, 42 and Iqbalnama, 19.
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About this time, Khgn Jahan Ludi received the rank of 5,ooo 
personal and 5,ooo horse and a special khil^at and a jewelled 
sword*

By I608 Khan Jahan Ludi became one of the intimate and 
influential nobles at court* In his Memoirs, Jahangir writes,

* * ?,f I promoted him ( Khan Jahan ) beyond his fellows and equals**'
The Bmperor also says, Today there is in my government none
of greater influence than Khan Jahan, so much so that, on his
representation, I pass over faults, which are not pardoned at

3the intercession of any other servant of the court, ** In fact, 
Jahangir pardoned the offences of the nobles and officers at the 
intercession of Khan Jahan Ludi* Bulip Rai, the son of Rai Rai 
Singh, committed an offence, which Jahangir, in his Memoirs,
does not speak, and took shelter with Khan Jahan* Bor the sake

_ Aof Khan Jahan, Jahangir passed over the matter* *
The author of Mal-asir says that Jahangir favoured 

Khan Jahan so much that he wished him to marry in the Mughal 
royal family. He also wanted to give him the title of sultan 
and to offer him a seat in the Ghusalkhana ( Royal Bath ) * Khan 
Jahan, however, refused representing that these were two

1 . Tuz«, 61*
2* Ibid, 42 . ^ p ^

3* Ibid, 43* c— d/-* U? (j*
^ \>>r£ J'
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1privileges reserved fcrr the princes* We donot know if the 
above statement of Ma'asir is a fact. But, considering JahangirVs 
intimacy with and strong affection for Khan Jahan, we can say 
that such offers were not improbable.

on
When in 161o, Khan Jahan offered to go km. the heccan 

campaign, Jahangir writes in his Memoirs, ” I had never 
contemplated separation from him ; but, as the affair was an 
important one, I necessarily gave him permission and ordered him 
that, as soon as matters had been arranged, he should return 
without delay and that he should not stay in that region more 
than a year.” The Emperor gave him presents of many things
and appointed faithful nobles and officers to accompany him to

3 - -the Beccan* At the time of Khan - Jahan* s departure, Jahangir
descended from the Jharokoa i the place wherefrom the Emperor
used to give audience to the people ) and planed his own turban
on his head. He then to ole Khan Jahan Vs hand and helped him to
mount the horse. The Emperor granted him the special privilege
of beating his drums as he went from his presence. The author of
Ma'.asir writes that both Jahangir and Khan Jahan wept at the
time of the separation,^ The above incident shows the position
of the Afghan noble Khan Jahin in the court of Jahangir*

1. Ma*asir, I, 717.
2. Tuz*, 77*
3. Ibid, 77.
4. Ma'asir, I, 718. j< p

(2)bj oJU yj <5j U i ( j l  *  >1 >J> I ^  A  0 * 0  < C ^ ŷ  ( j t / 1



Noteworthy also as a proof of the new Mughal Emperor's
attitude towards the Afghans is his entrusting them, with
responsible posts and important commands. Jahangir gave them the
charge of such strategically important places as the Panjab,

]_Peshawar and the Khaibar Pass. In 161o, he vested the supreme
„  - 2command of the Deccan campaign to Khan Jahan Ludi.

This new attitude produced the desired effect. Prom this
time we find the Afghans fighting in right earnest for the cause
of the Mughal empire* Jahangir himself appreciated the service
of his Afghan officers* Of Bher Khan he says that he did his duty

3of guarding the Khaibar Pass well. As the governor of Lahur, 
Dilawar Khan also rendered valuable service to the empire of 
Jahangir. When the renegade and rebel Prince Khusrau advanced 
towards Lahur in I606 and many of the Mughal officers had joined 
his standard^, Dilawar Khan remained loyal to the Emperor* He 
could have joined Khusrau along with other Afghans of the Panjab. 
But,, Dilawar Khan did not do that. He prepared the defence of, 
Lahur and stubbornly resisted the siege of the rebel Prince.  ̂

Indeed it liras his resistance which enabled Jahangir to defeat a 
and capture Khusrau and to avert a civil war in the empire.

Many .Afghan officers fought in the war against Udaipur

1. Op. Git,, 217.
2 . Tuz., 86 ; Ma'asir, I, 719 ; Iqbalnama, 45*
3. Ibid, 60 ; R.., I, I02. *
4. Ibid, 27 and 29 ; Iqbalnama, lo-l ; De Laet, 174.
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and Jahangir appreciated their services. He says that Ghaznin 
Khan Jaluri showed the greatest zeal of all in fighting against

•"j ^  ^
the Hana. ^ayazid Mankali .and his brothers fought bravely

2against the rebels in Ueh.
Î ian Jahan Ludi and many other Afghans took part in 

the campaign against Ihmadnagar. At first Khan Jahan went to 
assist the supreme commander Khan Khanan Sbdur Rahim in the 
a campaign. But, he found the commander lukewarm in his duty. 
So, he sent a representation to the Emperor accusing *Abdur 
Rahim and suggesting that if he was appointed to the chief

3command, he would conquer Ahmadnagar and Bijapur in two years. 
Jahangir fell in with his proposals. He also appointed Khan 
A rzam to assist the new commander. Although Khan Jahan exerted 
himself with great zeal and ability, his campaign against 
Ahmadnagar did not fare better than that of Slbdur Rahim. The 
guerrilla tactics of the Deccanis and the genius of their 
commander Malik l^bar foiled his efforts. The absence of a 
concerted plan of campaign on account of the differences of the 
Mughal generals also contributed to the failure of Khan Jahan. 
But whatever the reason for the result of the campaign, it
illustrates the earnestness of an Afghan chief in fighting for
the expansion of Jahangir's empire.

1 . Tuz, , && 85. ^

2 . Ibid., 82. ,
3. Ibid., 86 ; R., I, 179-8©.
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In 1611, a great offensive against Ahmadnagar was planned. 
Khan Jahan, Man Singh and Khan A^zam were to advance from the 
side of Berar and Khandesh. Abdulla Khan was to advance from 
Guzrat in the direction of Hasik and Trimbak* He was to keep in 
touch with the main division of the arm^o that they might make 
a simultaneous attack on Ahmadnagar. Abdulla Khan*s vanity and 
his selfish passion for glory, however, spoiled the plan. He did 
not co-operate with Khan Jahan and made a dash towards Paulatabad. 
■*-he guerrilla taxtics of the Bee can is and their blockade of his 
supply routes greatly reduced his army. Realising his follylf 
^Abdulla Khan reti’eated to Baglana and thence to Guzrat,

In his Memoirs, Jahangir writes that the great offensive 
under Khah Jahan Ludi failed because of the pride of Abdulla Khan* 
the disagreement of the generals and,the carelessness of Khan 
A^zam. We, however, think that the disagreement of the Mughal 
generals and the carelessness of Khan A rzam might have been due 
to the vesting of the supreme command in Khan Jahan. The proud 
Mughal nobles and generals probably could not reconcile themselves 
to the idea of being subordinates to an Afghan and a new-comer 
to the imperial service.

Jahangir1s policy won over many Afghan chiefs to his 
service. Bir Khan Ludi and his brothers joined the army of

l.-Tuz.,-lo’7 R*, I, 219-2o.
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1Islam Khan, the governor of Bengal. In 1611 after the battle
of Salka, Jamal Khan Luhani left the service of Raja Prat8.pad.itya

-  p -of Jessore and entered Jahangir1s Bengal army. Nasir Khan Pani,
Bariya Khan Pani and their followers left ̂ Usman Luhani and joined

3 ^the imperial army. Mirza Nathan, the author of Baharistan-i-
Ghayebi and a petty officer in the Mughal army, had 25o Afghans

4 -under him. In the campaign of Islam Khan against the zamindars 
of Bengal and^Usman Luhani, we see that Bayazid Khan Pani, 
Jahan Khan Pani, Bher Khan Par in, Muhammad. Khan Pani and other

■ 5Afghan officers and sold.iers fought in the Mughal army.
Notwithstanding the conciliatory policy of Jahangir 

towards the Afghans in general and his fair offers to rUsman 
Luhani in particular, a section of the Afghans underrUsmin 
Luhani and Bayazid Kai?rani remained hostile to him. In alliance 
with Musa Khan, the son of rIsa Khan, the leader of the 
Barabhuyans of Bengal, they resisted Mughal authority in 
Las tern Bengal*. Kven after the submission of the zamindars in 
163*1, these Afghans defied Jahangir*s authority in Sylhet. In 
the battle of Baulambapur In 1612, they fought against the vast 
forces of the Mughals with only 3_o,ooo infanti*y, 5 , 2oo cavalry

1. Baharistan, I, 54.
2 , Ibid, llo.
3* Ibid, loo.
A? ibid, 87.
5. Ibid, 7 4 - 6 and 7 8 .
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1 £and 14o elephants. fUsman fell in the fight and many of his
2men were killed* The death of the leader dispirited the Afghans 

and they surrendered themselves to. the Mughal general Shujarat 
Khan.

Afghan position after 1612 :

Usman and his menAgiven the Mughals much trouble. The 
battle of Daulambapur had destroyed the last refuge of the 
Afghans. They could obtain neither shelter nor service in 
Bengal as the power of the zamindars had been crushed and the 
whole country had passed into the hands of the Mughals. They 
could not also pass to Afghanistan /df to Southern India through,
* i i

the Mughal territories. So, after the battle of Baulambapur, 
the Afghans were either to surrender or to move as homeless 
wanderers in the hills*'of Assam or Tripura.

In the circumtances, Jahangir might have remained 
indifferent to the .Afghans. He, however, forgot their past 
conduct and favoured them.When the Afghans surrendered after 
the battle,' Shuja^at Khan and other MUghal officers received 
them honourably. The sons and brothers of rUsman Luhani received 
robes of honour and 4oo Afghan chiefs obtained the present of 
a pair of shawls each,," On their arrival at Dacca, subadar

1. Baharistan, I, 173.
•2 . Tuz,.., lo4 . Jabangir writes that he could not at first believe
that Usman, the great warrior, who had for years defied the 
Mughals, was dead at Daulambapur.
3. Baharistan, I, 196-7 ; Iqbalnama,, 64.
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I — “Islam Khan also presented them with robes of honour. Bayazid
Karrani and his. brothers who. had also submitted received the same

-  “  2generous treatment from Jahangir.
Jahangir admitted the Afghans ofrUsman and Bayazid 

into the imperial army. This made a great impression on their 
minds and they fought loyally and heroically.-in the Mughal 
conquest of Koch Bihar, Kamrup and Kachar,. The subjugation of 
these countries of the north-east frontier of the Mughal empire 
was largely due to this, .

The subjugation of the Afghans of Sylhet in 1612 and 
Jahangir* s clemency to them brought about a, complete change in 
Afghan-Mughal relations in India. It dissipated the atmosphere 
of hostility and distrust that had existed between the Afghans 
and Mughals since the time of Babur, Jahangir trusted the 
.Afghans unreservedly with responsible posts in the imperial 
service and honoured them with titles, presents and khilrats.
The Afghans,, ontheir part̂ , reconciled themselves to the loss of 
their sovereignty .and independence and exerted themselves to 
better their fortune within, the imperial service and to obtain 
an honoured position at the Mughal court. Thus the Afghans rose 
rapidly in the Imperial service and though they ceased to be an 
independent political force in India, they succeeded in

1 . Baharistan,, I, 2o5. ■
2 . Ibid., 195-6 and 2o8 .
3. Ibid,, 222-3> 23o-2, 316, 371 and 41o.
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establishing their influence within the court of Jahangir. A 
study of their position in the period, 1613-16 27, will bear 
out this statement.
Afghans in Mughal imperial service ( 1613- 27 ) i

Subadars 4
Di^l^rar Khan Kakar 
Taj Khan Afghan 
J alal Khan Kakar 
Khan Jahan Ludi

Independent campaign commanders 
-At al 11]

mfSipahsalar
Baujdars

Kashmir 
Thatta 
Kashmir
Multan, Guzrat and 
the Deccan

1
1
3

Mubarak. Khan Sarwani 
1Mubariz Khan

2Sher Khan Afghan
Mansabdars

7.000

4.000 
4 , ooo

7.000

3.000 
3 ,ooo

Khan Jahan Ludi
Dilawar Khan K^kar 4

Bahlul Khan Miyana 5 
( Sarbuland Khan )

1. Tuz.., 2o3 ; R., I., 4o9.
2 . Iqbalnama* 2 2 2 .
3. Lahuri, I, 182..
4. Tuz., 3o3 ; Iqbalnama, 146 5 . Lahuri, I., 182.
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4, ooo
3.000 

3, ooo

3.000
1.500

3.000

2.500 
2,ooq
2.000

2,ooo
1.500
1 .500 
1,000 

1, ooo 
1, ooo

7oo

Kamalud&in Huhila 1

3, ooo
2.500

2.000
1.000

5oo 

1 , 2oo
1.500 
1,000

l o o  

1, 2oo 
1,000 

7og 
6oo 
3oo 
5oo

Mubariz Khan Huhila
Sardar Khan Afghan  ̂
Sher Khan ( Hahir Khan )

-  -  5Sheru Huhila

All ah ad ad Khan Huhila, ^
- 7Hhahbaz Khan Dutani ,

Babui Khan Karrani
_  „ 9.Ahmad Khan Niyazi

8

Asalat Khan Ludi lo
■ -  -  11 Shahbaz Khan Ludi

Crhaznin Khan Jaluri
12Nannu, Khan Afghan

_  i 3Mangli Khan
v 14Stubarale Khan hiyazi 

Jalal Khan Kakar “ 

Mubarak Khan Sarwani
16

Kamaluddin Khan ( son of 8her Khan Afghan )

1„ Lahuri, 1, 311*
2. Ibid,I, 182 and 214*
3* Tuz., 344*
4. MaVasir, II, 65 2 ; Lahuri, I, 78.
5. Ibid, 65o-l*
6. Tuz., 184.
7 and 8. Lahuri, I, 183 and 121*

9. MaT asir, 1, 185,
lo-13* Tb2#, 352, 147, 366 and 146,

14* Lahuri, I, 3o7.
15-16. Tuz., 312 and 146.
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Besides those listed above, there were in the army of 
Jahangir other Afghan mansabdars whose actual rank as mansabdar 
is not known. Shah Muhammad Kakar, Muhammad Khan Hiyazi and 
others ^ have been mentioned as officers in the imperial army 
fighting against Koch Bihar and Kamrup in 1612-13* We, however, 
do not find any reference to the number of horse they commanded,
Jahangir writes that, in 1617 after the death of Hasan Khan

*' 2Miyana, he granted mansabs to his sons. In 162o when Dilawar
Khan died, Jahangir also favoured his sons and sardars with 

3 - -mansabs. Jamal Khan and Bust am Khan have been mentioned as 
Afghan officers in the Mughal army fighting the rebels of 
Kangra in 162o.4 As they were officers having Afghan followers 
under them, it may be said that they held some mansab in the 
imperial army.

To illustrate Jahangir*s new policy towards the Afghans 
and their loyal service to him it will be useful to examine in 
some detail the careers of Dilawar Khan Kakar and Khan Jahan 
Ludi. We have seen that Dilawar Khan Kakar saved the empire of 
Jahangir in 16o6 from a civil war by resisting the rebel Prince 
Khusrau at Lahur and by helping the Bmperor to capture him.
In 1614, along with Sher Khan and other Afghan officers,

1. Baharistan, I, 318, 336, 371 and 41o,
2. Tuzn, 2oo-l ; R., I, 4o5-6.
3. Ibid, 311 ; II, 167*
4* Ibid, 311-2 ; II, 166-7* ,
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he joined Prince Khurram in the conquest of Udaipur and
1 - performed distinguished sefvice. In 1618, Jahangir appointed

Dilawar Khan as governor of Kashmir and the latter promised to
the Emperor that he would in the course of two years conquer

2Kishtwar, a mountainous country in South Kashmir.
In 1619, accompanied by his adventurous sons Jalal,

Jamal and Hasan, Di^tlawar Khan marched with an army of lo,ooo
foot for the conquest of Kishtwar. As the country was full of
mountains, defiles, jungles, rivers and fords, they had to face
great difficultiesjin the campaign. They, however, overcame all
obstacles and, by the beginning of 162o, they completed the

3conquest of Kishtwar. Jahangir highly appreciated Dilawar 
Khan's service. He honoured him and his sons withli & khilrat 
and an increase in mansab and granted him the revenue of the

4conquered territory which amounted to loo,ooo rupees a year.
In his Memoirs,, Jahangir wrote about him, " Among the nobles of 
high rqnk Dilawar Khan was one who combined valour with 
leadership and knowledge of affairs. He always established his

5superiority in my service a^id worked with perfect sincerity.*5 
The Emperor patronised his sons, after Dilawar Khan's death in 
16 2o, and appointed his eldest son Jalal as governor of Kashmir.

1. Tuz., 27-9 and 127 ; Ma'asir, II, lo.
2. Ibid, 225 ; R., II., 6.
3. Ibid, 29 4-5 ; Iqbalnama, 141-6.
4. Ibid, 288 ; 146.
5. Ibid, 311 ; H., II, 167.
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Jalal and his men fought bEavely in subduing the zamindars and
j

chiefs who still defied Mughal authority in Kishtwar. ^

Afghan^influence at_Mughal_court :

The career of Khan Jahan Ludi best illustrates the 
new policy of Jahangir. It also shows the rise of Afghan influence 
in the Mughal empire, Even after Khan Jahan*s failure in the 
Deccan in 1611, Jahangir treated him with favour. He gave him a 
jagir in Thanesvar. In 1612, Jahangir summoned him to court 
because as he says in his Memoirs, ” -As I had a great desire to 
see my farzand Khan Jahan and wanted to inquire into the

pImportant affairs connected with the Deccan, I sent for him. n 
About this time at his request, the Emperor raised the mansab of 
Shahbaz Khan Ludi to 2,ooo personal and l,ooo horse. ^

In 1616, Khan Jahan accompanied Prince Shah Jahan to 
the Deccan, In 1617, Jahangir elevated him to the mansab of 
6,ooo personal and 6,ooo horse - a rank, which no other noble 
except the princes of the blood enjoyed at that time, He also 
honoured Khan Jahan with the present of an Iraqi horse from his
private stable.4 In the same year, Khan Jahan returned from the
De c c an — _ —A along with Prince Shah Jahan, Mahabat Khan and others and Jahangin

1. Tuz., 312 ; R., II,., 171.
2. Ibid, 145 : Ma'asir, I, 719.
3. Ibid, 147 ; 719.
4. Ibi, 184 ; H., I, 372.



gave precedence to him over other nobles. Hhah Jahan had the
{

honour of audience with the Emperor in the Jharolcjg#), After this, | 
Jahangir ordered the bakhshis to arrange the nobles according to 
their rank. In his Memoirs, he writes, ” The first,who had the 
honour of audience, was Khan Jahan, Sending for him above ( to 
the Jharok&fK }, I selected him for the honour of kissing my
feet, After this Abdulla Khan, Mahabat Khan and others were

2 ~introduced before the Emperor, This precedence of Khan Jahan
over others shows that by 1617 he rose to be the premier noble 
at court.

Jahangir had greater trust in Khan Jahan than in any 
other noble of his court. Even Empress KurJahan1s brother Asaf 
Khan did not enjoy so much of the Emperor1s confidence. An 
incident relating to the imprisoned Prince Khusrau reveals that. 
Mahabat Khan, Khan Jahan Ludi and other nobles suggested the 
release of the Prince to the Emperor. Jahangir, however, feared 
that IQiusrau might again create trouble for him. He agreed to 
release him if he could be placed in the custody of a trustworthy
noble. The choice of Jahangir fell on Kb.an Jahan. Khusrau was

5set free and made over to his care.
In 162o, Jah&gir took Khan Jahan with him to Kashmir 

for a change of air. About this time, the Emperor granted him a
_ c>>"t t / J y\

1,Tus,, 195 , h,, 1̂  j?94 . s p J l
2, Ibid, 195 ; 39 4.

CL „ -3, Wahab - Intikhab-i--^haKngir Shahi, E., VI 9 45 2.



very charming village named Inch near Srinagar which had been 
given by Akbar to Ramdas Kachwaha. ^

In 1621 when Jahangir was in Kashmir, he received news 
that the Persians were threatening Qandahar, Thereupon he 
appointed Khan Jahan as governor of Multan so that he might keep
watch in that quarter* He sent ± him to his charge with the

^ 2 present of a khil at, a jewelled sword, a horse and an elephant.
In 1621, Jahangir sent him the present of a special elephant

3 — a 4named Uaj Ratan and raised the mansab of &is son Asilat Khan.
In 1622^ the ff Persian ruler Shall ‘Abbas II besieged

Qandahar with! a large army and the Mughal commandant *Abdul rAz±z
was shut up in. the fort with a force of 3oq soldiers, Khan Jahan
communicated the news to Jahangir and sought his permission to
proceed to the relief of the beleaguered fort. Under the InflngnK
influence of Kurjahan, who wanted to send Shah Jahan to Qandahar
in order to humiliate and ruin him, Jahangir, however, refused
him saying that kings should be opposed by kings or princes.

A little later Jahangir sent a farman to Khan Jahan
summoning him to court. The opponents of Khan Jahan interpreted
this sudden call as a sign that the Emperor would humiliate him.
But to their disappointment and surprise, the Emperor received

1, Tuz., 312-3 ; R., II, 172.
2, Ibid, 323 ; - ,191 ; Iqbalnama, 176-7.
3. Ibid, 332 * 2o9.
4. Ibid, 337 ; 219.
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him with his usual favour and presented him with a khil^at, an
elephant, a special horse, a jewelled sword and a dagger. In fact
the Emperor required the pss presence of Khan Jahan at court so
that he might discuss Qandahar affairs with him. It was settled
that untill Shah Jahan came from the Deccan to command the army
to Qandahar, Khan Jahan was to wait at Multan and make all

1necessary preparations.
Shah Jahan, however, understood Nurjahan1s motives and 

he did not leave the Deccan on one excuse or another. In the 
meantime alter a siege of 45 days, the fort of (Jandahar fell 
into the hands of Shah iVbbas II. ^

When in 16 22 Shah Jahan rebelled, Jahangir summoned 
Khan Jahan to court. As he did not come in spite of repeated 
orders, Jahangir wrote to him, H If at this time Sher Khan 8ur 
were living, he would, notwithstanding his enmity., come to us 
and yet you have no i n c o m e , I t  happened that Khan Jahan had 
fallen ill at that time. When after 13 days he recovered, he 
hastened to court, Jahangir treated him with with favour and 
ordered him to guard the fort of Agra and its treasures and to 
take up his abode at Eathpur Sikri. ^

In 1623 on the death of Khan A rzam Mirza Sziz Kuka, 
Jahangir appointed Khun Jahan as governor of Guzrat. In the

1 Tuz., 345 ; Iqbalnama* 19 2 and 196 ; Ma'asir, I, 719-2o.
2 . Lahuri, II,:2&. 2 6 .

Ma'asir, I, 72o.
4. Tuz.* 36o, 373 and 38o ; Iqbalnama,* 216 ; Ma'asir, I, 72o.
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following year, he appointed him atalia to Prince Parvez and
viceroy of the Deccan in place of Mahabat Khan, who had fallen
into the bad graces of the Emperor. In 1625, Parvez died and Khan
Jahan obtained the &ole management of the Deccan affairs.'*" By
this time,, Shah Jahan was in full rebellion. Khan Jahan1 s positior:
as a premier noble in the empire was definitely established when
Shah Jahan rebelled and Mahabat Khan lost his position with
Prince Parvez. He had the favour and the confidence of the
Emperor and he wielded considerable influence at court. So, when
after a fruitless rebellion Shall Jahan presented his petition of
submission, the Emperor pardoned him at the intercession of Khan 

- 2Jahan. De Laet also writes that in 16 26. Khan Jahan was the most
3influential noble in the Mughal empire.

As a viceroy of the Deccan, i^an Jahan tarnished his 
good name by succumbing to the temptation of the Deccani gold. 
Instead of prosecuting the war against Ahmadnagar, in 1626 he 
made a treaty with the Nizam ul Mulk and his Abyssinian minister 
Hamid Khan. By this treaty, he sold to them for an annual tribute 
of three laic of Huns the whole territory of Balaghat. The annual 
revenue of the territory was 55 crore^ of Huns, ^han Jahan sent 
order’s to the Mughal officers to make over the territory to the 
Nizam ul Hulk's officers. All obeyed except Sipahdar Khan, the

1. MaVasir, I, 721.
2. Iqbalnama, 248.
5. De Laet, 23.



commandant of the fort of Ahmadnagar, who refused to surrender
1his charge without a farman from the Eraperor.

The court historian Mu^tamid Khan has condemned lilqaxi
' -  2 Jahan as a faithless tfghan for his sale of Balaghat.. The author

of Malasir says that by this treaty Khan Jahan made friends with
the Nizam ul Mulk so that he might find refuge at his court in * •

3the event of a change of fortune. In view,of the illness of 
Jahangir, Mahabat Khan fs coup and the rival' parties at court 
on the issue of succession, IQian Jahan probably felt that he 
might fall on evil days after the death of the Emperor. So,, to 
provide against future misfortune^, he made friends with the - 
Nizam Vhul Mulk., But, whatever might have been his motive,, the 
sale transaction revealed his faithlessness and ingratitude to 
the Emperor and his patron.

Khan Jahan1 s sale of Balaghat displeased Jahangir. In
spite of this, Jahangir conferred on him a few. days later the

4title of sipahsalar. It seems strange that, instead of 
humiliating the faithless -Afghan, Jahangir favoured him with the 
highest military title of the empire. It was nott, however, the 
strong affection of the Emperor for him rather the policy of 
Empress Nurjahan* who was the de facto ruler of the empire

1. Iqbalnama, 283-4 ; Lahuri, It, 271-2 ; ka’asir, I,, 721.
2 . Ibid.
3. Ma* asir," I, 721.
4. Iqbalnama*. 289 ; Ma*asir, 1, 721.
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at the time,, which accounted for this. Nurjahan wanted the
succession for her son-in-law Prince Shahriyar and for this reason
she had disgraced ^hah;iJahan and Mahabat Khan* The rebel Mahabat

1Khan joined Shah J^han and their alliance threatened the
ascendancy of Nurjahan, besides, Hurjahan could not rely on her
brother Asaf Khan, the father-in-law of Shah Jahan* She had to
rely all the more on Khan Jahan, the powerful viceroy of the
Deccan. Hence, Khan J ahan received the favour of the court and
he continued to enjoy his great position in the empire till the
death of Emperor.Jahangir in 1627*

A favourite companion of Emperor Jahangir, an ataliq
to a prince,. a powerful viceroy of a great and coveteable
province and the sipahsalar of the empire, Khan Jahan had a
unique position at the Mughal court. His intercession obtained
for HKkissxsjfi nobles and princes pardons from the Emperor for

2their offences. The author of Ma*asir says that., in point of 
intimacy and influence of words, Khan Jihan had no rival at

3court, The Emperor looked upon him as his son and offered him 
a seat in the Ghusallchana* He s^also wanted him to marry a 
princess of the blood. He helped him to mount ^h^\hs[rK^and k u s h. 
horse and even wept at his separation from him. The writings of

1* Iqbalnama,, 289 ; Ma'asir,!, 721*
2, Op. Cit*7 218 and 234.
3* Ma* asir, I7 717* ^ t
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the European travellers also reveal the affections of Jahangir
for Khan Jahan. Edward Terry, who came to the Mughal court in
1616, says that the Emperor Jahangir gave Khan Jahan the title

« 1of H the Lord of my Heart .
Indeed Khan Jahah held an enviable position at the

court of Jahangir. The Emperor granted him many special
privileges. Khan Jahan enjoyed the privilege of beating his
drums in the royal presence. He had also the privilege of

2public and private reception. The author of Ma’asir says that 
all the nobles had to receive Khan Jahan when he came to court. 
One day SJjah Jahan said to Saiyid Khan Jahan Barha, 11 This title 
( Khan Jahan ) is of a man from whom we and k all the princes 
desire to receive attention ; but,out of contempt, he says 
nothing to anybody.'"11  ̂ This illustrates the position and 
influence of Khan Jahan at the court of Jahangir. Indeed in 
Khan Jahan we find the culmination of the .Afghan political 
influence in the Mughal empire.

1. Purchas His Pilgrimes, IX, 48.
2. Ma'asir, I, 723. *,{& p 'U £ j
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid. 73o-l. *i5 ^  u Jo-'



CHAPTER IX

The fall of Khan Jahan and 
the decline of .Afghan influence

In the reign of Jahangir, the Afghan influence at the court 
of the Mughals rose to its zenith in the person of Khan Jahan Ludi 
In the reign of Shah Jahan ( 1627-58 ), however, there came a 
steady decline in Afghan influence and position in the Mughal 
empire. The hostile attitude of Khan Jahan to the succession of 
Shah Jahan, his subsequent rebellion against him and consequent 
distrust of the new Ttoiperor towards the Afghans accounted for 
this,

Khan^Jahan and Shah Jahan l-s succession ;

Jahangir died in 1627 and there came an eclipse in the
fortunes of Khan Jahan* £?hah Jahan, who was at Junair in the
Deccan, proclaimed himself emperor at the news of his father*s
death and, desiring to win over the powerful viceroy of the
Deccan to his cause against his rival claimants to the throne,
he sent his confidential agent, Jan Nlshar Khan, to him with a
farman confirming him his viceroyalty, Khan Jahan, however,
refused to support Shah Jahan* The court historians say that
Khan Jahan, who had great authority in the Deccan, aimed at

- 1sovereign power gifter the death of Jahangir,

1, Iqbalnama, 299 ; Dahuri, I, 27o-l.
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This view of the Mughal historians seems to have been 
based oh their prejudice against Khan Jahan and the Afghans*
In fact, Khan Jahan did not aim at sovereign power, though many

Dariya Khan Ruhila, formerly an officer of Prince Shah Jahan, 
incited him to seize the opportunity for the recovery of the

Prince Shahriyar and the latter had proclaimed himself as 
emperor at Lahur, Asaf Khan and the army officers who had been 
with the dying Emperor Jahangir in the camp in Kashmir had 
installed hawar Bahhsh, a son of Prince Khusrau., on the throne. 
While there were three candidates for the throne, Aqa Afzal, the 
diwan of the Deccan whose brother was a-diwan of Shahriyar,, 
advised Khan Jahan to remain neutral in the succession dispute

pand to join the service of whoever became emperor.

Ha feared that if Shah Jahan became emperor, he would promote 
Mahabat Khan and as such his own great position and influence

of his friends and followers, particularly Sikanda.r Dutani and

Afghan soveregnty in India
■Khan Jahan., however, wanted to be neutral in the 

succession dispute that occu^d after the death of Jahangir. He 
saw that Impress Hurjahan supported the cause of her son-in-law

Besides, Khan Jahan was displeased with Shah Jahan 
because he conferred on Mahaba/fc Khan the title of sipahsalar.

1. Iqbalnama, 299 ; Malasir, I, 722 and 727.
2. Ma^asir, I, 722.
3. Ibid.
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at court would be gone* It wounded the feelings of Khan Jahan ’ttui
f . ' ’

Shah Jahan, in spite of his former intimacy with him, should 
favour his rival Mahabat Khan, who had joined him only recently.^ 
So, Khan Jahan did not wish to support the cause of Shah Jahan. 
Moreover, he thought that, , in view of|̂ llmpx,ess Nur jahan1 s support 
of Shahriyar and the installation of Dawar B.akhsh by Asaf Khan 
and the army, Shah Jahan had little chance of obtaining the 
throne.

Khan Jahan1s hostile attitude towards Shah Jahan*s .
succession Incensed the latter and he sent Mahabat Khan with an
army to Mandu, where Khan Jahan had left his family and men. At 
this, Khan Jahan renewed friendly relations with the Nizam ul 
Mulk and, leaving his sons and Sikandar Dutani in charge of 
Burhanpur, he moved towards Mandu and occupied Malwa from its

. pgovernor Muzaffar Khan Mahnuri, who was inclined to Shah Jahan.“ 
But, although Khan Jahan did not support Shah Jahan, in 

the end it was the latter who won the war of succession, impress 
Nurjahan1s nominee Shahriyar was defeated and captured and the 
proclamation of Dawar nakhsh proved to be a ruse invented by 
Asaf Khan in favour of his son-in-law. Khan Jahan realised his 
grave miscalculation. So., after Shah Jahan1 s accession, he sent 
a vakil to court with suitable presents"Jumper or Shah Jahan

4forgave him and reappointed him to the government of the Deccan.
1 0 Ma*as ir, I, '722.
2. Iqbalnama> 3oo ; Lahuri,- I, 272 ; Ma'asir, I, 723.
3. Ibid.
4. Lahuri, I, 273 ; 'Smal, I, 343.
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ghah Jahan*_s Afghan Policy ( 1627-31 ) ;

.At the beginning of his reign ( 16,27-31 )., Rmperor
Shah Jahan followed his father*s policy of conciliating the
Afghans, The fact that he forgave Khan Jahan and reappointed him
to the government of the Deccan illustrates this. He also

-  1 * -confirmed Khan Jahan*s rank of 7,ooo zat and 7,, ooo sawai% Shall 
Jahan even pardoned Dariya Khan Ruhila, who had deserted from his 
service and joined Khan Jahan, The lumper or also gave him a mans.ab 
of 4,000 zat and 3,ooo sawar which., in 1628, was raised to 4, ooo 
and 4,ooo.^

Besides, Shah J'ahan appointed Sher Khan as governor of
3Guzrat and conferred on him the rank of 5, ooo and 5,ooo, He 

also confirmed and raised the mansab of a few' other Afghan 
officers, such as Bahlul Khan Miyana, Mubariz Khan Afghan.,

4 - T-- 5Bhahbaz Dutani and Jalal IChan Kakar, Moreover, he created
a few mansabdars from among the Afghans., such as is Bahadur Khan
- - • - - 6 7Ruhila, the son of. Dariya Khan Ruhila, Jahan Khan K altar and

others. The following table will give an idea of the position of
the .Afghans in the early years (.1627-31 ) of Shah Jahan*s reign.

1. Lahur i, I, 182.
2. Ibid, 2o2~3 and 297.
3. Ibid, 77-8 ; Ma*asir, II, 632-3.
4. Ibid, 182-3,
5. Ibid., 184.
6. Ibid, 117.
7. Ibid,, 119,
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4 4 an_man§ &b d ar s _ ̂ _ 16 31 - A , _ D̂, ) ;.

Khan Jahan Ludi7,ooo 7,ooo
3 ,ooo 5 ,ooo
4,ooo 4, ooo
4,ooo 3# ooo
4,ooo 2,ooo
3,,ooo 3,ooo

3,,ooo 2,ooo
3,ooo 3oo
2,5oo 2, ooo
2,ooo l,5oo
1,, 5oo 1, ooo
1 ,3oo 7oo
1, 5oo 3oo
1 ,000 Boo
1, ooo 4oo

Sher Khan
Dariya Khan Ruhila 
Bahlul Khan Miyana
Bahadur Khan Ruhila

- - 1 Asalat Khan Ludi
Mubariz Khan Ruhila
Sheru Ruhila ^
Shahbaz Dutani
Allahdad Khan Ruhila

- 3Babui Khan Karrani 
Mubarak Khan Niyazi  ̂

JHal Khan Kakar
Ahmad Khan Niyazi ^
— v ». 6Pir Khan Miyana

J&han Khan Kakar
- 7Bahadur Khan Ludi

Hi 1, Mafasir, I,, 732,
2, Lahuri, I, 2o4.
3. Ibid, I, ii, 3o2,
4, Ibid, I, 3o7.
5. Ibid, 296,
6, Ibid, I, ii, 3o8.
7. Ibid, I, 276.
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.Although the Afghans continued to enjoy an honourable
place in the Mughal army, yet their political influence,which
they had wielded in the empire through the great position of
Khan Jahan Ludi, disappeared in Shah Jahan*s reign. On account
of his sale of Balaghat and his hostile attitude to the
succession of Shah Jahan, Khan Jahan lost his position at his
court* On the otherhand, A s  o f  Khan and Mahabat Khan who had
helped the new'Emperor in the war of succession became the
premier nobles in the empire and they obtained the titles of
lamin ud daula (. the Pillar of the State ) and Khan IGianan
respectively.

The rise of Mahabat Khan, his rival, in particular,
meant the loss of Khan Jahanrs great position in the empire.
So, the author of Ma*asir rightly says that men, who had not
been admitted to the presence of Emperor Jahangir, claimed to
be the equals of Khan Jahan and they even raised their heads 

1above him.
It seems that Shah Jahan appointed Khan Jahan as 

governor of the Deccan with the idea that he was to recover 
Balaghat from his friend the Nizam ul Mulls. But as the latter 
could not do soh, in 16 28 the Emperor transferred him to Malwa 
and gave Mahabat Khan the charge of the Deccan. Khan Jahan took

1. MaTasir, I, 73o-l.
2 . Amal, I, 3 4 8 ; Laliuri, I, 199 and 273*



part in the suppression of Jujhar Singh Bundela1s rebellion.
After that, he came to court on a summons from the Bmperor. ^

Khan JahanTs rebellion :

The court historians say that Khan Jahan remained ®
eight months at court and* although the Bmperor did not rebuke
him, he continued to be moody and disconcerted and was ready to

2listen to trouble-makers *„ We, however think that Khan Jahan
had reason to feel uneasy at the coufct of Shah Jahan. He found

hadthat his former position was gone and his inferiors had been
made his superiors. Besides, Shah Jahan received him only with

3cold and formal politeness. This neglect wounded the feelings 
of Khan Jahan. Moreover, Shah Jahan significantly referred to the 
strong contingent he had brought to court. He also transferred
some parganas of Khan Jahan* s Jagirs to others.'1' These made

- — 4Khan Jahan suspect that Sliah Jahan. would humiliate and ruin him.
The rumour that he would soon be imprisoned added to

Khan Jahan* s suspicions. One day Mulchlis Khan \s son Mirza
k-askari mischievously told a son of Khan Jahan that his father
would soon be imprisoned. The son informed the father. Khan
Jahan feared for his safety and remained shut up in his house.
Shah Jahan sent him an amannama assuring him of safety.

1. Bahuri, I, 255 ; Amal, I, 348. i
2 . Ibid, 273*
3* Ma*asir, I, 723.
4. Ibid, 723-4.
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A§af Khan re-assured him. Khan Ja}ian, however, could not rely on
the amannama and, in the night of October 5 , 16 29 ( Safar 26,
lo39 ), he fled from -Agra with his family and followers. 1

Shah Jahan sent Khwaja -Abul Hasan Turbati to the pursuit
of Khan Jahan. At Bhulpur, 18 kos from Agra, Muzaffar Khan Bar ha 
and other Mughal generals encountered him. In the fight, Khan 
Jahan*s sons Husain and Ajrnal and his son-in-law Shams Khan Ludi
together with his brothers Muhammad and Mahmud, the grandsons of

. . - - _A1 am Khan Ludi, and many other Afghans were killed. " Khan Jahan
crossed the Chambal and passing through Bundellchand, the country
of Jujhai' Singh Bund el a, and seeking in vain shelter in Condwana,
he came via. Berar to Ahmadnagar.

Bahlul Khan Miyana ,, the jagirdar of Balapur, and
Sikandar Butani of Jalnapur left the Mughal service and joined

3 -  -Cian Jahan. A little later Bariya ivhan Ruhila fled from
nhanpur and joined him at Ahmadnagar.  ̂ Several other Afghan

y  ~
officers deserted Shah Jahan1s service and swelled the ranks of 
the. rebels. Considering Khan Jahan1s coming-as a great gain 
against the MughaJ. empire, the Nizam ul Mulk received him 
cordially and gave him and his companions money andvKiefs^ ^

In alliance with the Ni%am ul Mulk, Khan Jahan raided

1 . Lahuri,* I, 27 4-5
2 . Ibid, 276-8
3. Ibid, 289
4. Ibid, 3oo
5. Ma'asir, I, 726.

Amal, 1,, 348-9 ; Ma'asir, I., 724-5,
725 o

356 ; 726,
371.
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and plundered the Mughal. territories in the ^eccan. Shah Jahan
came personally to deal with him and from Burhanpur he directed
the campaign, sending three forces against Ahmadnagar. Khan
J all an could not stand before the imperialists and in 1 6 3 o, being
defeated in a battle at Bir, on the road east of Ahmadnagar, he
retreated to haul at ab ad*'*'

In the meantime,, differences and distrust arose
-  2arose between the Nizam ul Mulk and Khan Jahan." It was in the 

hope of getting some benefit against the Mughal empire that the 
Nizam ul Mulk had given shelter and help to Khan Jahan and his 
men. He,, however, found that the Afghans were a liability rather 
than an asset to him as in the event they failed to acquire any 
part of the Mughal territory for him. Moreover, the territories 
of the Nizam ul Mulk suffered severely from the inroads of the 
Mughal forces, which were in pursuit of Khan Jahan,Khan Jahan 
also was disgusted with the interested u friendship ” of the 
Nizam ul Mulk.^ He thought it advisable to leave his territory.

Attempt for^the recovery of Afghan rule l

On the advice of Dariya Khan Ruhila, Aimal Khan far in, 
Sard.ar Khan Ruhila and his chief adherents, Khan Jahan resolved 
to go to the fell Panjab so that he might obtain the help of

1. Lahuri, I, 324-6 and 328.
2 . Ibid, 3 3 4 -5 „
3, Ibid., 334-5 ; Amal,, Iy 398.
4, Mafesir, I, 728,
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1the Afghans there* This resolution changed the objective of 
Khan Jahan*s rebellion. A rebel turned a champion of Afghan 
national cause. Khan Jahan now determined upon rallying the 
Afghans for the recovery of the Afghan rule in India.,

According to the author of Malasir, Khan Jahan originally 
rebelled in defence of his honour ; but before the end, he was

2actuated by the desire to re-establish the Afghan rule in India, 
An analysis of his activities will indeed confirm Shah Nawaz*s 
verdict.

In spite of the advice of Nariya.IOian Buhila,, Sikandar
Dutani and others to make an attempt for the recovery of Afghan
sovereignty, Khan Jahan at first recognised Shah Jahan as 
Emperor, after he ascended the throne. Not until the third 
year of Shah Jahan*s reign did he rebel as protest against what 
he considered his disgrace at court,' But he could not 
certainly improved his position in Shah Jahan*s empire by means 
of rebellion. What was his object then ? It seems that Khan 
Jahan was not clear in his aims. His sense of prestige had 
forced him to rebel and to ally with the Mughal enemy, the 
14izam ul Mulk.

Indeed Bahlul Khun Miyana, Sikandar Dutani, Daniya

1 . Lahuri, I, 335 i Amal, I, 399 • Ma*asir, I7 728.
2 . MaTasir, 7 3o-l.
3. Op, Git.,, 24o.
4. Op,- Git., 244.
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Khan Huhila and other .Afghan deserters from Mughal service
joined Khan Jahan with the hope of making a bid for the xn&fera

1restoration of Afghan rule under his leadership. At Daulatabad
they wanted him to sit on the throne. But Khan Jahan did not
consent and he said, Fifty years of my life have gone ; I do
not know if after me my sons will be fit for the throne. Every
Mughal will expel the Afghans with ignominy from every town and

2village and then the maid-seryants will execrate me. ” This
disappointed.his supporters and Bahlul Khan Miyana* Sikandar

- “ 3Dutani and many other Afghans left him.
Desertions and reverses in the Deccan made Khan Jahan

fed feel that he had no chance of success unless he could rally
the Afghans under his banner by holding before them the ambition
of reviving the Afghan rule in India. So, he resolved to go to
the Banjab so that he might enlist the support of the Afghans
there* Khan Jahan also wrote to Kamaluddin Buhila, a deserter
from Mughal service, who led the various Afghan tribes of the

4 „ -north-west frontier area against the Mughal empire. Kamaluddin
and his confederates wanted to capture Peshawar. But the Mughal
generals Sac id Khan, Laskar Khan, QulIj Khan and others

5frustrated their plan.

1. MaTasir, I, 727-8.
2. Ibid, 728.
3. IbigL
4. Lahuri, I, 311 ; 'Amalfi, 378 ; Ma1 asir-i-Jahangiri, 63a.
5. Ibid, 311-4 ; 378-81.
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Khan Jahan wanted to go to the Pan jab via Malwa.
Anticipating such a move,Shah Jahan sent Abdulla K j h a n  close

1the roads to that country. Finding all roads closed, Khan
Jahan, in despair, entered Bundelkhand intending to push on to
Kalpi. Jujhar Singh Bundela’s son Bikramjit pursued him and
attacked his rear. In an engagement on January 21, 1631 ( fema 17
Jamadi II, lo4o ), he killed Dariya Khan Huhila, his son and
many other Afghans. Khan Jahan narrowly escaped with his 

2followers.
Dariya Khan's death greatly distressed Khan Jahan and 

weakened his strength. The imperialists followed him at his 
heels. Again on February 2, 1631 ( 29 Jamadi II, lo4o ),
Muzaffar Khan Barha defeated him at Bhander, north-east of Jhasi. 
In the fight, Khan Jahan lost his son Mahmud and many of his 
followers and he himself was wounded. M&g: Masg&H was? teksm
ggtgkxvs Being hard-pressed, he fled to Kalin jar. Saiyid Ahmad, 
the commandant of the fort, attacked him &nd 3: killed a large 
number of the Afghans. Khan Jahan's son Hasan was taken caxotive. 
The unfortunate Afghan chief fled to Sahindra., 2o kos north of 
Kalinjar. Muzaffar Khan Barha and Slbdulla Khan, however, hotly 
pursued him.^

Being surrounded by the imperialists on all sides, ,

1. LahurI, I, 335.
2. Ibid., 338-9.
3. Ibid, 348-5o.
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Khan Jahan found no hope of escape. Disappointment and misfortune 
made him desperate and he resolved to die fighting with his 
greatly reduced army. On February 17, 1631 ( Bajab 15,,lo4o ),
Khan Jahan engaged sat Sahindra the Mughal advance-guard under 
Madhu Singh. Khan Jahan and his men fought desperately. Madhu 
Singh, however, fatally wounded him with an arrow and killed his

C — rsons Aziz and Aimal. Before Abdulla Khan and Muzaffar Khan 
arrived in the field, he had defeated the Afghans and cut off 
the heads, of Khan Jahan and his sons. The Mughal generals sent 
our historian Khwaja Kamgar to Shah. Jahan to Burhanpur with 
their heads, Khan Jahan1 s head was fixed for some days on the
gate of the fort of Burhanpur and afterwards buried in the vault

- -  ' - 1of Daulat Khan Ludi, the father of Khan Jahan.
With the death of Khan Jahan died in its embryo the

last attempt at the restoration of Afghan rule in India.

Fall of .Afghan_influence I

The rebellion and fall of Khan Jahan ended Afghan 
influence in the Mughal empire. KTo other -Afghan noble after him 
had such a great position at court. Besides,' his rebellion 
caused lasting injury to the Afghan position in the Mughal 
imperial service. A few of the Afghan officers,, such as Dariya 
Khan Ruhila, Bahlul Khan Miyana* Sikandar Dutani and others

1. .Lahuri, 1̂  35o-l ; Ma*asir-i-Jahangiri, 63a. J Ma'asir, I, 729.
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with their followers had deserted from service and joined him. 
Moreover,- they had made an attempt for the recovery of the 
.Afghan rule in India* These naturally shook Shah Jahan1 s faith 
in them and he could not trust them with responsible posts in 
the empire.

Ho amount of loyal service of the Afghans could win
back the confidence of Shah Jahan and their position in the
imperial service. Many of the Afghans,, such as Sher Khan Tunur,
Bahadur Khan. Ruhila, Ahmad Khan Hiyazi, Khan Jahan Kakar,
Mubariz Khan Ruhila and others remained steadfastly loyal at the

1time of Khan Jahan*s rebellion and even fought to suppress him.' 
They also fought heroically in the Deccan, Qandahar and 
Balkh-Badakhshan campaigns of Shah Jahan. notwithstanding their 
distinguished services, however, they could win back neither the 
favour of the Emperor nor their rightful place in the army. A 
short summary of the subsequent careers of Bahadur Khah Ruhila, 
Jalhl Khan Kakar and .Ahmad-Khan K'iyazi illustrates this.

From the time Shah Jahan was a prince, Bahadur Khan 
Ruhila, a son of Dariya Khan Ruhila,, served him with sincere 
devotion and loyalty. After his father had deserted from service 
and joined Khan Jahan, he attached himself more firmly to the 
Emperor. At the time of his accession, Shah Jahan., in

1. Lahuri, I(, 3ol, 29 4, 296 and 298 ; ..Anal,, I(, 368 ;
Ma 1 as ir{f II, 6 5 3 *
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appreciation of his service,, had promoted him to the rank of
4 , 0 0 0 zat and 2;,ooo sawar and had given him a (fief)inti Kalpi. . 
Bahadur Khan Ruhila fought against his father and Kh^11 Hahan

pand in the campaigns against Ahmadnagar and Bijapur. “
In 1647 in Prince Murad's campaign1 against Balkh,

Bahadur Khan distinguished himself for his courage. But
although he had made great exertions in the Balkh and Bzbeg
campaigns, he fell into the bad graces of the Emperor. Certain
malicious persons informed Shah Jahan that Bahadur Khan Ruhila
had neglected to pursue Nazr Muhammad, the ruler of Balkh and
that his supineness was responsible for the defeat of Sh/id Khan
in the Uzbeg war. Shah Jahan, who had already lost his faith in
the Afghans, believed the report and punished Bahadur Khan by
depriving him of his jagir.^ This made Bahadur Khan grieved
at heart. He died in 1649 in the Kandahar campaign of Prince 

K 5AurangzibJ"'
Jalal Khan Kakar, a son of Dilawar Khan Kakar, did

good.service in assisting Sarid Khan against an attempt of the
-  -  -  -  6Afghans under Kamaluddin Ruhila to take Peshawar in 163o.

He also served in the Balkh and Qandahar campaigns with

1. Lahuri, I, 117 and 191 ; Ma'asir, I, 416.
2. Ibid, 38o-l ; 416-7.
3. Ibid, II, 513 ; 42o-l.
4. Ibid, 553-4, 666 and 691-2; 423 ; Khafi K», Is, 662-3*
5. Ma'asir, I* 423-4.
60 Lahuri, I, 311 ; Ma'asir, It 53o.
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distinction. But his rank did not exceed 2, ooo zat and l,5oo 
sawar.

Ahmad Khan Niyazi was another Afghan who performed
meritorious service in the reign of Shah Jahan. In the Deccan
campaign, his courage forced a large combined forces of Bijapur
and Ahmadnagar to retreat. He also played a distinguished part
in Mahabat Khan1s capture of Amarkot, an outer fort of
Daulatabad. His mansab, however, was only 3,ooo zat and 3,ooo 

1sawar*
.After Khan Jahan1s rebellion, Shah Jahan did not appoint

any Afghans as provincial governors. In the suppression of Khan
Jahan's rebellion and the conquest of the Nizam Shahi territories,
Sher Khan Tunur greatly helped the Emperor. He, however, retained
his post as governor ±m kte xisxgn ccf Staft fohan of Buzrat until

2his death in 16.21. .After that we do not see any Afghan as 
provincial governor in the reign of Shah Jahan. Also he did not 
entrust any Afghan with an independent army command. The Afghans 
were attached as assistants to other Mughal generals.

A study of the mansab of the Afghans at the end of 
Shah Jahan*s reign indicates a marked decline of their position 
in the Mughal empire.

1. Ma'asir, I, 719 ; 'Amal, HI, 454.
2. Ibid,' II, 653 ; Lahuri, I, ii, 294.
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Mansabdars ( excepting the princes )

Hank

9 Kazari
7 it-*;
6

5 -
4
3

2i-

l i

1

9 Sadi 
8

Tetal^Hq.

1 Asaf Khan 
8 
7 

31 
29 
57

24

No* of Afghans

66

72

138

31
81

hone
Hone

None
■ 11 Bahadur Khan Ruhila

„. _ _ o1 Mubariz Khan Ruhila
2 Ahmad Khan Niyazi  ̂

Shahbaz Khan Ruhila
None

4 Dilir Khan Ruhila 
kubariz Khan Niyazi 
Jalal Khan Kakar 
Kakar Khan

2 las in Khan—  \ Jamal Khan Luhani
2 Sher Khan Miyana 

6 bsman Khan Ruhila
1 Ail 7

2 Jamal Khan Kakar 
Bahar Luhani

8

cr1. Amal, III, 451 
20 Ibid, 45 2.
30 ibid, 45 4.
40 Ibid, 457-8,,
50 Ibid, 462*
6 - 8* Ibid, 465 ; 471 ; 472-3
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7 Sadi 77 1 Kik khan  ̂ 1
( son of Bahadur v̂han Ruhila )

6 57 2 Baghe
( son of Sher Khan Tunur ) ^

Kaka Kalcar
5 - 18o 4 Shihab ‘5

( son of Mubarak Khsui Sarwani )
Slaahb az -Afghan
Yusuf

( son of Bahadur Khan Ruhila )
Ar jurnand

( nephew of Jalal Khan Kakar )
The above discussion shows that Khan Jahan1s rebellion

caused a revival of the Mughal Emperorfs distrust of the Afghans
and that no amount of loyal service could win them back the
confidence of Shah Jahan. One incident illustrates how Shah
Jahan1s mind reacted against them. In 1 6 4o, as ^Abdulla Khan
Eirus Jang had failed to suppress the rebel Bundela chief
Ghampat, the ‘.Emperor appointed the distinguished Afghan general
Bahadur Khan Ruhila in his place and gave him the fief of
Islamabad in Bundelkhand. Immediately after the appointment,
Shah Jahan thought that he had acted unwisely in sending
Bahadur Khan* to Bundellchand and he feared that he might convert
Bundelkhand into Ruhilkhand. So, he recalled him. ^

1 . l4mal, III, 476.
2 0 Ibid, 479~8o,
3, Ibid., 4 8 1 , 4.83 and 485.
4P Ma’asir, 1 , 42o,
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This distrust of the Mughals towards the Afghans continued
even down to the reign of Aurggogzib ; indeed it was so very
marked that foreigners even noticed it . The Venetian Hiccolao
Manucci, who came to Agra towards the close of the reign of
Shah Jahan ( 1656 ) and lived in Ush Delhi for many years in
the reign of Aurangzib ( 1659-17o7 ), wrote, It is a rule in

1the Mughal empire not to trust the race of the .Pathans. 11
But through the complicated political conditions of his 

reign, the rise of.Shivaji and the Marathas in the Deccan, wars 
against the Deccani saltanates, the alienation of the Rajputs 
and the rebellion of the Jats and the, Satnamis, .Aurangzib 
in fact had to depend more on the arms of the .Afghans. The 
Afghan general Dilir Khan Huhila distinguished himself in many 
a campaign in his reign. Still Aurangzib never entrusted hirn 
with an independent army command. In 1683, Dilir Khan was ifsghk
fighting against' the Bijapuris as second in command in eemmand

„ <r- trio Prince Shah Alam. Shah ALam intended to rebel against his
father and seize the throne9 He tried to induce Dilir Khan to
join him. Bailing to win him over, the Prince secretly poisoned
him. Manucci says that Aurangzib was grieved at the death of
so faithful a general, for whom he had considerable affection,

3in spite of his being a Pathan.

1 . Storia, II, 257.
2 . Ibid ; Ma*.asir, II,, 55-6.
5. Ibid*
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Manucci*s writings further reveal the distrust of the 
Mughals for the -Afghans. He says, n Upon bifcthdays, days of 
festival and New Year day, the emperor and the princes are 
weighed. On those days, the chief ladies of the court are 
obliged to attend at the palace to make their compliments to the 
queens and princesses. Erom this ceremony the wives of the

I nPathan captains are exempted.” To pay compliments to the
Queens and princesses on festive occasions was an honour for the
ladies of the court and the exclusion of the Afghan ladies from
such an honour shows that, although the Mughals continued to'
enlist the services of the Afghans, yet they would not rely on
them even in the reign of Aurangzib. The writings of the Erench
traveller ^ernier, who lived in India from 1658 to 1667 and was
intimately connected with the Mughal court, express the same
spirit of distrust of the Mughals' towards the Afghans. They
confirm that it was military necessity only which compelled the

2Mughal isnpxiax emperor to engage the Afghans in his service.

1. Storia, II, 345.
2. Bernier, 21o-l.
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Conclusion

Although politically the rise of the Afghan saltanate was 
not an unex£>ected event, yet from the point of view of 
institutional development., particularly the institution of the 
monarchy, it came as a break in the political tradition of 
India, even in the tradition of Muslim India. The typical form 
of government in India was absolute monarchy. The Turks only 
developed this tradition further, indeed to an extent undreamt 
of even by the imperial Guptas.

Racially and culturally, the Turks and the Mughals of 
India had an affinity and Babur was the lineal descendant of 
both Timur, the Turk and Chengiz, the Mughal. Hence, he 
considered himself as a rightful claimant to the empire of 
Hindustan. The Afghans^, however, had affinity with neither 
their predecessors, the Turks, nor with their successors, tRe 
Mughals. Mughal rule in India saw the perfection of the/Turkish 
institution of absolute monarchy. At the time of the Afghans, 
however., we see the introduction of a monarchy different from 
the Turks and the Mughals and hence their saltanate caused a 
breach in the history of absolute monarchy in India.

In the period of the Afghan saltanate, India underwent 
the experiment of a monarchy based on tribal lines and it is



this fact which gives especial significance to the history of 
Afghan rule in this country. Absolute monarchy was alien to the 
nature and temperament of the Afghan people. On account of 
their excessive attachment to their own tribes and tribal chiefs 
as well as their love for tribal independence, the Afghans 
converted the monarchy to a sort of confederacy of the tribal 
chiefs presided over by the king. The chiefs accorded him the 
honours of a leader of equals rather than of a master.

The experiment of this new type of monarchy, however, 
could have been an interesting deviation from the monotonous 
history of absolutism, if the Afghans could have shown more 
aptitude for compromise in their ideas and actions. The Afghan 
chiefs were the accredited leaders of their own tribes and this 
gave them a representative character. Had they been balanced 
and judicious in their ideas of freedom and their respect for 
law and authority, they could have easily constituted themselves 
as the parliament and cabinet of the saltanate. This would have 
introduced the experiment of a constitutional monarchy in the 
fifteenth and sixteenth century India and this would have 
entitled the Afghans to a dignified position as the greatest 
benefactor and contributor to the history of this country.
This would have given permanence to their rule in India and 
also saved the country much trouble. But their ignorance.



uncompromising nature and individualistic spirit prevented the 
Afghans from appreciating the value of constitutional 
government. So great \*as their individualistic spirit that even 
foreigners noticed it, Bernier, who visited India in the middle 
of the seventeenth century, wrote that even the menials and 
water-carriers of the Afghans thought themselves worthy of the 
throne of Delhi.^ Indeed this spirit of the Afghan chiefs 
accounted for their failure to introduce constitutional 
monarchy in their saltanate. Bo, Muslim monarchy in India lost 
a good chance of a change for the better.

On account of their tribal nature and ideas, the 
Afghans, however, introduced in India a period of bitter 
conflict. The Afghan chiefs fanatically maintained tribal 
independence and vehemently resisted all attempts of the king 
to establish a strong monarchy. So, in the Afghan saltanate, 
we see the conflict between the principle of kingship and the 
idea of tribal independence and this was primarily responsible 
for the loss of their saltanate in 1526 and 1556.

If the Afghans failed to give constitutional form to 
their monarchy, then the only alternative form for them was a 
strong monarchy or an absolute monarchy of the type of the 
Turkish saltanate. The Afghan saltanate as such represented 
misgovernment and the attitude, of the Indians towards them
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reflected it, They began their rule as strangers to India and 
ended as strangers to India. ^

Islam Shah felt the need for a strong centralised 
monarchy in the saltanate. Bold in his ideas as well as in his 
actions, he ruthlessly suppressed tribal independence and 
returned to an absolutism reminiscent of the days of Balban, 
^Alauddin Khilji and Muhammad bin Tughluq, He also introduced 
and developed ideas and institutions which provided a worthy 
legacy for the absolute rule and imperial system of -Akbar, the 
Great Mughal. Thus-, Islam Shah healed the breach in the history 
of the institutional development in India and linked together 
the Turks and the Mughals in this country, in one common 
political tradition.

Intellectually and culturally, the period of Afghan 
rule in India presaged the intellectual renaissance of the time 
of the Mughal Emperor iAkbar. It saw a great development of 
Persian, Hindi and Bengali languages and literatures as well as 
of poetry and music. Makhdum ul Mulk Sheikh ^bdulla.Sultanpuri

c —and Sheikh -Alai whom the contemporary historians regarded as 
most proficient in all the sciences of the time flourished at 
the time of the Sur saltanate. The period was particularly 
rich in Persian poetry. Great poets like Mir Saiyid M± amaa 
Hi ramay Sheikh iAbdul Hai, Haiti and Saif i belonged to the

1. Op. Git., 16 and 125.
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court of Islam Shah, The king and the nobles also vied with one 
another in the composition of verses in Persian.

The Sur sultans patronised Hindi, Their coins bear 
Hindi names, Islam Shahrs noble Shah i^iuhammad was a good Hindi 
poet and Mirza Kamran remarked that if he wrote in Persian, he 
would have rn.rn.ix earned international fame. The great Hindi poet 
and musician Surdas adorned the court of Islam Shah,

The .Afghan period produced the greatest musicians of 
medieval Indian history. Sultan Muhammad Sdil Shah was a master 
musician who counted among his disciples Miyan Tansen and 
Baz Bahadur who afterwards became the most illustrious 
musicians of the court of .Akbar. Baz Bahadur, the Afghan ruler 
of Malwa, maintained 9oo songtresses and dancing girls and made 
his court the most illuminating centre of music of the middle 
age in India. They composed songs both in Persian and Hindi.
The love-songs, which Baz Bahadur and his favourite Rupamati 
composed pouring their hearts for one another, are a valuable 
piece of Hindi literatureand kl& and music and still popular in 
India, ^

Islam Shah and Sulaiman Karrani took a great interest m  
literary and philosophical discussions. Poets and scholars 
assembled in the court and debated questions of literature,

1 . Op. G i t 119-20.
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poetry and philosophy. Indeed these literary and philosophical 
discussions in the court of the Afghans encouraged Akbar later 
to hold such meetings in his court. This led to the building of 
the ̂ Ibadatkhana and brought in the great intellectual awakening 
of his reign,

The period of the Afghan salternate also witnessed the 
rise of the Mahdavi movementjwhose ideas had considerable 
significance in introducing rationalism and also liberating 
Islam from the influence of the orthodox^ulema in the reign of 
Akbar. It also saw a marvellous development of Sufism in the 
person of Sheikh Salim Chishti of Bathpur Sikri.

The period of Afghan rule also saw a brilliant 
development of the Bengali language.The gres/t stimulus to Bengali 
literature under the patronage of the Iliyas Shahi sultans and 
Saiyid sultans continued in the period of the Afghan rule in 
Bastern India* After the loss of Northern India, the Afghans 
adopted Bengal as their home and patronised Bengali intellect.
The rise of Srihari Bikramaditya and lanakiballava Basanta Bai 
illustrates this.

The period is particularly rich in Chaitanya Kavyas 
and Manasamangal Kavyas* The poets, Hamchandra Khan, Dvija 
Haghunath, Isannagar, Bansidas, Brindabah fes Das, Lochan Das, 
Krishnadas Kaviraj, Daulat Wazir Bahram, Bijaya Gupta, Muktaram 
Sen, Haghunath Pandit, Madhabacharya, Saiyid Sultan and Manik
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1Ganguli flourished in this period. Mukundaram Chakravarti,
called ICavikankan Chandi, the Grabbe of Bengr?ali literature and

2the Chaucer of Indian story-tellers, ‘was also a product of 
this period.

toother significant event of the period was the 
Satyapir movement which aimed at a synthesis of the Hindu and 
Muslim creeds* The Bhafcti movement also received a great 
impetus due to the great development of the Vaishnava literatures 
of the time.

One especially significant fact of the history of 
the Jifghans in India was their relations with their conquerors* 
the Mughals. Unlike other conquered peoples, the Afghans would 
not tamely, submit themselves to the Mughal rule and the Mughals 
also could not trust them. So, their relations with the Mughals 
passed through the various phases of distrust, conciliation and 
suspicion. Nevertheless, through military necessity, the Mughal 
emperors had to appoint them in the army and it is indeed a 
paradox of history that Shah Jahan's reign, which saw the 
revival of the Mughal distrust of the Afghans* also laid the 
basis of the Afghan revival in India.

On account of his distinguished services and 
particularly for his suppression of the turbulent Hindu chiefs

1* Gen, 3. K* - B'angla Sahityer Itihasha,£, tk-S*03 $ 
p j k Uw 7 ,  I ,  U ; 13*0 j  /idv/cwuDiA-

2. Basgupta, J. - Bengal in the Sixteenth Century, 57.



of Katehr, Shah Jahan granted Dilir Khan Ruhila> a son of the 
deserter Dariya Khan Ruhila and brother of Bahadur Khan Ruhila, 
some villages in the sarlcar of Kanauj. Dilir Khan colonised them 
with the Afghans and built there a city, which he named 
Shahj ahanpur* These Afghan colonies naturally attracted more 
Afghans to India, particularly in the later days of Aurangjib*s 
reign, and they formed the nucleus for the establishment of the 
-Afghan states in Barrukhabad and Ruhilkhand, The first was
established in 1712 by Muhammad Khan Bangash known as the Nawab

( -  -  2"of Bangash and the second in 1737 by Ali Muhammad Khan Ruhila* '•
Settled near Delhi, the Afghans could also exercise

great political influence in the Mughal court in the days of its
decline * An Afghan jagirdar of Ruhilkhand, Najib Khan,
became so influential that in 1757 he ta&ama a prEtteiskm

3made himself a protector of Bmperor Ahmad Shah.
Thus, although it seems contradictory, yet it is a 

ftjt ti/ttvt
fact that^the unruly nature and fighting spirit of the Afghans 
brought them once more in the lime-light of history as^these
qualities had also, on several occasions, paved the way for
their great national misfortune.

1. Khafi Khan, I, 662-3 ; Ma’asir, I, 423 ; Akhbar-i-Mahabbat 
64b-5b ; District Gazetteer, Ghahjahanpur, XVII, 136.

2. K. Rahman - The Rise and Ball of the Ruhila Afghans,, 8 and 48
3. Ibid, 122-5 and 133.
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Evaluation of the Sources l

This thesis is entirely based on origin sources. The 
contemporary Persian histories form the main source. A few 
Sanskrit, Arabic, Hindi and Bengali works have been consulted. 
The Bengali works in particular have supplied a good deal of 
useful information about the Afghan rule' in Bengal and the 
Afgh^-Mughal relations in Eastern India, The accounts of the 
foreign travellers, particularly of the Europeans, have been 
very profitably utilised. They have thrown interesting 
side-lights on the Afghan-Mughal relations in India,Their 
accounts have supplemented and substantiated the evidence 
gathered from the contemporary Persian sources and have in a 
few cases added valuable facts to the subject under study. The 
coins and Inscriptions of the period have also been consulted. 
The varieties of sources have, however, hsjpp helped me greatly 
in weighing the statement of one by that of the others and in 
making correct estimate of facts.

The contemporary Persian historians who wrote about 
the Afghans and the Afghan-Mughal relations in India fall 
according to nationality into three classes : ( A ) Afghan,
( B ) Mughal and ( 0 ) Provincial.
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The Afghan historians are naturally Inclined to idealise 
their Afjghan kings. On the otherhand, the Mughal historians are 
generally hostile to the Afghans, the great enemy of the Mughals. 
The two sources, however, enable us to obtain an idea of the 
Afghan and Mughal view-points. The third class of historians, 
who were neither Afghans nor Mughals and whom we might for the 
sake of convenience give the name of Provincial, also volunteer 
their evidence in many cases. Their evidence has,, however, been 
helpful in arriving at many conclusions.

Although these historians have been divided into three 
classes, it should not be thought that all the Afghan historians 
were pro-Afghan end anti-Mughal, all the Mughal historians were 
pro-Mughal and anti-Afghan and the Provincial historians were 
Impartial narrators of facts. In fact, the merit of the histories 
of these three classesjof historians depends on many factors, 
particularly the circumstances under which they wrote, their 
personal likes and dislikes of a. particular people or a person 
and their qualities as an honest narrator of events they saw or 
heard.

.All the Afghan historians wrote during the time of the 
Mughals and some of them directly or indirectly compiled their 
works under the supervision of the Mughals. Thus Abbas Khan 
Sarwani wrote his work Tarikh-i-Sher Shahi at the order of 
Emperor .Akbar. Ni^matulla compiled his Makhzan-i - Afghana at the
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time of Jahangir and under the patronage of the Emperor's 
favourite Afghan noble Khan Jahan Ludi. The Te x ikh-i-Shahi and 
Tarikh-i-Daudi were also compiled in the reign of Jahangir, 
though not under any direct or indirect supervision. Under these 
circumstances, the -Afghan historians would have found it difficult 
to have idealised their kings at the expense of the Mughals.

We also cannot brand the Mughal historians as 
necessarily hostile to the Afghans. Even Abul Bazl,, Akbar1 s 
court historian, has highly appreciated the qualities of 
Bher Shah, Islam Shah, Hemu and Ludi. He might have been a 
great adorer of his royal master in whom he saw no wrong 
whatsoever, but as regards others he has largely given facts 
if they did not go against the reputation of his master and 
patron, Nizamuddin Ahmad Bakhshi has been recognised as a most 
celebrated historian of medieval India., In many instances, he 
gives us facts ; but in some instances, where the question of 
the prestige of his master, Emperor Akbar, was concerned, he 
has remained silent.

ill though a Mughal historian, Mull a Abdul Hadir 
Badauni is favourly disposed towards the -Afghans. H© wrote his 
history in secret and it was not made public until some years 
after -his death. Being an orthodox Mulla, Badauni was bitterly
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hostile to the religious innovations of ..Akbar as the pages of 
his history show. But in matters not affecting his religious 
convictions, he was fair to the Emperpr. Considering the 
circumstances under which Badauni compiled his history and his

QJ>
fairness to the .Afghans as well Ato the Emperor, his work is a 
very valuable source of information for the period in which he 
lived*

The Provincial historians were not necessarily 
impartial as between Mughals and Afghans in their statements.

'J 'M»v
Eirishta was neither an Afghan historian but wrote in the court 
of Ibrahim Adil Shah of Bijapur. Sometimes, however, he is more

n

Mughal than even the Mughals. The same outlook is found in 
Rizqulla, the author of tyaqi*at-i~Mustaqi and in Tahir Muhammad, 
the writer of Rauzat ut Tahirin.

In view of these factors, the rmmtsnaxank convenient 
classification of the Persian materials into Afghan, Mughal and 
Provincial must not be pushed too far* Individual examination 
of each history1s source will illuminate this and confirm the 
k need for caution.
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A. Qontemiaorary^Afghan historians ;
( Arranged alphabetically )

Abbas.2&an_^arwani - Tarikh-i-Sher Shahi also known as
T'uhf ah- i~Akb ar Shahi.t m

^Abbas held the post of waqi^anavis in the court of 
Akbar and wrote the histofy of the Afghan?/ rulers at the 
Emperor*s order. His work begins with Bahlul and ends with Sher 
Shah. It was completed in 1537 ( 995 H. }. Abbas claims to have 
been related to the family of Sher Shah and obtained information 
from his father, grandfather and other elderly Afghans.

Though he was engaged by Akbar to write the history of
rthe Afghans, Abbas, has idealised Bher Shall by crediting him with 

the introduction of many political institutions. This shows that, 
in the composition of the history, he had full freedom to 
narrate facts. Himself an Afghan, *Abbas has exposed the tribal 
nature of his. people. Indeed his work is useful in acquiring 
insight into the nature of the Afghan people and the character 
of their government.

Indie, office MS., 218 
British Museum Ms., Or. 164.

^Abdulla - Tarikh“i-Haudi.
This is a complete history of the Afghans from

Bahlul to Baud ( 1481-1576 ). There is no date of compilation
in the work ; the occasional reference in it to Emperor
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T « rJahangir, however, suggests that Abdulla wrote his history at the 
time of Jahangir ( 16o5-27 ), though without any supervision from 
the Mughals,

Although deficient in dates and chronology, Baudi gives us 
detailed information on the Bur period, particularly of the
successors of Sher Shah, Abdulla has taken much of his materials

c <from the works of Abbas and Rizjjulla. As the portion of Abbas*
work dealing with the successors of Sher Shah is not available,
Baudi has., however, preserved for us the original information
about them* But, its evidence in many cases, particularly in the
cases of Afghan-Mughal relations, needs corroboration, because
it represents purely an Afghan view-point*

Baudi is, however, very useful for the administration of-
Islam Shah* Although without a sense of perspective, ilbdulla has
branded Islam Shah as a tyrant and an ambitious man who reversed
many of his father’s measures to earn a name for himself, yet we
find in his evidence the nature and ideals of Islam Shah’s
monarchy and administration*

British Museum MS., Or* 197 
Oriental School MS., 46451*

Ahmad' Yadgar - I’arikh-i-Shahi also called Tarikh-i-Salatin-i- . . - - Afghana.
.Ahmad Xadgar says that he was engagedAfgkanax

to compile the history of the Afghans by Baud Karrani, the last



■Afghan ruler of Bengal0 The fact that he often quoted Tabaqat-i-
Akbarii-shows that he compiled his work after 1595, the date of
the compilation of Tabaqat.

Sbdulla wrote his history beginning from Bahlul to the
fall of Baud Karrani in 1576. I’arildi-i-Shahi is full of
mistakes in dates and events and very deficient in chronology0
The author very often indulged in fantastic stories and seems

[■&
very unreliable * His evidence cannot^entertained unless it is
corroborated by that of the others.

Text - Bibliotheca Indica, Calcutta,; 1939 *
Hafiz Rahmat Khan - Khulasat ul Ansab.

Hafiz Rahmat, the diwan of the Ruhila Afghan state of
Ruhilkhand, compiled his work in 1771. The only utility of his
work is that it shows how the Afghans even in the,eighteenth
century clung to the theory that they came from Semitic stock.

British Museum MS0;, Bgerton H o  4-.
Mahabat Khan - Akhbar-i-Mahabbat.

In 185o Mahabat Khan, a grandsont/ of Shah Jahan*s great
general Dilir Khan Ruhila, wrote this general history of India
with particular reference to his ancestors. His work is useful
in so far we obtain some information about the Ruhila Afghans in
the reign of Shah Jahan and his successors.

British Museum MS., Or. 1714.



Muhaimah_K ab i r - Af san-i-Shahan» -
Kabir, a daughter's son of Sheikh IQialilulla Haqqani, who

died in the reign of Akbar, compiled his work sometime in the
eighteenth century. In his work, he has given us a series of
anecdotes of the Afghan kings of India. Although his work has
little historical value, yet it gives us an insight into the
spirit of the rule of some of the Afghan kings and particularly
their intellectual interests.

British Museum MS., Add. 24,4o9„
Ni^matulla - Tiekh2an»i--Afghana„ BM. MS., Add. 21,911,

- Tarikh-i-Khan Jahan Ludi. 1 0 ., MS., 2649.
hi^matulla* s two works are almost the same except that the

latter has devoted two additional chapters for Khan Jahan Audi's
ancestry. Nicmatulla served in the Khalsa department of Akbar for
3o years and in 1595 as the librarian of Khan IObanan *Abdur Rahim.
In Jahangir's reign, he was waqicanavis and after dismissal in
I6 0 8 , he was engaged by khan Jahan Ludi. On February 13, 1612,
under Khan Jahan’s xeatronage, he commenced # writing the history
of the Afghans.

Ni^matulla first wrote about the Semitic origin of the
Afghans. With the exception of the legendary portion, his
genealogy of the Afghans, showing their tribal divisions, is 
useful. Although he derived much of his materials from Tabaqat, 
yet his work has introduced additional information revealing 
Jahangir's conciliatory policy to the Afghans and Qatlu Luhani’s 
treachery in the battle of Rajmahal which is not found in any 
other contemporary work. Malchsan-i-Afghana has been translated by
I T  v  ‘-°eunhand Dorn. London, iroq
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B 0
Contempqrary Kughal historians :

Abul_^asl_^llamx_» Akbarnama and A*1 in-i-Akbari.
Abul Bazl, the court historian of .Akbar,, compiled his two 

monumental works before he was killed at the instigation of Prince 
Salim in 16o3 ( loll H, ). Iiis work was, however., completed to the

fclose of the reign of .Akbar by Inayetulla.
Abul Pazl had the fullest facilities in obtaining kngnrmakx 

information in the compilation of his works. The author himself 
says that the Bmperor made all possible arrangements for his 
materials. The- state papers ,of the Afghans as wall &£ as of the 
Bmperor were before him. He obtained information from the old 
members of the ruling family. He examined both prudent and 
veracious' old men and active-minded and virtuous youngmen. Royal 
commands were issued to the provinces that those who remembered 
with any certainty the events of the past should copy out their 
notes and submit to the court. ^

As a result, Abul Bazl1s Akbarnama is fuller and more 
detailed in its information than any other contemporary history. 
Although a court historian and natunally hostile towards his 
masters enemies, the Afghans, whom he mentions \irith the epithet 
of Black faced lT'f, if! Black fated Wicked **, etc., yet Abul 
Bazl has never distorted facts. He refers to Bher Shah as a 
wicked man and Islam Shah as a person who surpassed even his

1 A. N., I, 9.
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father in wickedness, but he also appreciates their merit when
he says that, if they had been in the service of a master like
Emperor Akbar, they would have earned renown. Even his mention of
them as wicked shows that they were shrewd men. Abul ^azl also
appreciates the genius of Hemu and regrets that Bairam .Khan
killed him; if he could be induced to serve the Emperor, he would
have done great things for the empire.

Abul Taxi’s work, particularly the portion dealing with the
Afghans in Eastern India, is.very useful* He has justified
Akbar1s conquests by saying that the peace of mortals is
connected with one ruler, one rule, etc* ; but this gives us an
insight into the aggressive policy of Akbar on the Afghans in
Eastern India.

In short, although Abul I'azl eulogises his master
fulsomely and tried to justify his actions, yet he has never
concealed or distorted any fact.

Text - Akbarnama, Bibliotheca Indica, £ 1878-86*
II. Beveridge’s translation, Bibliotheca Indica, 1959. 
Text - A* in~i~.Akbari, Bibliotheca Indica, 1877 ;
II. Blochmann, I arret and 1* H. Sarkar ’ sstranslation,

Bibliotheca Indica, 19 27.
 ̂  ̂ _Abdul Qadir Muluk Shah of Badaun called Badauni ~

Muntakhab ut Tawarikh*
Badauni was born in 15 4o ( 947 H. ), In early life, he 

entered the service of Akbar, He died in 1596 ( loo4 H. ). Being
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an orthodox Mulla, Badauni was bitterly hostile to the religious 
innovations of Akbar and expresses that hostility in his book. He 
wrote his work in secret and it did not become public until some 
years after the accession of Jahangir. Excepting the religious A 
Badauni1s narration of the events of Akbar1s reign deserves 
credence.

Although a Mughal, Badauni is favourably disposed 
towards the Afghans and deplores their bad luck. He even thinks 
himself fortunate that he was born in the reign of so just a king 
as Sher Shah. Considering that he was not prejudiced against the 
Afghans and that he wrote his history in secret, his evidence 
cannot be ignored on the score of his being a Mughal. Badauni had 
been eye-witness of many of the events affecting the Afghans and 
the Mughals. In this respect, he supplements others and adds new 
materials.

Text - Bibliotheca Indica, 1868 ;
George S. A. Hanking and Sir Woolsey Haig1s translation,

Bibliotheca Indica, 1898 and 19 25#
^Abdul Baqi_Hihavandi - Ma1asir-i=Hahimi.

This work was compiled in 1691 ( llo3 K. ) under the
patronage of Khan Khanan iibdur Rahim. Chiefly it supplements
other contemporary k±stex±spas histories.

Text - Bibliotheca Indies,, 19 24-31.
*Abdul Hamid Bahuri - Badshahnama.

Lahuri was a court historian of Shah Jahan. He died in
165 4, Badshahnama is a history of Mughal rule in India up to the
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twentieth year of the reign of Shah Jahan. Lahuri gives very 
detailed information of the events of Shah Jahan T's reigh. Bor the 
rebellion of Khan Jahan Ludi and the position of the Afghans In 
Shah Jahan's court his work is a good source of information. But,
he is not fair to the Afghans.

Text - Bibliotheca Indica, 3-867-68,
Abdul Wahab - Intildmb~i~ Jahangir Shahi.

*Abdul Wahab was a companion of Jahangir and died in 16 22-3 
( lo32 H. ). Being close to the court, he gives some valuable 
information of the reign of Jahangir, ho manuscript of his work 
is available. A few extracts of the work have been translated in 
3311 iot, vol. VI.
Babur - Waqi^at~i~Baburi or Baburnama.

Babur wrote his autobiography in Turki, It was rendered 
into Persian at the time of Akbar by Khan Khanan Abdur Rahim. In 
his Memoirs, Babur, with his characteristic frankness, has 
recorded all the events of his life. He has not concealed his 
even his own failures and weaknesses. Babur claims, M In this 
history, I have held firmly to it that truth should be reached in 
every matter and every act should be recorded precisely as it 
occured. Prom this it follows of necessity that I have set down ol 
good or bad whatever is known concerning of father and elder 
brother, kinsmen and strangers. ±h

Indeed in BxkuisMxMlxs: Babur1 s Memoirs, we find a 
faithful picture of all his activities,, policies and campaigns
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and his likes and dislikes of persons and things. Babur abhors the 
rustic behaviour of the Afghans, but he was generous enough to

arrange a ceremonial funeral for his enemy Ibrahim Ludi. His

Memoirs really reveals his policy of conciliation, towards the

vanquished .Afghans 0
Oriental School MS0 466 27;

A. S& Beveridge’s translation from original Turki, london, 1921
Bayazid_Biyat - Tar ik|i-i-Humayun 0 '

An attendant companion of Khan Khanan Muncim Khan, Bayazid *

Biyat compiled his work at the command of Akbar in 1591-2 (loop H, )t

His -hsx history deals with the period from 15 42 to 1591# Being an

attendant of Mun^im Ilian, the viceroy of the eastern provinces of

the Mughal empire, Bayazid Biyat supplies us with some useful and

first hand information of that quarter.
India Office MS, 216 ;
B. P. Saksena’s translation, Allahabad Studies, 1939.

Gulbadan_Begum -_Hujmy unn ama.

Gulbadan, the eldest daughter of Babur, compiled the history

of her brother’s reign in 1587 ( 995 H. )# In some respects, her

work supplements other Mughal histories.
Text » Bibliotheca Indica, 19o2.

Jahangir - Tuzuk-I-Jahangiri.
Like his great grandfather, Jahangir wrote his

autobiography with characteristic frankness and concealed nothing

except his marriage episode with Burjahan. He wrote himself up to
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the nineteenth year of his reign and, as he later on became 

incapable of writing on account of bodily infirmity, the Memoirs 

were completed by Muhammad Hadi in 1624,

Tuzuk-I~Jahangiri is the best source of information about 

Jahangir’s relation with the .Afghans. It shows that he sincerely 

followed a conciliatory policy towards the Afghans by elevating 

them to positions of honour and dignity at court and won them 

over to the service of his empire.

Text - edited by Saiyid Ahmad Ilian, .Aligarh., 1864 ; 
Alexander Rogers1 translation, Bibliotheca Indica, 19o9 and 1914.

Jauhar Aftabchi - Tazltirat ul Wa%iat.

Humayun’s cup bearer Jauhar wrote the events of his 
master’s reign at the command of Akbar in 1587 ( 995 H. ). As an 
eye-witness of the -events of Humayun's reign, Jauhar supplies 
valuable information which we do not obtain in any other 
contemporary work.

Oriental School MS. 46451.
Khwaja Kamgar Aban - Ma’ as ir-i-Jahangir i.

R-amgar Ilian wrote his history -of the last years of the 
reign of Jahangir and early years of the reign of Shah Jahan in 
1631. He fought In the imperial xxy army against Khan Jahan Ludi 
and brought his head to Shah Jahan to Burhanpur.

British Museum MS. , Add. 26,22o.
Mirza Nathan - Baharistan-i-Ghayebi.

A junior officer in the Mughal army in.Bengal, Mirza Nathan 
wrote his work before 1641 ( lo51 H. ). As an eye-witness of the 
Mughal-Afghan relations in Bengal in his period, he gives vis 
many valuable information.

This work has been translated by M. I. Borah, the Professor 
Of P e r s i a n  i n  th*^ .Oap.PQ Um'tro^c-iUir in  1
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Muhammad Salih Karnbu - Amal Salih*4M. ■_ «  ^ ^  —m ^  ^  ^
A mansabdar of 5oo in the x’eign of Shah Jahan * hajribu wrote 

the history of the Emperor from his birth to death in 1665 
( lo65H* )* Except that his work gives a list of the nobles and 
mansabdars of Shah Jahan1s reign, it is a repetition of Lahuri*s 
B ad s hahnama.

Text - Bibliotheca Indica, 1923-39.
Ku^arnmad Hashim_^haf i_Khan - Muntaljhab ul Lubab *

Khiafi Khan compiled his work in the reign of Emperor
Muhammad Shah, who died in 1748* He is a judicious writer* His
work supplements the other Persian histories*

Text - Bibliotheca Indica, 1869* 
kuftamid Jpian - I qb al nama- i - Jahangi r i,

Mutamid Khan was a court historian of Jahangir. He 
completed his work in 1627-1628, His work is simply a repetition 
of the Tuzulc-i-Jahangiri.

Text- Bibliotheca Indica, 1865,
Mustaid Khan - Ma^agir-i-&tekg±x± Alamgiri ; written in 17o7-lo* 

J. N* Barkar1 sTjsxk translation, Bibliotheca Indica, 1947,
N i z -amud din _ A^mad _ B algh. s h i - T ab aqat - i -* Akb ar i.

Nizamuddin was a Bakhshi in the reign of Akbar* He died in 
1595 ( loo3 H* )* HisTTabaqat is considered as one of the most 
celebrated histories of India. Even the irascible Badauni has

T<T

greatly appreciated his work* Eirishta and the author of Kafasir 
ul^Hmara had high praise for Nizamuddin and they freely utilised 
his history in the compilation of their works*

Nizamuddin fought against the Afghans in Guzrat and hence 
had direct information about the Afghan-Mughal relations in that 
country* As a very reliable man, he supplies valuable materials 
for history ; but he also sometimes conceals facts which might 
injure the prestige of the Emperor, Bor example, he gives some
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detailed information about Baz Bahadur, but does not mention his

imprisonment which Badauni does*
Text - Bibliotheca Indica, 1927 ^nd 1999 ;

B b Bey's translation, Bibliotheca, 1997 and 1999

0* Provincial historians ;

Abu Turab^Ali - Taritt-i-Guzrat,

Abu lurab was in the service of Irimad Khan, one of the

chiefs of Guzrat and, after the conquest of Guzrat by Alcbar, he

joined imperial serviceQ His work deals with the history of

Guzrat and gives some first-hand information about the Afghans of

that country in his time* Abu Turab died in 159 4 0
Text - Bibliotheca Indica, 19o7*

All Muhammad Khan - Kir1 at-i-Ahmadi*

A history of Guzrat up to the defeat of the Marathas by

.Ahmad Shah *Abdali in 1761* The author was a diwan of Guzrat in the *
reign of Muhammad Shah*

Text - Oriental Institute> Baroda, 1895 ;
James Bird's translation, London, 1855„

Shul ajn_ Hu sain Salim - s„u s 5^ at: T £ °
Salim wrote his history in 1786-7 under the patronage of

George Mnd Udney, the commercial resident of the Bast India

Company at Malda. Though not a contemporary historian, he

collected materials from many older works which are not available

now, His evidence in many respects corroborates others* He also

supplies some data not found elsewhere*
Text - Bibliotheca Indica, 189o*
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Mull a Muhamniad_Qasim Hindu Shah_Birishta - Gulshan-i-Ibrahimi or
larifeb-i-Pirishtao

Birishta. compiled his work in 1612 -A, B. at the court of 
-  -  crSultan Ibrahim Ad il Shah of Bijapur.

Mostly he has copied verbatim the Tabaqat-i-Akbari and

Akbarnama and is sometimes led away by his sentiment for the

Mughals* He, however, gives a detailed information about the

-Afghan activities in Guzrat. But the part of his work dealing

with the Afghans in Eastern India is based on hearsay. The chief

utility of his work is that it corroborates in many cases the

evidence of the Afghan and Mughal historians.

Edited- by Major General John Briggs^- Bombay, 1831; 
translated by Briggs, London, 1829 and 
Alexander .Bow, London, 1783,

RizqullJLJ&ustaqi - ^qi^at-i-Mustaqi ; compiled in 1381 - 989 II.
-  „ -Rizqulla was a contemporary of .Abbas Sarwani. His work

gives a comprehensive history of Afghana rule in Northern India. 

His father was in the service of the .Afghans from the time of 

Sikandar Ludi and so he had great facility in obtaining 

information.

Waqi^at-i-Mustaqi is valuable because it reveals the tribal

character of the Afghan saltanate and the ascendancy of the

Afghan chiefs. Brora it also we obtain contemporary information

on the administrative measures of Islam Shah. Like Badauni, 
Hizqulla was an orthodox Mulla and strongly denounces Hemu.

British Museum MS., Add* 11,633.



Shah Nawaz Khan - Ma’asir ul Umar a*

Nawab Samsamud dowla Shah Nawaz Khan belonged to the Saiyid

family of Khwaf in Khurasan, His great great grandfather Mir

Kamaluddin came to India in the reign of Akbar. Shah Nawaz was a

minister of Kawatb Salabat Khan.of Hyderabad. He began writing

his biography of the faghal nobility in 1769. Before he could

complete the work, he died. His son Abdul Hayy, however, finished

the work of his father, in 178o.

In his Ma’asir, Shah Nawaz says, !|! T'rom the beginning of

the years of my understanding and discretion, I had a love for

investigating biographies and chronicles.50 Indeed the volume and

quality of his work prove that he was a genuine student of

history. He consulted a good number of contemporary works, many

of which have perished since then.

The portions of Ma*asir dealing with the Afghans nobles

in the court of the Mughals are very valuable for us.
Text - Bibliotheca Indica, 1888-91 ;

II, Beveridge and B c Bey’s translation, Bibliotheca Indica,
19 41 and 1993.

S ikandar Man j hu - Mir1 at-i-8ikandarI.

A guzrati and a companion of Jahangir, Sikandar compiled

the history of his country in 1613 ( lo2o H, ). He also served

under Khan A fzam,. the Mughal viceroy of Guzrat, and witnessed the

Mughal-Afghan struggle in that part of India.
Oriental School MS, 46 422 ;

Tazlulla Lutfulla I'aridi’s translation, Dharampur, 1889.



Tahir kuhajiimad - ^auzat^ut Tahirin^

This is a general history compiled in 16o7*
The roortion of this work dealing with the Karrani Afghans of

In addition to the above histories, the following Persian

A works have been consulted for Chapter I*

Minhajuddin - Tabaqat-i-hasiri.

The work was compiled in 1261 A. D.
Prom this woi*k some information about the Afghans in the

period of the Turkish saltanate is found*
Text - Bibliotheca Indica, 1864*

htbi - T-arito-i~ Yamini.

of the time of Sultan Mahmud Ghaznavi.
Aligarh translation of Elliot, vol. II, 1955.

fahya Sarhindi - Tarikh-i-Mubarak Shahi ; compiled in 1454.

This work shows the position of the Afghans under the 
Saiyid sultans of Delhi.

Biyauddin Baranl - Tarikh-i~Biruz Shahi ; compiled in 1557 x 5:( 758 j'

Ba.rani's history helps us in ascertaining the position of the

Afghans under the Turkish saltanate of Delhi.
Text - Bibliotheca Indica> 1862.

contribution to later Afghan history. 
Bi’itish Museum MS9, Or. 168.

This work has been compiled in lo26 ( 411 H„ ) .

Tarikh-i-^amini is useful in so far as it speaks of the Afghans

Text - Bibliotheca Indica, 1951 ;
A. K. Basu’s translation, Barodei^riental Institute, 1952.



Amir Timur -_kalfuzat-i-Timuri.
S±rs5£xS5ng - kxifSiiSlixSiiiiil

This is an autobiography of Timur.
The extracts of the work has been translated in Elliot, vol. xl

. HI.
Aka .Arabic work •

Muhainmad_ibnn^Abdulla_ibn Batuta - Tuhfah-i-nuzzar fil Gharayeb
ul Amsar ; written in 155 4 A. D#

This work enables us in making a comparative study of the
court etiquette of the Turkish sultans and of the Afghan sultans

and also supplies us some information about Bengal at the time
he visited it ( 1546 ). kXitjb ifiy «J. KXuaJJL

Text published in Cairo, 19ol ( 1522 H.

Sanskrit work :

Baraha_Mihir - Bhrita Sanhita.

Written in the early half of the sixth century, this

work shows the existence of the Afghans in that period.
Text - Bibliotheca Indica, 1865.

Hindi work ;

Malik Muhammad Jaisi - Padraavati.

A great Hindi poet, Jaisi composed his work in the reign

of oher Bhah. The work shows the development of Hindi in the

Sur Afghan period.

Padmavati has been translated into English by A. G0 Bhirref

and published in Bibliotheca Indica, 19 44.



Bengali works ;

Hajmala - A family chronicle of the kings of Tripura compiled 

at the time of Amsxmahm Amarmanikya about 1586,

The work is useful as it shows the Afghan relations with 

Tripura and Arakan.

Rgmjram_Bagu_- Pratapaditya Oharitra,
This is the first Bengali prose v/ork published at 

Serampur in 18o20

Essentially.a biography of Pratapaditya, the son of Baud 

Karrani's minister orihari Bikramaditya, it gives some idtxa rare 

information - Srihari*s treachery to Baud* Though a later .work 

and written in a fantastic way, some of its evidence is s: 

substantiated by the evidence of the contemporary historians 

and also by circumstances*
India Office MS,

2 P E an „E0 2 *
Bernier,* Francois - Travels in the Mughal Empire*

A highly educated Frenchman, Bernier visited India at 

the time of Shah Jahan* Buring his stay of twelve saf years , 

1658-67, In India, he travelled extensively in the Mughal empire 

and had been a physician of the Emperor for some years* In 167o 

after his return to Prance, he compiled this accounts of his



travels* As an eye-witness to some of the events of the reign of 

Shah Jahan, Bernier gives us some useful information* His remarks 

on the Afghans are particularly valuable* His description of 

social conditions is also very useful*

Bernier's work was ssr written in French. It was translated 

into English by Archibald Constance, London, 1891*

Laet^_Joanner - 50_™2®r:*-0 *
Laet was a Birector of the Butch East India Company*

Though he did not visit India, he gathered materials for his work 

from European travellers, missionaries, envoys, etc* His work 

gives a good deal of information of the reign of Akbar and 

Jahangir and is a good supplement to the contemporary Persian 

histories *

The work was translated from Butch into English by 

J* S* Hoyland and was published in Bombay in 19 28*

Manucci, Nicholas - Storia Be toogor.

A Venetian, Manucci came to India in 1656 and served 

Prince Bara and then Jai Bingh* He also served as a physician to 

Prince Shah Alam from 1678 to 168 2* Afterwards-he went to Curat, 

married a Catholic widow and settled there* He died in 17o7*

A volumnious writer, Manucci recorded much that he heard 

and saw in the Mughal empire* His work gives a good idea of 

social conditions of the people of India at that time* Manucci
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also throws light on then Afghan-bnighal delations in the empire*

the work has been translated into English by 
William Irvine, London, 19o6-*7.

Hoe, Thomas -

Hoe came a„s an ambassador from James I of Ungland to

Emperor Jahangir in 1615 and stayed in India until 1619 e He has

left a long account of the Mughal court which has been edited by

William Foster and published by Hakluyt Society, London, 1399.

Terry,_Edward £

Terry came to India in 1616* He has given a description

of the Mughal empire* His accounts of the geography and art and kk

the social and economic conditions of India are useful*

Terry*s accounts have been published in 
Purchas His Pilgrimes, vol8 IX0
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From the Journal of the Asiatic Society. Letters. 
Vol. XVIII, No. 1, 1952.

CHITTAGONG UNDER THE PATHAN RULE* IN BENGAL

By M uham m ad A b d u r  R a h im , M.A., Lecturer in History, 
University of Dacca

(Paper received on 28th September, 1951)

The present essay aims at a discussion of the history of Chittagong in 
the period of Pathan rule in Bengal (1539-1576 A.D.). A proper under
standing of the period requires a brief survey of the history of Chittagong 
in the pre-Pathan period.

An emporium of foreign trade and a gateway to Bengal from the 
south-east, Chittagong had been a bone of contention among the rival 
kingdoms of Arakan, Tripura and Bengal. A tripartite war seems to 
have been going on among the three kingdoms over the possession of 
Chittagong, throughout the medieval period of its history. According 
to an Arak«these tradition, an Arakanese king occupied Chittagong, in the 
ninth century and built a pillar in the town. The town is said to have 
derived its name from a remark made by the Arakanese king, who 
conquered it.1 The duration of Arakanese rule over Chittagong is not 
known. A copper plate inscription, dated 1165 Saka/1243 A.D., found 
in a village named Nasirabad, indicates the possession of Chittagong by 
Damodaradeva, a king of East Bengal, in the middle of the thirteenth 
century.2

The first Muslim ruler to conquer Chittagong was Fakhruddin 
Mubarak Shah of Sonargaon, about 1338 A.D.8 Shihabuddin Talish 
says that Fakhruddin Mubarak Shah connected Chittagong v'ith Chandpur 
on the Meghna by a raised cause-way and built there mosques and tombs. 
If Dr. N. K. Bhattasali’s identification of Ibn Batuta’s Sadkaw'an,4 is taken 
to be correct, it will be an additional evidence of the possession of 
Chittagong by Fakhruddin Mubarak Shah, about 1345-46 A.D. From 
1338 to 1459 A.D., Chittagong remained under the rule of the kings of 
Bengal. The C h in ese accounts & regarding the visits of the Chinese 
embassies to the court of Gaur, in 1409, 1412-13 and 1415, the Chatigrama

1 Eastern Bengal District Gazetteers, Chittagong— O’Malley. The Arakanese 
king remarked ‘Tsit-ta-gung’, i.e. to make war is improper. According to Buddhist 
tradition, Chittagong is a corruption o f Chaityagram (land of the Chaityas or Buddhist 
monuments). Another version is that its Hindu name Chattal was changed by the 
Muslims into Chatigaon (Chati means earthen lamp and gaon means place). 
Bem ouilli, in t h e ‘Description of historique de I* Inde’ (1786), derives the name from 
Arabic Shat (delta) and Ganga, meaning the city at the mouth of the Ganges. 
O’Malley considers that the name Chatigaon was probably derived from Chaturgrama 
or four villages.

2 Inscription of Bengal, Vol. I l l ,  pp. 158-163.
3 Sarkar’s * Studies in Mughal India ’, p. 122.
4 Ibn Batuta mentioned Sadkawan as the name of the Great Port he visited. 

History of Bengal, Vol. II (p. 11)0) has identified Sadwakan with Satgaon on the 
Hughli. Dr. N . K . Bhattasali (Coins and Chronology of the Early Independent 
Sultans o f Bengal, p. 145) makes Sadkawan identical with Chittagong.

s Dr. P. C. Bagchi—‘Political Relation between Bengal and China’ (Visva- 
Bbarati Annals).

‘The Chinese missions disembarked at Chati-kiang (Chittagong) where
they were received by the officers of the Bengal king. Thence by small boat
they came to Sonargaon and from Sonargaon they reached Pandua by overland
route.’

( 21 )
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coin of Danujamardandeva, dated 1395/1417 A.D. and the Chatgaon coins 
of Jalaluddin Muhammad Shah, dated 823 H./1419 A.D.,1 are evidences 
of the sway of the Bengal kings over Chittagong in the early years of the 
fifteenth century. The fact that a dethroned Arakanese king, named 
Meng-tsaumum, recovered his throne, in 1430 A.D., with the help of the 
Gaur king (Jalaluddin Muhammad Shah) and recognized his vassalage2 
goes to show the hold of Gaur court on Chittagong about the time. Meng 
Khri (1434—59), successor of Meng-tsaumum, continued to be a vassal of 
the king of Gaur. He adopted Muslim title ‘Ali Shah’ and inscribed the 
‘Kalima’ and the Arabic legend in his coins. The assumption of Muslim 
titles and the use of Arabic legend in the coins became a tradition with 
the successors of Meng Khri Ali Shah.8 But, this does not prove that the 
subordination of Arakan to Gaur was continued for an indefinite period. 
Towards the close of his reign, Meng Khri Ali Shah repudiated the 
vassalage and occupied Ramu.4 His successor Basaupya Kalima Shah 
conquered the town of Chittagong, in 1459 A.D.6

Arakan’s hold on Chittagong seems to have been very short-lived. 
The inscription of Rasti Khan® found in the tomb of Alaul, dated 1473-74 
A.D., indicates the recovery of the town by the king of Gaur (Ruknuddin 
Barbak Shah, 1459-1474 A.D.). The sway of Gaur over Chittagong con
tinued till 1512 A.D., when the town fell into the hands of Dhanyamanikya, 
king of Tripura.7 Tripura’s authority over Chittagong was brought 
to a speedy termination by the Arakanese. The Arakanese also lost the 
town to Alauddin Husain Shah (1493-1519 A.D.) of Bengal, about 1517 
A.D. ‘ The evidence gathered from the writings of the poets Kavindra 
Parameswar and Srikaran Nandi as well as the local Muslim traditions of 
Chittagong proves beyond doubt that the Arakanese were driven out of 
the Chittagong area by Prince Nusrat (son of Husain Shah). The state
ment of De Barros that when Joao de Silviera landed at Chittagong, in 
1517, the port belonged to the king of Bengal and Arakan was a vassal 
of the Bengal king, may refer to the result of Nusrat’s campaigns.’8 Prince 
Nusrat commemorated the conquest of Chittagong by renaming it Fatha- 
bad, i.e. place of victory.9 That Chittagong had the name of Fathabad 
is also known from a poet named Daulat Wazir Bahram, who says:—

Bttertu csprN I
ire wx* ftrfa n 
sifted
wrrifi fŵrn?t=4110

1 N. K . Bhattasali—Coins and Chronology of the Early Independent Sultans, 
• o f Bengal, pp. 119-126.

2 Phayre— History of Burma, p. 76 and Dr. A. B. M. Habibullah— ‘Arakan’, etc., 
j  A S B 1945

3 Dr. A. B. M. Habibullah—A rakan.. . .  J.A .S.B ., 1945.
4 Dr. Habibullah—A rakan .. .  .J .A .S .B ., 1945.

Das Gupta (Bengal in the 16th century, p. 142) identifies Ramu with a village 
called Ramu, which is in the southern part of the Chittagong district; it is now a police 
station.

8 Phayre—History of Burma, p. 171.
• Dr. Habibullah—A rakan.. . .  J.A .S.B ., 1945.
7 K. P. Sen—Rajmala, Pt. II, p. 22.
8 Dr. Habibullah—A rakan.. . .  J .A .S.B ., 1945.
9 Ahadieul Khawanim (Hamidullah)— Blochmann, J .A .S.B ., 1871 and 1872.

10 A. Karim—Prachin Puthir Bibaran, Pt. I, 1320 B.S.
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A study of the Portuguese accounts reveals the fact that the Husain 

Shahi dynasty had uninterrupted sway over Chittagong from 1517 to 
.1538 A.D.1 The year 1538 A.D. saw a revolution at Gaur. The Pathan 
Chief Sher Khan captured Gaur (6th April, 1538) and the ousted king 
Gliiyasuddin Mahmud Shah, the last king of the Husain Shahi dynasty, 
died at ICahlgaon. Humayun came to Gaur and occupied it. After a 
short stay at Gaur (Jannatabad), he moved towards Agra. Sher Khan 
intercepted Humayun at Chausa and defeated him. The victorious 
Pathan Chief came to Gaur and reconquered it from Humayun5s governor 
Jahangir Quli, in October, 1539.2 Sher Shah installed himself as an 
independent ruler at Gaur. With the vast resources of Bengal at his 
command, he now prepared to make a bid for the throne of Hindustan.

Sher Shah inaugurated the Pathan rule in Bengal and it continued 
down to the year 1576 A.D. The history of Chittagong during this period 
is rather obscure. In the History of Bengal, Vol. II, published .by the 
Dacca University, practically no reference has been made about the fate 
of Chittagong in this period. In some places, there are vague statements, 
which amount to an expression of doubt, regarding the hold of the mighty 
Pathan rulers Sher Shah and Islam Shah on Chittagong.® But, the 
materials prove beyond doubt that Sher Shah and Islam Shah had juris
diction over the place.

On the evidence of the Portuguese accounts, it can be said that Sher 
Shah conquered Chittagong. Even before his final occupation of Gaur 
(Oct., 1539), he sent his generals to occupy the outlying districts of Bengal. 
When he was invading Gaur in 1538, he sent one ‘Nogazil5 to occupy 
Chittagong.4 Sher Shah was conscious of the strategic importance of 
Chittagong., Besides, he felt the necessity of preventing the Portuguese 
from coming to the aid of Gliiyasuddin Mahmud Shah, who was a friend of 
the Portuguese of Chittagong at the time. The expedition of Nogazil 
had the desired result. The Portuguese could not come to the help of 
Ghiyasuddin Mahmud Shah at Gaur and Nogazil easily took possession of 
Chittagong. The quarrel between Khudabaksh Khan and Amirza Khan, 
the officers of Ghiyasuddin Mahmud Shah at Chittagong, made the task 
easy for Nogazil. Due to divided opinion, the. Portuguese could not take 
advantage of the troubled condition of Chittagong. Of course, the 
Portuguese made an attempt to establish their hold over Chittagong. 
But, it was too late; Sher Shah’s authority over Chittagong had already 
been established on a firm footing. Hence, Castahheda remarks, 
* Through the folly and indiscretion of Sampayo (Portuguese captain), the 
king of Portugal lost Chittagong which could easily have been taken 
possession of, considering that Sher Shah was busily engaged on the other 
side of Bengal.6 Dr. Q.anungo says that after the victory of Chausa, Sher 
Shah became the de facto ruler of the vast territories bounded on the 
west by the bend of the Ganges from Kanauj to Chunar, on the south by 
the hills of Jharkhand (Rohtas to Birbhum) and the Bay of Bengal, on 
the east by the hills of Assam and Chittagong and on the north by the

1 Campos—History of the Portuguese in Bengal, pp. 30-40.
2 History of Bengal, II, D.IT., p. 173. -
3 History of Bengal, II , p. 378 says—‘A Burmese king of Arakan had -wrested the 

Chatgaon district from the independent Sultans of Bengal in 1459. In Jahangir’s 
reign, the Mughals had recovered the country up to the Beni r iv e r .. . .  ’ This state
m ent gives an idea that, after 1459 A.D ,, the rulers of Bengal had no hold on Chitta
gong till its conqpest hy the Mughals.

4 Qanungo— Sher Shah, p. 138 and Campos—History of the Portuguese in Bengal,
pp. 36-38.

6 Campos—History of the Portuguese in Bengal, p. 43.
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Himalayas.1 Dr. Habibullah also has incidentally referred to the occupation 
of Chittagong by Sher Shah and his hold over it till his death in 1545 A.D.2

A Bengali poem named ‘Laila-Majnu’, written by Daulat Wazir 
Bahram, speaks of the Sur rule over Chittagong. The poem, at first, makes 
mention of the conquest of Chittagong in the reign of 'Husain Shah and 
then says that, after some generations, Nizam Shah Sur became the ruler 
of Chittagong.

W W  W  V9, oft JT5,

^  Is
According to Dr. Shahidullah, Daulat Wazir Bahram was a con

temporary of Sher Shah and Nizam Shah Sur, mentioned by him, was 
brother*of Sher Shah.4 It is rather difficult to believe that Sher Shah had 
appointed his brother merely as a district officer, when he appointed 
Khizr Khan, a man who was not related to his family or race, as the 
governor of Bengal. Granted that Nizam Khan Sur was appointed to the 
government of Chittagong, why should he assume the title of Shah ? The 
title Shah was a privilege enjoyed by the independent rulers and Sher 
Shah or Islam Shah could not have tolerated the assumption of the ‘ Shah ’ 
title by Nizam Khan Sur. Besides, no mention of Nizam Khan Sur is 
found in any contemporary Persian history after the capture of Rohtas 
by Sher Shah, in March, 1538.6 This might be interpreted in two w ays: 
Nizam Khan Sur had either died after the capture of Rohtas or had played 
no significant role in the subsequent history of his great brother.

There is also another side of the picture. It might be that Sher Shah 
was alive to the great importance of Chittagong and to the danger from 
the Portuguese and the Arakanese. To secure the distant south-eastern 
frontier against the imperialistic Portuguese and the Arakanese, Sher 
Shah appointed his loyal brother to the government of Chittagong. It is 
not unlikely that poet Daulat Wazir Bahram had, either through careless
ness or in his enthusiasm for the lord of Chittagong, called Nizam Khan 
Sur as Nizam Shah Sur. The Portuguese accounts have referred to one 
Nogazil whom Sher Shah sent to occupy Chittagong. Can this Nogazil 
and Nizam Khan Sur or Nizam be identical ? The Portuguese have 
generally corrupted Muslim names. They have called Sher Khan Sur as 
Xercansur, Khudabaksh Khan as Cadavascao and Amirza Khan as 
Amarzacao.® They might have corrupted Nizam into Nogazil.

Whatever might be the relation of Nizam Shah Sur with Nizam Khan 
Sur or with Nogazil, the poem of Daulat Wazir Bahram bears testimony 
to the fact that Chittagong enjoyed Sur rule after the fall of the Husain 
Shahi dynasty. That the Sur rule over Chittagong continued throughout 
the reigns of Sher Shah and Islam Shah is evident from the Portuguese 
records. De Barros, wTiting in 1552 A.D., says, ‘Chatigaon is the most 
famous and wealthy city of the kingdom of Bengal, by reason of its port, 
at which meets the traffic of all that eastern region\7 Chittagong had been

1 Qanuneo— Sher Shah, p. 200.
2 Dr. Habibullah—A rakan.. .  .J .A .S .B ., 1945.
3 A. Karim—Prachin Puthir Bibaran, Pt. I, 1320 B.S.
4 Dr. Shahidullah— Bangla Sahitye Musalman—Mahe Nao, June 1951.
6 Tarikh-i-Sher Shahi—Elliot and Dowson, Vol. IV, p. 357.
6 Campos—Hist, o f the Portuguese in Bengal, p. 43.
7 Eastern Bengal District Gazetteers, Chittagong— O’Malley.
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an integral part of Bengal in the medieval period, though it sometimes 
passed into the hands of the Arakanese and the kings of Tripura. The 
records of the foreigners prove this fact. Ralph Eitche, who visited. 
Chittagong, in 1585, says, ‘Erorn Chatigaon in Bengala, I came to Bacola’.1 
Whenever foreigners had referred to the kingdom of Bengal, they had. 
generally meant the kingdom or the territory of Bengal which commenced 
from the borders of Patna (Bihar) and Orissa. Barbosa, a Portuguese 
who visited Bengal about 1514 A.D., remarks, ‘On the other side of this 
river (the Granges) commences the kingdom of Bengala’.2 This un
doubtedly refers to the territory whose seat of power was at Gaur. That 
De Barros, by his kingdom of Bengal, has also meant the same territory 
with its seat of power at Gaur, is clear from Ms statement on another 
occasion. He says that when Joao de Silviera landed at CMttagong, in 
1517, the port belonged to the ‘King of Bengal and Arakan was a vassal 
of the Bengal king’.3 The Chinese records also, in referring to the kingdom 
of Bengal, mean the same territory with Gaur or Pandua as Capital.4

It is evident, therefore, that CMttagong, in 1552 A.D., was a part o f  
the Gaur kingdom and was under the rule of the Sur Emperor Islam Shah.

An Arakanese tradition claims that Chittagong was conquered by the 
Arakanese king Meng Beng (1531—53 A.D.). He minted a coin at Chitta
gong. The coin bears his name and title o f ‘Sultan’5. Perhaps the coin 
was issued to commemorate his conquest of Chittagong. But, due to the 
absence of date in the coin, it is difficult to say when the coin was minted.. 
The Sur Pathans retained their hold on CMttagong up to 1552 A.D. The 
conquest of CMttagong by Meng Beng might have taken place in 1553 
AdX TMs is borne out by the following facts. Islam Shah Sur died in 
1553 A.D.6 and Ms death was an occasion for succession disputes among 
the Pathans. The boy Sultan Eiroz was killed, on the tMrd day of his 
accession, by Ms maternal uncle Mubariz Khan, who ascended the 
throne under the title Sultan Muhammad Adil. This usurpation bred, 
discontent and also ambitions in the Pathan nobility. Several pretenders 
arose and they came to contest the sovereignty of Hindustan with Sultan 
Muhammad Add. Muhammad Khan Sur, the governor of Bengal, did 
not sit idle. He assumed the title of Sultan Muhammad Shah Ghazi and. 
declared himself as an independent sovereign of Bengal and prepared to 
contest the throne with -Sultan Muhammad Adil. With his eyes riveted 
to the north, Muhammad Khan Sur might have neglected the defence of 
CMttagong. Meng Beng might have seized the opportunity and con
quered CMttagong towards the close of 1553 A.D.

Relying on an Arakanese tradition, Phayre maintains that Meng 
Beng (1531-53 A.D.) conquered Chittagong Mom the possession of 
Tripura.7 But, this is not borne out by facts. It has been proved that the

1 Cited in Das Gupta’s ‘Bengal in the Sixteenth century’, p. 144.
2 Ibid., p. 113.
3 Campos—History o f the Portuguese in Bengal, p. 28; Dr. Habibullah—Arakan 

. . .  .J .A .S .B ., 1945.
4 Mahuan’s account cited in N . K. Bbattasali’s ‘Coins and Chronology of the 

Independent Sultans o f B engal’, p. 169; Mabuan sa y s ,‘The kingdom of Pang-ko-la 
(Bengala) is reached by s h ip .. .  .the vessel arrives first at Cheb-ti-gan (Chittagong)’,

5 Phayre—History of Burma, p. 72.
6 As to the date o f the death o f Islam Shah, there are different views.# Dr. N. K .  

Bbattasali (Bengal Past and Present, July-Dec., 1929) dates 1652 and Majumdar 
(Advanced History o f India) dates N ov., 1554; N. B. Ray (Successors of Sher Shah) 
has placed the death of Islam Shah on 30tlr October, 1553. History o f Bengal II , 
D.U . agrees w ith B . Ray.

7 Phayre—History o f Burma, p. 72.
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Sur rulers had hold on Chittagong up to 1552 A.D. and Meng Beng con-, 
quered the town after the death of IslaufL Shah, i.e. towards the close of 
the year 1553 A.D. Rajmala1 and the Arakan coin of Muhammad Shah 
Ghazi2 (Muhammad Khan Sur) speak of the conquest of Chittagong by 
tile long of Gaur, in 1554 A.D. from Bijoymanikya (1540-71 A.D.), the 
king of Tripura. From this, it is clear that Bijoymanikya captured the 
town from the Arakanese, in the early part of 1554 A.D.

Bijoymanikya enjoyed a few months’ authority over the great port. 
Rajmala records its capture by the Pathans o f  Gaur. The mutiny;of the 
Pathan horsemen3 in the army of Bijoymanikya and its ruthless 
suppression 4 by him enraged the Pathan ruler of Gaur. He sent an army 
under Mamarak Khan (Mubarak Khan) to Chittagong.

I
Capftif dtoB’sfo ffa II
$ $ $ $

*fi bw to Btfeitoi c*f*i i ' 
far fefc fsffan it5

The Pathan general Mubarak Khan captured Chittagong from the 
forces of Bijoymanikya.6 Who was this ruler of Gaur who sent Mubarak 
Khan % There are reasons to believe that the Gaur ruler referred to in 
Rajmala was Muhammad Khan Sur. Muhammad Khan raided Arracan 7 
(Arakan). Raid on Arakan is impossible without the conquest and 
occupation of Chittagong area.

A coin of Ghiyasuddin Muhammad Shah Ghazi (Muhammad Khan 
Sur), dated 962 H./1554 A.D., bears Arakan as mint place.® The coin was 
perhaps issued to commemorate .the conquest of Arakan by Muhammad 
Khan Sur. This coin testifies to the - conquest of Chittagong by 
Muhammad Khan Sur, in 1554 A.D. That Muhammad Khan Sur con
quered the place from Bijoymanikya, in 1554, is also proved by the 
subsequent events.

After the occupation of Chittagong by the Pathan general Mubarak 
Khan, Bijoymanikya sent fresh forces _to_ Chittagong.. The Tripura 
forces fought for eight months with the Pathans, but they failed to recover 
"the town.

sfl tfS FttesTfa II9
1 K . P . Sen—Rajmala, Part II , p. 44.
2 Lanepoole—Catalogue of Indian Coins, p. 56. The Arakan coin speaks of the 

conquest o f Arakan by Muhammad Shah Ghazi (Muhammad Khan Sur). The con
quest of Arakan must have been preceded by the occupation of Chittagong..

3 Rajmala (K. P. Sen), P t. II , p. 46:—

ŝ«n tfiiJattoi ntfcfa nm I 
sfsttw ^  ii

4 Ibid. The Pathan soldiers were taken prisoners and sacrificed before the 
Fourteen gods.

5 and 0 Ibid., pp. 46-47.
7 Histdry of Bengal, II , D .U ., p. 179.
8 S. Lanepoole—Catalogue of Indian Coins, p. 56.

Dr. Habibullah (J.A .S.B., 1945) says that the name of mint-town has been 
incorrectly read ; the correct reading would be Rikab. But, Rikab was not an im 
portant town and had never been a mint-town. The reading ‘Arakan’ Beems correct.

9 K. P. Sen—Rajmala, II , p. 47.
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Bijoymanikya sent liis veteran fiommander Kala Nazir; Kala Nazir 

fell in a light with the Pathans. At night-fall, the victorious Pathans 
returned to the fort of Chittagong. The Tripura forces dug holes beneath 
the walls of the fort and made a surprise attack on the Musalmans, The 
Pathans fell fighting and Mubarak Khan was taken prisoner to Rangamati, 
capital of Tripura. Mubarak Khan'was slaughtered as sacrifice before 
the Pourteen Gods. Chittagong passed into the hands of Bijoymanikya.1

‘Tripur Bansabali Puthi2 and Rajmala record a daring raid of Bijoy
manikya in Eastern Bengal after the recovery of Chittagong from the 
Pathans. Bijoymanikya came up to the Brahmaputra, the Lakhya and 
the Padma. He bathed in these rivers and minted coins to commemorate 
the events.3 A Lakhya coin, dated 1481 Saka/1559 A.D., has been dis
covered. The legend on the obverse of the coin records:
“faHRtPfar OH =  The doubly illustrious Bijoymanikya who bathed in the 
Lakhya.4

The daring Eastern Bengal raid of Bijoymanikya, in 1559 A.D., was 
an event subsequent to his recovery of Chittagong. On the evidence of 
the £ Arakan coin* of Muhammad Khan Sur, it can be said that Muhammad 
Khan Sur had hold on Chittagong, in 1'554 A.D. Hence, the recovery 
•of Chittagong by Bijoymanikya must have taken place sometime in the 
period from 1554 to 1559 A.D.6 This period saw the most disastrous 
internecine wars among the Pathans and their consequent weakness and 
loss of sovereignty and territory. Humayan had recovered the throne of 
Hindustan, in 1555 A.D. The internecine wars had also disastrous results 
on the kingdom of Bengal. Ambitious Muhammad Khan Sur had been 
•defeated and slain at Chhapar-ghat, in December 1555, by Himu, Muham
mad Adil’s general. Bahadur Shah (Muhammad Khan Sur’s son) had to 
recover the throne by fighting Adil’s governor Shahbaz Khan (1556).6 He 
had to avenge his father’s death. He fought Adil at Surajgarh and 
defeated and killed him (April, 1557).7 Bahadur Shah had, then, to 
consolidate his position on the throne of Bengal. These troubles of the 
rulers of Gain’ helped Bijoymanikya to recover Chittagong and encouraged 
him to undertake a daring raid in Eastern Bengal.

. In 1554 A.D., Chittagong was in the hands of Muhammad Khan Sur. 
The Tripura forces fought for eight months to capture the town, but failed. 
Kala Nazir, who was afterwards sent by Bijoymanikya, fell in a fight with 
the Pathans. Then the Tripura forces planned a night attack by digging 
holes beneath the walls of the fort and, by tins, they succeeded in capturing 
the town. Prom the above discussions, it may be concluded that the 
Tripura forces captured the town, in 1556 A.D. It was a time when 
Muhammad Khan Sur had died and his son Bahadur Shah had been fight
ing with Shahbaz Khan to recover the throne of Gam'. Hence, no re
inforcement came to the Pathan army which had been fighting against 
the fresh streams of Tripura forces.

1 Ibid., and B ev. Long—Analysis o f Bajmala, J.A .S.B., 1850.
2 Cited in K . P. Sen’s Bajmala, II , p. 54,
3 K . P. Sen—Bajmala, II, p. 64; B ev. Long—Analysis o f Bajmala, J .A .S.B ., 1850.
i  N. K . B.— Bengal Chiefs’ Struggle, B .P .P ., July-Dee,, 1929.
5 N. K . Bliattasali (Bengal Chiefs’ struggle—B.P.P ., July-Dee., 1929) maintains 

th a t Bijoymanikya’s conquest o f Chittagong and his daring Eastern Bengal raid had 
taken place in the period from 1543 to 1559 A.D. when the authority o f the Pathan
rulers over Bengal was weak. B ut, as a matter of fact, the Pathan authority over
Bengal was not weak in the reigns of Sher Shah and Islam Shah (1539-1553 A .D .). 
The authority became weak after the death of Islam Shah.

6 History of Bengal, II, D .U ., p. 179.
7 Ibid., pp. 179-80.
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The Sur rulers of Gaur had lost Chittagong in 1556 A.D. and, for some 
years, the place enjoyed the rule of Bijoymanikya. Bijoymanikya was a 
powerful ruler. Abul Fazl says, ‘He has a force of two hundred thousand 
footmen and a thousand elephants’.* It seems that Bijoymanikya 
maintained his hold on Chittagong till his death, in 1571 A.D.2 His 
successor Anantamanikya (1571-72)3 was assassinated by the commander 
of his army Udaymanikya (1572—74),4 who usurped the throne. Uday- 
manikya shifted the capital from Rangamati to Udaypur. The death of 
the powerful king Bijoymanikya and the usurpation of the throne by a 
person, who did not belong to the royal family, encouraged the king of 
Gaur to send an army to conquer Chittagong. Who was this king of Gaur

to i 
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who sent the expedition to Chittagong ? Bijoymanikya died of smallpox.6 
Generally smallpox breaks out in March and April. It might be that 
Bijoymanikya died in April, 1571. His son Anantamanikya reigned for 
a year and a half.7 Hence, Udaymanikya might have come to the throne 
about October, 1572 and this was the time when Sulaiman Karrani had 
also died.8 Sulaiman Karrani’s successor Bayazid Karrani had a very 
short and disturbed reign and, as such, he could not have sent any expedi
tion to a distant place like Chittagong. Daud Karrani (1573-76),9 who 
was very ambitious, might have sent the Chittagong expedition and 
perhaps it was sent in the early part of 1573 A.D.10

As the Pathan troops were marching to Chittagong, a Tripura army 
of 52,000 soldiers and 3,000 generals advanced to intercept them. Ignor
ing the unfavourable omens of the flapping of the vulture’s wings, falling 
of fire from the sky and the barking of foxes, the Tripura army attacked 
the Pathans at Khandal.11 The Tripura troops were routed with a loss of 
40,000 soldiers; the Pathans lost only 4,000 men.12 The victorious Pathans 
entered Chittagong. The king of Gaur (Daud Karrani) became very glad 
at the news of the victory and sent a  fresh a r m y  u n d er  Piroj (Firoz) Khan 
Anni and Jamal Khan Panni. They were helped by the ‘Twelve Chiefs 
of Bengal \ c*Hl 5 l

yus c*r*i to ii
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1 J arret— Ain, Vol. II , p. 130 (1949 Ed.)
2 N. K. B.— Bengal Chiefs’ struggle (B .P.P., July-Dee., 1929) quoted from the

preface of Blochmann in Ain, Vol. I .
3 and 4 Ibid. 6 K. P. Sen—Rajmala, II , p. 69.
* and 7 Rev. Long—Analysis o f Rajmala, J.A .S .B ., 1850.
8 History of Bengal, II, D .U ., p. 185. 9 Jarret— Ain, II, p. 27.

10 Rajmala says that the king of Gaur sent an army to conquer Chittagong on 
hearing the news o f LTdaymanikya’s usurpation o f the throne o f Tripura.

n  Kandal is a place on the road to Chittagong; formerly it was in the district of 
Tippera and now it form3 part o f the district o f Noakhali (K. P. Sen’s identification—
Rajmala, II).

12 Analysis o f Rajmala (Rev. Long, J .A .S.B ., 1850) and K. P. Sen—Rajmala, 
II, p. 71.
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The Pathans under the command of Firoz Khan Anni and Jamal 
Khan Panni invaded Tripura and defeated the army of Udaymanikya at 
Meharkul.2 Udaymanikya fought with the Pathans for five years.8 The 
war proved a great calamity to Tripura; it brought starvation and 
epidemics in the country.4

On the evidence of Rajmala, it may be said that Daud Karrani 
recovered, in 1573, the town of Chittagong, which had been lost by the 
Sur Pathans, about 1556 A.D. Rajmala is a fairly contemporary work 
of the Pathan period in Bengal.5 It is a family history of the kings o£ 
Tripura. Since, it admits the defeat of a king of that family and the loss 
of Chittagong, there is no reason to disbelieve it. The conquest of Chitta
gong by Daud Karrani may be accepted as a fact.

There are indirect evidences which go to prove that the Karrani rulers 
might have had a hold on Chittagong. In the Rent Roll introduced by 
Todar Mai, in 1582 A.D., one Mahal of Sarkar Chittagong has been 
mentioned as Sulaimanpur.6 Names generally reflect the ideas of the 
time and the places are named after the names of important persons. 
Sacrkars and Mahals have been generally named Husainshahi, Husainpur, 
Nusrat Shahi, Mahmud Shahi, Sher Shahi, Sulaimanabad, Sulaimanshahi, 
Sulaimanpur, Daud Shahi, etc. after the names of the rulers and princes.

A Mahal or Pargana of Sarkar Chittagong could not have been named 
Sulaimanpur, unless Sulaiman or anyone of his dynasty had ruled over the 
place. The name could not have been introduced at the time of the Sur 
rule, when Sulaiman Karrani was a governor in south Bihar and was not 
connected with Bengal.

The name could not have been introduced by the kings of Arakan or 
Tripura. Of course, the Buddhist kings of Arakan adopted Muslim names. 
But, we do not know of any Arakanese king, flourishing before 1582, who 
adopted Sulaiman as his title.

A g a in , the M ahal S u la im an p u r m u st h a v e  existed in Sarkar 
Chittagong before Todar Mai’s entry in the Rent Roll of 1582 A.D., with 
its estimated revenue of 11,424,310 dams.7 The Mughals could not 
conquer Chittagong before 1666 A.D. Shihabuddin Talish admits that 
‘when Bengal was annexed to the Mughal Empire, Chatgaon was entered 
in the papers of Bengal as one of the defaulting and unsettled districts. 
When the Mutasaddis did not really wish to pay any man wrhose salary 
was due, they gave him an assignment on the revenue of Chatgaon’.8 
Chittagong wras not conquered at the time of Akbar; still it is entered as a 
Sarkar with all its Mahals in the Rent Roll. From this, it may be

1 See footnote 12, p. 28.
2 Meharkul is situated near Comilla.
3 K. P. Sen—Rajmala, II, p. 71, " ^  Sfprm I ”
4 Ibid, p. 72, and Rev. Long—Analysis of Rajmala, J.A .S.B ., 1850.
6 Rajmala, II, is said to have been written at the time of Amarmanikva (1577-86). 

K. P. Sen—Rajmala, II, pp. 4-5.
6 Ain, Vol. II p. 152—Jarret, 1949 Edition.
7 Ibid.
8 Eastern Bengal Gazetteers, Chittagong— O’Malley; and Sarkar’s Studies in 

Mughal India, p. 122.
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concluded that Abul Fazl had copied them from the records of the previous 
rulers, who had authority over Chittagong. The existence of the name 
of Sulaimanpur Mahal in the records, from which Abul Fazl copied, 
suggests that the records belonged to the Karrani Sultans, who preceded 
the Mughals, in Bengal. It is likely that Daud Karrani, after the con
quest of Chittagong, had named a Mahal of his newly-acquired territory 
after the name of his father.

Chittagong might have come into the possession of Daud Karrani 
about 1573 A.D. Udaymanikya fought with Jamal Khan Panni, general 
of Daud, for five years and failed to recover Chittagong. This indicates 
that Daud Karrani retained his hold on Chittagong till his death, in 1576 
A.D. It is difficult to say what became of the great port after the death 
of Daud Karrani. It might be that independent Pathan chiefs ruled for 
some time until it fell into the hands of the Arakanese. Ralph Fitche, 
who visited Chittagong, in 1585, wrote, ‘From Satagam, I travelled to the 
country of Tippera or Porto Grande (Chittagong), with whom the Mogores 
or Mogen have almost continual warres. The Mogen which be of the king
dom of Recon and Rame, be stronger than the kingdom of Tippera, so 
that Chatigaon or Porto Grande is often times under the king of Recon’.1 
Rajmala also records the conquest of Chittagong by Amarmanikya from 
the Arakanese.2 Arakanese accounts claim that the Arakanese king 
Meng Phalaung Sikardar conquered it from Tripura, in 1586.8 From 1586 
A.D., Chittagong remained under the Arakanese till its conquest by the 
Mughal general Sbayesta Khan, in 1666.4

1 Cited in Dasgupta’s ‘ Bengal in the 16th century’, p .  141.
* N .K .B .— B.P.P ., Julv-Dec., 1929.
* Ibid.
4 HiKtory of Bengal, II, p. 377 (D.U. Publication).


